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Television's Future
Financial Problems of B.B.C. and
Manufacturers
HERE arc signs that the public
is no\v settling down to a
more sober view of television
after the first outburst of
excitement following the publication
of the Television Committee's I~eport
to the Postmaster General. The problems im·oh·ecl begin to shmv themsclws in their proper perspective and
it is realised now that when the proposed station in London starts transmitting this will only be a modest
beginning, and that the development
of an efficient service of public interest
must be a gradual process.
In an article published in the issue of
The H'irclcss World of August 3rcl last
year, under the title " Financial Aspects of Television," it was brought
home to us how serious an obstacle
to rapid development was the probable
high cost of organising a national
service. It was shown that the future
of television vvas so bound up with the
financial side that the technical aspect
could not properly be considered except
in association with financial considerations. Elsewhere in that article the
statement appeared " It does not look
as if the finances of the B.B.C., on the
basis of their present proportion of
the licences, could stand the strain of
endeavouring to provide television programmes, even if they might scrape
to,:;ether the cost of erecting the stations
over a fairly long period of time."
Fortunately, the B.B.C. is to have
some assista1;ce on the financial side,
for it has now been announced that a
grant of £so,ooo is to be made to the
H.H.C. through the Post Office estimates io aid the development of the
television service. This sum should be
a considerable assistance, but it looks

T

as if an equal amount at least will
have to be found from year to year
for the provision of programmes alone,
quite apart from the erection of
stations.
On the commercial side, too, there
are difficulties. Those concerns which
have done most of the development
work on television have already sunk
large sums which have so far been
unproductive of revenue, and if royalties paid to them as owners of patents
by manufacturers of television receivers and profits through the sale
of their own receivers arc to be their
only sources of revenue, it may be
some time before any appreciable
reward for their efforts can be garnered.
In order to popularise television in this
country too, manufacturers will undoubtidly endeavonr to put out sets
at the lowest possible prices, thereby
leaving themselves a somewhat meagre
margin of profit.

Financial Risks
It would be over-optimistic, too, to
suggest that there is no element of risk
attaching to the future success of
television from the point of view of
public appeal, and this, as we have
pointed out before, is where the B.B.C.
ha~ had to shoulder a big responsibility.
If the public has been led fo expect too
much of television and the scope of the
programmes \vhen they start is disappointing, then development may
prove to be very slow indeed.
Meanwhile, we should do all that we
can, short of raising the hopes of the
public too high, to support the B.B.C.
in their effort, as well as giving encouragement to those pioneer companies \vho have invested so much
capital in the enterprise and v.rho merit
a full reward for their efforts and for
the risks which they have been prepared to take.
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The Lorenz Blind Landing System
A NEW RADIO AID TO AERIAL NAVIGATION
By RODERICK

DE~JIA~,

JI.A., A,'\l.I.E.E., A.F.R.Ae.S,

HEN a pupil is taken up for his first flying lesson it is quite usual to
that he
fly strmj;ht,
W
by watching a mark on the hori.zon, from the first moment that the controls are handed
TV hen the horizon is obscured, however, things become more difficult for him, and in the limit when
.find

Call

o~·er.

visibility is reduced to zero only a skilled fJi!ot whose aeroplane is equipped zcith gyroscopic blind flying
instruments can remain aloft. The importance of means which mill make possible blind landing in safety
cannot he over estimated. The follmcing article, describing a new system ingeniously based on the properties
of ultra-slzort-wa~·e radio transmission, is, therefore, of special interest.

T

HE requirements for instrument
flight are well understood and
they can easily be met so long
as the height of the aeroplane
above ground obstructions exceeds the
maximum error of the instrument used to
indicate height.
In the best modern
altimeters this error does not exceed about
75 feet. Now, with no more detailed height
information than is provided by such means
as this, it is actually possible on a large
aerodrome to land an aeroplane in safety,
by throttling the engine down and awaiting contact with the ground. But greater
precision results, and the landing can
therefore be made in a shorter length, if
the pilot is shown how to follow a predetermined path of descent, and cali
train himself to use it. This is by no
means easy, for throughout the approach
and landing he must simultaneously and
within narrow limits preser\'e a straight
course towards the landing runway. In
this article, howeyer, we are less concerned with the airman's residual difficulties than with the technical aids that
radio can offer him. With a passing
obser\'ation that these difficulties arc not
insuperable, therefore, we will proceed at
once with a description of a system which
not onlv lavs do\nl a fixed horizontal
path o{ approach but at the same time
offers the pilot a Yariety of vertical paths of
descent from which (it is claimed) he may
choose the one best suited to the aerodynamic properties of his aeroplane--an
assortment of Jacob's ladders, reshaped
(as it were) to modern requirements.
A distinctive feature of the blind land-

ing system to be described is that a single
transmitter is used to delineate both the
horizontal and vertical paths. This leads
to a considerable simplification of the
equipment which it is necessary to carry
in the aeroplane, but however desirable
this may be as an ultimate goal the writer
shares the view of the American workers
in this field, that at the present time it
would haYe been better to keep separate
the functions of a horizontal approach
beacon and of a wrtical landing beam.
To this the Germans may fairly reply that

use of the Yertical radiation charactt:ristic
of their beacon is entirelv optional, and
that its performance as· an aid to the
approach in the horizontal plane has been
in no way compromised.
·whether the
converse is also true, however, remains to
be seen.
The basic principle of the German beacon is due to Hen P. \'on H;i.ndel, of the
Deut~che Vcrsuchsanstalt fur Lultfahrt,
but the S\'Stem has been worked out in its
present commercial form by the Lorenz
Company.
The horizontal directional
effect will first be explained.

Horizontal Navigation
Fundamentally this depends on continuous indications of field strength at the
position occupied by the aeroplane at any
instant. Comparison is made of the field
strength due to two radiation characteristics in the horizontal plane which are
created alternately by the action of t\YO
reflectors on
clipole transmitting
antenna. Since the dipole is erected vertically, the waYes are polarised with the
plane of the electric force perpendicular
to the earth's surface. This aYoids the
introduction of any unwanted directional
The
effects by the recei\'ing antenna
\\'avelength chosen is 9 metres.
Consider first the effect of a sinl!le reflector (Fig. r) where T is an el~vatcd
transmitting dipole and Rr a wriical reflector with a remote-controlled S\\'itch ins<.:rted at its mid-point. When this S\Yitch
is opened the shape of the resultant space
pattern is circular, for the radiation is

a

Fig. I.-Horizontal field patterns. T, vertical dipole; Rr, reflector, spaced 7</z, 1</3,
7</5 from T.
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The Lorenz Blind Landing Systemuniform in all horizontal directions. When,
however, the switch is closed,. the reflector
becomes operative and the ~pace pattern
assumes an elliptical shape. The energy
radiated in any giYen direction depends
upon the phase of the current induced in
Rr by the radiation from T, and this in
turn obviously depends upon. the spacing
betwern the transmitter aEcl the reflector.'

1

Equisignal Course Indication
The spacing actually used is about half
a wavelength. The tlclcl strength in any
given direction from the transmitter is
proportional to the lsngth of a line drawn
in that direction from T to the boundary
of the curve. and it is seen that the action
of the reflector is to increase the Jicld
strength 011 the side of the transmitter
opposite to it. If a second re Rector H.2
is now added as shown in Fig. 2, and this
is keyed alternately with Rr, then the field
;;trength pattern will change from one
ellipse to the other according to which
retlcctor is keyed. At the points X and
Y, which arc common to both curve:;, the~
field strength will not be affected by keying, and as the curves corresrxmding to.
other values of field strenglh are all
symmetrical with respect to a line joining
these two points, XY is the line of equal
strength. In order to provide di~tinctivc
signals for the areas lying on each side
of this equisignal line, the reflector R r is
keyed with dots and Rz with dashes, it
being arranged that the signals interlock

Fig. 2.-Constant field strength is maintained along the line XY.

and that the combined length of a dot and
a clash is one second. This is shown in
Fig. 3. where the area in which dashes
are heard predominantly is at the top of
the figure, and the area where clots arc
loudest lies at the bottom. Along the eqnisignal line the clots and clashes are of
equal strength and merge into a continuous monotone, while slightly to each
side of this line the clots (or clashes) will
lack contrast in relation to the background
signal. Along the line SAB, for example,
the intervals between the clashes will be
filled with dots having a signal strength
relatiYe to that of the dashes of SA/SB.
Owing to the inability of the ear to detect
differences of sound intensity of less than
about r decibel, the area -in \Yhich the
signals, heard aurally, will be judged to
1 The polar diagram iR somewhat similarly
affi'cted by the length of the reflector wire.

and deliver about 5 watts output to a horizontal dipole mounted either one quarter
or three-quarters of a wavelength above
the earth, or (what is equivalent) above a
wire netting reflector laid on the attic floor
of a house. This
arrangement gives
the vertical polar
diagram an inverted cone-shapE'd
appearance in the
plane of approach.
The width of this
cone is such that
the duration of the
marker signals will
be from about six
to ten seconds, depending on height.
COURSE
The vertical range
of the marker beacons is at least
1,500 feet.
So far we have
considered only the
horizontal distribution of the: energy
radiated by the
main beacon. To
understand how the
same beacon can
be used to mark
Fig. 3.-The "on-course" signal is tormed of interlocking dots
and dashes of equal stcength.
the path of descent,
the reader should
the signal he hears in his headphones. now turn to Fig. 5, which shows how the
These deviations are also made visible to field is distributed in a vertical plane
him by means of a vertical pointer through the equisignal line. The curves
actuated by the recei,·er and mounted on of Fig. 5 arc contours of equal field
the dashbo.ard in front of him (See Fig. 4). strength, and if all the conditions reSome approximate indication of the dis- mained constant it would be possible (in
t:tnce of the aeroplane from the main land- theory at least) to provide the pilot with
ing beacon can be derived from estimates apparatus for the absolute Cletermination
or rough measurements of signal strength.
of field strength, and for him to select
But experience has shown the necessity thereby a certain number of millivolts per
for accurate localisation of the machine's metre, known to correspond with the best
position at two strategic points in its acl- landing path. In practice it is not posn.nce. The ·first is the point at \\·hich sible to proceed by way of absolute field
thE' pilot should begin his final descent strength measurements, for over any long
(or with reference to which he may esti- period the sensitivity of the aeroplane remate this point). The second comes just ceiwr is subject to large variations. It
before the aerodrome is reached, when is comparatively easy to maintain steady
the pilot will often
be able to complete
the landing without
further aid from his
instruments.
The n c c e s s a r y
\Yarning signals are
given b_y auxiliary
transmitters of verv
1o \\' power.
Ii1
the Lorenz system
they are both ;;•crated on IC\V on a
wa,·elength of ?·9
metres,. and th·~v
are keyed au~o
maticallv, the 0ne
Fig. 4.-A, Neon lamp (first marker beacon signal) ; B, in:licator for
farthest ~ from the
approximate distance and vertical landing path ; C, on-and-off course
indicator ; D, Neon lamp (second marker beacon signal).
a e r o d r o m c with
r,;oo cycle dash·~s.
and the second, or inner one, with 700 conditions while the actual landing is
cvclt: dots. The transmitters are c.on- being made, however, so, instead of waittaincd in boxes about eighteen inches ing till he reaches a particular line of consquare and are crystal-controlled. They stant field strength, the pilot, on nearing
are put in operation from the aerodrome the aerodrome, descends to a height of

be of equal strength will occupy an angle
of a few degrees, and it is within this angle
that the pilot must endeavour to keep hi;;
aeroplane. If he deviates to the right or
left, dots or dashes will predominate in

·--~·

Wfill'®ll®~®

"
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The Lorenz Blind Landing Systemthe earth. Thus, at a height of 3,000 feet
about 6oo feet, as measured by his alti- the range of the beacon is about 40 miles,
meter, and awaits the signal from the first but at I,ooo feet it is only about I5 miles.
marker beacon (Fig. 6). This is given This, except in hilly country, is a suffihim in two waysvisibly, by the flashing of a neon lamp
"'UJ~ 400~-----+------+------+=-~--+------+~~~
on his dashboard inUJ
strument,
and
::<
audibly, b y t h e
modulation tone of
I, 700
cycles
per
second in his headphones, superposed
2"5
3
on the signals from
DISTANCE IN KILOMETRES
the main beacon.
Receiving this warnFig. 5.-(Above) Vertical radiation pattern from an elevated
dipole.

APRIL sth,
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ti'fiers being accommodated in the base of
the transmitter bay. The centre bay contains the measuring instruments, remote
control relays, and the equipment for keying. The transmitter itself occupies the
upper bay, and the whole equipment
measures 7ft. square by zft. in depth. In
an English translation the makers state
that the transmitter operates '' \Yithout
multiplication" with a frequency stability
of I kilocycle for temperature variations between zo deg. C and 35 deg. C. If by this
it is meant that frequency doubling has
been avoided, the combination of these t\yo
qualities in a quartz crystal seems to point
toward the use of the new '' AT '' cut
described last year in a communication
from the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 1
Monitoring and control equipment (Fig.
8) is centralised at the airport. Here

Fig. 6.-(Left) Near
ground level the contours converge.

ing the pilot glances at a signal strength
indicator on the left of his dashboard instrument (Fig. 4) and notes the horizontal
graduation mark against which the pointer
rests. At the same time he closes the
throttle and begins to glide down, keeping the pointer as nearly as possible on the
same horizontal mark by the use of his
throttle and elevator controls. The altimeter and the marker beacon have given
him the co-ordinates of one point on that
curve of constant field strength, which,
whatever its absolute value, is the best
one to pursue at that moment (Fig. 6).
So he follows it as closely as he can, and
a few seconds later hears the 700 cycle
tone of the second marker beacon, which
also causes the second neon
tube to flash. Unless the
visibility is almost zero, he
is now low enough over the
aerodrome to see the ground,
but a completely blind landing can perhaps be made if
necessary.

Details of Transmitters
and Aeroplane Receivers
In using the method described it is evident that an
error in the altimeter reading will cause the pilot to
follow some other contour
line than that shown in Fig.
6. These all converge as
they near the ground, howeYer, so that the effect of the
error is very slight.
A point of considerable
importance concerns the
interference range of the
beacon. As is well known,
the range of ultra-short
waves near the ground is
limited by the curvatu:-e of

cient height and distance from which to
begin the approach, so that it should
be possible to repeat the wavelength of
9 metres at many aerodromes, without
mutual interference below I,ooo feet. At
greater altitudes, on the other hand, the
interference would be severe, and the use
of a common wavelength is therefore possible only if independent DF methods arc
available by which the pilot can first find
his way to within the service area of the
chosen beacon.
The transmitter is shown in Fig. 7· It
is crystal-controlled, with five stages of
amplification, modulated about go per
cent. in the third stage. The input power
from the mains is about 4 kW., metal rec-

Fig. 7.-Remote-controlled soo-watt main beacon
transmitter.

Fig. B.-Airport monitor and control panel.

audible and visible signals are given if
the main or marker beacons fail to operate, while for airports which can be approached from opposite directions two
alternative marker beacons can b<: provided and controlled by switchgear, the
kl'ying of the main beacon abo being
made reversible. Due to the positiun of
the beacon on one side of the aerodrome,
the vertical landing path can only be followed from one direction, but the correct
horizontal direction of approach from
either side can be given. The receiving
apparatus for the aeroplane is shown
grouped in Fig. 9 and diagrammatically in
Fig. IO. The signals from the main
beacon (9 metres, modulated I, I)O cycles
per second) arc received on a vertical rod
antenna about zft. 4in. long and are
pas,~ed through HF and detector stages.
They then combine with the output from
a separate detector, connected to a horizontal dipole for the reception of the
signals from the two marker beacons
(7-0 metres, modulated I,700 and 700
cycles per second respectively). Two
stages of low-frequency amplification
1 "Some Improvements in Quartz Crystal Circuit
Elements," Bell System Technical J mtrnal,J nl y, 1H:l4.
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The Lorem Blind Landing Systemfollow, and here headphones are connected
so that each of the signals can be heard.
(Fig. l i shows the distinctive character of
each signal.) For purposes of visual indication th<: various audio-frequencies arc

and l\Iunich, and in one form or another
seems destined to become standardised in
Europe. Medium waves are being used
for approach beacons in Holland, but it
By FREE CRID
is anticipated that the British Air Ministry,
faced with acute wavelength congestion,
will soon declare for
the ultra-high freHINGS are coming to a pretty pass
qm·ncics, and that
in this once glorious country when
other countries will confidence men and thugs go free while
follow suit.
ordinary honest citizens like myself are
The
next
step
molested and interfered with by the
should be to develop police.
directional receiving · I was recently taking a stroll through
apparatus for use on the West End of London in the small
aircraft
on
these hours of the morning in order to get a
wavelengths, for the breath of fresh air after a strenuous day
coming - short-wave in the laboratory. In my hurry to get out
television
t ran s- into the open I did not bother to don
mitters will constitute appropriate dress but sallied forth in my
Fi~. 9· --A, separate detector for 7 ·9 m. marker signals; B, battery
box; C, flight pan~! instrument ; D, H.F. stage and detector for a valuable network of
bboratory gear.
signals frcm main beacon. Common L.F. stage for signals from main high-power beacons
and marker beacons.
E, filters for separation of audio-frequency
for general air na visignals.
gation purposes, and
nuw separated by a filter system. As the· time is drawing near when we shall no
shown in Fig. ro, the instrument:; for ap- longer b·,· able to deal with indiv:dual
proximate distance and landing path indi- requests from aircraft for bearings or
cation and for on-- or off-course indication, positions.
respond only to the
main beacon frequency
of
r,rso
Y,o
cycles per second.
~~
~o-+JI
Neon lamps each
': I'
1 !!!J: MARKER
respond to one of the
~1 -I - ~
SIGNAL
7·9m
1,700""'
marker beacon ire111
I
" Come on aht of it."
1/15
I
quencH'S and glow
~Y,o
l
intermittently
with
':I. I
I
2 '1!1 MARKER
Suddenly I recollected an important exthe a p p r o p r i a t e
~ SIG~~k
perimental broadcast which was to be
keying rhythm.
'
I
; 1/
I
given by the B.B.C. for the benefit of the
The whole of the
I /6
I
Nottingham transport depot.
Glancing
equipment (with the
·l
%_.jI
I
at my watch I saw that, even if I raced
exception
of
the
]I
~ ~STARBOARD} MAIN
home at top speed, I should ne-/ be in
ftight panel imtru--; BEACON
time for the concert, so it occurred to me
ment) can be stowed
~~
-~
fi;oRT
• 1,1~fi'._.
to knock up one of the residents of
away in any part of
I
I
k---1SEC.~
Fashionable Square with a request to be
the aeroplane. The
allowed to use the wireless set. And
consumption is about
then a brilliant Idea struck me. All round
IS mA. at rso volts
Fig. ll.-Distinctive modulation frequencies and keying speeds
were serried ranks of parked cars, the
HT and o. 7 amps.
are assigned for each signal.
owners of which were evidently disportfor filament current,
It is understood that arrangements arc ing thcmsd\'es in one of the numerous
which is taken from the usual aeroplane
under discussion for the manufacture and night clubs which infest these parts.
batkrv.
I was not long in locating a car fitted
The aboYe system has already been in- sale of the Lorenz beacon equipment in
with radio. Slipping inside I soon had the
stalled abroad at Berlin. Zurich, Hanover, this country.
programme tuned in and was at once
carried a wa \' by the lilt of a Viennese
waltz. Alm.ost Immediately an enquiring
1.700 "- i'::"i 1 ~j: MARKER SIGNAL
constabulary head was thrust in the
\•J
NEON LAMP
window "·ith a coarse command to
" Come on aht of it." I raised my hand
APPROXIMATE
DISTANCE AND
to enpm sllence but was roughly
LANDING PATH
bundled ont on to the pavement and
INDICATOR
marched off to the station, where the
ON-COURSE
sergeant-in-charge, after listening in stony
INDICATOR
silence to my explanatior:, advised me in
an exceedingly unmannerly way to "Try
1..,-,..,....-~t.\ 2 '1~ MARKER SIGNAL
and think of a better one to tell his nibs in
700 "'~
NEON LAMP
the morning."
Although my explanation was accepted
next morning I could not help feeling that
I had, to say the least of it, suffered loss
of dignity. Incidentally, while the constable was engaged in his altercation with
me in the car a successful burglary was,
I found out later, perpetrated in the
Fig. 10.-The main and marker beacon signals are first combined for aural reception
and then filtered out to separate visual indicators.
vicinity.

UNBIASED
Liberty of the Subject
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More- About

Cathode Rays
W ave ..forms Made Visible
By"CATHODE RAY"

ANcathode
article in last 'week's issue explained the action of the
ray tube by a simple analogy. The author now
proceeds to describe some of the most valuable properties of
the tube.
.d small fcltl'i-\l'on im(((/1' 8hmrn on a large tube: part
vj t!te ::scrr•cn ltws beCit lnrtxked.

L

T week I explained how to put
together an excellent mechanical
model for demonstrating the principles of the cathode-ray tube.
Examples of the use of the tube had to be
left over until now ; but it will be easier to
understand why it is used, in preference
to any other contrivance, if its unique
features are first pointed out.
We already know that the spot of light
thrown on the screen is shifted a distance
proportional to the voltage applied Letween a pair of plates situated near the
nozzle, or-to use the correct term, which
is more in accord with the velocity of the
ray-the "gun."
Therefore, by first
noting the distance for a known voltage,
it is possible to measure any unknown
voltage within the limits of the screen.
So far it is on all fours with an ordinarv
voltmeter. But whereas an urdinary voltmeter is quite incapable of measuring even
slow alternating or fluctuating voltages,
except as a sort of average, the cathode
ray is so nimble that it can be made to
follow every detail of a wave of voltage
that is all over in a hundred-millionth part
of a second. I have seen photogtaphs of
oscillations as rapid as this.
Another fault of the ordinary voltmeter
is that, to a greater or lesser extrnt, it
affects the circuit to which it is connected,
and this rules it out from most of th·~ really
interesting duties, notably in radio circuits.

The Greatest Advantage
But the most fascinating possibilities of
all are presented by the two dimensions
in which the spot of light can move. A
mpiclly alternating voltage applied to one
pair of plates would merely draw the spot
out into a straight line, which would show
the maximum voltage reached in each
direction, but nothing else. If a suitable
alternating voltage is applied to the second
pair of plates, at right angles to the first,
the line is opened out into a wave picture.
So the tube shows not only the a111ount
of the voltage wave, but its form, too.
By connecting up to a loud speaker one
can see the wave-forms of the programme
being received.

There is no end to the ways of juggling
with the two pairs of plates. Incidentally, if it is more convenient to work with
currents instead of voltage, it can be clone
by substituting coils for the plates.
The two dimensions at right angles immediately suggest a graph ; and, instead
of laboriously taking a number of readings
of two quantities and plotting the points on
- a sheet of paper and joining them up into

Wave-form investigation : illustrating the
introduction of second-harmonic distortion
due to over-biasing an amplifying valve.

a curve, one can connect up a cathoderay tube, and, by arranging to keep on
repeating the test continuously, the spot of
light retraces its path so rapidly that the
eye secs the curve on the screen ; and the
shape of it responds to every adjustment
of the circuit. If von have ever tried to
"line up" a band-pass tuner, in a superhet or elsewhere, you realise how delightful it would be to see the resonance curve
of the set thrown on a screen, so that vou
could adjust the trimmers and couplings
until it was right. That can easily be clone
with cathode-ray equipment.
Do not imagine that, because the
cathode-ray method responds to voltages
or currents, it is limited to dectrical problems. It is so valuable for showing up
what is happening rapidly that it is sometimes found well worth while to transform
mechanical quantities into electrical ones,
~o as to_ be able to yse the cathode ray
m studymg mechamcal problems. It is

rat~er
w~Ich

like the old petrol-electric bus, in
the petrol engine was used, not to
clnve _the vehicle direct, but to generate
electnCity for driving an electric motor,
so that advantage could be taken of the
better qualities of electric control and
transmission.
. There _are ~ndles~ uses for cathode rays
m sheclclmg light (literally!) on laboratory
problef~?s; but even before the war Campbell Swmton, one of the earlv contributors
to The Wireless World, had realised that
an obvious application for such a wonclerft~l~y controllable form of light is tele-yisH._m. Bis ideas about this are amply
JUstified to-clay, for many television exPt;rts now believe that cathode-ray tubes
Will eventually find a place in every home
-by easy payments!
It is concei,·able how even our children
in the conservatory (see last week) mi<>ht,
if provided \vith a stop-cock ancl a g~od
deal more skill an cl co-ordination than is
probable, succeed in producing a crude
o:ort of moving image on the dome. And
without going into any of the complicated
details, it does not require a vast deal of
imagination to sec how a cathode-rav tube,
with so much greater speed ancl obe~lience,
can be used to distribute light on to its
screen so as to gi,·e a picture. There is
no great difficulty about that. Some of us
have seen excellent cathocle-ra v television.
The real problem is one of di~tribution of
programmes to '' lookers-in.''

Reproduction of an untouched photograph
of a television image appearing on the screen
of a cathode ray tube.
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Bones and Bores

I

French Regional Scheme

"B.B.C." for South Africa

THH.EE of the new French
station,; arc to start operations at the end of this month,
nanwlv: l\lurat-Toulousc (120
kilowitts); Lyons (go kilowatts),
and Lillt· (6o kilowatts).
The
entin· H.egional scheme is expected to be complete by th•"
beginning of July.

SOUTH AFH.ICA has deciclt>d
to adopt Sir John H.eith's
recommendation for a public
Corporation to take ovPr the
present African Broadcasting
Company. The new Corporation
will be created by statute and

THE charge that radio is responsible for 25 per cent. of
domestic unhappiness should
be
invalidated
bv
" bOiwoscillator" attachments whic!1
are being advocated by Dr.
0. H. Caldwell, director of the
new American League for Noise
Abatement.
Hitherto,
Ossi~hones and similar devices have
}wen intended for the use of the
deaf, but Dr. Caldwe1l considers
that they should be generally
used to avoid imposing hardship

licence figures dropped
slightly during February, the
figure on March rst being
36J,814,
as compared with
366, z86 a month earlier. Approxima tPl y 24,000 Swiss li~
teners receive their programmes
over the tl·h,phone lines a11tl
17,000 sub~cribe to private rday
exchanges.

Car Radio Test

A

Calm After U.S. Radio
Storm

A

Radio and Riches

N

Holland's Highest

PROGRAMMES FOR TELEVISION. Regular transmissions of highdefinition television are now made from the Berlin Broadcasting House,
the programmes being changed once a week. The photograoh shows
the film-cutting table.

will not be under the control of
the Government.

Television in France

HY i,; Holland's most G
W
.
famous station situated at
Hilvcrsum?
The broadcasting
authorities 1.hcre have at last rc·vealed the reason to a well-known
French artiste who asked why a
spot should have been chosen
which was a long way from Amsterdam and not within Pasy
reach of the capital.
Hilvprsum, it sc·ems, is the highest
point in Holland, the base of
the mast lJt'ing at the dizzy altitude of 164 feet.

Where Ceylon Scores
~~oH.

onT a year Ceylon has
pickc·cl up the B.B.C. Empire programnws on a special
rect:iver, relaying them via the
Colombo medium-wave station.
"Given reasonably good atmospheric conditions," writes a
correspondent,
"these relays
are excellent.
, No such
arrangements have bPcn installed in India, however, and
the Bombay transmitter has to
do its best with old receiving
equipment and without antifading devices."

Swiss Licence Drop

swrss

NOVEL car radio competition will be a feature of tlw
Paris-Nice
International
Car
Rallv between April IJth and
Itlth·.
The test will be the
accurate· reception of several
sets of figures broadcast by a
local transmitter. It i,; to be
hoped that competitors will not
attempt such a complex rect'iving fe:tt while on the move.

EA H.L Y ha If the world's
win·less sl'ts are in the
UnitPcl States, according to an
estimate of the U.S. Department of Commcrct•, where the
theory is being discussed that
the pro,;pcrity of a country may
lll' judgt·d by the number of it"
"radios." The total number ,)f
sets in the world is put at
53-soo,ooo, with zs,soo,ooo in
America.

outside ao:sistant without the
knowledge of a caller.
"The bone-oscillator," says
Dr. Caldwdl, "is useful m
another way when a boring
visitor calls.
By holding a
pencil
or
pen
thoughtfully
against my tPeth and also in
contact with the oscillator hidden in my hand, I can listen to
sweet mtisic from a silent radi()
set while simulating polite attention to the bore's remarks."

LOWING tah"s of the nearm•ss of television have deceived the French public in
much the same wav as their
British neighbours, a;1d a fallin;::
ofi is recorded in the sale of
broadcast rect·ivers. The Pari3
Radio Manufacturers' Association has now issued a statement
pointing out thilt the' existing
type of receiver will always lw
necessary, a ne! adding: "At
present there is nothing to suggest the sale of television a pparatus at popular prices.

and annoyance on other personc
in the same room or house in
which reception is taking place.
A radio armchair is being
developed with a bone-oscillator
in the head-rest so that tlw
listener nwrely leans back in thl'
chair and hears clearly the otherwise inaudible music. or speech.
Dr. Caldwell goes fartht·r by
suggesting that business chid,.;
should fit such attachments to
their offlce chairs in order to
pick up secret messages from an

STOH.M of criticism from
Congress has led to sweeping changes in the organisation
of the Amlerican Ft•deral Communications Commission, which
exercises complete control over
all radio services, commercial
and broadcasting. It has bet'll
allegt:d that th-e broadcasting
regulations have been loosely interpreted and that politics ha vc
playPd a largl' part in the handling of applications for broadcasting facilities. The new chief ·
of the "F.C.C." is Aiming S.
Prall, while Judge E. 0. Sykes
becomes chairman of the Broadcast Division.
1\Ir. Prall has stated that hi'{
first task will be to remove the
stigma of a " political agency"
from the F.C.C. and place it on
a plane with such respected governnwntal agf'ncies as the Interstate Communications Commission and the Fl'deral Trade Commission.

Speech Speed at the
Microphone
TESTS at the Warsaw microphone have corwinced the
anthoritiE·s that the ideal rate
of broadcast speech is rzo word,;
per minute. This rule may be
adhered to in Poland ; it is et'ftainly not the case in France,
whE·re the announcers appear to
manage zoo words per minute
with case. The Germans are not
fast speakers at the microphone,
but the slowest appear to be the
preachers at the Dutch religious
services.

AT THE BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION a Palace
devoted to Radio and Films will be an important feature. Here is
an architect's drawing of the building, known as the "Alberteum."
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Fading
Measurements
Observations of the U .R.S.I. Special
Transmission
By D. A. BELL
article describes the recent international test transT HIS
missions, methods of observing them, and conclusions drawn
as a result of comparing signal strength and phase changes.
Incidentally, the published intensity graphs provide an
illustration of the advantages of an effectiz·e AVC system.

X

y enthusiasts who may have been

difference of the two signals can be deter- every quarter of a minute. Fig. r sho\\S
listening for American stations mined.
a graph of the strength of signal from,
in the early morning of March
Bnt an ellipse moving about on the Scottish Regional and its phase with
13th were probably surprised to screen of a cathode ray tube is not easy respect to the signal from Droitwich; the
hear transmissions from Droitwich, Scot- to observe accurately, so that it is really number of exact coincidences between the
tish Regional and Scottish National up to desirable to use photographic recording of turning points (maxima and minima) in
3.15 a.m. The explanation is that on that the cathode ray image at frequent in- the amplitude and phase curws is surnight the B.B.C. were transmitting special tervals. As this was not possible, the prisingly large. In fact, the author sussignals for the U.R.S.I. (Union Radio author used a scheme known to power pected that it might be due to some inScientifique Internationale), both for the engineers as the '' three voltmeter strumental error, until it was found that
international comparison of frequency method '' to determine the relative phases the coincidences are of two kinds : thost:
standards and for the investigation of of the two I,ooo-cycle notes as well as joined by continuous lines in the figures
fading and similar effects. During the their amplitudes. The principle is that represent a '' mirror image '' correspondprincipal transmission all three stations the two separate voltages and their vector ence-a peak in one curYe opposite a
were modulated by a frequency of sum are all measured ; by solving the hollow in the other-while in Fig. 2 (ScotI,ooo-ooo cjs (i.e., I,ooo cjs accurate to vector triangle the phase angle between tish National) there are others, joined by
I in ro') obtained from the N.P.L., so the two can then be found, in addition to dotted lines, which are direct similaritie-;.
that laboratories abroad receivIt must be remembered that
ing the transmission could comno observations were made bepare their own frequency
tween the marked points occurSCOTTISH REGIONAL
standards with that of the
1/
ring every quarter of a minute.
N.P.L.
so that tht:Te is no reason to
Since the depth of modulaassume that the lines betwee!l
)
tion was maintained constant,
f
the points represent the real
Jj
\
the audible output from a reshape of the cUITes in any de.\
:I'!!
ceiver was proportional to the
tail ; the lines are only drawn
i\
carrier strength (in the absence
,JI
in to mak(' clear the sequence
\ 11
of AVC), and variations of
of successive points.
It is
signal strength could be
probable
that
if
greater
detail
l
~
measured simply by means of
were aYailable a number of
an AC voltmeter connected
points which apparently do not
across the loud-speaker tercoincide, and arc not marked
:_1
minals of the receiver.
In
as coincidences on tile figures,
1
addition to this simplihcatio:J
t-rll
\vould be found to fit exactly.
'-"'
'
V'
of signal strength measureAn example of this is actually
ment, with all stations transto be found on Fig. 2 at 2 hrs.
02.00
01•30
0146
GMT
mitting the same signal it is
30 mins. 45 secs. It was noted
possible to make direct comthat the amplitudt' was falling
parisons between the signals
rapidly at 02.30 45s., and
Fig. I.-Quarter-minute variations of strength and phase of signals
from any two on a cathode ray
from the Scottish Regional Station.
rising again rapidly at 02.31;
oscillograph.
If the two
a minimum betvveen these
stations are at different distances from the their individual magnitudes. For the sake points agrees with the maximum occurring
receiving point, or if the signals take paths of simplicity comparisons were made be- in the phase curve near the first of them,
of different lengths owing to the difference tween Droitwich and each of the Scottish but, judging by the points alone, the amof wavelength of the 1\Yo transmissions, stations in turn, since Droitwich (about 6o plitude minimum would appear to occur
there will be a difference in phase between miles from the receiYing station) provided at 02.31, where the phase curve has
the I,ooo-cycle notes received from them, a signal likely to be free from fading.
already reversed.
and the cathode ray pattern will be some Droitwich"s signal voltage was therefore
It is highly probable that outside the
form of ellipse, varying in shape as fading assumed to he constant, and the measure- service area of a broadcasting station, i.e.,
occurs. From the shape and position of ments consisted in observing the voltages where the ground wave is not strongly
this ellipse the magnitudes and phase of the other signal and the vector sum received, fading is .due to interference

.,.
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Fading Measurementspath of some 30 miles in about 300 miles.
On the same night there was a transeffects between signals taking different
paths via the ionosphere. In that case mission by the Bureau of Standards,
the phase of the received modulation will Washington, of an unmodulated carrier
depend upon the
length of the path
J I _l__LLJ I
taken by the parSCOTTISH NATIONAL
ticular ray which is
cl
predominant at any
11
n
n
instant ; and the
>
11
,...
I
ih
~~
I
fluctuations in the
z
J 11
\
~
phase of the reI
11
~:
ceived modulation
\ I
I
l
1!:
I
11
1/
:
11
should correspond
I
I
I
I ~~I
\
1/'i lii
to the differences
I
I
1-\J
I
I U I
i
I
of the lengths of
I
I
11
I
:
I
11
I
I
I
tl
I
path of the differI
I
I
~
ent rays which are
...
I
I
I
11
,If
I
reaching the re~
I
I
I
I \ ~I i i
\ 11: I,
ceiver. Since there
I
1
11\
Id
IU'~
>f I I lr\ I
A!
r'JIA
NA
are phase fluctua~
~
tions in a 1,ooo')2 30
02 45
GMT
cycle note of the
order of 30 deg. on
Scottish Regional
Fig. 2.-0bservations on Signals from ~cottish National, recorded on
the same basis as that of Fig. I.
and So deg. on
Scottish National,
corresponding to time differences of about of frequency exactly 5 mc/s (6o metres);
o.o8 and 0.22 milliseconds respectively, this came oYer quite well, but subject to
this would suggest variations of path fading with a period of about 2 seconds.
length of the order of 15 miles and 40 There is, of course, a regular schedule of
miles for these two stations. It seems these transmissions by -the Bureau of
also that there is a mean phase difference Standards, with the call-sign WWV, but
of some 6o deg. between the signals from an additional transmission was made on
the two Scottish stations ; if this is a true the night in question for reports on field
6o deg. and not n whole cycles plus 6o strmgth and · fading from observers
cleg., it represents a difference of mean receiving the U.R.S.I. programme.

'

,

I

"

whistle filter of the A24 unnecessary.
The cost has therefore been reduced by a
decrease in the number and not in the
quality of the chassis components.
Other changes in the A26 include the
extension of the medium-waveband down
to 195 metres, the incorporation of the
on-off switch with the Yolume control instead of the wave-range switch, and the
omission of the gramophone jack.
In
connection with the latter it is proposed
to issue instruction to dealers indicating
how gramophone connections may be
made when there is a :.pecific demand for
this feature.

.
U)
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Murphy

"26''

Series

A New Superheterodyne Chassis in Table Model, Console and
Radio-gram Form

T

HERE can be little doubt that many
people have in the past delayed the
purchase of a new receiver on the
grounds that a few more weeks might see
the announcement of some '' startling

Rounded top edges and a new combination
of woods in the front panel are the only
changes in the console cabinet.

new development" or drastic reduction in
prices. With the object of removing this
restricting influence-at least as far as
their own products are concernedMurphy Radio, Ltd., early in the year
adopted the bold policy of outlining their
programme for the next twelve months.
The basis of that programme is uniform
value for money, and the first step was
a readjustment of the prices of the "24"
series to bring them in line with the new
" 26 " receivers scheduled for release in
April, and the "28" series in July.
Technical details of the '' 26 '' receivers are now available, and it is revealed that the reduction in prices has
been brought about by the acceptance of
a lower overall gain as compared with
the "24" series. As the latter provided
an ample maFgin of range for most
people's requirements, the reduced noise
level on distant stations in the new receivers is a point in their favour.
The principal change in the circuit is
to be found in the second detector stage
in which a double-diode is now used
without the triode amplifier which usually
accompanies it. The omission of amplification in the AVC circuit will affect the
behaviour of the set only for very large
signal inputs, while on the LF side the
reduced gain has made the heterodyne

The successful " 24 " radio-gram cabinet
design has been retained unchanged in the
'' 26 '' series.

The circuit of the equivalent battery
model (B25) remains unchanged, and the
gramophone jack will be retained as there
1s no radio-gram equivalent. The fibre
back of the set is cut away to facilitate
removal of the accumulator.
The D26 is primarily a DC mains receiver, but will also function on AC if the
source of supply is changed at some later
date.
With regard to cabinet design, the
radio-gramophone remains unchanged,

The control panel in the " 26 " table sets
projects slightly from the front of the cabinet.

W'fil?®il®g)IS
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Murphy " 26 " Series -

while the modifications to the console are
of a minor character.
The l\Iacassar
ebony top panel is replaced by Indian
laurel, and the top edges of the cabind
are rounded. The table model cabinet,
on the other hand, is of entirely new
design. It is executed in Australian
walnut, and the control panel is set for-·
ward.
The loud speaker opening is
covered with red-brown silk stretched on
a frame and fitting practically flush \Yith
the front of the cabinet. A slot is provided in the base for the new stationfinding chart.
Prices are as follows:- Table model,;,
A26 (AC), £II; D26 (DC/ AC), £rr ss.;
B25 (battery), £13.
Consoles, A26C,
£14 rss.; D26C, £rs.
Radio-gramophones, A26RG, £24 ros.; D26RG,
£25 rss.

CLUB NEWS
-Advantages of Single-Span
Mr. J. Wally Jescrilwtl The Wireless World
" Single·Span" rec~iver wlwn Slade Radio
(Birmingham) held their first l11('ding in th!'ir
new headqua:-ters at the Shakespe~ne and
llic kens, Edmund Strt·eL The lcct urer shmH·,\
how <·asily the Sitigk·Span sd could iw opn·
ated by remote controL The absence of gang<"<l
con<ltJnsers was, he considered, an in11111'l1SC adYantage, and th~rc appeared to be no p;nt that
an ordinary constructor could not lmild with·
out difficuity.
Hon. SecrdatT, :\fr. C. Cam(', 40, \V<·'t
Drive, HeathfidJ f>ark, Handswvrth, Binning·
ham.

Designing a Modern Receiver
To·night (Frid:n·) the Xorthwood .Radio and
Cramophone Societv will discuss "The Dt•sign
of a i\lodern Radio H.eceiver." At the last meding Mr. C. \V. OatJev, :\LA., :\l.Sc., 1<-ctun<l
on radio measurements for amateurs, and the
full discussion revealed the interest taken hy
nwmbers in this all·important branch of radio.
Meetings are hdd at the Grange, ~orthwood,
and full particulars can be obtained !mm the
Hon. S•·crt'lary, :\fr. S. P. Bristow, (), Hofant
Hoacl, ::-Jorthwood.

For Thames Valley Enthusiasts
The only qualification for admitt:tnce to the
nwetings of the Thames Valley Amateur Had10
and Television Socidv is a keen inten·st in
~hort waves and te]e,:i,:ion. The Hon. ::'t-CTl'·
tan', to whom enquiries slwulcl be addrccs<-d,
is \Ir. James ~. HnP, 27, Baronstidd Hoad,
St. :uargarets·on· Thames.

Self-Capacity of Single-Layer Coils
A New Formula

I

N general the most important characteristics of a coil intended for use at
radio frequencies are its inductance
and its resistance. There is, howewr,
one other characteristic which is at least
as important as these in some applications, and is in all cases a limiting factor
in the tuning range of the coil. This additional feature is the distributed capacitance
-or, as it is called, the "self-capacitance" of the coil. In most connections,
the self-capacitance can be regarded as a
small fixed condenser permanently connected across the coil, and thus fixing an
upper limit of resonant frequency.
Generally speaking it will be desired, in
designing a coil, to make this selfcapacitance as small as possible consistent
\Yith other practical requirements, and
accurate and tested formul;e for selfcapacitance in terms of the dimensions of
the coil are of practical value in this
respect.
The issue of the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers for July, I93-l·
contains an article by A. G. Palermo describing the theoretical derivation and
experimental confirmation of a new formula for self-capacitance, applicable to
single-layer coils of which the length is of
the same order as the diameter, or less.
The full mathematical form of this new
formula is
Cu =self-capacitance in micro-micro-farads
=..-D/3.6cosh- 1 (S/d)
\Yhere D is the coil diameter, d the wire
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Hoddesdon Calling
Test trans1nissi()n~• fron1 its <-xp•·riint·nLd sLltion, (;sHO, Jnye rec<·ntJy bc!'n s\:Jrt<·d l>y the
HPdclcsdon an<! District Hadio Socid\-. Tile
1 rancmi ttc·r is opera ll'd on 1 uS nwtn-s ( 1 , 7 X5
kc/s), with a pow<T of 10 watts and \\ill
short]\· work on .;o meln-s with t.lw sarrll· ]l<l·s.-r.
Rq)ot:ts shoul<l be addressed to :llr. T. L.
Franklin (CsiiO), Station Hnad, Eroxhounw,
Hi'fts.
The station test' r~gulark at TI :1.111. on
Sundays and at ::> p.m. on \V~dn~sdays.

Short Waves Honoured
:\Ir. Charles C. Brov, the Amnican Consul in
London, honoured the International Short·""""
Club by att~nding the annual dinnl'r at l\lai,nn
Lyons, Shaftf'sbury Av~nue, \V. r.
:-;<'n-ral
brnadc:\sting personalities and reprf'sentati vcs
of the radio trade were present.
European R.-pre,rntative: :\Ir. Arthur E.
Bear, 10, St. :\Iary's Place, Rotherhitlw,
London, S.E. r6.
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The reliability of the formula is confirmed by measurements on nineteen coils
of very varying dimensions and windings.
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MEASURED SELF-CAPACITANCE (mmfda)

Fig. 2.--Values tor self-capacity as ascertained by the method described are in close
agreement with measured values.
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H/d
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The nature of the agreement between the
measured and calculated Yalues is sho\Yn
in Fig. 2.
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For tho::;e who would like to plot the
curve on a larger scale, the following
values are given:-

1

•

•

3
5
2
RATIO OF P1TCH TO WIRi DIAMETER

7

6

Fig. I.-Curve for ascertaining the factor K.

diameter (not including insulation), and S
the pitch of the winding, all in centimetres.
It can, however, be written more simply in
the form-

Co=KD
where K is a number which depends on the
ratio of pitch to wire diameter, and ·which
can be determined from the curve of
Fig. r.

of Pitch

The two most interesting points about
this new formula are, first, that the seifcapacitance of these single-layer coils does
not depend on the number of turns; and,
secondly, that, for a giYen coil diameter,
it dots depend on the ratio of pitch to \Yire
diameter. J\IoreoYer, the nature of the
dtpendence on this ratio is such that the
sclf·capacitance increases rapidly with the
c!os~ness of spacing if the distance between
the centres of successiYe wires is less than
one wire-diameter. On the other hand,
there is little to be gained in respect of
self-capacitance by increasing the distance
between centres to more than two wirediameters. Thus, where it is specially desired to minimise self-capacitance (as, for
instance, in the design of short-waYe coils
or chokes), a conYenient practical rule for
coils having length and diameter of the
same order will be to space the winding
so that there is room for two more turns
between successiYe turns of the coil. A
similar rule is likely to apply to chokes
of lmgth large compared with the diametEr, even though the formula giwn
above may not be very accurate in such
cases.
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New Type Iron-cored Coil
A German Development for
Dual ..range Inductances
PARTICULARLY small and
economical dual-range cm! with
very good electrical properties
is described by H. Boucke in
Funk, No. 41, 1934, an experimental
model of which is shown in Fig. r. The
novelty of the design lies in one and the
same iron core being used for both
medium- and long-wave coils. The theoretical diagram of Fig. 2 shows how the
medium-wave winding surrounds the
cross-bar of a Sirutor "H " core of special
high-frequency iron, while the largediameter long-wave coil encircles the whole
H round its middle, so that the two coils
have their planes at right angles and are
thus decoupled from each other. The
presence of the long-wave coil does, it is
true, add a small percentage to the losses
!n the medium-wave coil (owing to the
~ncreased self-capacity of the latter). This
IS more than compensated for, however,
w~en the coils are screened, for the single
shteld can be more roomy than the one
which would otherwise be provided for the
medium-wave coil alone, and the loss due
to eddy currents is thereby considerably
reduced. The big long-wave coil has, of

A

winding by means of the screw L which
moves the coil-carrier so that the winding is more, or less, exactly over the crossbar of the "H., core. A simpler method
is, of course, to slide the long-wave coil
by hand till the correct position is reached,
and then to fix it there by a drop of
The medium-wave coil is
cement.
trimmed first, so that its adjustment does
not affect the long-wave range.

a.:

Fig. 3.-0ne arrangement for trimming the
dual coil separately for each wave-range.
MEDIUM WAVE
COIL

LONG WAVE
COIL

Fig. 2.-Showing the principle of the double
use of the " H " core.

course,

an

average

winding-diameter

which is large compared with the core
which it encloses, but the permeability of
the Sirutor material is so high that the inductance is, nevertheless, increased by
over so per cent. by the presence of the
core. Under these conditions the iron
losses are so small that nearly the whole
of the saving in copper losses, resulting
from this increased inductance,
is
obtained.

Two-range Trimming
An iron-cored high-frequency coil is not
utilised to its full advantage if use is not
made of the iron core for '' trimming ''
purposes, so essential in multi-circuit receivers. The new dual-range coil lends
itself admirably to this end, and Fig. 3
shows one of the methods by which the
two ranges can be adjusted separately,
the medium-wave winding by means of
the HF iron disc M whose gap from the
core can be adjusted, and the long-wave

The paper shows how suitable the new
design is for use in wave traps, which in
this way can be made quite small and
yet serve the two wave-ranges. It gives
a number of diagrams and cnP:cs, including one (Fig. 4) showing the superiority
of the resonance curve given by the new
design over that of the air-cored coil of
the " People's Receiwr," c:ncl a sketch of
proposed improvement to the shape of the
" H " core in which the uprights are

Fig. 1.-An experimental model of the
new coil in which the long wave winding
can clearly be seen.

rounded, so that the long-wave coil would
encircle the "H " more closely. Such a
core could also be grooved so as to take
three coils, all at right angles and so decoupled ; this is only mentioned as a possibility. It is also suggested that the twocoil unit would be very suitable for use in
b.and-pass filters; for this purpose proviSion would be made for inclining the coils
at an angle such as 75 or So degrees, instead of their being fixed at go degrees. In
a letter to The Wireless World the author
also mentions and illustrates a new "H"
core which is divided into two parts by a
cut through the cross-bar; this type,
developed in conjunction \Vith Hans Vogt,
of Ferrocart fame, makes it possible to
slip a ready-wound medium-wave coil into
place on the cross-bar.
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Listeners' Cu.ide for the
DANCE, FOOL, DANCE

SrANFORD RoBINSON, who
conducts the B.B.C. Theatre
Orchestra in a programme of
Old Time Dance Music on
April 9th (Regional), hopes
that listeners will dance.
It
seems that people really do
respond to such invitations, for
quite a large mail is received.
One writer stated: "
what pleasant memories it
awakened and made me feel
Blow the Income Tax man, it's
grand to be alive.
I felt I
m1tst dance, and being alone,
I grabbed the dog and had a
whirl or two, and he, being a
Scotsman, was very perturbed
at my behaviour."
IN . . . OUT, IN . . . OUT ! At 2.30
p.m. to-morrow John Snagge again takes
h".s seat in the prow of the "Magi:ian"
to broadcast a word-pi"cture of the Varsity l::oat race. The commentary is
transmitted on short-waves to a receiver
on the roof of Harrods and relayed thence
to the Broadcasting House control room.

THE BROADCAST OF THE
YEAR

THERE is only one transmission of any real importance
during the next seven days,
viz., the Boat Race. All other
features fade inb comparative
insignificance. John Snagge,
following the crews to-morrow
afternoon (Saturday) in the
launch "Magician," will tell
the tale from Putney Bridge,
which sees the start between
2.30 and 2-45, right up to the
finish at Mortlake-and then
some. All B.B.C. wavelengths
will be used for this, the biggest free show on earth.
Later in the afternoon
National listeners can tune in
to Hampton Park, Glasgow,
where the International Soccer
match between England and
Scotland will be described by
George Allison.
'-""

-<?

<?

" THE RIVALS "

SHERIDAN's "The Rivals"
comes very close to the
'' School for Scandal '' for the
brilliance of its wit and ingenuity of plot.
On Sunday
afternoon
Peter
Creswell's
broadcast version of '' The
Rivals'' will be given in the
National programme, with
Baliol Holloway as Sir
Anthony Absolute, D i an a
Churchill as Lydia Languish,
and Athene Seyler as Mrs.
Malaprop. The music will be

under the direction of Kneale
Kelley with the B.B.C. Theatre
Orchestra.
FOR YOUR DIARY

AT 9.20 on Wednesday next,
Frankfurt offers something out
of the ordinary-a Mandoline
Concert relayed from Locamo.
"Waltzes and
Spring
Voices ''-a grand variety programme-will be broadcast
from Deutschlandsender and
Frankfurt between J.I5 and 9
p.m. on April 8th.
" Bellini," a play on the life
of the composer, figures in the
Radio-Paris programme tonight (Friday) from 7 to 8.15
p.m. Authors: Cita and Suzanne Malard, mother an..I
daughter, successful collaborators in radio drama.
•.y

RADIO COMIC STRIP

IMAGINE a "comic strip of
the air" and you have some
notion of the "Coo-Coo-Noodle
Club Program" which goes
out to Regional listeners on
Monday next, April 8th. The
feature was broadcast every
Friday night over the Canadian
network for seven years, and
is built around the characters
of Bill, Swifty and their horse,
Big B i 11
Pumpernoozle.
Campbell, who plays the part
of Bill, received 304,000 fan
letters one winter in Canada.

FRENCHMAN'S TRIBUTE
WAGNER

CHOICE OF OPERAS
Gou~on's "Faust" will be
relayed from the Scala at Milan
and-l\Iontc Ceneri at 8 p.m. tomorrow (Saturday), and durin;:;
the same evening l\Iunich relays Weber's "Der Freischiitz" from the National
Theatre.
<0

-..0

"DINNER AT EIGHT"

EDNA FURBER's famous
play, "Dinner at Eight," clone
into Danish, will be heard in
the Copenhagen programme
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday,
April 9th. Another item of interest to British listeners occurs
on the following evening at
J. 15, when Copenhagen gives a
chamber concert
entitled :
'' From the Grand Past of
English Music," featuring Mr.
Folmer Jensen
(cembalo).
Chorus and orchestra will be
conducted by Fritz Mahler.
The composers represented are
Byrd, Dowland and Puree!!.

TO

A FRENCH:VIAN who added
'' er'' to his name to make :t
sound German, in honour of
\Vagner, wrote an opera entitled: "Maitre Wolfram,"
which will be broadcast from
Radio Paris on Sunday next,
April 7th.
The coinposer,
Ernest Rey (later Reyer) died
at the hearty age of eighty-six,
in 1909.
DUNSANY RADIO PLAY

No distinguished playwright
has done more than Lord
Dunsany for the development
of broadcast drama. At ro. 15
p.m. on Thu-rsday, April nth,
.Lord Dunsany's new microphone play, "Three Moods of
Fame," will be broadcast on
the National wavelengths, the
cast including Gladys Young,
Lawrence Hanray, and Philip
Wade. The Moods arc represented in three acts.
There is always an dement
of fancy in Lord Dunsany's
plays which no one at Broadcasting House can handle more
happily than Lance Sieveking,
who is the producer on this
occaswn.

i~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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30-UNE TELEVISION
Baird Process Transmissions.

Vision, 261.1 m. : Sound, 2%.2 m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6th., 4.30-5.15 p.m.
Arthur Ashey (comedian) ; Morgan Davies (songs) ; Beryl Seton (dances);
Jack Browning (dances); Helen Raym9nd (songs); Sydney ]erome"s
Quintet..
WEDNESDAY, APRIL lOth. 11-11.45 p.m.
Ceorgie Harris (stage and screen comedian); Olivette and Barrichat
(dances); Dudley Rolph (songs and dances); Sydney Jerome's Quintet.

I
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

B.B.C. SYMPHONY CONCERT

ARTUI{ ScHNABEL, soloist in
the Pianoforte Concerto, No.
23 (Mozart), which will oe
played at the B.B.C. Symphony Concert at the Queen's
Hall on Wednesday next, April
roth, is renowned for his
authoritative interpretations of
the classics. He was an infant
prodigy and at six years of age
was accepted as a pupil by the
great Leschetizky, reaching the
front rank of pianists when still
a very young man. He is on
the staff of the State Academy
of Berlin.
The concert will be broadcast
nationally. Adrian Boult being
the conductor.
The second part includes
Elgar's
symphonic
study,
" Falstaff."
JAPANESE MUSIC AND SURPRISE ITEMS

JAPANESE songs will be sung
in English by Miss Dora Bodin
in the Stockholm programme at
4.30 to-morrow afternoon.

ARCHIE, a typical P. G. Wodehouse hero, makes
his bow in the National programme to-night in the
first of six sketches based on the novel, " The Indiscretions of Arc hie," published by
Herbert J enkins. Peter Haddon takes
the name part.

Piccadilly J i m.
Ukridgc, and
other members of
the tribe.
Up till now the
\Vodehouse works
have
been
strangely
neglected by the
B. B. C., but from
to-night (Friday)
at intervals until
next June, we are to have
six sketches entitled : '' The
Indiscretions of Arch i e, ''
adapted from the book by
Douglas Hoare. Peter Haddon
plays the pati of Archie, the
Englishman who marries the
daughter of an American hotel
magnate, and does his best to
placate '' the man eating fish ''
whom Providence has given

! IDGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK !
!
FRIDAY, APRIL 5th.
!
I Nat.. " Indiscretions of Archie." :
! 'I!Jack. Ba~ty' sh TPar~y. ~ConI

I

1

1
versatwns m t e ram.
1 Reg., Organ Recital by Berkeley
I
Mason.
,-J"" Episode Past," a
I
play by Valentine Dunn.

I Abroad.

! Warsaw,

7.15, French Music by
1
the Philharmonic Orchestra. Conductor : Fitelburg.
I
J Strasbourg, 7.30, St. John Passion
(Bach) from Besan~on.
1
I
I

SATURDAY. APRIL 6th.

I

I
lI Nat., 2.30, The Boat Race.
I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I

Abroad.
Vienna, 7, Twentieth Anniversary_
Concert of the Bruckner Society,
by the Vienna Symphony Orchestra.

I
I
I
I

I
I

II

i
I
I
I
I

ifhe plot revolves round a
model dairy farm and an
academy of deportment, and
the score, by Paul Rubens and
Frank E. Tours, contains such
tuneful hits as "Tinker,
Tailor," "Poaching," "Love
among the Daisies,'' and the
" Sandow Girl."
In
Gordon
McConnell's
broadcast version the part of
J oe Mivens will be played by
Rex London, a comedian
making his first microphone
appearance.
"The Dairymaids'' will be repeated on the
National wavelength on Thursday evening.

I
I
I

:
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

Abroad.

I

" The Legend of the Blind.
Yolanta " (Peter T chaikowsky).
Toulouse, 8, Opera " The Mastersing~rs " (Wagner)-a concert

I

ll

him as a father-in-law. Tonight's sketch goes out on the
Kational ,,.a \'elengths at 7. 20.

MONDAY, APRIL 8th.
Nat., Foundations of Music: Bach
I
Celebrations (throughout week).
I
I ~" Coo-Coo-Noodle Club ProI
gram." ~International String
I
I
Quartet.
I
l Reg., B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
lI
~B.B.C. Military Band.

Abroad.

I

I
I

Kalundborg, 8, Schubert-Weber
Concert by the Radio Orchestra.

I
I

SKETCHES IN INDISCRETION

Goon old Edwardian farce
come,; to Regional listeners at
8.50 p.m. on "rednesday next,
April roth, in '' The Dairymaids," which first saw the
light at the Apollo Theatre,
London, in 1906, being produced by Robert Courtneidge.

WoDEHOUSE devotees mcludc Cabinet mm1sters,
bishops, legal luminaries, and
many other important people
whose normal lives lack just
that extra bloom that enriches
the characters of Archie,

DAIRY FARMING AND
DEPORTMENT

PASSION MUSIC

lI

THE first part of Bach's St.
Matthew Passion is to be
broadcast at IT a.m. on Sunday by the Bach choir in the
Queen's Hall under the direction of Reginald Jacqucs. The
soloists will be Elsie Suddaby
(soprano). Betty Bannerman
(contralto). Steuart Wilson
(tenor). Heddk Nash (tenor).
William Parsons (bass), and
Keith Faulkner (bass).
The second part will be
heard at 2 .30.

I

PADEREWSKI JUBILEE CON.
CERT

A REPETITION of the first
concert in which Paderewski
played in Warsaw fifty years
ago will be broadcast by Polish
stations at 7 p.m. on Tuesday
next, April 9th, and we may be
sure that the artists will do full
justice to the works of their
great compatriot. The long
programme opens with Beethoven's "Prometheus" Overture.
THE AUDITOR.

vers1on.

!I

I
I

From the same station at 8-45
p.m. the first Swedish "Surprise Item " will be given under
the title of '' Microphone
Curiosity.''

SUNDAY, APRIL 7th.
Nat., Bach's St. Matthew Passion.
Sheridan' s " The Rivals."
~Lcslie Jeffries and Orchestra,
Grand Hotel, Eastbourne.
Reg., Music by Frank Bridge.
~Sunday Orchestral Concert.
Conductor : Ernest Ansermet.

lI Berlin (Funkstunde), 7.40, Opera:

I

" YOUTH AT THE HELM,'' the sparkling comedy now running at
the Globe Theatre, provides an excerpt at 7.30 on Wednesday next
in the "From the London Theatre " series. Above are Adele Dixon,
Owen Nares and Kay Hammond, who will enact a scene in the
studio (Regional).

~In

Town To-night. ~ .. Music
Hall." ,;Glasgow Orpheus Choir.
Reg., American Half-Hour-'-1.
~B.B.C. Orchestra (C).

I
I

I

TUESDAY, APRIL 9th.
Nat., Passion Play : . " The Guest
Chamber " relayed fmm St.
Hilary, Cornwall. ~"Freedom,"
by Rt. Hon. Herbert Morrison.
Reg., Medvedefl's Balalaika Orchchestra. ~Old Time Dance Music
by B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra.

Abroad.
Paris P.T.T., 7.30, 'Manon "
Concert by French National
Orchestra.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

WEDNESDAY, APRIL lOth.
Nat., Reginald King and His Orchestra. ";lB.B.C. Symphony Concert at the Queen's Hall.
Reg., Walford Hyden Magyar
Orchestra. ~Musical Play :
" The Dairymaids."

I

Abroad.

I

S trash our g, 7.4j, V er d i' s
" Requiem," relayed from the
Metz Conservatoire.

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I

THURSDAY. APRIL 11th.
Nat., "The Dairymaids," ~" I've
Got to Have Music." ~" Three
Moods of Fame," by Lord Dunsany.
Reg., B.B.C. Variety Orchestra :
" Music Serious and Syncopated."
,;Organ Recital by J. I. Taylor.
,iB.B.C. Orchestra (E) conducted
by Joseph Lewis.
I

!
Abroad.
! All German
1

Stations, 10, German

I
i
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Valve Diagrams for
Loud Speaker Loads
Working Characteristics of the Output Stage

T

HIS, the concluding instalment, deals with the preparation
of output valve load diagrams in the practical case where the
load applied is both resistive and capacitive.·

I

N the first article we showed how lo
construct valve load diagrams for circuits containing (a) a pure resistance
through which the anode feed current
passes, thereby reducing the anode voltage
on the valve ; (b) a pure resistance through
which the feed current does not pass, i.e.,
a dynamic resistance, so to speak; (c) a
pure inductance. Since both resistance
and inductance are associated with a moving-coil loud speaker, we will now show
how the load curves for a pure resistance
and a pure inductance can be combined.
In this way a single load curve is obtained,
representing the case of an inductive
speaker coil which would be encountered
in practical work. The output circuit is of
the form illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) where a
choke-condenser filter is used to keep the
DC out of the load. 1 It will be understood
that C and L must be very large in order
that their effect on R1 and L1 is negligible.
In the absence of signals the valve is operated at the point Q in Fig. 8, which corresponds to an anode voltage of 500, a feed
current of 120 milliamperes and a grid bias
of - 135 volts. Since the resistance and
inductance are in series (in practice they
are one and the same coil), the same current passes through both, so the load diagram is unaltered in this respect. The
voltage on the combination is, however,
the vector sum across each component.
The vector sum means that in adding the
voltages we must consider the instantaneous voltages, since the maximum
values do not occur simultaneously. They

c
Ll=

10 HENRYS

+

Fig. 6a.-Filter-fed loud speaker.

are, in fact, go degrees out of phase, as
shown in Fig. 6 (c).
1 This is dvnamically cquiv<dent to Fig. (, (b)
pro,·ided L 'and C are large enough. It is
convenient to refer all impedance values to the
anode circuit of the valve.

The first operation is to find the dynamic
resistance line and the inductance ellipse.
To do this we must have some practical
data from which to work. Let us assume
that L1 = ro henrys, R1 = 3,000 ohms",
and the maximum swing of the alternating
voltage on the anode is 200 volts at a frequency of 50 cycles per second. The electrical impedance of L1 and R1 in
series is found from the formula Z =
..; (R1" + "'"L1"), where as usual w = 2rr frequency, i.e. the angular frequency. Using
the given data, we have Z = J ((3000 )" +
(1ooorr)'), which works out to be 4,360
ohms. As an alternative method of obtain(REPRESENTING
SPEAKER COIL )

~~ t~
Fig. 6b.-Transformer coupled loud speaker.

ing Z we can use a right-angled triangle as
shown in Fig. 7, where the two components
are set off at go degrees to each other, since
this is the phase difference of the voltages
across them (see Fig. 6 (c). The line
ACD represents the phase of the current
through, and of the voltage on R1, BC
represents the phase of the voltage on L1
and ABE the phase of the voltage across
the combination. The angle fJ is the phase
angle of the anode voltage to the anode
current, and it is nearly 45 degrees, since
AC and BC are approximately equal. Also
to a certain scale AC, BC and AB represent
the magnitude of the voltages across R1,
L1 and R1L1 in series. We have now to
incorporate this information in Fig. 8, to
obtain the combined load ellipse.

Concluded from page 326 of last
week's issue

Fig. 6c.-Voltage distribution for resistivecapacitive load.

vertical scale in Fig. 8 is in milliarnperes,
we have 1=46 milliamperes, this being the
maximum value.
The voltage drop across the inductance
alone is wL1 = 2rr x 50 x 1o x o. 046 = 46" =
145 volts nearly. Knowing the nines of
voltage on and current through the inductance, the load ellipse can be drawn as
shown in Fig. 5· This has been done in
Fig. 8, where FQ=GQ=145 volts and
HQ= KQ = 46 mA. The resistance line is
got by drawing QS to give QT jTS=3,ooo
ohms, this being obtained by aid of the
scales on the horizontal and vertical axes.
The next step is to combine the straight
line and the ellipse so that the resulting
curve represents a composite load diagram.
In so doing due regard must be paid to the
difference in phase between the instantaneous voltages across the resistance and
the inductance in series therewith. Starting with the fundamental fact that the
current is the same throughout, v,;e trawl
from the point H round the ellipse in a
clockwise direction and meanwhile add the
corresponding voltages. At H the alter-

Maximum AC Current.
The alternating current through R1L1 is
found from the formula Current=Applied
Voltage/ Impedance,
or symbolically
I=E/Z.
From above E=200 volts
and Z = 4,360 · ohms, so the current
I =200/ 4,360=0.046 ampere, or since the
2 The value Lr =
ro henrys is much too high
for a loud speaker. It is ctosen merely by way
of illustration.

INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE

WLl = 1,0007T!l

Fig. 7.-An alternative method of ascertaining
impedance.
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Valve Diagrams for Loud Speaker Loadsnating voltage on the inductance is zero,
but since the current is QH = 46 mA, there
is a voltage across the resistance whose
value is represented to scale by HX. Thus
X is a point on the combined load diagram; similarly Y is another point thereon.
At G the current is zero, so there is no
resistive volt drop, but the inductive drop
is QG = 14S volts. Hence G is a point on
the load curve, as also is F. To obtain
additional points on the curve take any
point N on the ellipse and draw a horizontal line through it. LN is the voltage
on the inductance and LM on the resistance, so we set off PN = ML. Similarly on
the opposite side of the ellipse the voltage
on the resistance is opposite to that on the
inductance and we make JZ = ML. By
following out this construction round the
ellipse a new ellipse can be plotted, this
being shown by the dotted curve. This is
the combined load diagram for the resistance and inductance. Any point upon it
represents the alternating voltage (horizontal) at the valve anode and the corresponding current through it and the loaJ
(vertical).
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plied to the movingFig. xo.-Load curves corresponding to a frequency of 210 cjs.
coil loud speaker.
B e f o r e proceeding
TO VARIOUS
further, however, we have to know the IMPEDANCES CORRESPONDING
FREQUENCIES.
speaker impedance at various frequencies.
!\lotional
The impedance of a moving-coil speaker
H.esistance
Frequency
Inilnctanrc I Capacitanrf'
c/s.
(Henry).
trnicrof<1rad).
Ohms.
varies considerably with alteration in fre·
r.
.o
·
---~----2---l---l,-o:l_o_
quency. For example, at so c/s it is sub-9 10
1,5:l0
stantially a condenser in series with a
5.000
0.1
3,500
resistance. Somewhere between 200 and 300
..J

We have yet to treat the case of a pure
condenser load. Since the potential difference on a condenser is go degrees behind
the current, this case is the same as the
inductance provided we make the necessary change. We still have an ellipse, as
in Fig. s. but the current is calculated from
the formula I= (J)CE, where C is the capacity of the condenser in farads. Thus with
E = 100 volts, frequency= so c Is, and
C = r micro farad the current I= 2-. x so x
1o--" x 100 = 31 milliamperes nearly, which
would be the value HQ. Here, however,
owing to the current being in opposite
phase to that with an inductance, the
ellipse is traversed counter-clockwise starting from the point K. Consequently, if we
had a choke and a condenser in series,
whose load diagrams were equal ellipses,
the net result would be zero; i.e. there
would be no load diagram. This, of
course, corresponds to resonance · of the
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c / s it is a pure resistance, whilst above ·this
point it is an inductance in series with a resistance. The load ellipses corresponding
to these three cases will all be different, so
the best thing is to take data for each case
and draw the corresponding diagrams.
The impedances at
1'~0
so, 210 aml s.ooo
~~A
c / s for a certain coil,
"'~o
~
referred to the anode
. '\_;:-l---l-;£'1---j--6" CONDENSER
/
"i 1--- 11
cv
/ ELLIPSE
circuit, are set out in
the accompanying
I/" IX!r-j4J~l-- ,,'_ ~--~
1/:f
'I
~fi<pc
"
I
table.
'b~
K 4J
~-1---'-"
At so c/s, owing
K ' [l'fv/ /J,
tic" ,
c
~
J
to the large electroI
\J
I
',
\lA~~.-1-~r-\
1\
4J
,,
t_
I
motive force induced
11 1/
F
in the coil due to its
\. 1\ \ 1/ l/l.uj
motion in the magJ ) 1
netic field and to its
J
I 1
\J'
phase relative to the
1/ J /' ti ~ if) IL COM
BIN~~
EL,IPSE
~NTI-CLOCKW) SE
applied PD, the net
1 'r"-1 H I 1\ /
effect is equivalent to
1/
V
V )
f =50 'V
a 2-mfd. condenser
17
./
1./ f\
in series with the coil
400
200
300
500
600
700
900
800
resistance
of 1,s3o
ANODE VOLTAGE
ohms. At 210 c Is this
condenser effect balFig. 9.-Load curves corresponding to a
ances the inductive
frequency of so cjs.
effect, thereby giving
Thus a diagram simi- what is known as the electro-mechanical
lar to that of Fig. 8 resonance point. There is, however, no
is obtained, but at pronounced hump in the current curve,
any particular time since the coil resistance is quite high.
the parts of the dia- Above this frequency the inductive effect
gram relating to in- preponderates. Due to eddy currents in
ductive and con- the magnet core, the inductance falls with
denser effects are rise in frequency, but the resistance increases, as will be seen from the table.
vertically opposite.
With a condenser, The values of resistance given therein ininductance and re- clude that due to sound radiation. If I is
sistance the ellipses the coil current and Rr the electrical refor the first two are sistance due to sound radiation, the power
equal but opposite as radiated is r"Rr.

system. To combine an inductance and
condenser in series, the above procedure is
employed, remembering that as \Ve go
round the ellipse the inductive and condenser voltages are in opposite phase.
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Valve Diagrams for Loud Speaker LoadsUsing the methods of constructing load
lines described above, the three cases ,Jf
the table are shown in Figs. g, 10, II.
They have all been drawn to fall within
the linear portions of the valve characteristics. In each instance the anode voltage
change is 130 volts. For Fig. 9 the voltage on the condenser is 94, whilst the cur··
rent to it is 59 milliamperes, the total
anode circuit impedance of the condenser and s'.:!ries resistance being

then be adjusted to a value at which the curved parts of the valve characteristics
harmonics, as obtained from readings of would be encroached upon, with conthe analyser, are 30 db. below the funda- sequent generation of alien frequencies.
mental. By using a series of frequencies If the maximum permissible value of the
from 40 cls up\-Vards, the permissible grid swing can
12 0
be found in each case
11 0
and a curve drawn.
l- I 100
At first sight one is
I-"
/
90
apt to conclude that
V
the swing will be the
8
same at all frequen70
Z= v'(R 2 ~ w 2~2 )=2,200ohms. In Fig. II,
0"cies, but this is not
zO
I/
6
owing to the relatively high value of the so, as can be seen
~ ....
V
50
"'z
frequency, the inductive reactance and the from an inspection of
... v
0~
40
eddy current loss in th·e magnet reduce th<:> the load curves in
Q:a:
o::>
[/
I
0
working current considerably. The volt- Figs. g, 10, II. For
30
w
-'
V
age on the inductance is 86.7, the current example, in Fig. 9 it
20
!!?
_......1.7
27.6 milliamperes, whilst the impedance is is clear that when the
"'"'
2
2
01/
~
Z=v'(R +w U)=4,7IO ohms, or more AC anode voltage is
a:
0
UJ
than double the value at 50 cls. These increased the ellipse
3, lOO
5,000 6,00u
0
8000 900
1. >00
2, 100
4000
' 0
calculations illustrate how the coil current will break into the
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
at the higher frequencies is reduced by in- curved parts of the
ductive reactance and losses in the magnet characteristics before
Fig. 12.-Relationsh:p be~ween permissible grid swin:;s an:! frequen :y.
core.
the straight line of
Fig. 10. At 5,000 c Is, represented in alternating current to avoid appreciabL~
Harmonic Distortion
Fig. II, the resistance is higher than that distortion is 6o mA, the anode voltage
When the EMF applied to the grid in Fig. 10, whilst the ellipse is much less ~hange due to the inductive drop at 50 c j s
carries the valve beyond the linear part :if than that in Fig. g, owing to the smaller IS E = wLI = 2;r x 50x O.I x 0.06 = r.89
its characteristics, the load curves are dis- current. Also it happens that the value uf volts approximately. This is a ridicutorted and cease to be elliptical. The the resistance (3,500 ohms) is quite near lously small swing for a valve operating
at 500 volts on the anode and - 135 volts
reader is doubtless
bias. The corresponding grid swing ;s
aware that in pracabout ± o. 75 volt.
At 210 c / s, the
300
tice a certain degree
respective
swings
are
about
± 7.6 and ± 3
of distortion, which
volts, whilst at s.ooo c/s they are ± 189
IJo depends upon the
I
.
11
and ± 75 volts. Beyond a frequency in
0
_,.
sensitivity of the
~--~~
/J~ 1-- ~~
~~--- ~0
.s,
"'UJa:
the neighbourhood of 7,000 cjs, the grid
average ear, can be
If~
Ov
_,.
A
t--t-- ~
AJf"-f-- ,,;-f---o
swing and, therefore, the alternating cur"'::!:
tolerated.
As
a
~
_,.
~V..
I
rent, is proportionately less owing to the
-·;,.?.00
working compromise
:::;
1/
ft.<>{J-1-'
1-8
y~ I
"
i" -!-'
necessity for avoiding grid current, and
5 per cent. of har1/ 41 / 4/<>{J-1-,;i
I
of ~
the curved parts of the characteristics. A
<>{)
monics can be reI . I "'J - ~ f-':!.. 1/
rough graph illustrating the maximum
garded as the maxifz
permissible swing is shown in Fig. 12. lt
UJ
mum permissible
1/
1/ i l·lf r-,( ,,
I I
0:
·is to be clearly understood that this graph
a:
11
I-COMBINED
amount. In making
1/,~
::>
fA:
_..,. \ IJ- fiLL IPsi~
0
100
is based on the assumption of 6o MA as
this statement it Is
r-~
)
UJ
N
I
a maximum at the low-frequency end.
0
necessary t o say
0
rJ I/ 1'-. 11 f =5,000 'V
11 1/ EL IPSE
To obtain points on the curve which accuz
clearly to what the
rately represent 5% harmonic content
j
J
J
J 1'5 per cent. applies,
V
would
necessitate a good deal of detailed
V
[/
V
t-....
i.e. to power or to
~
V
work which is outside the scope and object
V
....,...v
L,...J,...;
current? Actually it
V
V 200 300 400 5)0 6 0 ?DO 800 1':
01/ 100
of the present articles.
g 00
applies to current, so
ANODE VOLTAGE
that in a high quality
system the harFig. II.-Load curves corresponding to a frequency of s,ooo cfs.
Beware the Oil Film
monics must be at
lea st
20
I o g 10
Excessive Trimming Capacity
the optimum for the valve, this bein~
100
= 20 log 10 20 = 26 decibels below the 3,000 ohms. Thus the permissible grid
RIJ\L\IERS of the screw-adjusted com5
pressiOn type as used for IF transswing will exceed that in either of the cases
level of the fundamental. On the whole,
if we keep the second harmonic 30 db. corresponding to Fig. 9 at 50 cycles or formers and similar purposes are sometimes
inclined to be a little stiff, particularly if
below the fundamental there can be little Fig. IO at 210 cycles.
they have not been adjusted for some time.
cause for complaint.
In these circumstances one may be tempted
The point now arises as to how one can
A Pure Inductance
to introduce a spot of oil on to the
ascertain when the above condition is
mechanism.
Finally we can cite the case of a low
satisfied. In a rough way we can judge by
This must be done sparingly, and, in fact,
a touch of vaseline is preferable, because if
of
negligible
resistance.
aid of a feed meter in the output valve cir- inductance
Assume the inductance to be 0.1 henry, any surplus oil is allowed to get on to the
cuit, and by the resulting reproduction.
This is hardly scientific, but it is quite we desire to consider the performance :•t plate of the trimmer it will creep over the
effective nevertheless. A sine wave volt- 50, 210 and 5,000 c Is. The steady feed surface and cause an increase in the
age from an oscillator at ·a certain fre- current to the valve as shown by the point capJ.city.
This increase can be surprisingly large,
Q in Fig. 8 is 120 milliamperes for a bias particularly towards the minimum, which
quency can be applied to the grid and filament of the power valve and the resulting of - 135 volts. It is clear that the alter- may be increased by several hundred per
output passed to an harmonic analyser. nating current cannot exceed 120 mA; i•J
cent., even though the bare minimum of oil
:The grid swing at the given frequency can fact, long before it reached this value the
was used in the first place.
J. H. R.
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
What Price Kilowatts Now ?
TRANSMITTING on high
power is rather like throwing buns to a whale. Reduce the
number of buns, or kilowatts,
and life goes on pretty much
the same, which is rather disconcerting.
In this frame of mind the
B.B.C. engineers are contemplating their rather shady work
of the past month. On March
1st the Little Nationals were
officially working on 50 kilowatts. On March 8th, withollt
a public announcement, they
had dropped to 20 kilowatts,
with surprising results.

No Riots
Scarcely a complaint has been
received at headquarters.
\Ve all know, of course, that
service area is not direct! y proportional to aerial output, but
bv all the laws ever discovered
there should be a considerable
drop in the utility of a station
when its power is more than
halved.

Too Much Power ?
Is the world using too many
kilowatts for wireless purpooes)
Is ther~> an optimum level of
power output, beyond which no
further imprPssion can be made
on the sluggish ether?
The latest experience of tlw
B.B.C. demands replies to these
questions, and if an affirmative
answer is forthcoming such
stations as Droitwich, Luxembourg, and Moscow should bP
handed over as still-life models
to Mr. Hca th Robinson.

and the total amount to be spent
on the service next year will be
£r7,300.
The I.F.S. Government, on the other hand, receives about {35,ooo in licence
fees and £ro,ooo in advertising
revenue, so it cannot be said
that money is being squandered
on broadcasting.

Railway Rhythm

imposing than their subjects,
and a glance through the Talks
booklet for April, May, and June
leaves one wondering what
eminent person has been left out.

Sir Walford Davies Again
The subjects range from
" Freedom " to "Arch<eology,"
from "Conversations in the
Train" to" At Home To-day."
To me, the best news is that
Sir \Valford Davies will return
to the microphone after Easter
in another Keyboard series, dealing with "Chords that Matter."
The booklet, B.B.C. Talks,
containing full details, is issued
free to listeners who send their
name and address to the Publications Department, Broadcasting. Ho us(', London, \V. 1.

MIXI~G

farce and fact is
always a tricky business,
and I hope that ] ohn \Vatt and
Max Kcster will " get away with
it '' on 1\lay 1st in a programme
called
"Railway
Rhythm,"
which is being prepared in cooperation with the railways of
Great Britain.
Three comedians, Claude Hulhert,
Claude
Dampier and
Stainless Stephen, are to tour
the railway systems to provide
the entertainment side in a
sound picture of work in the
engine pits, goods depOts and
signal boxes.

A Theme Song
" Railway
Rhythm "
will
have a story, but its continuity will not be stressed,
the important thing being the
rhythm of the industry, which
will be built up by the use of
music (including a theme song,
"Railway Rhythm"), actuality
noises provided by the recording

Money for Television
\VITHOUT having to beg for
the money, the B.B.C. has
been grantee( an additional
{rs,ooo by the Treasury for the
development of television. Th<-'
sum is included in the amount
of £z,zro,ooo for the maintenance of the broadcasting service
for the year ending March 31st,
1936.
According to the report of the
Television Committee, the cost
of providing and maintainiug
the London television station up
to the end of next year will approximate to £L8o,ooo, so the
new grant is not perhaps so
overwhelmingly munificent as
appears at first glance.

Jubilee Broadcast
coMMANDER
STEPHEN
KING-HALL will be the
commentator outside St. Paul's

Reforming Irish Broadcasting
I

UNDERSTAND that the appointnwnt of Dr. T. ] . Kiernan, Secretary to the Irish Free·
S t a t e High Commissioner· s
Office in London, to the directorship of Irish broadcasting, will
lead to wholesale and badly
needed rdorms, including drastic
changes in the production of
programmes.
Actually there has been some
slight improvement in the Athlone material during the past
few months-all the more creditable in view of the fact that the
station is being run by a permanent civil servant "borrowed '' from another department.

A Fat Balance
1\Ir. S. :\IacEntee, Min1ster for
Finance, is allocating aa additional ;!,z,ooo for broadcasting
purposes in the next Budget,

LORD BRIDGEMAN, a Governor
of the B.B.C. for two years and
now appointed Chairman. The
vacancy on the board has been
filled by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher,
Warden of New College, Oxford.

Cathedral Church of St. Paul,
London.''
The running commentary and
service will be broadcast to the
world by GSF (19.82 metres) and
GSG (r6.86 metres), and electrical recordings will be transmitted at 2 and 9 p.m. on May
6th and 5· 15 a.m. on May 8th.
The actual broadcast begins at
10.5 a.m. on Jubilee Day.

One Bobent, Please
LAST week a B.B.C. announcer, with commendable
fortitude, laboured through the
second news bulletin with a cold
in the head that gave a fresh
complexion to the Disarbabent
talks and introduced a new
statesman, Sir Johd Sibod.
Halfway through the recital
the ban at the bike blew his
nose, first having turned down
the volume control. Unfortunately, on resuming he omitted
to turn the volume control up
to its -original point, and the
bulletin became still more difficult to follow.

Understudies

THE ONE AND ONLY woman operator of a dramatic control panel
m Europe ts Madame Makowiecki, whom we see above in a studio
annexe at Polskie Radio, Warsaw. Madame Makowiecki controls
eleven studios and thus has the last word every time,

van and the synchronisation of
scenes, words and music.

Talk and Talkers
IN the old days the B.B.C. talks
programmes could be summarised in a few lines, on·.~
reason being that,
as the
speakers were such obscure personages, it was rarely necessary
to mention them. Nowadays the
speakers are, if anything, more

Cathedral on Monday, May 6th,
to describe the arrival of the
King and Queen for the ] ubilee
Thanksgiving Service. The occasion is officiallv described as "a
Thanksgiving ·Service for the
protection afforded to The
King's
Majesty during the
Twentv-fin' years of his Auspicious Reig1i, ordered by the
Lords of his :.VIajesty's Most
Honourable Privy Council in the

Next year the B.B.C. will
have more than £z,ooo,ooo to
play with, so let us hope that
arrangements will be made for
providing understudies at short
notice. Painful as the circumstances were the other evening,
they would have been ten times
worse with television.

Near Enough
the Times
F ROM
Column:Small
ju:-.t

off

Personal

Flab.-Id('al position, quiet;
Portland PlacP, out' mmute

ll.ll.C . . . .

Ensuring fresh; clean
grammes,
untouched
hand . . • •
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Readers'
Problems
Cause and Effect
IF instability (or uncontrollable self-o:;cillation) is produced when the HF or IF
circuits of a receiver are brought into tune
with one another, we have a certain indication that an excessive amount of interaction exists between the various circuits,
or possibly that the amount of amplification
aimed at is greater than the natural limit
imposed by the residual anode-grid capacity
of the valves. From the wording of a letter
~n which information is asked rtgardii1g the
lack of sensitivity in a superheterodyne IF
amplifier, we are indined to think that this
fact is not fully appreciated by the writer.
Before going any farther in his attempt to
improve the sensitivity of his receiver, our
correspondent must first endeavour to locate
and to remove the cause of instabilitv.
Assuming that the design followed is a
gocd one, the possible causes of the trouble
arc practically limited to insufficient intercircuit screening or to inadequate decoupling.

Twin Wave-traps
WE

are asked to say whether it is
theoretically possible to use a pair of
wave-traps for eliminating or minimising interference from a twin-station local transmitter.
Not only is it possible to employ the
scheme suggested by our correspondent, but
it is actually fairly well known, and has
already been described in our pages. Twin
wave-traps are often employed for preventing second-channel interf<.;rence in super-

TUNED TO LOCAL

STATIO~ "8"

RECEIVER

Fig. I.-Multiple wave-traps ; method of
reducing interference from two stations.
heterodynes, and are equally applicable to
reducing interferC'nce in straight· receivers.
The trap circuits are normally connected in
the manner shown in Fig. I.

MiCrophone Amplifiers
IT may be taken almost as an axiom that
the better type of microphone (with a
good frequency characteristic) will not give
sufftcient output for full-volume reproduction when disconnected to the pick-up terminals of the average radio receiver. Normally, the output of a pick-up is considerably greater than that of a high-quality
microphone, and the latter instrument will

usually need two stages of LF amplification
preceding the output valve.
A correspondent who wishes to use a
microphone in conjunction with his receiver
would therefore be well advised to use an
instrument of the ordinary carbon pattern,
and, before making a choice, to ascertain
from the makers whether his receiver will
pr.ovide sufficient amplification.

r---------------------------------------·--------"1
\ THESE columns are reserved for the publication
l of matter of general interest arising out of
l
problems submitted by our readers
) Read~rs requirin,~ an individual reply to their
1 techmcal questions by post are referred to "The
\ Wireless World" Information Bureau, ofwhieh
\ brief particulars, with tlze fee charged, ar ~ to be
l
found at tlze foot of tlzis page

READER who "unuerstands that the
ban on the use of eliminators worked
from AC mains without the intermediary of
a transformer has now been removed '' asks
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Fig. 2.-Voltage-doubling rectifier for direct
connection to the mains.
us to show him how to connect a Westinghouse rectifier directly to I 10-volt AC mains
in such a way that the rectified voltage will
be appreciably higher than the supply.
While it is true to say that an eliminator
or AC mains set can now be made to satisfy
the regulations without an isolating transformer, it should be pointed out that fairly
extensive precautions are still necessary if
infringement of the rules is to be avoided.
A suitable circuit for our reader's requirements is given in Fig. 2. This will provide
a rectified DC output of roughly twice the
input AC voltage.

Amplified Interference
ALTHOUGH there can be no doubt that
improvement in high-note response does
much to increase the naturalness of reproduction, it must be admitted that in certain
circumstances an extension of frequency response in an upward direction is not always
an unmixed blessing. For example, a correspondent who has recently added a highnote tweeter to his set is disappointed to
find that the background noise, which originally ''was not particularly notict>able, '' is
now intolerably loud. From the fact that
the interfering noises seem to have changed
their character it is thought that the highnote speaker may possibly be at fault, and
our opinion is asked on this matter.
\Vhen the upper register is reproduced at
full strength it will often be found that a
background of interference assumes an entirely different character, the noise appearing much sharper and of greater intensity.
From our reader"s description of the effect

!
\
l

l
l
l_______________________________________________ J!
we do not think that the speakn is at fault.
In the circumstances it would be advisable to take all possible steps to minimise
interference, and, if success is not obtained,
to provide some means of restricting highnote response at those times when the interference is particularly troublesome.

Transformer-less HT Eliminator
A

l
:

Intermittent Breakdown
WE are asked to give some suggestions on
the use of a milliammeter in tracing
a troubles::mw intermittent fault which
manife~ts itself occasionally by complete interruption of signals.
In the first place, our querist should be
warned that a good deal of patience will be
required. The milliammeter should be connected in turn in each anode circuit and
when the interruption takes place it should
be noted w hethfr the reading of the instrument has changed. If it has, the fault is
likely to be associated with the grid or
anode circuit of the valve concerned. For
our present purpose it may be renH,mbt>red
that the " oscillator anode •' of a modnn
frequency-changer counts as an anode.

Remember the Volume Control
IN asking us to say ":hat may be deduced
from a tabulated hst of the anode current readings of his receiver, a querist draws
our attention to the fact that, although the
reading applying to the IF valve is microscopically small, the general sensitivity of
the set appears to be normal.
_As the readings are utterly inconsistent
with the results obtained, we are inclined to
think that this reader has measured anode
currents with the volume control set in the
"low" position-or else at a time when a
strong incoming signal was being dealt with
by the receiv<.;r, which may, in practice,
amount to Yery much the same thing.
Some manual controls and all automatic
controls opfrate by varying the grid bias
of HF or IF valves, and a reading of current is more or less meaningless if the valves
concerned are biased to an abnormally high
value. As a rule, measurements should be
made with the manual control at maximum
and with the aerial disconnected or, at any
rate, with no incoming signal.
• a11•s • •• •• •••• a a a Blla • •• • • • •;: •• • ~•• a •• • •• a a • aaa • ••• ••
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INFORMATION BUREAU
scr~·ice is intended primar_ily for readers
with d1fficult!es m connection
receivers described in The Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wzreless World. Every endeavour will be
made to deal with queries on all wireless
matters, proviued that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless lVorld Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r, r.nd
must be accompa· · by a remittance of ss. to
cover the cost o,
service.
Personal intervtews are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
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MICROPHONE

PARTS

R

EADERS who would like to construct
the transverse-current microphone described in The Wireless World of January
Jith last, but hesitate to tackle the wood
work, will be interested to learn that all
the parts can be obtained from A. Hinderlich, 2, Bridge Road, Willesden, London,
N.\V.ro.
It only remains to assemble
tlw1~1, glue on the mica diaphragm, and fill
with carbon granules.

the Polar-N.S.F. tubular condensers. The
connecting wires are now secured in the ends
of the tubular case by a hard wax, in addition to the original brass disc. \Ve find the
new design much more satisfactory for amateur use, as it is possible to bend the wires
backwards and forwards without loosening
the anchorage. The wires will fracture before any trace of looseness appears at this
point.
The new fixing is being adopted for all
models in the range, but the prices remain
unchanged.

FOX

The parts supplied are : the main wood
block zin. thick with the side and top recesses made and all holes drilled ; the spacing piece and the front cover plate; the
back of which is cut away to take the wire
gauze. Included also are four mica diaphragms of the correct size and thickness;
corks for the holes; brass rods with nuts,
washers, and terminals; and, finally, a piece
of glass-paper for finishing oH the edgt's
after assembly. _ The granules and the two
carbon rods only are required to complete
the microphone.
The complete kit mentioned above costs
4s. 6d., but the woodwork alone can be
obtained for 3s. The parts are well made
and comply with the specification in evt>ry
debil.

POLAR.N.S.F. CONDENSERS
INGROVE AND ROGERS, Ltd.,
Arundel Chambers, 188-I89, Strand,
London, \V.C.2, ha\·e effected a slight improvement in the fixing of the wire ends on

W

The underside
of the Clix new
sevt'n-pin antimicrophonic
Air-sprung
valve holder ;
m o d e 1 fitted
with terminals.

AMPLIFIER

THIS unit, which is made by Fox Industrial, Ltd., 29, Dinghy Place, City
Road, London, E.C.r, although described
as an amplifier, is actually a wireless receiver, for it embodies tuning coils and
an HF stage, though the tuning is effected
by pre-set condenstrs mounted in the coil
containers.
It covers the medium-waveb:\lld only.
Three valves are employed in a I-V-1 circuit; the detector is resistance-capacity
coupled to the output valve, from which
about 2.7 watts undistorted power can be

Hinderlich kit of parts for a transversecurrent microphone.

one to enable the sprung disc to vibrate
freely.
In order to preserve the flexibility of the
mounting solid wire must not be used, of

course, for wiring the valve holder;
stranded wire or flex is best for this purpose.
The new seven-pin model costs IS. 4d.
with terminals, and IS. Id. without, and
the makers are Lectro-Linx, Ltd., 79a,
Rochester Row, London, S. \V. I.
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March 15th last, it should have been men-
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the description of this new Bulgin prowhich appeared in our issue of
Fox Industrial amplifier unit and its LF
response curve.

0

8

~

obtained. A full-wave rectifying valve supplies HT at about 400 volts, and, as the
output stage requires some 250 volts only,
tile surplus can be utilised to energise a
moving-coil loud speaker or to illuminate a
neon lamp for television reception of the
present 30-line system.
This is one of the principal functions of
the unit, as the LF amplifier has a particularly go:xl frequency characteristic, though
the gain is not high, being of the order of
zoo. Access to this portion of the equipment is prodded by a plug and jack that
uisconnects the HF circuit and adjusts the
grid bias of the detector for amplification
purposes. It is a unit that will appeal to
the experimenter, not only by virtue of its
good frequency characteristic, but also for
tht> reason that it provides a high operating
voltage for external apparatus if required.
The price is {5.

CLIX AIR-SPRUNG VALVE HOLDERS

Improved fixing of the end wires is now
adopted in Polar-N.S.F. tubular condensers.

THE range of Clix Air-sprung anti-microphonic chassis-mounting valve holders
hitherto made in the four- and five-pin
types has been extended to include a sevenpin modeL In this design the sockets are
assembled on a thin disc of bakelised
material sandwiched between two stouter
discs. Several slots are cut in the inner

tioned that the rating of the rcsistances is
based on the number of 13-volt valves they
will accommodate. The range made, therefore, caters for from three to seven valves of
13 volts each, so that a four-valve set, one of
which is a 26-volt rectifier, for example, r;:quires a five-valve resistance unit.
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FOUNDATIONS
Part XVII.OF
WIRELESS
Reaction and
Side bands
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Se.
N Part XVI we made acquaintance
with the Miller Effect, and traced out
qualitatively the manner in which the
high-frequency voltage at the anode
of a valve reacts, through the capacity between grid and anode, upon the grid circuit. We were driven to the unwelcome
conclusion that the energy fed back to
the grid through this capacity could not
be prevented from being so phased that it
tended to damp out and neutralise the
signal-voltage received from the aerial,
and that we could do nothing but minimise this loss as far as possible. In the
end we were therefore left with a certain
amount of damping, and it is found in
practice that with the a\·erage triode detector the unavoidable Miller feed-back is
equivalent to connecting a resistance of
some so,ooo ohms or less in parallel with
the tuned circuit.
By adopting an arrangement like that
of Fig. 92 we can introduce a new means,
this time entirely under our control, for
feeding back energy from the anode to
the grid circuit. We no\v have the singleYalve set discussed in Part XVI, with the
addition of the coil Lz. The juxtaposition
of this to Lr indicates that in the actual
set the two are coupled together by being
placed in proximity, while the arrow running through them indicates that their
relative positions can be adjusted as
required.

I

How Reaction Works
Part of the high-frequency current flowing in the anode circuit will pass direct
to cathode through C3, and part will flow
through L2, the capacity C4 across the
telephones, and the anode battery. This
latter portion, in its passage through the
coil, sets up round Lz a high-frequency
field w·hich, in passing also through Lr,
induces a voltage in the latter. By connecting Lz in the right sense this voltage
can be made either to assist or to oppose
the voltage initially present, the effect in
either case becoming more marked as L2
is brought closer to Lr. We have already
commented upon the unwelcome effects
produced by a feed-back in such phase as
to oppose the signal-voltage; we will now
consider some of the effects that arise
when the feed-back assists the original
voltage in the grid-circuit.
Since the amount of enerGY feel back

JtoT is shown.

~hf!t
~he sensz~zvzty

the applica~i~n of reaction adds enormously
and ~electzvzty of the simple single-valve
set dzscussed zn the last znstalment, but that these gains are
partly offset by losses in other directions.

can be controlled by adjusting the coupling
between the two coils, let us begin by supposing that this adjustment has been made
in such a way that the signal-voltage across
Lr has the same value, no matter whether
the valve is connected to it or not. This
implies that the reduction of voltage occasioned by grid-current clamping and by
the energy feel back through the anodegrid capacity is exactly offset by the
voltage fed back from L2.
We have already seen that the damping due to the valve can be exactly duplicated, both in its effect in reducing the
voltage across Lr and in its effect of flattening the resonance curve of the tuned
circuit, by connecting a resistance across
the tuning condenser. From our know-

Fig. 92.-Conventional single-valve set with
adjustable reaction.

ledge of high-frequency resistance we are
aware that the effect of any parallel resistance can be duplicated by opening the
tuned circuit (between Lr and Cr) and
inserting a series resistance of equivalent
value. And now we see that the valvedamping can be neutralised again by a
suitable coupling between Lz and Lr.
We conclude that by feeding into it
energy from the tuned circuit of a valve
it is possible to neutralise resistance in a
tuned circuit connected to its grid. This
neutralisation of resistance is in this country called reaction (to be sharply distinguished from reactance ! ) and in America
is called '' regeneration.''
There is no ready means, when handling
a recei...-er built to the circuit of Fig. 92,
of telling when the detector clamping has
been exactly offset by the effects of reaction. If L2 is coupled a little too loosely
to Lr some, but not all, of the detector
damping will be neutralised, and the
tuned circuit will behave as though its
magnification were rather lower, or its
high-frequency resistance a little higher,

than the true value in the absence of the
valve. If the coupling is made a little
too tight the detector damping will be
more than neutralised, with the result that
the tuned circuit will behave as though
its magnification were a little higher, and
its high-frequency resistance a little lower,
than its normal value. There is, in fact,
no line of demarcation between '' imaginary ohms '' arising through detector
clamping and " real ohms " clue to the resistance of the wire with which the coil
is wound and losses in the dielectrics associated with it-reaction from the anode
circuit of the valve can neutralise both
alikE-.

Restoring Lost Power
The truth is, of course, that reaction
does not neutralise resistance in any
strictly literal physical sense. The sole
characteristic of resistance is its absorption of power; if, therefore, we supply
power from the anode circuit of a valve
the circuit in which that resistance is
located behaves as though it had lost some
of its resistance. The Yalve is used as a
source because it is only by making the
voltage itself (in the grid circuit) control
the power used to enhance it that the two
can be locked unalterably together in the
required phase.
In discussing tuned circuits in an earlier
Part we saw that reduction of high-frequency resistance increases both the magnification and the selectivity of a tuned
circuit. With the aid of a: "valve to provide reaction we are now in a position to
adjust the resistance of the tuned circuit
LrCr to any value that takes our fancy.
simply by approaching Lz cautiously towards L I until the resistance has been
reduced to the desired extent. As we do
this the voltage developed by the signal
across LrCr will steadily rise and the
tuning will become steadily sharper.
The effect on the tuned circuit can best
be visualised with the aid of a series of
resonance curves. In Figs. 93 and 94 the
voltage across LrCr is plotted against frequency for a number of values of magnification. A glance will show that as the
magnification is increased by the applicat~on of reaction the signal-voltage rapidly
nses 1 and the sharpness of tuning, as
1 The relative heights of the peaks are calculated
on the basis of constant injected voltage. This
ignores the reaction of the LlCl upon Lo the
aerial primary.
'
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Foundations of Wirelessmeasured by the ratio of the voltage at
resonance to that developed a few kilocycles off tune, becomes greater.
The difference between the t\vo sets of
curves in Figs. 93 and 94 is purely one of
scale; in the former the frequency-scale
extends only to 6 kc Is on either side of
resonance, so that only the peaks of the
curves are plotted. In the latter the be-
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Fig. 93.-Showing relative voltage at resonance (height of peak) developed across LxCx
for various coil magnifications m.

haviour of the circuits is shown over a
range of 6o kc Is each way from
In both cases the lowest
resonance.
curve is a fair representation of the behaviour of a tuned circuit of normal highfrequency resistance connected to a detector. With the reaction coil out of use
the circuit assumed has L = 155 Jl-H., r =
ro n, and is supposed to be tuned to r,ooo
kc j s. Detector dam ping across it is taken
as 50,000 Q. For the tuned circuit alone
m=98, R=95,ooo o · with detector
damping in parallel the total dynamic
resistance is reduced to 32,6oo n, making
the equivalent HF resistance 29.2 Q and
reducing the effective magnification to
33·5· The curve next in order (m= roo)
represents the same tuned circuit with the
effects of detector damping almost exactly
offset by the judicious application of reaction. Successive curves show the effect
of more and more reaction, culminating
in the extreme case where the magnification has been increased to 8,ooo, which
is about the highest value known to have
been reached, and held, by this means.
It corresponds to the neutralisation of all
natural resistance of the circuit except
for a small residue of about one-eighth of
an ohm.

A Flywheel Effect
At first sight it would appear that the
reduction of circuit resistance, even to
such very low limits as this, was all to
the good, since it would increase both the
sensitivity and the selectivity of the receiver. If we had to receive a simple car-

rier wave this conclusion \'.-ould be true,
but we must 1emember that the signal
from a broadcasting station consists of a
modulated carrier. As we have seen, the
modulation consists in a variation in the
amplitude of the carrier at the frequency
of the musical note it is desired to transmit. We know also that if a tuned circuit
had no resistance at all, any oscillation
that might be set up in it would persist,
unchanged in amplitude, for ever. Such
a circuit would evidently be quite incapable of following the rapid variations
in amplitude of a modulated carrier; it
\vould maintain indefinitely an amplitude equal to the maximum of the received signal.
It follows, therefore, that as we
approach towards zero resistance by a
greater and greater application of reaction,
the voli.age across the tuned circuit will
tend more and more to "hang," following with greater and greater sluggishness
the variations clue to the modulation. For
the highest audible notes the high-frequency voltage has to change in amplitude most rapidly; as the resistance of
the tuned circuit is decreased these will
therefore become weak and vanish at a
nlue of resistance still high enough to
enable the low notes, for which the variations in amplitude of the carrier are proportionately slower, to remain substantially unaffected.
The high, sharp peak of a very lowresistance circuit such as that giving the
curves " m= 8,ooo," therefore, tells us
that high modulation-frequencies cannot
be followed. On the other hand, the
flatter curves such as that for m= roo indicate a resistance high enough for any
current through the circuit to die away
rapidly unless maintained by a driving
voltage, thus enabling the voltage-variations across LICr to be a faithful copy of
the signal as received from the aerial.
By regarding the modulated waw from
a slightly different point of view, the relationship between sharpness of tuning
and the loss of high audible notes can be
shown to be very much more intimate
than has been suggested. Strictly speaking, it is only an exactly recurrent
phenomenon that can be said to possess
The continuous
a definite frequency.
change in amplitude of the carrier wave
in response to modulation makes the highfrequency cycle of the modulated wave
non-recurrent, so that in acquiring its
amplitude variations it has lost its constancy of frequency.
A mathematical analysis shows that if
a carrier of fr cycles per second is modulated at a frequency fz cycles per second
the resulting modulated wave is exactly
equivalent to three separate waves of frequencies fr (fr- fz), and (fr + fz). It
is not easy to perform the analysis of the
modulated wave into its three components
by a graphical process, but the corresponding synthesis, adding together three
separate waves, requires nothing more
than rather extensive patience.
Fig. 95 shows at (a), (b), and (c) three
separate sine waves, there beiilg 25, 30,
and 35 complete cycles, respecti ,·ely, in

the length of the diagram. If the whole
period embraced by the time-scale of the
diagram is one-thousandth of a second,
these three waves correspond to a carrier
(b) of 30 kc Is, and the two accompanying waves of frequencies (30 + 5) and
(30- 5) kc / s produced by modulating it
at the high audio-frequency of 5,000
cycles. By adding the heights of these
curves, point by point, the composite
curve at (d) is obtained. There are in its
length 30 peaks of varying amplitude, and
the amplitude rises and falls five times in
the thousandth of a second represented
on the figure. It is therefore identical with
what \VC have come to know as a 30 kc / s
carrier modulated at 5,000 cycles.
Theory of Sidebands
Thus, a carrier modulated at a single
audio-frequency is equivalent to three
simultaneous signals; the unmodulated
carrier itself and two associated steady frequencies spaced away from the carrier on
either side by the frequency of modulation. In the case of a musical programme,
in which a number of modulation-frequencies are simultaneously present, the
carrier is surrounded by a whole family
of extra frequencies. Those representing
the lowest musical notes are close to the
carrier on either side, those bringing the
middle notes are further out, and the
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Fig. 94.-Extension of Fig. 93, showing the
voltages across LxCr when tuned exactly
(peak) and when distuned to various extents.

highest notes are the furthest removed from
the carrier frequency. The spectrum of
associated frequencies on either side of
the carrier is called a sideband, and as a
result of the presence of these a musical
programme, nominally transmitted on a
(carrier) frequency of r,ooo kc/s, will
spread over a band of frequencies extending from about 993 to r ,007 kc / s.
We no\v have a direct relationship between the selectivity of a tuned circuit and
its ability to receive the highest notes
likely to be present as modulation on the
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badly.
How far reaction should be
carrier.
If the resonance curve of the pressed in receiving a station is largely a
circuit is not substantially flat over a cen- matter for individual compromise, but it
tral portion wide enough to include the is clear that if a sensitive receiver is rewhole of the required sidebands, high quired we shall have to find some means
notes will be attenuated -they will be
quite literally tuned
<a,nnnnnnnnnnAAAAAnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
out owing to overVV VVVVlfV VV11 VVlfV VlJ lfV VVVVlJ VVVlf\[V VlJlJ11 V
selectivity. In the
UPPER SIDEBAND (fl +f2) CYCLES PER SECOND
curve for m=8,ooo,
in Fig. 93, the sidebands corresponding
to a modulation frequency of s,ooo
cycles are shown,
at points AA, as
being transmitted at
about 1.3 per cent.
CARRIER fl CYCLES PER SECOND
of the central carrier f re q u en c y .
<cJ AAAAf\ f\ AAAf\ f\ f\ Af\ Af\ f\ f\ Af\ f\ f\ f\ f\ f\
Lower notes are more
v v v-vrvlV v v~vrv v~vrvrv v-v v'VlV v v
fully
transmitted,
LOWER SIDE BAND ( f l - f2) CYCLES PER SECOND
higher notes even
more greatly attenuated. The result will
be ''woolly '' and
more or less unintelligible speech, and
'' boo my ''
music.
For a tuned circuit
in which m = roo,
however, s.ooo-cycle
notes are passed at
70 per cent. of the
carrier
amplitude
_ MODULATED CARRIER
CARRIER FREQUENCY fl MODULATED 50°,'. AT f2
(BB in Fig. 93).
CYCLES PER SECOND
It is clear from
these considerations
that high selectivity Fig. 95.-Showing the relationship of a modulated carrier (d) to its
three components.
is not altogether an
unmixed blessing · in
the reception of telephony, -and .that t~o of increasing sensitivity that does not ingreat an application of r~achon w11l volve the tremendous accentuation of
sharpen tuning to such a pomt that the selectivity that accompanies excessive use
quality of the received programme suffers of reaction.

v-v

Random Radiations
By

H

DIALLIST,

The B.B.C. Has a Word for It
others have been toying
W HILST
tentatively with a variety of possible
names for the user of a television receiver,
the B.B.C., going quietly to work, has produced its own word. There has been no
official pronouncement on the .subject ; the
new term has just been shpped unobtrusively into news items, and so on, ever.Y
now and then. Possibly you have heard It
and know what the B.B.C.'s chosen word
is. In case you haven't, and don't, it is
" televiewer."
To my way of thinking, it's not a very
happy selection, for, like " television," it
is a mongrel word of the worst type, the
" tele " being Greek and the " viewer "
a French-English hybrid of Latin extraction. One of the B.B.C. 's jobs should be
to preserve the purity of English, and
" televiewer " does not commend itself as
a desirable addition to our vocabulary. I
don't see very much wrong with " looker "

improper-ganda) purposes.
It is largely
because of this that the nations of Europe
find it so difficult to agree about wavelength
allocation, limitation of output power, and
so on, when they meet to discuss "plans "
at Genev~ or Prague or Lucerne.

......

Berlin Makes a Start

THE Berlin television service is already
under way, though nobody except an
experimenter here and there can receive its
transmissions, for there are no high-definition receivers on sale in Germany yet. One
announcement made at the opening of the
Berlin station struck me as something that
might have been better put. " \Vhat has
happened to-day in Berlin is, in practice,
what Great Britain proposes to do in the
autumn,'' said Herr Hoffman, the Chief
Engineer. But is it?
The Berlin service is on the r8o-line
system. I understand, too, that there is
a good deal of flicker about the images. We
shall make a start with not less than 240
lines, and, from what I have seen of recent
demonstrations, I don't think there will be
any flicker worth talking about.

Worth Waiting For
Surely it is better to wait a few months
for something really good than to put on
a second-rate service just for the sake of
being first in the field! Better, too, to defer
the start of the service until at least a few
suitable rece1vmg sets appear on the
market. Actually, if we had wished to rush
in and stake a claim to be first in the television field we could have opened a r8o-line
service for the London area on the very
day after the Television Committee published its report.
The Crvstal Palace
station was there, complete" to the last
terminal, and it could have come into action
at once. But there was absolutely no point
in doing anything of the kind.
\Vhen the London service is launched it
will undoubtedly be the very best thing
that can be given. Both the transmitting
people and the makers of receiving apparatus will have had ample time for experimental and development work.
Good
receiving equipment should be available at
various prices. In other words, our service
won't go off at half-cock. When it comes
it will have been well worth waiting for.

A Word of Warning

or "looker-in." They're English enough,
and why use four syllables when two or
three suffice?

......

Broadcasting in South Africa
ALL those who have read Sir John Reith's
report on broadcasting in South Africa
must agree that it is a masterly piece of
work. The South African authorities are
to act upon it when the licence of the
S.A.B.C. expires, as it will do in two years'
time. One very sound point in Sir John's
recommendations is that broadcasting in
South Africa should be conducted neither by
a Government department nor by a company, but by an organisation independent
of direct Government control, and acting
solely for the public.
In many European countries broadcasting
is almost entirely in the hands of· the
Government, the result being that it is too
often used for political and propaganda (or

Just one word of caution to readers, which
they may well pass on to their friends. The
next few months are certain to produce a
crop of good, bad and indifferent television
receivers. Some of them will be real " flatea tchers," designed to extract money from
the pockets of those who harbour the quaint
belief that you can get something for almost
nothing.
Television receivers, as they now come
along, will be tested and reported upon by
The Wireless World. The wise man will
read those reports carefully and make his
choice accordingly.

......

History on Show

T\VO vt'ry interesting stands at the Ideal
Home Exhibition are those of H.M.V.
and the l\Iarconi phone Company.
Each
contains displays of wireless apparatus
dating back for twenty-five years or more.
On the H.:\I.V. stand is a rgii receiving
set with external horn and the auxetophone,
the first public-address gramophone, in
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at 2,000 c (s is not nearly so serious as
appears from the axial curve, whJCh is explained by the fact that this dip is due
to the cone being a cone and not a disc.
The radiation off the axis at 2,ooo c /s is
up to normal; it is only the '· btei1111" that
is 15dB down.
Secondly, the excellent 1 esponsc at 1 o kc' / s
on your curve is not really ju~tified;
although it txists on the axis, the mean
response is undoubtedly dowH at this frequency-our only consolation is that it is
not so far down as in most spe-akers.
We feel fairly sure that your staff would
find that to take mean curves for all
speakers would involve prohibitive h1 bour;
but we do beg that you will take curves of
a few speakers at, say, o, 30°, 6o 0 , and
90° off the axis, and print them on the same
sheet, so that your readE"rs will h:_we the
point really brought home to them.
\Ve should also just like to remind
readers that the use of a 3ft. batik itself
involves a loss of, roughly, HlB at 200 c / s,
3dB at 100, sdB at 8o, and 9dB at so c; s.
HARTLEY TURNER RADlO, LTD.
Isleworth.

Random Radiationswhich compressed air was employed to drive
out the sound.
The Marconiphone people show the actual
apparatus used by Marconi for transmitting
messages from the Needles to Bournemouth
in 1899. They have also the microphone
used by Dame Nellie Melba when she made
her historic broadc:1st from the Chelmsford
station. Half an hour spent at these stands
helps one to realise the amazing progress
that wireless has made in its short career
and the vast amount of work that has been
necessary for its development.

A Landmark in Broadcasting
How many readers, I wonder, rememlwr
Dame Nellie's broadcast mentioned in the
last paragraph? It took place in 1920, and
it marked a re:1l turning point in the history
of broadcasting-even though it happened
a couple of years before a broadcasting service was inaugurated in this country. The
great majority of the big people in the
musical world were violently opposed to the
idea of broadcasting. Almost alone, Melba
saw its possibilities and gave her hearty cooperation. It was largely through hPr influence that many other artistes abandoned
their obstructive attitude.
I remember receiving that first broadcast
of hers on a quaint home-made set.
It
contained five " R " valves-z HF, detector
and z LF-and, though completely innocent
of grid bias (save that of the positive variety
used for "holding down " the HF valves),

A photograph of Dame Nellie Melba at the
microphone during her broadcast from the
Marconi experimental station at Chelmsford,
on June 15th, 1920.

Electrical Interference

pr<Jduced what seemed like terrific volume
from its loud speaker. Friends who came
in to hear Melba assured me that they might
have been listening to her in the Albert
Hall! \Ve were not critical of quality in
those days.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Frequency Separation
to the latter end of the
R EFERRING
ldter under the above heading, by
Mr. A. H. Wickham, in your issue for
March 15th,
one
can only assume
that your correspondent is referring to sets
of nondescript manufacture, as to the
writer's knowledge receivers of reputable
make are correctly tuned and ganged individually, even when manufactured at the
rate of hundreds a day.
Obviously they are not adjusted on every
wavelength, but they are calibrated on a
selection of wavelengths which covers the
whole band, and the error is not great.
There is no doubt, of course, that greatet·
frequency separation between stations would
be invaluable, but as it means sacrificing a
number of stations in Europe it does not
seem likely to be practical politics for many
a long day.
J. BAGGS.
Alkrington,
Manchester.
P .S.-Is it not usual to consider that the
top note of the piano is 4,096 cycles, and not
3.soo, as stated by your correspondent?

performance of a speaker. We agree fully
with your reservations on the matters of
distortion at low frequencies, transient re~ponse and so on.
But we should like to emphasise even
more than you have done the fact that one
axial curve does not even give as much
information as is desirable about frequency
response'.
\Ve show in the accompanying diagram
a tracing of your curve for our speaker,
superimposed on the mean forward response
curve-you wiil remember that
your
technical staff examined this latter curve
and agreed the method of calculation.
(Note that we have corrected the mean
curve for use on a 3ft. baffle.)
It is at once obvious that the "crevasse"
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Loud Speaker Response Curves
JN commenting c,n the loud-speaker data
published in your issue of March 29, we
should like first to offer our most sincere
congratulations on your enterprise in installing proper apparatus-which is expensive in both time and mcnwy-for the
purpose.
.
\Ve appreciate on reading ybur description
that you do indicate the danger of assuming
that one response curve really describes the

WITH reference to your Editorial Comment, "Electrical Interference" (The
Wireless World, Vol. XXXVI, No. u),
which, in my opinion, should receive a
hearty welcome from all who are interested
in the progress of radio communication,
may I be permitted to quote my comments
during the discussion on "The Interference
of Electrical Plant with the Reception of
Radio Broadcasting," read by Mr. A.
1\Iorris, before the \Vireless Section of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on
November 2.md, 1933. which are as follows:
'' I shall confine my remarks to two kinds
of interference. -The first is that, from automobiles and aircraft, i.e., from the coil and
magneto systems of petrol engines. It happens that the only prospects for a television
service appear to be on the ultra-short waveband, and therdore the abolition of interference on this wave-band is of the greatest
importance to the further development of
television. The difficulti•,•s encountered in
radiating on ultra-short waves with a comparatively high power, and the strong attenuation of the very high frequencies involved, considerably decrease the' signal
noise ratio. In addition to that given by
the usual screened wiring and the fitting of
special suppressors (resistances) at the sparking plugs, considerable freedom from interference can be obtained by careful design.
In some cases, where the design is such as
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to minimise interference, it is not even
necessary to take other precautionary
measures. Experiments have shown that
interference on ultra-short waves varies considerably with different makes of cars. With
the new Ford car very little interference
seems to be produced. This is no doubt due
to the unusual position of the distributor,
making the connecting links from the distributor to the sparking plugs very short.
In any case, practically no interference has
been observed on an ultra-short wave set
operating at a few yards from the running
engine of this type of car. On the other
hand, some very bad interference has been
experienced with other well-known makes.
Interference on ultra-short waves from
motor cars can be minimised inexpensively,
and to such an extent as to make it IH;gligible. There are two factors which will, in
time, decrease this type of interference-one
is the increasing use of car radio sets, and
the other the use of crude oil for motor cars.
Nevertheless, legislation to stop interference
will be necessary sooner or later, as ultrashort waves may be very useful in other
special circumstances, besides their use in
television. .
"
LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN.
Edgware, Middlesex.

Midland Regional
RE the comments of Miss Brown and
H. J. Harvey in your March rsth issue,
the new Midland wave and power has definitely given us another " local station," inasmuch as the signal completely demodulates the usual electrical interference in the
town, and I can assure you the traders are
quite happy about it.
C. R. TAYLOR.
Oldham.

A VC and the New Monodial

J• like many of your readers, had consider-

able trouble with the A VC system of the
New Monodial, which marred an otherwise
well-nigh perfect set-in fact, I cannot believe that such sets as the Singll' Span
can beat it even on quality, as with a
Hartley-Turner speaker the upper response
is too high for distant listening, and the

coupling has to be weakened on the heterohigh-gain receiver incorporating AVC and
dyne filter used to cut off these higher frepossessing the attributes of a modem
quencies, as with this speaker the response
broadcast set is desirable, and this can be
is too good for present conditions.
attained by the simple expedient of adding
With regard to the blasting, etc., experia suitably designed short-wave converter
enced on fading stations, I have entirely
overcome this trouble on two sets by substi- · to the home set.
A unit that has been designed for this
tuting double-diode-triodes as detectors,
particular purpose will be described next
with the consequent abolition of first de~
tector control.
week.
It is a two-valve frequency
With this alteration the set becomes quite changer utilising the push-pull system
faultless, as fading is compensated for with
with the oscillator and tuned input ciran even output from the speaker until a
cuits ganged. Waveband switching is instation fades right out, when, of course, no
corporated, and the range covered is from
system can bring it in.
IJ.s to so metres.
There are two snags, l:wwever. One is
The converter is AC operated, and for
that, owing to the lack of post-detector conconvenience of housing in cabinets of
trol, the two local stations come in at a
diverse size and shape, is built as two
greater volume than the remainder, necessitating use of the s,ooo-ohm background
parts, one being the frequency changer,
control. This control I have transferred
and the other its power supply unit.
to my front panel, as I find it convenient to
LIST OF PARTS.
Con1•erter.
use during tuning to avoid noise.
1 Two-gang short-wave condenser (speeiall
The second thing to be noticed is that it
Cyldon " Bebe ''
(insulated sections) 0.00015 mfd. each
is impossible on the local stations to set the
1 Slow motion dial (two n1tio) movi11g ~eate pattf'rn
manual volume control to full, as the triode
Polar Micro Drive
1 Flexible coupler, lin. to ·: ~LGin.
Cyldon
portion becomes overloaded long before that
1 Variable condenser, 15 m-mfd.
setting is reached; but as the same sound
Eddystone Microdenser
1 Ebonite extension spindle, 3in. long
output is obtained at half setting as comEddystone No. 943
pared with the full setting of the previous
1 Semi-variable condenser, 20 m-mfd. (Bulgin)
J. B. Neutralising No. 1050
valve, this is no disadvantage, and, of
1 Pre-set condenser, 0.0005 mfd.
Colvern
course, on distant stations the full range of
1 Pre-set condenser, 0.001 mfd. max.
Formo Type G.
(Go! tone)
control can be utilised. Let me warn any5 Tubular condensers, 0.01 m!d.
Polar N.S.F.
one effecting this alteration that a double1 Tubular condenser, 0.0001 mf<L
Polar N.S.F.
(Bulgin,
Duhilier,
Ferranti,
Graham~Fari;h,
T.C.C.,
diode-triode takes considerably less .HT curT .~l.C'. Jl ydra)
rent than the double-diode-pentode, and
1 HF choke, :-:hort-wave type
Eddystone No. 948
(Raymart)
then the voltage will rise to too high a
Resistances:
figure unless a resistance of some 20,000
1 10.000 ohms, 3 watts
Erie
1, 10,000 ohms, 2 watts
ohms is shunted across the HT on the reErie
1, 10,000 ohm:;, 1 watt
Erie
ceiver chassis to compensate for the
1, 50,000 ohms, 1 watt
Erie
1, 5,000 ollm~. 1 watt
decrease.
Erie
1, 150 ohm~. 1 watt
Erie
A resistance of adequate wattage must be
21 250 nhm<.., 1 watt
Erie
(Amplion, J)ubilier, Claude J.Jyons, Polar N.S.F.,
used, as it tends to heat up, but it is really
Watmel)
an advantage having this resistance shunted
2 Valve holders, /-pin ~-w. eha~~is type
Bulgin SW42
(Ciix, (;oltoni.')
across, as the HT voltage tends to keep
2 Stand-off insulators
Bulgin SW49
more stable for different values of bias
<Raymart)
3 Switches, baseboard on-oil toggle
than it did before. I have tried an MHD4
Bulgin S80B
1 Brass shaft, ~in. long. 5 :~2in. dia.
Bulgin
valve with a r,ooo-ohm bias resistor, and
2 Knobs, :-;mall mo11ldt'd waluut
Bulgin K14
1 Reducing sleeve, 5, :32in.
an ACHLDD with a 750-ohm resistor, and
Bulgin
1 Aluminium coil screen, ~in. x 2in. x ~in.
both work well.
I can recommend the
Gollone R9. 328
alteration with confidence.
C. H.
Sheet aluminium, 1 pit'C'P. :\n. 18 S\\"(} gaugl', for
cha~:-:.i:-.. l~in. x HilL; 1 pi(Te for ~rn·en, 7in. x Gill.
Bolton.
1 5-way Connector Block
1 4-way Battery cable

Bryce
Goltone

(]I;_Uill'll:i)

In Next Week's Issue:Preliminary Details for the Construction of an

AC SHORT-WAVE

CONVERTER

13·5 to 50
Metres

1 Cable plug, 5-pin
Bulgin No. P3
(Goltouc)
4 Insulated terminals, Aerial, Earth Belling-Lee No. 1001
OUtiiUt

, Output -.

1 Length Screened sleeving,

~

mm. bore

Goltone

( Harhro~)

1 Ebonite former, ;;;ix-rihlwtl, liiL out .-;ir](' dia .. Bin. long
British Ebonite Co. No. 3
1 Ebonite former, :;ix-rihhed, lin. out:--ide dia., -tin. long
British Ebonite Co. No. 3
1 Paxolin tube, lin. tlia., ~in. luug
Wright and Wearie
Screws and rods :
40 GBA :-.rn•w.;;, c 1 hd .. ~in. long witll nub; 4 4BA
H'l't-'W::', ~ill. long; 2 4BA lin. long; 6 ..fBA nuts;
5 ~ill. So . ..f R·hd. bra:---~ wood ~crt.·w.o;; 2 Iin. No. 4
cnuntpr:.;unk hr;t:-<":l wood .-;cre\v~: 1 l{·ngth 6BA

F-CI'l'WPd

rod,

3~in.

long; 1 kngth ..J.BA

~crewed

rod,

3&in. loHg.

Miscellany:
Quantity

.JBA

and

filL\

sh·eving a1Hl Ko. 18 otnd
wire, al.->o quautity
wirf~ for roil~.

~o.

;;.;ohir'rillg tags, ill.->lllatetl
."-'\\"G tiHnPd ('OPPt~r
I'(T and ~o. 34 DSC

~o. ~o

:20

Valves: 2 Osram MX40
Plarconi ~IX40, Ferranti VHT<)
Pm.ner Unit.

1 Mains transformer,
:~o

Being designed in
two units,
the converter will more
readily be fitted into
existing cabinets.

T

HERE is no better medium to-day
for long-distance reception than th"e
band of wavelengths lying between
14 and so metres. Here there are some

fourscore or so short-wave broadcast
stations, and a good proportion of these
can be received quite satisfactorily in this
country. For reliable results a selective,

220-0-~20

volts

Sound Sales

mA. 4 volt.--. 1 a1up., 4 volts 2 nmp:::.

1 Smoothing choke, lO hPnry> 30 mA.
A 11 Power Transformers
(Bnlgin)
1 Block condenser, 4+4 mfti<. 400 volt' DC' working
T.M.C. Hydra B.1001
2 Valve holders, 5-pin chaf':-;is type
Bulgin SW .41
(Clix, Goltonc)
1 Terminal, E
Belling-Lee No. 1003
1 :--;ltpet aluminium for chassis
12in. x H in. V~ S\VG.
Screws: W 4BA S('f'PW:-;, !' ·'hd. ~in. long with nuts; !
f)J-L-\ St'J"e\VS, C hd. ~in. with nntf'.
Quantity in~ulated s~lerviug and No. 18 ~\VG tinned
copper wire.
Valve rectifier: O"am FlO
(Cossor, 506BU, Marconi U10)
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SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
(N.B.-Times of Transmission given in parentheses are approximate only and represent G.M. T.)

Metres.
70.2

4,273

nvu;

58.31
55.56

5,145
5,1<10

OKLIIPT
HAT

[;2.7

5,G!l2

~'IQA

50.26

5,969

HVJ

50.0
50.0

6,000
6,000

UW59

49.96
49.96
49.85

6,005
6,00.:>
6,01S

VE9D.:-.r
HJ3AllH
ZHl

49.83

6,020

DJC

49.67

6,010

W1X:I.L

49.67
49.59
49.5

(),040
6,050
6,060

YDD
GS:I.
W8XAL

49.5

6,060

W3XAU

(9.5

6,060

VQ7LO

49.5

6,060

·OXY

Tuning
Positions.

Station.

Call
Sign.

kc/s.

Kbarbarovsk (U.S.S.R.). (Daily 06.00 to ............. ..
1 4.00.)
Prague (Czechoslovakia). (E.>:pcl'l:mcntal) ............. ..
Budapest (Hungary).
(Jion. 01.00 to .............. .
02.00.)
A11htnanarivo (:lladagascar).
(Daily ex. .. ............ .
Sun. 08.00 to O~A5, U.OO lo 16.00, Sat.
17 .:JO to 19.00, Sun. 07.30 !o 08.00.)
Vatican City. (Daily 19.00 to 19.15, Sun . .............. .
10.00 also.)
Bucharest (Honmnia)
...
...
... . ............. .
:\Ioscow (U.S.S.H.). (Relays ,vo. 1 Stn.) .............. .
(Daily 20.00 to 23.00.)
Montreal (Canada). (Daily OJ.30 to 05.00) .............. .
Bogota (Colombia) ...
...
...
. ................ .
Singa.porc (Mala.ya.). (Jlon., Wed., Thurs . .............. .
23.00 to 01.30, Sun. 03.40 to 03.10.)
Zecsen (Germany). (Daily 22.30 to 03.30, .............. .
17.00 to 21.30.)
Boston, :IIass. (U.S.A.). (San. 22.00 to .............. .
~4.00, Wed.., Fri. OO.:JO la !liA.-•.)
Sonrabaya (Java). (Daily 03.30 to 06.30) .............. .
Empire Broadcasting
.. .
. ..
Cincinnati, Ohio (U.S.A.). (Daily 12.00 to .............. .
01.00, 04.00 to 06.00.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(tT.S._\,)
(Relays .............. .
WCAU.) (Daily 01.00 to 01.00.)
Nairobi (Kenya Colony). (Daily 16.00 to .............. .
l!l.OO, Sat. to 20.00, 1llon .. Wed., Fri.
10.-15 to 11.15 also, Tues. 0~.00 to 09.00
also, Thurs. 13.00 to 1!.00 also, 8un. 17.15
to 19.00 also.)
Slmmlcbaek (Denmark). (Relays Kalund- .............. .
borg.) (Daily 1~.00 to 24.00, Sun. 16.00

Metres.

kc/s.

Call
Sign.

31.45

9,540

LKJl

31.45

9,540

DJ:'-/

31.38

9,560

DJA

31.36

9,565

VUE

31.35

9,570

W1XK

31.32
31.32

9,580
9,580

GSC
VK3LH

31.28

9,590

W3:S:AU

31.28

9,590

VK2)1E

31.27

9,595

HBL

31.25

9,600

CTLL\

31.0

9,677

CT1CT

30.67

9,780

2HO

30.43

9,860

EAQ

29.04

10,330

OHK

28.98

10,350

LSX

25.6

11,720

FYA

6,069

VE9C:3

49.4

6,072

ZHJ

49.4

6,072

OEU'2

49.34

6,080

W9X:I.:I.

49.3

6,085.

~no

49.26
<.9.26

6,090
6,090

VE9B.J
VE9GW

<9.2

6,097

ZTJ

25.6

11,720

CJHX:

25.57

11,7 30

PHI

25.53
25.49
25.45

11 '7 ;)0
11,770
11,790

GSD
Il.J])
WIX.\L

25.4
25.36

11,810
11' 8 30

2TIO

25.29
25.27

11,860

GSE

25.23

11,880

FYA

.............. .

25.0

12,000

H\Y:iO

.............. .

24.83

12,082

CT1CT

.............. .

24.2

12,396

CT1GO

12,S:l0
15,12:!
15,1J(J
13,200
15,210

cxn

............. ..

23.39
19.84
19.82
19.74
19.72
19.71
19.68

15,220
15,243

PC.J
FYA

19.67

15,250

W1X.\L

19.66
19.64

15,260
15,270

G~I

6,100

W3XAL

49_.18

6,100

W9XF

<.9.1

6,110

vue

49.1

6,110

VE9HX

49.1
49.02
49.02

6,110
6,120

a,.;L

u,l~o·

YDA
W2XE

48.92

6,132

ZGE

48.86

6,140

W8XK

6,150

\V2XE

19.56

15,:J30

W2XAD

19.52

15,370

IL\.83

17.33

17,310

W3XL

.. ............ .

16.89
16.87

17 '760

D.JE
W3XAL

I 7. 790
21,470
21,530
21,540

GSG
GSH

.............. .

16.86
13.97
13.93
13.92

.............. .

Vienna Experimental.
(Daily 1!.00 to
•)•) 00)
Cbl~ago: Ill. ({T.S.A.). (Relays TVCLF.)
(8un. 19.00 to 20.:lO.)
Home (lt.aly). (..lion., Wed., Fri. 23.00 to
OO.:lO.)
St. John (:'-!.B.). (Dail!l 00.00 to 01.30) ...
llowtnanvillc, Ont. (Canada.).
(Jlon.,
Tues., JV cd. 20.00 lo 0;\.00, 1'hw·8., Fri.,
Sat. 12.00 to 05·.00. Snn. 18.00 to 02.00.)
Johannesburg (S. Africa). (Daily ex. Sun .
04.30 to 03.30, 08.:lo to u.oo, IJ.OO to
20.00 (Sat. to 21.43), Sun. 13.00 to 15.13,
17 .:Jo to 20.00.)
Bound Brook,~. Y. (U.S ..-\.). (Relays IV.JZ.)
(.lion., Wed., Sat. ~2.00 to 23.00, Sat.
0.>.00 to 06.00 also.)
Chica.go, Ill. ((;.S.A.). (Daily ex . .lion.,
Wed., Sun. 21.00 to 07.00.)
CalcuttA. (India).
(Daily 07.06 to 08.06
irrl'gttlar 13.06 to 16.:l6, Sat. {1·om
12.:l6,
Snn. 04.36 to 07.36, irregular
12.36 to O:l.36.
Hn.Iifax N.S.
(Daily lJ.OO to 16.30,
21.00 to 04.00.)
Entpire llrnndcar.;ting
...
.. .
. ..
Bandoeng (Java). (Daily 10 . .10 to 1-i.OO)
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays IV.lBC.)
(Daily 2:{.00 to 04.00.)
Kuala Lumpur (Malaya). (Sun., Tues., Fri.,
11.~0 to J:lAO.)
Pittsburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays H.DILI.)
(Dailll ~1.30 to 06.00.)
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00 to O.J.OO,
Sat. 21.00 to 06.00 also, Sun. 22.00 to
O:J.30.)

CJHO

48.4

6,198

CT1GO

46.69
4$.38
38.48

6,425
6,610
7,797

W3XL
HW72
HBP

37.33
31.58

8,03.j
9,500

CNH
PlU'5

31.55
31.54

9,510
9,518

GSB
VK:J.ME

31.48

9,530

W2XAF

Paredo (Portugal).

(DailJJ e:c. 'I'ues.

ICR0Fl SES, LTD., makers of the wellM
known gohl-tilm fuses, have just moved
to larger premises at
Charterhouse Buildings,
7

.f,

Coswdl RoaJ, London, E.C. I; telephone:
Clerkenwell 4049· The new list issu<·d by the
Jirm (of which copi<·s and any technical information required will be sent to readers who are
intert•sted) shows that fuses rated as low as I,
2 and J m A are now in n·gnlar production;
th<·s" are, of course, mainly used for the protection of delicate instruments. Microfuses are
particularly suitable for this purpose, as they
have a very small time-Jag before blowing
undt·r overload.
--~

00.~0

to Ol.:JO, Sun. 16.:JO to 1~.00 also.)
Bound Brook, N . .J. (U.S.A.). (Experimental)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). (Relays Stalin Stn.)...
Hadio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland).
(Sat. 2'2.30 to 23.15.)
Ha bat (i\Iorocco). (Sun. 20.00 to 22 . .10)...
Hio de Janeiro (Brazil). (Daily 22.30 to
23.15.)
Empire Broadcasting
)Jelbourne (Australia).
(Wed. 10.00 to
11.30, Sat. 10.00 to 12.00.)
Scbcnectady, N.Y. (U.S.A.).
(Relays
IVGY.) (Daily 23.30 to 04.00, Sat. 19.00
to 22.00 also.)

·?

....~

0

Shaftesburv Supplies, of 224, Shaftesbury
Annue, London, W.C.z, will be pleased to send

.............. .

.............. .
............. ..

.............. .
.............. .

11,~70

\\-~XE

\\'SXK

·

Springtield, :\lass. (U.S.A.). <Relays W BZ.)
(Daily 12.00 to 06.00.)
F.n1pire Broadca~ting
LindhurHt (Australia).
(D~ily ;;;. s.;;,_'.
08.15 to 12.30.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(U.S.A.).
(Relays
JH.UU.) (Daily 17.00 to 2J.OO.)
Sydney (Austr.:tlia). (8un. 06.00 to 08.00,
10.00 to 1 !.00, H.:lO to 16.30.)
Hrt~lio

Xntion~.

Prangins

(Switzcr!ancl).

(Sal. 22.30 lo 23.1.>.)
Lisbon (l'ortugal). (Tues., Thurs." Sat.
·2].:{0 to 21.00.)
Lbbon (Portugal). (Thurs. 21.00 to 23.00,
Sun. 12.00 to 14.00.)
Home (Italy). (Tues., Thurs., Sat. 00.4 5
to !12.13).
:\Iadrid (::ipain). (Daily 22.15 to 00.30,
Sat. 1~.00 to 20.00 al8o.)
Hu;-ssele<lc (Belgium).
(Daily 18.30 to
20.:l0.)
BuenoH _\ires ( irgentina). (Daily '20.00 to
21.00.)
Paris, Hadio Colonialc (France). (Colonial
Sin. 1•:-W.) Daily 00.00 to 03.00, 04.00
to Otl.IJO.)
Winnipeg !Canada.). (Daily 00.00 to 0;).00,
S•tl. ~ 1.00 to 06.00 also, Sun. 22.00 to

o:l.:W

................. .

ca.•ting.)

49.18

48.78

Vancouver, B.O. (Canada). (Sat. 0-1.30 to
05.45, Sun. 16.00 to 01.00.)
Penang (:\falaya). (Relays ft'mpire Browl-

Tuning
Positions.

Jcliiy (:'-/m·way).
!Relays Oslo.) <Daily
10.00 to 13.00.)
Zecscn (Gcrumny). <Daily 08.45 to 12.15,
l:l.OO to 1 <;.30, 22.15 to 03.30.)
Zeescn (Germany). (Daily 13.00 to 16.30,
22.15 to 02.00.)
Bombay (India). <Sun. 13.~0 to 1:;.:10,
!Veri., Thurs. Sat. 16.30 la 17.30, irregular
Jlon.).

also.)

49.43

Station.

al8o.)

Eindhovcn (llolland). (Daily ex. Tues.,
Wed. 1:!.00 lo 15.30 (Sun., Sat. to 16.30.)
E1npire B1'oadca.stiug
...
. ..
. ..
Zeescn (Gc·rmany). (Daily 17.00 to 21.30)
lJt"ton, :llass. (U.S.,L). (Daily 23.00 to
110.30.)
I:ome (Italy) (.lion., Wed., Fri., 2:l.OO) ...
\\'ayuc. X ..J. (C.,;,,\.). (Relays JVABC.)
(!!ail!! 20.011 to 22.00.)
Elllpire Droadcasting
l'ittsburg. 1\t. ( U.S ..\.). (Relays KDIL-1.)
(/!ail!! 21.:10 to O:l.OO.)
Paris, ltadio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
Sin . .Y-S.) (Daily 16.15 to 19.15, 20.00
lo 23oi!O.)

.............. .
.............. .
................ ..
.............. .

.............. .
.............. .
.............. .
. ............. .

. ............. .
.............. .

17,7~0

IIV.J
GSl1,
D.JB
\V8XK

G::-l.J

WSXK

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
to readers copies of their illustrated catalogue
giviug details of the 55s. microphone.
. :> <2> <!> -<!>
Tht' Ekco exhibit at the recent Phvsics Exhibition, held in conjunction with the Conference on Industrial Physics at Manchester
University, comprised various communication
engineering instruments.
This is the first
occasion on which the apparatus has been
publicly demonstrated. IncidPntally, it may
be mentione<l that pamphlets describing the
:\!aster Signal Cencrator system, IntNmPdiate
Fn'quency Inductance Bridges, Portable Impedance Comparison Bridge, Distortion Factor
Meter, Power Frequency Tripler,
Short-

:\In scow ( U.S.S.H.). (Relays Xo. 2 Stn.)
(Sun. 03.00 la 04.00, 11.00 to 12.00,
t.;.oo la 16.00.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (Sun. 14.00 to 16.00,
Tlwrs. 2U.OIJ to :n.oo.)
I'a.n•de (Portugal). (Sun. 15.00 to 16.30,
Tue.<., Thurs., Fri. 18.00 to 19.15.)
Hahat (:\!orocco). (Sun. 12.30 to 14.00) ...
Vatican City. (DailyJO.OO, 15.30 to 15.4;;)
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
. ..
Zecc-en (Germany). (Daily 08.45 to 12.L:;)
Pittsbnrg. Pa. (U.S ..-\.). (Relays KDLC1.)
(Daily 1:l.OO lo 21.15.)
Ein<lhoven (Holland). (Experimental) ...
Paris, Haclio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
Sin. KW.) (Daily 12.00 to 16.00.)
Boston, )lass. ( U.S.-\.). (Daily 15.50 to
1 ~.311.)

En1pire Broadcasting
Wa.rnc, N . .J. (U.,. ..\.). <ii~lays 'iv AB!i:i
(/!ail!! 16.00 to 18.00.)
Schcneet<ttly, N.Y. (U.S.A.). (Daily10.30
to

~<J.31J.)

Budapest (Hungary).
(Sun. 13.00 to
IUJO.)
Donncl JJrook, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Daily 16.00
to

~2.00.)

Zcesen (Gcrma.ny) (Daily 13.00 to 16.30.)
Uound Brook, N ..J. ( U.S.A.). (Relays W JZ.)
(Daily except Snn. IJ.OO to 1 ;\.00, 1'u<·s ..
Tlw.rs., Fri. 20.00 to 21.00 also.)
Empire Broadcasting
En1pirc Broadcasting
Empire Broa(lcaf'ting
l'itt.-;bnrg, Pa. \ U.S.A.). '(Daily "i2.00 i~
14.00.)

circuited Turns Tester, Valye Voltmeter,
and other apparatus are now available.
<:..>

<!>

""'~

0

ThP National l'nion Radio Corporation of
.:-Jew York has sent us particulars of the nPw
0E6 indirectly heated valve, which consists of
two output triodes in one bulb. The valve is
intende<I for use in car radio or AC mains sets,
t-ither in a push-pull circuit or with the demeats of the two triodes in parallel.
<'>

-0-

-0-

-0-

l\Ir. :\I. Rogers, formerly of Shaftesbury
Supplies, has commenced business on his own
account under the style of M.R. Supplies, at
zl)a, Charing Cross Road, Lonoon \V.C.z. He
J>roposes to concentrate on microphones, amplifiers, mains gear, and television apparatus.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)
Station.

Kaunas (Lithuania) . .
..
.•
•.
Brazov (Romania)
..
..
..
..
Huizen (Holland).· (Unti13.40 p.m.)
..
Kootwijk (Holland) (Announced Huizen).
(3.40 p.m. onwards)
Lahti (Finland)
..
..
..
.·
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
..
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
..
..
..
..
Berlin ( Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(S.-w. Stns., 16.89, 19.74, 25.49, 31.38 and
49.83m.)
Droitwich
..
..
••
••
..
Minsk, RWIO (U.S.S.R.)
..
~·
..
Reykjavik (Iceland) . .
..
••
..
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
..
.•
Motala (Sweden). (Relays Stcckholm)
..
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
..
.•
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland) . •
..
AnkarE> (Turkey)
..
..
..
..
..
•.
Luxembourg . .
..
.•
Kharkov, RW20 (U.S.S.lt.)..
..
..
Kalundborg (Denmark) (S.-w. Stn., 49.5 m.)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
..
Tashkent, RWII (U.S.S.R.)
..
.•
Oslo (Norway)
..
..
..
.•
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Tiflis, 1Wi7 ( U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
..
Rostov-on-Don, RWI2 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Sottens) ..
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.) . •
..
••
..
Voroneje, RW25 (U.S.S.R.) .. ·
Oulu (Finland). .
..
..
.,.
..
..
••
••
Ufa, RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
Hamar (Norway) (Relays Oslo)
••
••
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
••
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
..
•.
•.
••
••
••
Viipuri (Finland)
..
Bolzano (Italy)
..
••
••
••
..
••
••
••
Wilno (Poland)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary) . •
••
••
Beromiinster (Switzerland) . .
.•
••
Athlone (Irish Free State) . .
.•
••
..
..
.•
••
Palermo (Italy)
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany) . •
••
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France) . .
.•
•.
Riga (Latvia) . .
..
..
.•
..
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
.•
•.
Rabat (Radio Maroc) (Morocco)
..
••
Sundsvall (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm) ••
Florence (Italy). (Relays llfilan)
••
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt) . .
..
..
Brussels,No. I (Belgium). (French Programme)
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
..
•.
•.
•.
Trondelag (Norway) . .
..
..
..
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, P.T.T. (La Doua) (France) . .
..
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany) . .
..
North Regional ·(Slaithwaite)
..
..
Sottens (1~adio Suisse Romande) (Switzerland) 1
Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
..
..
..
Paris, P.'l'.T. (Ecole Superieure) (France) ..
Stockholm (Sweden)
..
..
..
Rome, No. 1 (Italy) (S.-w. stn., 25.4 m.) ••
Kiev, ltW9 (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
..
..
..
•.
Tallinn (Esthonia)
Madrid, EAJ2 (Radio Espafia) (Spain)
..
Munich (Germany) . .
..
..
•.
..
..
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France) . .
Katowice (Poland)
..
..
..
••
Scottish Regional (Falkirk) . •
..
.•
Toulouse, P.T.T. (France) . .
..
..
Leipzig (Germany)
..
..
..
.•
Barcelona, EAJl (Spain)
..
.•
..
Lwow (Poland)
..
..
.•
•.
..
West Regional (Washford Cross) . •
•.
Milan (Italy)
..
..
.•
..
..
..
Bucharest (Romania)..
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) ..
Berlin (Funkstunde Tegel) (Germany)
..
Bergen (Norway)
..
..
.•
..
Sofia (Bulgaria)
..
..
••
.•
Valencia (Spain)
..
..
••
••
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)
...
.,.
Strasbourg, P.T.T. France . .
••
...

kc/s.

Tuning
PositioDS.

I I
l!leir~.

kW.

Station.

----·11------------------------1
155
7
Poznan (Poland)
..
..
..
..
1935
160 .......... 1875
20
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
..
160 .......... 1875
7
Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna) . .
..
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
..
..
HiO .......... 1875
50
Hamburg (Germany) . .
..
..
..
166
1807
40
..
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
174
1724
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
..
..
..
500
~-182
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
..
1648
80
187.5
5
1600
Brussels, No. 2 (Belgium). (Flemish Prog'mme)
1571
60
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
..
191
Goteborg (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm) ..
Breslau (Germany) . .
.•
..
.•
200
1500
150
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
..
..
208
1442
35
..
..
Belfast . .
..
..
..
208
; .... 1442
16
Genoa (Italy). (Relaysllfilan)
..
..
1389 I 15
216
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kW. till 6.40 p.m.)
216
1389
30
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
217·5
1379
100
..
..
Midland Regional (Droitwieh)
224
Barcelona, EAJI5 (Radio Asociaci6n) (Spain)
1339
120
230
1304
7
Cracow (Poland)
..
••
..
..
230
Kiinigsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) (Germany)
1304
150
232
1293
20
Parede (Radio Club Portugues) (Portugal)
238
1261
60
Leningrad, No. 2, RW70 (U.S.S.R.)
..
245
Rennes, P.T.'l'. (France)
..
..
..
1224
100
256.4
1170
25
Scottish National (Falkirk) • •
••
..
Bari (Italy)
..
..
..
..
..
260
1154
60
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
..
271
1107 100
280
..
1071.4 35
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (France)
355
845
20
Zagreb (Yugoslavia) . .
..
..
..
375
Falun (Sweden)
..
..
..
..
50
800
401
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
748
1.3
..
401
748
100
Madona (Latvia)
..
..
..
..
413.5
..
..
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
726
10
431
696
1.2
Moravska-Ostrava (Czechoslovakia). .
..
688
10
..
..
..
436
Alexandria (Egypt) . .
519
Newcastle
..
..
..
..
..
578
0.7
578
1
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
..
..
..
519
527
569.3
5
Horby (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
•.
569.3 10
527
Turin, No. 1 (Italy). (Relays Milan)
..
559.7
1
536
London National (Brookmans Park)
..
559.7 16
536
North National (Siaithwaite)
.•
..
546
549.5 120
West National (Washford Cross) . .
..
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague) ..
539.6 100
556
565
531
60
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) . .
..
..
565
531
4
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg)
522.6 tOO
574
Kharkov, No. 2. RW4 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
583
514.6 15
Frankfurt (Germany)
..
..
..
514.6 15
583
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
506.8 100
592
Lille, P.T.T. (France)
..
••
..
601
499.2 25
· ..
..
..
..
Trieste (Italy)
601
499.2 10
..
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Breslau)
610
491.8 20
Cork (Irish Free State) (Relays Athlone) ..
620
483.9 20
Juan-les-Pins (Radio Cote d'Azur) (France)
620
483.9 15
Kuldiga (Latvia)
..
..
..
..
629
476.9 20
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) . .
..
..
..
629
476.9 20
San Sebastian (Spain)..
..
..
..
638
470.2 120
Niirnberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay
648
15
Munich)
463
Christiansand and Stavangcr (Norway)
..
658
455.9 100
Dresden (Germany) (Relays Leipz,:g)
..
668
449.1 50
25
Aberdeen
..
..
..
..
..
677
443.1
437.3
2.5
686
Austrian Relay Stations
..
..
..
431.7
7
..
..
695
Danzig. (Relays Konigsberg)
Swedish Relay Stations
..
..
..
426.1 55
704
420.8 50
Budapest, No. 2 (Hungary)..
..
..
713
722
415.5 36
German Relay Stations
..
..
..
731
..
..
Montpellier, P.T.T. (France)
410.41 20
410.4
3
..
..
..
..
731
Lodz (Poland) . .
Free
State)
(Relays
Athlone)
Dublin
(Irish
740
405.41100
749
Milan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Rome) . .
..
400.51
5
758
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
395.81 12
Basle and Berne (~witzerland)
..
..
767
391.1 50
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
..
..
..
776
386.6
2
! Lyons (Rad!o Lyons) (France)
..
..
785
382.21. 120
7!)5
..
..
..
377.4
5 I: Tampere (Fmland) . .
..
..
] Paris, (Radio LL) (France} . .
795
377.41 16
..
..
..
..
804
373.1 50
I1 Beziers (France)
' Miskolc (Hungary)
..
..
..
..
814
368.6. 50
823
Fecamp (Radio Normandie) (France)
..
364.51 12
Pecs (Hungary)
..
..
..
..
832
360.61 100
Bournemouth . .
..
..
..
..
841
Plymouth
..
..
.•
..
..
850
352.9
1
International Common Wave
..
..
850
850
International Common Wave
.•
..
352.91
1.5
349.2 10
859
Liepaja (Latvia)
.•
·~
'"
••
859
349.2 35

.;....... ·I
••••

0

.....

.....

::::::::::1

··········

I

~~:~111~

I

kcls.

Tnning
Positions.

868
877
886
895
904
913

........ ..
...... .. ..
..........
..........
..........

!J1 :l

922
932
941
941
950
959
!l77

986
995
1004
lOJ::
1022
102~

1031
1031
1040
1040
1050
1059
1068
1077
1086
1086
1095
1104
1104
1113
1122
1122
1122
1131
1140
1149
114!1
1149
ll!S8
ll67
ll76
ll85
ll95
1204
1213
1222
1231
1240
1249

I

.......... I

1::::::::::
..........
1

..........

..........
........ ..
.. ...... ..
.... .... ..
. . . . . . .. . .
...... .. ..
..........
. . . . .. . . . .
.. . . . . . . . .

1::::::::::

. . . . . . .. ..
. . . . . .. .. .

..........
. . . . . . .• ..
.. -..... ..
....... -..
.... -.....
... -......
.. ·-......
....... -..
..........
........ ..
.... .... ..
........ ..
. . . . . . . . ..
.. .. .. . . . .
. . .. .. .. . .
........ ..
.... .... ..
... -......
....... -..
..........

. ....... -·
. . . . . . . . ..
....... -..
..........
. . .. .. . . ..
.......... 1

1~;)8

··········
··········
··········
...... .. ..

1258
1258
1267

..........
..........
. . .. . . . . . .

Metres.

345.6 16
342.1 50
7
338.6
335.2 10
331.9 100
328.6 60
0.5
328.6
325.4 32
321.9 15
318.8 12
318.8 10
315.8 100
312.8 60
1
307.1
304.3 10
301.5 20
298.8 13.5
296.2 50
293.5
3
293.5
2
17
5
288.5 10
288.5 40
285.7 50
283.3 20
4
280.9
278.6 30
0.7
276.2
276.2
2
274
7
271.7 50
1.5
271.7
269.5 11.2
267.4
0.25
267.4
1
267.4
6.2
265.3 10
263.2
7
20
261.1
261.1
20
20
261.1
2.6
259.1
257.1 15
255.1 10
253.2 10
251
17
249.2
5
247.3
5
245.5 10
243.7
5
241.9
1
240.2
2
238.5
10
238.5
1
238.5
3
236.8
2

:~

1276
1285
1285
1294
1303
1312
1321
1330
1339

231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.6
224

1339

224

1348
1348
1357
1375
1384
1393
1420
1424
1429
1438
1456
1465
1474
1474
1492
1500
1737

235.1
233.5
233.5

•

~

•••

0

NOTE. Since the publicatioll of the previous list ,alterations have been made to the particulars of the following station: Cracow (Poland).

••••

kW.

222.6
222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
210.7
209.9
208.6

206
204.8
203.5
208.51
201.11
200 \
173

0.5
1.5
1
0.5
0.5
1.25
0.8
1.5
5
1.7
0.5
4
0.2
0.5
2

5
0.7
0.8
1.5
1.25
10
1.25
:(

0.3
0.2
0.25
0.1
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IR ]OH,V RFJTH visited South
Africa recently at the invitation
of the Fnion Cowrnment. It
is now well known that the
object of the visit was to give to the
Union Government the benefit of his
experience and advice in connection
with the development of broadcasting in
South Africa, and the South African
Covernmen t has now announced its
intention to adopt the recommendations
made in a l{eport prepared by Sir John
Reith before he left :\frica in ~ovember.
The Report is a particularly interesting document. That it has been
ably pn~pared is, perhaps, the least
interesting part of it and, in any case,
can be taken for granted in view of the
authorship.
vVhat the l{eport undoubtedly reveals is that Sir John is pretty well
satisfied with the general lines on which
broadcasting here has been developed,
and is prepared to recommend that the
same basis of construction should be
followed elsewhere. If it were not so,
we might vvcll have expected to see this
opportunity taken to put forward some
new ideals which could not, perhaps,
he applied except in a country where
broadcasting was making a fresh start.
Sir John emphasises that "Great
importance attache;; to the personnel
of the first Board,·· and he also sa vs
" The best method of appointmei'J.t
seems to he bv the Covcrnor-General-inCouncil, ratl1er than hy any system of
election or quasi-election on a basis
reprcsentati\·e of particular interests."
J n his reference to programme policy
in the l~eport, Sir John I~eith probably
reveals his personal vie\vs more clearly
and precisely than he has done hitherto,

and there can be little doubt that what
he now recommends for South Africa
is in keeping with the practice of the
B.B.C. here. In the Report he says : " A right appreciation of listeners'
needs is a particular requisite if there
are to be listeners, but this does not
necessarily imply the expressed wishes
of a quarter of a million listeners nor
even the presumed wishes of a presumed average listener. Broadcasters
arc appointed to execute- a high
commission and they cannot bend to
every breeze of criticism that blows.
With every desire to ascertain the
wishes of listeners, with no complacency, still less autocracy, in their
outlook, they must be fit and prepared
to lead. Thev must not fear to let
idealism play its worthy part ; for the
long view is not necessarily coincident
with the popular view."
The l{eport as a whole can very well
be taken as in the nature of a statement of B.B.C. policy for this country,
and as such has far more significance
than the immediate object for which it
was compiled might imply. At least
it ensures for us that so long as the
B.B.C. remains under its present control there will be no irresponsible
meddling with programme policy and
that a reasoned aloofness from the
influence of purely sectarian criticism
will be maintained.

Short-wave Converters
N spite of its low efficiency and
erratic behaviour, the crude autodyne circuit has been almost the
standard arrangement fo"r short-wave
converters for a surprisingly large
number of years. But at last something distinctly better can be clone, and
readers who are interested in shortwave working will appreciate the advantages of the push-pull frequencvchanger described in this issue.

I
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AC Short-wave Converter

By
11. B.

DE~T

Two.-Range
Superheterodyne

Unit

Covering a Waveband of 13.5 to 50 Metres

T

ilE best of the short-wa've broadcasting stations come in 011 the W{l'veband
14 to 50 metres.
The short-wa'N converter here described co·vers this range and
it can be coupled up easily to any good selecti~·e broadcast receiver. A remarlwbly
good performance is gh•en by this unit, which incorporates a number of interesting
features.

y the addition of a special fre-

B

quency changer unit, any modern
broadcast set can be converted into
an efficient and wry satisfactory
short-wave receiver. The only proviso
that need be made is that the receiver
inclt!cles at least one HF stage if it is of the
straight variety, but in the case of superheterodvnes there is no need for an HF
amplifie'r to precede the frequency changer.
'Vith a set of this type a double change
of frequency is entailed, first from the
short waves to the frequency at which the
input circuits are adjusted, and then from
this frequency to that of the incorporated
IF amplifier. It might be thought that the
use of two local oscillators would lead to
the production of beats, since both will be
fairly rich in harmonics, but in practice
this does not appear to be troublesome.

Circuit Interaction
Converters employing an autodync frequency changer, that is to say a single
valve serving the dual function of oscillator
and first detector, and sometimes precede-d
by an aperiodic HF stage, have been used
extensively in the past in \ iew of their
simplicity, but they possess so many disadvantages that the possible alternative
schemes, whilst admittedly somewhat more
involved, are well worth serious consideration.

When a departure is made· from the
autodyne arrangement, and a tuned aerial
circuit introduced, we are faced with the
difficulty of adequately isolating the ,;ignal
and oscillator circuits. A high intermediate
frequency offers a possible solution, but
this course i,; not practical where double
frequency changing is employed, since the
second oscillator is approaching dangerously close in frequency to the first, or
short-wave oscillator, and beating between
the harmonics of the one and the fundamental, as wdl as its harmonics, of the
other, is like]~· to prove troublesome. This
course is practicable only in a set
designed from the commencement for
short-wave reception and cannot be
applied com·cniently to a conn•rter.
A heptode-t~·1w frequency changer
exhibits this phenomenon on the short
wan·s, though at broadcast frequencies it
is quite satisfactor~·. One reason is that
the signal ancl oscillator frequencies arc so
verv much highn that the incidental
cap.acities associated \Yith the frequency
changer cannot lw ignored.
A separate oscillator ,·aln' nsccl in conjunction \\ith a heptodr is helpful in
isolating the two circuits, but perhaps the
best scheme of all is a two-\·ah·e frequency
changer using heptodes, or equivalent
types, and arranging the input and output
circuits in push-pull with the oscillator
sections in parallel.

By very careful layout of the components and perfect screening this arrangement \\'<Juld be self-neutralised, so that the
oscillator and signal circuits are not interdependent. In practice thl' ideal is not
attainable, but the interaction between the
hvo circuits can be reduced to a point
\Vherc only the minimum of pulling takes
place.

Intermediate Frequency
Interaction between the signal and the
oscillator circuits n·sults in the aerial circuit
appearing to !Je wry critical, it being
possible to tunc out onl' station and tune
in anotlwr with this condenser alone.
Actually it is affecting the o,;cillator frequl'ncy as well, for otherwise the aerial
circuit would merely \·ary the strength of
the recei,·ed signals.
\Vhen the t\\'o circuits are controlled by
a ganged condenser their interd<'pcnclenc-e
is not noticeable, pnJYiding the tracking is
accuratt:·ly maintained throughout, but it
does seriously complicate the initial lining
up of the circuits.
The choice of a suitable intermediate
frequency is the iirst matter for consiclera·
tinn. A high IF has man}' ad,·antages,
but the one serious drawback when using
a cnnYerter with a superheterodyne has
already been explained ; yet a reasonable
separation between oscillator and signal

Al'RIL 12th, T935·

fJ59
input circuit must be centre tapped, which
entails arranging the coils in such a manner
that the symmetry is preserved on both
wavebands. This is achieved, in the
present case, by winding the shorter range
coil in two separate and equal parts, but
on the same former. These are the coils
Lz and L3. The additional loading coil
for range two is on a separate former, with
the windings joined between the inners of
coils Lz and L3 and the centre point of the
winding is earthed. On range one both
halves of coil L4 are short-circuited, thus
giving the required symmetrical arrangement with a centre tapping.
The aerial coil consists of a few turns
tightly coupled to the range one coil and
disposed equally each side of the centre
of this coil. It suffices for both waw-

AC Short-wave Converter-

frequencies is wry desirable. There is
one other factor to considtr. If we use any
of the long-wa\"C broadcast frequencies the
repeat, or second channel tuning points,
for each short-waYe station are present as
in an autodync unit, even though the two
circuits are ganged. The selectivity of one
tuned input circuit is inadequate to avoid
this effect until a fairly wide frequency
separation of the two tuning points is
attained. The situation becomes easier at
the lower end of the long-wave range, but
perhaps the best compromise is to employ
an IF of about 6oo kc / s (500 metres).
The medium-wave range is often slightly
more sensitive than the long wave, there is
ample frequency separation between the
second chann!"! tuning points and beating

sections on the companion member, tune"
the input and the oscillator circ~1its. These
are Cr and C3 in the diagram. There is
a small trimming condenser joined acroso
each, Cz for the input and C4 for the oscillator. The second mentioned is a semivariable type, and only fixes the minimum
capacity of the oscillator to trim thi~
circuit at the lowest setting of the range.
Cz is a small variable for trimming the
input circuit and to make good any mistracking of the two circuits. Its inclusion
in the controls is justified on the ground
that accurate tracking is by no means easy
to maintain throughout, though the two
circuits can be made to run reasonably well
by including series padding condensers in
the oscillator, but a small adjustment at
different parts of the range to correct for
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Fig. I.-Theoretical circuit of the short-wave converter unit in which two heptode-type frequency changing valves are used in push-pull

between harmonics, and the fundamental
of the oscillators is not usually troublesome.
After this brief explanation of the factors
that influenced the choice of the particular
arrangement for the frequency changer in
the short-wave converter illustrated here
we can proceed to examine in detail the
complete circuit as shown in Fig. r.
Provision is made for receiving over a
waveband of 13.5 to so metres without
changing the coils. This band is covered
in two steps, with a small overlap between
ranges one and two, which ranges are
selected by means of ganged switches. As
the two frequency changing Yalves are
operated in push-pull for reception, the

bands. As the oscillator sections of the
valves arc joined in parallel we can adopt
a much simpler and more straightforward
coil assembly, and in thi,; case the two
coils are wound on one former, though
they are not a continuous winding, as one
of the padding condensers is connected
between them. The Hartley circuit shown
makes for a simple coil construction and
has the added advantage that it oscillates
very· easily.
Controls
A two-gang condenser of o.OOOI5 mfd.
each section, with both stator and fixed
vanes insulated from the corresponding

minor discrepancies is well-nigh indispensable in a short-wave circuit of this type.
Two padding capacities are needed for
the oscillator. Cg is a o.or mfd. fixed
condenser, and is used for tracking on
range one. For range two, the higher
band, a smaller padding condenser has to
be used, and this is provided by C8 joined
between the two coils and which on range
one is short-circuited by the same switcli.
as short-circuits the additional coil Ls.
'About o.ooo8 mfd. is needed for padding
range one, so that C8 has a maximum
value of o.oor mfd. and is a semi-variable
or pre-set type.
High tension is fed to the oscillator
ar1odes through a short-wave HF choke
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AC Short-wave Converterjoined to the third turn from the anode end
of coil L6. This is the range one coil, and
the tapping holds good for the longer range
also.
The only other part of the circuit that
reqmres explaining is the output transformer. As the signal is applied in push-

TO

HOW

second winding, LS, for feeding the IF
frequency to the input of the broadcast
receiver. The two windings are separated
by an electrostatic screen, first to ensure
that the coupling shall be only magnetic
and so balance out the unwanted HF components flowing in the primary winding,
an'd second to ensure equal capacity to

MAKE

THE

concentrically on a one-inch Paxolin
former, would re~ult in the two sections
of the primary being out of balance.
One end of the secondary joins to
the aerial terminal on the set ; this is
marked " Output + " ; the otht·r, " Output
" goes to the earth terminal.
The screen voltage for the valves is de-
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pull the output must be taken in the same
manner, for which is use'd a transformer
having its primary winding L7 tuned and
centre tapped, whilst coupled to it is a

earth each.side of the centre tapping. Without this screening the presence of a lumped
earth capacity at one end of the coil, for
both primary and secondary arc wound

rived from a potentiometer consisting of
two fixed resistors Rs and R6 in an orthodox manner, whilst the grids of the tetrode
portions are given a small negatiYe bias by
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coppf'r wirt•.

Valve rectifier: Osram U10
(!"o>;Ol", olltilltf. )larroni l'JO)
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Cunr:rrter.

1 Twoagang short-wave condenser (:,Jlt'('i;d). Cl, C3

Cyldon " Babe "
\\ith

iH'-IIi.ltt•tl ... t•l..'lion .... t'a('h O.OO(ll!l mfd.
motion dial (\Wtl·l'cttin) moving ·:->('lilt• pattt•rn

1 Slow
Polar Micro Drive
1 Flexible coupler, rPclJJCiJJg ~in. to '1 Ho in.
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1 Variable condenser, 15 m-mid., C2
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1 Semi-variable condenser, :=o m-mfti., C4
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Formo G.

({;oltone)

5 Tubular condensers, 0.01

mfd .. CS, CG, C9, C10. C12
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1 Tubular condensar, o.on01 tnftl., C7
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( A.rnp!inlt, llut,ilil·r. Cl:tudt• Lyon . . , rolnr NXF ..
\\" ntmel)
2 Valve hold(!rS, i-pin ~-\\ clte~~ .... i ...; t,qw
Bulgin SW42
(t'lix, (;t•!tont•)
2 Stand·Off insulators
Bulgin SW49
(Raymart)

3 Switches, basebo:ud on-off toggle
1 Brass ahaft, :-.in. J•,ll;!, ;j.

:t~in.

Bulgin SSOB
Bulgin

dia.

2 Knobs, !in. hon·

1 Reducing sleeve, 5

Bulgin K"l4

Bulgin

~{:."i'L

1 A!uminium coil screen,

~in.

x :2in. x

~in.

Col tone R9 · 323

Shaet aluminium, 1 pi('('r.
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t Olllllt>l'~llltk
llru . . :-: WO(Hl .•WI'nv ...;;
h·ngth 6HA
::.rreWPd rod, 3liu. loTJg; 1 lt·ngtll -tBA scn·wed roll,
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3tin. loug.
inserting a rso-ohm resistor R3 in the
Miscellaneous :
common cathode lead to the earth line.
Quantity -JBA nntl f.RA ~nltlf'riug tag..::, insulal.e!l
fiit•Pving :md ~ n. lR and Xo. ~0 swn tinru·d ('()p[H'l'
ThL· resistors Rr and Rz, each of 250
\\in<, al-..o quanlity Xo. 20 ltC(' arui Nu. !H DSl'
ohms, in the grid leads of tht tetrode secwin• fo:· C'nib.
Valves: 2 Osram MX40
tions are to suppress parasitic oscillations
PLm·o!!i .\IX-Iil. Fl"rranti VIITJ)
in the input circuit which may appear if l'oull'r Fnit.
1 Mains transformer, ~~0-0-220 volt~
S1)und Sales
the circuit is not perfectly balanced. In
:~o m.-\. 4 vnJt . . 1 amp .. 4 volt...;. 2 ~Imps.
1
Smoothing
choke,
·W
!Jt·ury:;
30
m
A.
some case,; it might be possible to reduce
A 11 Power Transformers
(llnlgin)
these to 100 ohms each, whereas if the two
1 Block condenser, 4 f-4 mflb. 400 volt~ DC working
hah es are badly out of balance through
T.M.C. Hydra B.1001
2 Valve hold~rs, 5-pill rilnsf.li5 typP
Bulgin SW .41
stray leakag2 m·· other causes, these might
(l"lix, (;ultom·)
1 Terminal, E
Belling-Lee No. 1003
eYen require to be increased to about 500
1 ~ht•Pt aluminium fnr ('l!nssis
ohms. The converter derives its HT and
l~in. \ 1-l in. 1~ ~\Y(;,
LT from a separate
unit, the circuit of
40 HENRYS
which IS giwn in
30mA
Fig. 2. lncidenta!J.,·,
the chassis of •.Jiis
unit is exactly the
same size as that qf
the conYerter. DiYicling the apparatus
4mfds
into two parts aiiO\YS
for considerable latitucle in the choice of
a cabinet. They can
E
be mounted side bv
side, or as a two-deck
assembly, according
to incliYidual requirements.
Fig. 2.-The power supply for the converter is derived from a separate
T h e construction
unit, the circuit of which is shown above.
Jlld operation of the
Hi -IRA ~t·rPw ...;, P hd. !in. long with nut!'->; 9
conwrter will be full:y dealt with in the S-crews:
t~BA :-.,'l't'W:;, r !Jd. /.in. with nuts.
Quantity ill:-iUiatt>d ...;-lt>i•riug and N 0. 18 S\\o'G tinnNi
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One of the valves removed to show the position and m e t h o d of
mounting the input coils,
Lr, 2, 3, and 4·
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The

6ramophone llecord, lw H. Courtney
Hr_l'"'n.
Pp. 27G.
Ernest Benu. Ltd.,
Bouv<·ri~ House, Fled Str~d.
London,
E.C-4- 21s. nd.
Truth, tht>y say, will out, and hen· is Mr.

Bryson with- more proof of it.
Crashing
through the hedge of privacy with which
gramophone- record manufacturers have
hitherto surrounded their occupations, he
lays them open to our inspection at long
last, and does it so thoroughly as to set
us wondering whether anyone with a sound
lmowkdge of clwmistrv and
dectronwchanics could set up ;t modern record
factory with no more than this hook to
guidP him.
\Vhile, however, Mr. Brvson's trPatment
of plastics is exhaustive, !{is description of
recording technique is rather more in the
nature of a useful summary of facts already
published, and the final section on homerecording does l1·ss than justice to the
subject.
Ignoring the
nwchanical
difficulties,
which make the cutting of uniform grooves
a, fairly expensive matter, it is not difficult
to make records on cellulose having a quieter
surface than that possessed by any cmnmercial pressing, with the result that t·ither
th<· frequency range can be extended or the
playing time increased by about on1·-third
for an upper cut-off frequency of 7 ,ooocycles.
Actually it is <jUite easy to rPcord at constant velocity up to ro,ooo cvcles or more.
The problem of reproduction is another
mattt'r-not confim·d to honw-made records.
One or two transcription errors appear in
the equations on pages 75 and 259, and if
the 1·xpn·ssion '' radiation resonance,'' on
page 70, is not a misprint for " radiation
resistann•," it ought, for dimensional
reasons, to be so regarded, for the quantity
referred to is ·HH'asnrefl in mechanical ohms.
Excellt·nt in parts,
it is good all through,
and a mine of information for the technicalhminderl amateur.

RP. G. D.

Wireless World, April
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Wave Distortion tn
Receivers
PART I.

The Difference Between Frequency
and Harmonic Distortion
By S. 0.

PEARSO~,

B.Sc., A.l\l.I.E.E.

I

N this article the author gives a simple explanation of the
fundamental difference between the two most common forms
of distortion which are to be mqt with in receivers designed for
telephony· reception.

T

HE ultimate aim in designing a
radio receiver is to obtain from
the loud speaker a realistic reproduction of the original sounds
picked up by the microphone of the transmitter to which the receiwr is tuned. If
the air vibrations emanating from the
speaker were in every 1espect similar to
those reaching the microphone absolutt~
realism would be obtained, except for the
absence of directional or stereophonic
effect, which is only possible \\ith binaural
hearing of the original performance. In
listening to an actual orchestra, for instance, the directions of sounds from the
various groups of instruments are distinctly
perceptiule, and even with ideally perfect
transmitting and receiving apparatus this
effect is eliminated. It does not constitute
3. serious loss, howen~r-listening to the
music reproduced by the loud speaker can
be likened to hearing the actual orchestra
through a doorway leading to the auditorium, so that all the sound \vaves reach
the listener from the same direction. In
the case of a single musical instrument,
or a speaker, the question of direction does
not arise, and with our imaginary perfect
apparatus the reproduced sounds would
be identical with the original.
This ideal has never bern attained in
practice, as a certain degree of distortion
is introduced at various stages of the transmission and reception ; but even so, with
real! y first -class design and high-grade
apparatus, the reproduction of some
classes of broadcast matter is so realistic
as to be almost indistinguishable from the
original performance.
It is not the object in this article to
dwell on the points in design leading to
realistic reproduction, but to give a simple
outline of the two main forms of distortion arising when the design or operating
conditions of a receiver are unsatisfactory,
and to indicate how the two kinds can be
distinguished from E'ach other aurally
when they are bad enough to mar the
reproduction seriously. For an account
of the co'nditions for faithful reproduction
the reader is referred to The Wireless
World of May 4th, 1934-" High Quality
Amplification.''

If the nnestion of distortion is to be
studied intelligently it is necessary to have
a knowledge of the fundamental nature
of the waves representing sound as regards their form and freq ucncy. They
may b~cither very simple or very complex, according to the nature of the sound ;
the note given by a tuning fork, for example, may be reprEsented by a fairly
simple wave, whereas the sound waves
representing an orchestral performance
are incomparably complex.
Let us consider in the first instance a
simple sustained note, generally referred
to as a pure tone, and represented by a
sine wave. A properly designed electrically driven tuning fork gives approximately a pure tone. The sine wave representing such a note is given in Fig. I (a),
where the horizontal axis denotes time and
the vertical distances represent the displacement of an air particle from its
normal position, positive in one direction
and negatiw in the other. One complete
sequence of positive and negative values
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Fig. r.-(a) Sine wave representing a pure
tone. (b) Complex wave representing a sustained note.
(c) Fundamental and third
harmonic sine waves into which the complex
wave (b) can be resolved.

constitutes one cycle, and the pitch of the
note is determined by the number of cycles
occurring in a second, that is, by the frequency. If the frequency is doubled, the
pitch of the note is raised one octave;
again doubling the frequency raises the
pitch another octave, and so on. The
intensity of the sound is determined by
the maximum displacement in either
direction, that is, by the amplitude of
vibration.
Now let us turn our attention to a somewhat more complex wave like that of Fig.
r (b). H has the same frequency as the
sine wave immediately above and therefore represents a note of the same pitch,
but owing to the irregularity of the wave
the note is not a pure tone. Providing,
however, that the complex wave repeats
itself exactly cycle by cycle the note is a
sustained one, such as that produced by
an organ pipe or reed instrument, and for
the present we shall consider only waves
of this nature.

Combining Fundamental and
Harmonic
Naturally a pure sine wave is \-cry much
easier to deal ,,·ith than a complex wave,
and for this reason it is most fortunate
that any periodic \Yave, however complex
the form, is actually cqui\·alent to th~ sum
of a number of pure sine \\·an·s, a complex sustained J:ote being really the same
thing as a number of pure tones occurring
simultaneously. Rut the frequencies of
these component sine waves bear a very
dc~finite relationship to each other.
The
most important of them has a frequency
equal to that of the actual complex wave,
this being known as the fundamental frequency. All the remaining component
sine waves which go to make up the complex wave ba ve frequencies which are
exact multiples of the fundamental or
main frequency, that is to say, their frequencit·s are exactly divisible by the fundamental frt>quency. These higher frequt::ncy components are called harmonics ;
that with double the fundamental frequency is the second harmonic (known as
the first overtone in music), and with three
times the frequency is the third harmonic,
and so on.
In the complc·x wave under consideration there is only one harmonic--the third
-and both this and the fundamental sine
wave are shown in Fig. r (c). When
these two are added together the sum
gives the complex wave (b), and consequently tht· sound represented by the complex wave is equivalent to two pure tones,
one with three times the frequency of the
other, occurring together, but it 1s heard

APHJL I211z, I935·
Wave Distortion in Receiversas a single note of a certain quality. It
is the presence of harmonics, and their
relative strengths or amplitudes compared
with that of the fundamental, that give a
note its particular quality or timbre,
whereas the frequency of the fundamental
wave determines the pitch. Any change
in the relative amplitudes of harmonic and
fundamental waves alters the character
of the sound.

with frequency, and (iii) loud speaker
characteristics. All of these combine to
give an o\"erall response curn· which may
be far from c\"C'n if the design is indifferent.
Imagine that we ha Ye a receiver with
an overall freq UL:ncy rcspm1se curve (in-

Harmonics and Quality
Th'2 note of a violin is very rich in
higher harmonics, and when an attempt is
made to reproduce such a note through a
receiver giving relatively low amplification
of the higher frequencies the result is a
'' rounded '' note of an entirely different
character. It may be quite a pleasing note
to hear but does not possess the characteristic crisp quality of the violin, owing
to the partial suppression of the higher
harmonic frequencies. This form of distortion is, unfortunately, very common,
and in commercial receivers the failing is
frequently glossed o\·er by the·statement
that the receiwr has a '' mellow '' tone!
This may be perfectly true, but with such
a receiver it is impossible to obtain
realistic reproduction of all types of sound,
speech being muffled, for instance.
Let us then consider what really happens to a more or less complex wave representing a sustained note vvhen it undergoes distortion. There are two distinct
ways in which such a wave can be dis-
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Fig. 2.-Amplitude-frequency response curve
of an imaginary receiver.

tot-ted: (a) that in which the relative amplitudes of the component harmonic waves
are changed with respect to the fundamental, as already indicated, and (b)
where one or more additional harmonics
are 1ntroduced into the original wave.
These two forms of distortion are known
as frequency distortion and harmonic distortion respectively, and are brought
about by entirely different causes in a
receiver.
Frequency distortion will be considered
first. It is clue to unequal response of the
apparatus to different frequencies within
the acoustic range, which extends from
below 20 cycles per second to above IO,ooo
c! s. The main sources of unequal frequency response to different frequencies
. in a receiw-r are (i) the peak of the resonance curve in HF tuned circuits (sideband cutting), (ii) intervalve couplings
pos3cssing reactance, since the latter varies

Fig. 3.-Possible output waves when wave
(b) of Fig. I is applied to the receiver.

eluding the loud speaker) like that of
Fig. 2. Here the vertical ordinates repre·
sent the air pressure dcn·loped at a point
opposite the loud speaker at cliffen·nt frt'quencies, the HF carrier wan' to which
the set is tuned being modulated to the
same depth at all audio frequencies. This
,corresponds to a 10\v-frequency input of
constant amplitude an cl var:y·ing frequency.
Frequencit's are plotted to a scale of
octaves, as is customary, because the rclatiw pitch of two note~ is determined b~·
the ratio of their frequencies.
Now ·let us sec what effect this receiver
has on a note representt'cl by the waveform of Fig. I (b) with a giwn fundamental freq ucncy.
It will be assumed
that only frequt·ncy distortion occurs in
the recei,·er. Suppose that the note in
question is middle "C," for which the
frequency is 250 cycles per second. The
third harmonic contained bv the wave
Will then ha \"e a frequency of Z56 X 3 = 768
c; s. Of course, in practice it would be
most unlikeh· that we should find a note
containing orli\· one harmonic, this being
·
cho,;cn here n1erely for clarity.

Phase Displacement
An examination of the cune of Fig. z
shows that the response at ;68 c, s is about
twice as great as at 256 c s, and from this
it follows that the amplitude of the third
harmonic of the input waw will be multi-·
plied twice as many times as that of the
fundamental.
lnitiallv the third harmonic amplitude was gi~·en as 33 per cent.
of that of the fnnclanwntal, but after passing through the receiver the \\"a ve colltains a 66 per cmt. third harmonic.
Now the fact must not be overlooked
that the relati,·e phase positions of the
fundamental and harmonic waves mav
have been changed in their passag'e
through the receiver, and this i,; usually
the case since the phase displacement in
any AC circuit possessing reactance is a

function of the frequency. If there were
no phase displacement the fundamental
and harmonic components of the output
wave would be as indicated by the clotted
line sine waves of Fig. 3 (a), thtir relative
phase positions being the same as for the
input wan. as shown in Fig. I (c), but
the amplitude of the third harmonic will
have been doubled relatiwly. The resultant output wave then has the form shown
by the full-line curve of Fig. 3 (a). This
represents a single note with the same
pitch as tht original but with an altered
quality or timbre. It will have a somewhat sharper sound.
When this change in harmonic content is
also accompanied by a phase shift, that
is to sav, when the harmonic wave is
moved along the base-line to a new position relatiw to the fundamental, as in
Fig. 3 (b), for instance, the resultant wa w
is set'Il to have an entirely different shape,
notwithstanding the fact that it is made up
of the same two components.
Visually
the two complex waves at (a) and (b) in
Fig. 3 are totally different, but the sounds
represented by them are identically the
same. The reason is that the two component frequencies act independently on
different parts of the basilar membrane 0f
the inner ear, and it is generally accepted
that in a sustained note the relative phas~·
positions of the various harmonics to the
fundamental do not affect the nature of
the sound. So the overall effect of frequency distortion on a sustained note,
other than a pure tone, is a change in
quality arising merely from the altered
ratios of harmonic to fundamental amplitudes, phase-shift producing no aural
effect.
An important point is the extent to
which a given degree of frequency distortion is appreciated aurally. Fortunately
the human ear is very tolerant in this respect and a snrprisir}g amount of distortion can occur before it becomes clistressmg. This is because the loudness of a
note does not rise in proportion to the
amplitude of the corresponding sound
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 4.-The response curve of Fig. 2 replotted to a decibel scale, giving a truer
impression of the receiver performance.

wave. The relative loudne"s of two notes
of the same pitch, heard alternately, i:>
roughly proportional to the logarithm of
the ratio of the amplitud(:~ of the corresponding waves. For this reason thl·
decibel scale, which is based on the
logarithmic law, is used in plotting response curves. to give a \'isual indication
of the performance of the receiver mon'
in keeping with what is actually heard.
In Fig. 4 the response curve of Fig. 2

APRIL 12th, I935·
Wave Distortion in Receiversis replotted to a decibel scale, the vertical
distances now indicating approximately
the loudness of all notes relative to middle
" C" which is taken here as the standard of reference.
If A and B are the
amplitudes of two sound waves (or corresponding electrical variations), the volume
level of B with respect to A in decibds is
twenty times the common logarithm of
the ratio B /A. So in the case we have
been considering, where the relative
amplitude of the third harmonic is
doubled, the number of decibels gain is
just over 6. It happens that the normal
human ear is just able to detect a change
in volume level of r decibel, so the 6

decibels gain in third harmonic content
would be more than sufficient to produce
a distinct change in the quality of the
note.
This degree of distortion, of course, only
occurs when the fundamental frequency
corresponds to middle '' C '' with the
given response curve.
For instance, if
the frequency of the note is lowered to
g6 c/s, where the response is + r.4 db.,
the third harmonic (z88 cjs) is seen to
have a corresponding value of + o.8 db.
It is therefore now 0.6 db. below the correct relative value, and this small deviation represents a negligibly small amount
of distortion.
(To be concluded.)

Twenty Years Ago
Extracts from The Wireless World
of April, 1915
.S'u/J:. . titute fur a Buzzer
"A rccl'nt number of thl' L'nglisli Jleclltlnic
contain' a r'lthPr amusing letter, reft>rring to the
1\)~ttnastcr-( ;t'neral 's notice conct'rning wirelt~ss
l\lr. Howanl J. Dnncan, who

appar;~tu~.

writPs the letter, states that it 'ma\' interest
son1c of our win·Jpss an1ateurs to knc,>w that a

fair ,ouustitut~ for a "uuzzer" may bC' mad<" b:.·
,Jipping the point of a dinner knifP under a
dinnt-r plak till it n·aclws near the cPntre, an<l
tlwn ntwrating thl' hand!<- of tlw knife in tbe
same mamwr as a MorsP key. In this way it
is possib!t- to practist· Morse without oJiending
the Po,tmastt>r-Cenpral or infringing th{,
J)dpnc<· nt the Hf·alm Act.' \\'e note that Mr.
J)uncan does not consider this quite equal to
the ~'<"gular 'buzzH,' and only r<"commHHls it
as a ' stop-gap.' ''

Short-wave Broadcasting
HE simultaneous arrival of spring
weather and spring " conditions "
is always a little unfortunate. The
owner of a good short-wave receiver is
given his first opportunity of really excellent reception of long-distance stations
during the evening, but rival attractions
generally prevent him from taking advantage of it!
Earlier in the year the American stations
in the 16- and 19-metre bands were fading
out by 5 or 6 p.m., and nothing else of
note could usually be heard until much
later on in the evening.
From now onwards, however, the 19-metre band should
be excellent until 10 p.m., or even later,
and the 25- and 31-metre bands should also
be greatly improved.
W2XAD and W8XK (both in the
19-metre band) seem. to be reaching their
peak at present hetween the hours of 7 and
s, p.m.

T

The Eleven-year Cycle

wavelengths, and it is, to say the least of
it, reassuring to find them coming back into
a prominent position once lnore.
The
waves between 40 and 100 metres have not
varied enormously throughout the whole
of the period. Perhaps it would be more
correct to say that a steady diminution in
the efficiency of propagation of tnose wavelengths has been off-set by a steady improvement in receiving technique.
The "optimum " wavelength, however,
should now begin to shift downwards, so
that it will pay the short-wave listener to
devote more attention to the 31-, 25-, 19-,
and 16-metre bands from now onwards.

More New Stations
Rio de Janeiro, PRF5, on 31.56 metres,
seems more consistent than on hi? other
wavelength, and comes in well from 10.30
onwards. VP6YB, an amateur station in
Barbados, is putting out experimental
broadcast programmes on 42.5 metres-at
the top end of the 40-ml'trl' amateur band.
CR7AA, in Lobito, Lourenco Marques, is
also broadcasting in the 40-metre band.
Additions to the 49-m<"tre broadcast band

The effect of the eleven-year sunspot
cycle upon short-wave radio reception seems
to be completely proved by the events of
the past two yP.1rs.
1933-34 should have
been the " trough,"
and that winter certainly did exhibit
some of the poorest
conditions that we:
can remember.
The latter part of
1934 was very much
better, and conditions on the amateur
bands during 1935
suggest a continued
improvement.
The
successful
transatlantic contacts on 10
metres-for the first
time since 1928-29add still more force
to the
argument.
Furthermore,
anySHORT-WAVE LINK TO JAPAN. This striking building houses the
one possessing a reTelefunken short-wave transmitter at Nagoya which maintains regular
:eiver that will tune
communication with Berlin.
down to 13.9 metres
will find WSXK's
include C09GC, Santiago, Cuba, on 48.8
transmission on that wave coming in at
metres; PRAS, Pernambuco, Brazil, on
:eally amazing strength during most of the
49.67 metres; HPsB, Panama City, nn
1fternoon.
We should naturally expect the effect of
49·75 metres; and OAX4D, Lima, Peru, Gn
the cycle to be greater upon the shorter
51.9 metres.
.MEGACYCLE.

IVatrrspout Aerial

"One of the problems connected with the
""' of win·less on thuse craft (suhmarineo.) has
hl't'll the rapid rP-<·stablishmt'nt of wi~elPss
C<ll1llllUnication after a div<'. How far this has
bt·<·n solv<"d we an" not permitted to sav, hut
n·ports in the fon"ign technical PrPss s"ugge't
that us"tul results have lwen obtained t'lsewhere
by tiH· aid of jds of salt w'lter pumpt•d
vertically 111to the air. These novel antenn;e
ar" insulatPd from the sea by passing through
a spiral tubing forming th<· coupling coil.
Nl'edkss to say the wav~s sl't up on such
<H"nals mu't lw considerably dampt·d and must
have a lumte<l radms of uti1ity."
Cmnpact Wireless Receiving Set, by ].
Stunhy
'' The sd is ~nclost·<l in a box 12in. by 1 2in.
hy 1om. w h1ch contains t·vprything nt'cessarv,
viz., a loo"· coupled inLluctance, 3 variable co; 1_
A

den....:ers, 111ade up of 26 separate Londensf'rs,

·,{ d<"tec tors, . pot en tionwtt-r, ha Ut'rv, and
phon<·'· . . . flw block coiuknser is really
·I COIHleiiSl'rs ol dll!erent capacity, ]wing
3 plat<·s, .pn. hy 21n., 5 platt·s, 7 plates, and
<l platt•s n·spectivl'lv, collnt·ctionc takPn to studs
and switches on board, which will allow of anv
one con<l<-nser to he Us<·d, or almost any vahit:
from the 'malkst up to tlH' full capacity of tht:
two largc,t, to suit ally 'phmH·s. Tht·y aw
lll<t<l<- i11 the usual way .inter!t-av('d with. mica
or_ wax ;beds, and conm·cted as in Fig. J.
1 lw other 22 condenst·rs, I r each for the
primary a11<l Sl'COIIdary circuits are made up of
1hin ZIIIC (oblauwd Jrom an export match cast")
11~ the u:--:ual \~ay and consist of ~o. T, 3 plates
III!. sqnarl';_:\u. 2, 3 plates 1jin. square; ~o. 3,
3 plat<·' ! ~In. "Juan·; 2'/o. ·I· 3 plates r1in.
:-;quLirt·· ~tJ. 5, 3 platt·s 2111. :->quare; ~\L (J,
3 pia(,·,; 2lin. "Cjllarl'; :\'o. /, .l pl;ttes Jin.
square·; ~~J. S, 3 plates J~jn. :-;<_pwr<'; ~o. ~~.
3 ]•l;dt·,; pn. squan·; :\o. 10, 5 plat'-·s .jin.
and ~n. 1 r, 7 plat('s .Jin. squar('.
ft('xil)le wir('s, long enough to rt-'ach
1 he ;-:t ud...;, and IHlnllH·r i ht·nl as you go 011 so
square·:

~<l!i!cr oa

tiLtt you g<·l thvm to tll<· prnp<·r studs,
as....::en1ble, and bnx up, cnnJH·ctions io hl' 1nade
as in Fig . .j, \·iz., ~To. r cnnd('ll~cr fn tht' second
~tud <1Il prin1arv circle, and so on.
.i\Iake
another s•·t cxat:tly the saml' for the secondary
Circtut, ;:tiul r('p(·al
circle.''

the

connections

to

tiH

::it·condar:~'

1\empe's Engineer's Year"Book, 19:15. ·P't
issue (revised). Edited by L. St. L.
l't"ndred.-A compendium of the mod•·rn practice cf civil, nwchanical, electrical, marine, gas,
aern, mining and metallurgical engineering.
ccntaining fonnuLc, ruks, tables, data, and
memoranda. The matter is divided -into technical all<\ <kscriptive sections, and the tn•atment is practical ratht•r than severely academic.
Pp. 2.0-fT, with numerous illustrations and
diagrams.
Publishe<l by Morgan Brothers,
Ltd., .zll, Essex Street, Strand, London,
W.C.z. Price os. Gd. net.
~nnnal
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More Power from Brussels

Expensive Teleyision

THOUGH the belga has gone
down, Belgian transmission
power is going up. The Brussels
broadcasting stations are shortly
to be increased in power from
15 to roo kilowatts.

TELEVISION is too expensive, in the view of a cmnmittee set up bv the Danish
Parliament. ln its report the
committee states that a small
country like Denmark cannot be
expected to participate in costly
research, but must wait for progress in other countries.
The Swiss Telegraph Administration also opines that television will be " very expensive,"
especially in a mountainous
region like Switzerland where
numerous transmitters will be
essentiaL
The British experiments are being watched with
interest.

Marconi Code Expert

J. C. H. l\IAcBETH, who
D R.devised
and edited the Marconi International Code Book,
died in New York on March
zrst. Dr. MacBeth was an intimate friend of 1\Iarchese Marconi.

London Television Centre
is understood that, as foreI T cast
in The Wireless World
of March ilth, the Tt>levision Ad\'isory Committee has selected
tht• Alexandra Palace as the first
B.B.C. television transmitting
station.
The Palace is one of North
London's most prominent buildings, and is situated on a hill
rising 324ft. above sea level. A
description and illustration appl'art·cl in our issue of March ilth.

Wagner on the Road
TAXI radio is the butt cf
French humorists. Our contemporary, Haut Parleur, includes an illustration showing a
fare angrily expostulating with
the driver of a wirell'ss-equipped

I
I

________________ !I

Pros and Cons of Static
THE suggestion that too little
is known about electrical
interference with broadcasting
to justify legislation was put
forward by Mr. Sven Norberg at
an anti-interference conference
recently held in Stockholm. The
majority of speakers, however,
opposed the idea, and one delegate, Dr. Hakan Sterky, urged
that the problem of man-made
static should be tackled with
the same urgency as that of
dangerous driving.

Easter Holidays
THE next issue of The TVireless
Worhl (April rgth) will be
on sale on Thursday next.
The approach of the Easter
holidays necessitates slight alterations in our printing arranglements, and small advertisements
intended for the issue of April
26th should reach our publishers
not later than first post on
Thursday m·xt, April r8th.

Radio as Current Consumer
adds appreciablv to
R ADIO
the amount of electrical
current consumption. Figures
adduced by the Osram Nacll-

rr

Television Development

is announced that a working
agreement has been entered
into by the television firm of
Scophony, Ltd., and the wellknown radio firm, E. K. Cole,
Ltd.
The Scophony Co., a
private company, has been reconstructed and the capital increased to £qo,ooo. The chairman is Sir Maurice Bonham
Carter, and the deputy chairman, 1\Ir. \V. S. Verrells, chairman and managing director ol
E. K. Cole, Ltcl.

Trolley Bus Static
THE Ministry of Transport has
adopted
an
encouraging
attitude in the matter of manmade static, and we understand
that in future the Ministry's
approval for new trolley buses
will not be given unless devices
have been fitted to eliminate
radio interference as far as
possible.
Officials
of
the
l\Iinistry
attended during the n·cent
stopper-coil tests on the Nottingham trolley bus svstcm, in
which the B.B.C. as~isted with
special transmissions from r z
midnight to 3 a.m.

Smellivision

C

I

COPENHAGEN resident
found guilty of oscillation
to an extent troublesome to the
Jwighbours has been fined 25
krolwr with an alternative of
three days' imprisonment,

T

Radio Critics

I
I

Prison for Oscillator

A

P .M.G. 's Certificate at 12

ZECHOSLOVAKIAN
journalists ha vc created an
Association of Radio Critics with
the objt>ct of establishing ;t
~trong('[ bond between broadcasters and listeners.

I

pI CS

THE
Empire's
youngest
licensed wirdess opera tor is
a girl-Madeline Mackenzie,
twelve years of age, and she livl'S
at \Vvnnum, near Brisbane.
1\la~lelint', who uses the callsign VK4YL, has just passed the
P .-1\I.G. 's proficiency test, involving not only a sou!1(1 knowledge of Morse transmission and
reception, but a good grasp of
the theory of short-wave work.

H E "Deutschlandsender"
entered into the spirit of
April rst by inviting listeners to
apply their noses to their loud
speakers to detect the odour
accompanying a special test
programnw.
In Seiben Tage,
the official programme pap('r,
photographs were shown of the
beeswax
n·conls
on
which
varioth sn·nts had !wen preserved for transmission. By a
happY accident the inventor had
cliscovered that the odoriferous
wavt·s could be rl'cl'ivecl on
ordinan' valve sets.

I
I

•

Religious Radio
THE ONLY ONE? Fraulein Margarethe Nadrau; a Berlin shoesaleswoman, who claims to be the only woman home radio constructor
in Germany, And even Fraulein Nadrau is apparently unable to
dispense with the blue print.

cab for forgetting to stop at th,;
Rue dt· lkllc-\'illt·. The drivc·r
apologises with: "Forgi\'e me,
I was carried a\\ay by the
splendid Sonata in D !\la jor! ''
Nl'l'\'ous individuals are foreseeing the dav when they will
be wreckt'd to the "Tannhiiuser'' march or mutilated,
without words, to l\Iendelssohn.

show that some thn·e
million German receiving sets
are operated from the mains.
From this it is calculated that
win·kss rcet•ption consumes as
much current as is required for
ordinarv uses bv the cities of
Dresdt'Il, Leipzig, and Stuttgart,
or as much as is used by 15o,ooo
donwstic cookers.
ricillt'll

THE Archbishop of Pragw;
recently consulted the Holy
See wi.th rc:gard to religious
broadcasting and receive(1 a
reply indicating that rdigiuus
transmissions were to be encouraged provi(led that it was
clearly stated that listening
did not absoh·e the listener from
attending Mass.
The Prague
Catholic
Church
authorities
have accordingly d'·cided to increase the number of their religious transmissions.
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UNBIASED
Teaching the Headmaster
SEE in the papers that the headmaster of a certain young gentlemen's
academy in the South of England has
become so imbued with the spirit of radio
that he has gone further than merely fitting each classroom with loud speakers to
receiYe the B.B.C.'s school broadcasts.
During the Christmas holidays he had
a concealed microphone fitted in the wall
in a suitable position by the head of each
boy's bed. These microphones are connected to a stud switch i. his sanctum
so that he can switch in any one or all
In this
of the microphones at will.

I

" Reaction to
the day's
teacring. ''

manner, he alleges, he hopes to find out
from the boys' conversation their reactions to the cloy's teaching.
I don't know what you think about it,
but this action seems to me distinctly
underhand. There is one thing of which,
from recollections of my own schoolclays,
I can assure the headmaster in advance,
and that is that this clandestine listening
will most certainly give him what is vulgarly called an eye-opener, or perhaps, in
this particular case, an ear-opener. He
will certainly learn a few things.

proying unavailing, recourse was had w
the Law Courts, but o\\'ing to some legal
quibble the court was unable to make
an order for the nuisance to be abated.
The losing party was not slow in taking
the law into his own !Jands.
A few nights later the offending loudspeaker owner was disturbed in the small
hours of the night by the lusty wailing of
his neighbour's baby. He thought it
strange that, although the baby had been
in existence several months, he had not
hitherto heard its nocturnal noises.
Stranger still was the extreme punch and
power behind the crying.
The strangest thing of all was that fiye
years went by and, in spite of its increasing age, the child kept up the same wailing. The Yictim of the noise was at his
wit's end, for a crying baby is not an
offence against the law.
At first he
assumed that there were further additions
to the family, but it has taken him five
years to realise that he has never actually
seen the supposed additions.
Recently he approached his neighbour's
small son, who proYed amenable to bribery.
The state of affairs which the boy revealed
has resulted in the present actioll in ft,~
French courts. It appears that tivc ye;us
ago, when the trouble b~·;:;an, the father
of the family installed a powerful amplifier and a microphone with which to
boost up the noise of the baby's crying.
Not forgetting that his infant vocalist
would eventually grow older and so cease
to function as such, he had d grc•mophone
record of the child's cries made, and it is
this which has been used of late years.
The action is to decide whether the noise
institutes a legal nuisance.
What puzzles me is how P•e owner of
the offending child could sleep through
the din himself.
"A real danger

A Record Wail
new inwntion brings fresh
E VERY
gr;st to the mills of the lawyers. One
of the most prolific causes of invocation
of the law .has been the noisy loud
speaker. Many local authorities haYe
passed by-laws concerning it, but from
what I have read in a reputable French
journal legal action has not been confined
to this country.
It appears that several years ago a
French family man was annoyed and his
baby kept awake at night by a typical
French loud speaker pouring forth a
typical French programme next door.
Anybody who has eYer heard a French
programme reproduced by a French wireless receiver and loud speaker knows
what this means.
Friendly protests

30 m.p.h.
·JNVENTORS are, I see, already busy
with schemes to assist motorists to
avoid unwittingly exceeding the new
thirty-miles-per-hour speed limit. Various
ideas have been suggested, such as lighting a warning signal on the dashboard or
blowing an electric horn when the speed
limit is reached.

One of the most novel schemes, however, is the coupling of the speedometer
to the car radio set by a special switch
so that the music is cut off when the car
attains a speed of thirty miles an hour.
Although certainly novel and ingenious,
the idea is at fault, insomuch that it presupposes that every car is fitted with a
set. Possibly the inventor is a radio
manufacturer in disguise.

By
FREE CRID
The scheme also pre-supposes that each
set will normally be in use and so be in
a position to be automatically tumecl off,
but this is not an essential point, for the
switch could be arranged so that the Sl t
was turned on if it happened not to be
in use at the time or turned off if it were
actually in operation.
The idea rather reminds me of the old
American device in the early days of
motoring when relatively high speeds in
primitin: cars \\·ere a real danger to the
motorist. \Vhcn the car attained a ClTtain pre-dl'tf:rmined speed a concealed
gramophone was turned on, the record
being Chopin's Funeral March or some
n·eil more appropriate tm:e

Photocells and the Car
Again
of my readers havt> written
SEVERAL
to me to say th-at they are worried as to
what would happen to the lights of a car
when in its gara,:.;e at night if they mack
use of the innntion to which I drew theil'
attention the other week (March zgth).
The less thick-skulled among you may
possibly remember that this was a photocell device designed to switch on the lights
of a car after clarkne~"
had set m so that
to the motorist."
motorists who lea yr:
their cars bv the roadside in orde-r to pop i'1
and have one during
the early e\Tning may
not fall into the clutche ..;
of the law owing to tht,
lights of their cars remaining
unlit
after
nightfall in the cn·nt of
their tarrying longer
than anticipated.
My correspondents arc t'videntl_v under
the foolish impression that if the car is put
away for the night in a dark garage its
lights will be kept on by the plwtocell,
thus running down the car battE-rv.
Naturally I, have thought of all contingellci~~. including even this one. Sucl!
a dire calamity to the car battery will, of
course, be obviated by the simple expedient of leaving the garage lights on.
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Speed of Rotation Controlled Electrically
A small self - starting
Ferranti motor, designed
to run at 200 r.p.m. on
so-cycle supplies.

RAMOPHONES - clocks- television ! A varied assortment ot
goods, but some types ot all ot
them work on the same principle.
The common factor may not be obviOus
to the uninitiated. This article-and, in
fact, all my articleS--are intended tirst
for the uninitiated ; the people (bless
them!) to whom it does not put thmgs
beyond question when one explains, tor
example, "that the armature angular
yelocity is in synchonism with the alternating magnetic field."
The essentials of a clock arc one or
p1ore pointers or '' hands '' or (as m
Broadcasting House) blobs that are
rotated at a definite fixed rate tor indicating the passage of time. lf the hands
depart from the appointed rate by even
a small amount the clock ceases to be
useful.
A gramophone requires the record to
be turned round much taster than a clock,
bt~t at a perfectly constant rate; and,
again, variations give rise to deplorable
results.
A television receiver may or may not
include some part that revolves, but m
all cases it must repeat a certain cycle of
work a definite number of times a second,
and the slightest departure from this rate
causes the picture to move across the
screen in a distressing manner.
It is possible, for a surprisingly small
sum, to buy apparatus that keeps approximately uniform time by means of an
escapE·ment wheel, pendulum, or governor.
But each individual timekeeper depends
entirely on itself as to how closely it keep,;
to the correct speed. A £so chronometf'r
is expected to be more successful in this
respect than a ss. alarm clock. Rut if a
group of even the highest-priced instruments were kept going for roo years without correction or adjustment it is probable
that considerable discrepancies would
appear.

G

Electrical Synchrony
If they were all geared together mechanically to a common master clock-like the
various faces of Big Ben-they might not
be perfectly correct, but they would at least
all tell the same story. ·when the dials arc
situated in different houses all over the
country a system of gearing from a mastt:T
clock is obviously out of the question.
A so-cycle AC electricity supply is one
that gives so up-and-down impulses of
current per second. It has been found

By
"CATHODE RAY"

desirable to link up the principal power
stations with lines (the "Grid" system),
so that if one supply is inadequate or fails
altogether the others may contribute in the
measure of their ability. Rut it would
never do for one station to be putting out
'' nps '' when the others are sending
''downs'' ; it would be worse than one oar
in an "eight" pulling the opposite way.
Actually it is found that when the machines
arc once synchronised so as to be all perfectly in step, they are kept there almost as

Fig. I.--Explaining the action of the
synchronous motor, of which the speed of
rotation is unalterably related by the periodicity of the alternating current fed to the
coil C.

rigidly as if there were actual mechanical
gearing to couple them. Even when the
power from one engine is cut off, the electrical part of the machine continues to go
just as fast as before, but now it is taking
power away from the mains instead of contributing it. If miniature machines were
installed in every house and run from the
linked electricity supply, they would all
keep perfectly in step.
It requires very little thought to perceiw that if these machines are geared
down to drive clock hands, and if the
generators at the power stations are kept
running exactly at the proper rate, all the
clocks keep perfect time. There is really
only one clock to be kept right-the one
controlling the electricity supply-and all
the rest art' merely clock faces repeating
the indication. To dri,·e a gramophone
record at the proper 78 revs. per minute,
o:· a television apparatus at its appointed
~peed, is merely a matter of different gear-

electro-magnet is specially shaped to have
poles PP between which rotates an iron
armature A. The coil C is connected to an
AC supply. When the first impulse of current flows it magnetises the whole affair so
that the armature is attracted into the position shown. The next impulse of current
is in the reverse direction, and so magnetises the iron oppositely ; but as there is no
permanent magnetism, and both armature
and poles are reversed at the same time
(two negatives make a positive!), there is
no repulsion, but attraction still, and the
thing stays where it was.
Such a stationary condition excites no
interest. But if the armature is given a
buzz round with the fingers it may happen
that by the time pole r on the armature is
passing the stationary pole the current is
beginning to die away, and that pole 2 is
approaching when the current is starting to
grow again. If so, any tendency for the
armature to slow down due to friction is
offset by the magnetic attraction. Again,
pole 2 is not tempted to dally near P,
because the current is fading away once
more, and the impetus carries it past. And
so on, indefinitely. The motor is non-selfstarting, but keeps going once it gets into
the swing of things. One is familiar with
this in synchronised electric clocks and
gramophone motors, which have to be
given a push off; and if the current is temporarily interrupted they stop until they
are attended to.

Speed of Rotation
A so-cycle supply has so impulses per
second each way, roo in all; so the motor
shown would make 25 revolutions per
second, and r,soo per minute. That is
absurdly fast for any of the purposes mentioned, and besides making a lot of fuss
and noise would necessitate very many
stages of mechanical gearing. So some-

Ing.

The electrical part of the works of a synchronous motor, which is extraordinarily
simple in essence, is shown in Fig. r. An

Fig. 2.-Construction of a practical slowspeed clock motor.
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What is a " Sync "?-

thing more like Fig. 2 (which illustrates the
well-known Ferranti clock) is adopted.
There are 36 armature poles, which a little
calculation shows to give a speed of
166! r.p.m. The number of subdivisions
of the stationary poles is not significant :n
arriving at this result.
In a gramophone motor sClmething of the
same sort can be used, with gearing to get
it down to the regulation 78 r.p.m.; or the
turntable may be a mere extension of the
armature, which necessitates 77 poles and
gives 77·9 r.p.m. It is impossible to arriw~
at exactly 78 r. p.m. with 50 cycles, but it
is near enough. Nor is speed control possible when the turntable is directly driven;
but, on the other hand, it is impossible for
the speed to depart from normal by more
than the supply frequency variation. Observation has shown that the latter is not
more than about o. 2 per cent. on controlled
systems.
The working is somewhat different in
television. Even when controlled mains
are available, the accuracy and steadiness
of the supply is not nearly good enough
to keep a television image stationary. And
even when the television transmitter is run
from the same supply as the receiver there
is a degree of flexibility in the " gearing "

that causes swinging about the correct
position. So the synchronising impulses
haw to be transmitted with the television.
A scanning motor is required to give far
more power than a clock, and it would
need a very big amplifier output actually
to drive it. So what happens is that a nonsynchronous motor is driven from the
mains at approximately the correct speed,
and the television-synchronising signals
are applied in somewhat similar fashion
to that shown in Fig. z. The only power
they are called upon to give is that necessary to overcome the small tendencies of
the main motor to depart from strict
exactitude.

"Harn1onics "-A Correction

l\llylwl"n
ctpologies 'ue due to readers who havl"
confused by my too-clost' parallt-1
betw<"t'll harmonics and octaves (in the article
"Harmonics," March 22nd). A :10tc an
octave higher is truly a st·cnnd harmonic. but
a further octave brings one to four times the
tn·qut>ncy, not thre,. as stated; and therdore
to the fourth l1armonic.
Fig. 5 d<ws, as stated, "make sure of it."
:o;howing corrt-ctly the rdationships between
the fundamental and Jirst few harmonics.
It should also be J'Otf'd that the paragraJ•h
to the right of Fig. 5 should read, "='low the
fundamental frequency of a violin •

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES
HEN I first rcHl the annou:1cement
that work on 1\lotala's new station
wa~ so far adv;:mccd that expnimental transmissions after programme hours
were to he begun almost af· once I must
confess that I did not find myself wild!\·
excited. ::\Iv log showed that evening after
<·vcning the. EiJid Tower, working !Jut one
kilocycle away from Motala 's channel, had
been ren·in·d at big loud speaker strength.
\Vhat then could one hope for from the
new Swedish station, !'\·en with its output
rating of 150 kilowatts? But on th<' morning when these notes w.-re written it was
definitely, officially and finally announced
that at last and at length the Eifie! Tower
was to moYe forthwith to 206 mdres. It is

on 23 r .8 metres is often a useful ''·<"CO!hl
string to ont:'s bow. Niirnlwrg Ins 1h<, ~ame
programmt·s as Munich, whilst Katowice
can be used as a substitute for \Van:aw or
vice versa.
Hitht·rto, the Swedish programmes bavc not been too well recein~d
in the mort: southerly parts of this country,
for, as already mentioned, 1\fotala has btcen
jammed by the Eiffel Towt>r, whilst, despite
its power, Stockholm is bv no means a certainty ; Goteborg is jammed by Algiers aml
H6rby often suffers from inttrference.
If Motala, with its five-fold increase in
power is to be allowed to broadcast in peace,
the excellent entertainment that the Stockholm studios offer should once mon· lw ours
for the tuning. I am glad to be able to report that Brussels (No. r) has retumed to
form and is now well received on almost
every evening. Brussels (:'{o. r) is a station
that we could ill afford to lose for it puts
out some first-rate entertainment.
Its
orchestral concerts are always particularly
good. On the other hand, Beromiinster has
Leen poorish for sOlllt' littl<.' time and lately
i .. seems to have become more difficult than
evtr to receive. Frankfurt must also lw
written ofi as a loss at the present time.
Until recently it has coml' in ~well, though
it works on a common wavelength. Now
it is usually hetc·rodyned and I sus1wct that
Kharlwv (No. Il) is the offender.
Unfortunately, Franldort has no rtlay that is
of any ust·: the only stations transmitting
the same programnws are tlwst· which share
its wavelength of zsr metrt"s.
The number of stations giving good rec:eption in this country h:1s considerably increased during the past week or two, particularly on the long waves.
D. EXER.

W

now well over a year since thl' immediate
transfer of the EifTd Tower to the bottom
of the medium waYe band was announced
just as oi1icially and just as definitely.
I shall, therefore', believe in the Eiffel
Tower's turning over a new leaf when I hear
it from my own loud speakl'r.
If the Eiffel Towl'r does go to 206 n:etres
it will not be recl'ived with open arms by
Radio Normandie, which has been using
that wavelength for some time now.
F~camp will, I suppose, have to set out in
search of a new wavelength, and whilst its
wanderings are in progress all kinds of
strange doings may be expected in the lower
part of the medium wave band. Speaking
of that chaotic belt of wavelengths reminds
me that several d
the stations withi:1
its limits either relay
or are relayed hy
others which arc
u s u a l 1 y well received. There ar•J
also other relays,
prt"sent helps in time
of trouble, of which
t 11 e long - distance
man should make a
note if he is not
alr<:"ady
familiar
with tl!C'm.
'llw Tu r i n progr:tn>nH's,
f·>r inst;uwc, <tre rd:n·<·d
h:11 h l1v :\lil:m · ( 1)
and Flc)rcJJCt' a~ \\·ell
as by Tricstr~. :\lil:m
a11<l Flon·nce 1w:nh·
ahva vs corne in \veil.
DEFEATING THE STANDING WAVE. This drastic ceiling treatJJ \"i~:nna is W('ilk :1r
ment is not recommended for the ordinary home.
The photograph
sull<"ring from interwas taken in a room in Betlin's Broadcasting House used for playing
ference, Klagenfurt
over new gramophone record!.

CLUB NEWS
A Visit ta Droitwich
The inicn·:-;i that raJio is cornmanding

in

Coveutry was commented on lly :\lr. \·. :\f.
Desnwnd ((;sV'.\1), of the R.S.C.B., in a ,;pu:ch
a 1 1 he rcc<·nt annual dinner of the Coventry
Short-\Vavc Haclio Club.
i\It·ctings o[ the Club arc hdd ev,·ry Tut·st!ay, prospective nwrnbcrs bPing wdconwd.
Un April 17 the Club will visit the llroitwirh transmitt,·rs of the British BroadcastingCorporation. Full particulars can be obtained
from the Hon. SPcretarv, '.\lr. C. Taylor, 210,
Enwrs"ll Hoad, Stoke, Coventry.

American Reception with American Set
JVknllwn; had an opportunitv uf trying "ut
;tn AnuTican seven-tube all-wav(· !"('C('i\.'cr tLl th(~

last meeting of the newly formt·d Chapln of
the Inkmational DX'ers Alliancl" in :\Ianth('~t<'r.

~cvt'n {T.S. short-wtlV(' broc:tdctsting
st;dinns \\Tn' ht"ard ai gnotl strength.
Wireless l!"or/d readPrs in the :\JanciH 'tcr
an·a can obtain full particulars regarding 11\('rn-

ht-rship lly writing to the Local :\Ian:Jgt·r oJ th~;
lrltt·rnational IJX'ers Alliance, '.\Ir. R. Lawton,
ro, ]),dton ;\"'IItH', Thatch Leach Lane, \\'!Jite ..
fi<·ld. 11r. i\Ianc lwstcr.

" My Quality Receiver "
Mr. H. 1'. Jonas apjoliecl this 1itk tn his dcmnn-.;tra1ion of The ll"ircless l!"orlri ":-'UJH·r
:-it·l•·ctive Six" at a recent meeting of the c,,,._
t!<•JJ Nadio ~ociety.
After describing the
tlwurctical ,]<.sign i>f tlw rr·ceivt r, i\Jr. fonas
g:t\"f' practical examples of \\hat it could ;u:comldish in n·ception and in the r~"production of
;.;r:trnophone records, a piezo-electric pick-up
!wing used. Few present had !wart! nwsic .md
"''cell !Jv wirt'lt'ss tn lwtter advantage.
' Fnli particnlars of the Socit"t\· can lw "1>taincd frnrn 111(' Hon. Secretan·, :\Ir. E. L.
Cumbers, ·q, Campden Road, South Crnytkn.
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BROADCAST
Our ~:::::pondent BRE V/TIES

By

A Recording Problem

Jubilee Times and Places

'fO record or not to record is
the question now agitating
the " O.B." department in regard to the Jubilee Empire progr_amme on the evening of
Accession
Day,
May
6th.
Largely resembling the Christmas Day exchanges, this Empire programme, devised and
written by Laurence Gilliam
and Professor Temperley, will
include broadcasts from all the
Dominions and some of the
Colonies.
Shall the whole event be recorded in advance and put into
cold storage, or would it be
worth while to risk hitches for
the sake of hot actuality?

It is one more reminder of the
dominating influence of broadcasting that municipal authorities ha\·e been earnestly enquiring of the B.B.C. regarding the
times of the principal broadcasts
during J u hil<-e
week.
Puddleton-in-the-Monld rt'alises
that the broadcasting of grt'etings from the Dominions might

a.m., 2-45 p.m., 5-15 p.m., 6
p.m., 11.25 p.m., and midnight.
Mr. Thornton will cover his
round of many miles by bicycle,
for he enjoys cycling in the
heart of London.
"It is quite safe," he says,
" and is really fast. By taking
the back streets I can cycle from
Broadcasting House to Piccadilly Circus in four minutes."

For a.nd Against
For some subtle reason, recording, whether for the films
or the gramophone, is less
nerve-racking for all concerned
than a broadcast, though why
this should be is not easily explained. There is this about a
broadcast : that the worst error
of speech or manner is over and
done with when the sounds lacve
winged their way through the
ether. Not so in the case of a
rt·cord, which can be a blot on
somebody"s escutcheon for all
eternity.

The Prince of Wales at
Cardiff
In Wales, Jubilee celebrations,
designt•d not only to show the
loyalty of the \Velsh, but to
express the \Velsh spirit and
character bv nation-wide festivities and p<tgeants, will culminate in a great displav in Cardiff
on l\Iay I rth, where tht• Prince
of \Vales will arriYc bv air at
11.0 a.m.
He will .place a
wreath on the \i\'dsh National
\Var l\l emorid and afterwards
lay tlw fonn<lation stone of the
new Administrative Buildings
of the \\'dsh Board of Health.
The Prince will also attend a
children" s festival on the International Rugby Grouncl and the
Military
Review
at Sophia
Gardt·ns.
Excerpts from· as
many eYents as possible will be
broadcast.

The Annual offers an extremely thorough summary of
B.B.C. acti\·ity from January
to December, 1934, with a,
possibly,
pardonable amount
of
tmmpet
blowing-" The
B.B.C. 's own Dance Orchestra
has maintained its popularity,"
etc.-but the creative and really
interesting section fills those
fifty pages of " Forum " at the
end, contributed by independent thinkers on certain major
problems, artistic and social,
which arE' bound up with the·
Corporation's future.

No Radio Stars ?
Professor Ernest Barker deals
with the possibilities of interIJational broadcasting, and Sir
Arnold \Vilson examines the
question of " Free Speech."
And there is Mr. Tvrone Guthrie
discussing Radio 'Drama.
" I
do not," he savs, "think that
radio will en·r -have its Gables
LJnd its Garbos because, however
luscious the voices, there always
lurks a dreadful likelihood that
the chins may be double, that
thE' knees may knock."
These independent contributors wield brave swords.

Switch is Which ?

The King's Speech
On the other hand, of course,
'' faulty record can be re-made,
and th;s would be the object in
view if Laurence Gilliam decides
to
can
the Jubilee ]?TOgramme in advance.
The programme will conclude
with the reply of His Majesty
from Buckingham Palace.

Trumpet Blowing

IN THE KING'S HOUSE. One of the seven H.M.V. loud-speakers
in the replica of the King's house at the Ideal Home Exhibition,
Olympia. This one is in the study above a bookcase and concealed
safe, and, like the others in the house, is operated from a Model
8oo Autoradiogram in the hall.

e<tsily coincide with the opening
of the Flower Show in the Big
Marquee; even such flourishing
places as Brightbourne and
\¥l1itepool will not risk a swimming gala clashing with an
Addn·,;s of Loyalty to the
Thmne.

Cycling Commentaries

AT seven o'clock on the morn-

ing of Silver Jubilee Day
(1\by 6th) l\Ir. Philip Thornton
will he out on the route o{ the
pron·ssion in quest of material
Iur tlw first of hi,; six c·ve-witness
impressions for listeneis-in.
He will make his first broadcast a l 8 a. m., when E'\'erybod y
i:; having breakfast, and he
will bE' on the air again at r r

A New Annual
" THE B.B.C. next year may
be handed over to commerce and get entirely out of
control of men o{ discrimination in the arts ; monopoly will
rule; sentimentality will croon
and croak ; crook .worship and
murder will lw extolled to the
skies; and captains of fmance
will discuss ' healthy literature.' "
I
q uotc these words by
C. H.. \V. Ne\·insnn in the new
B. B.C. Annual for 1935, not to
endorse his viL·ws but to show
that the editor has giYen free
rein to his contributors.
The extract is taken from
'' Forum ''-the final section of
this rr)z-page book.

GOOD stories were showered
on the Manchester and District Radio Trade Luncheon
Club last wet>k by Mr. Edward
Liveing, the B.B.C.
North
Regional director.
A lady rang up the .Manchester headquarters one evening asking : ' ' \Vhen is this
music going to stop as I want
to go to bed? '' They explained
to her the use of the switch.
In the same week a listener
wrote : '' There has been no
broadcast since last Thursday."
When told the service had not
been interrupted, she retorted
that it had, " because my valves
have nen'r lit up."

New Broadcasting
Orchestra
READERS of The Wireless
TVorld are always interested
ir~ the 'COmposition of a new
broadcasting orchestra. An entirely new musical formation
com~s to the microphone on
May 7th under the direction of
Emilio Colombo to introduce
'' The
Red
Sarafan '' - an
imaginary restaurant of pre-war
St. Petersburg with Russian
patrons, Russian pastries and
Russian actors.
The instruments are: Four
violins, one pianoforte, one
'cello, one double bass, one
harp, one oboe, one bassoon,
one guitar, fonr balalaika, one
bass ·balalaika ancl, of course,
Colombo's violin. The orchestra
will play for listeners approximately every three weeks.
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Pye SE/AC
Console
A Compact and Solidly Built
Instrument Incorporating a lleavy..
Duty Loud Speaker
FEATVRES.-Type.-Console model superheterodyne receiver for AC mains.
Circuit.-Var-mu pentode HF amplifier-triode-pentode frequency changervar-mu pentode IF amplifier-double-diode-pentode combined second detector and
output valve. \Veslin,ghouse metal oxide rectifier. Controls.-(1) Tunin.if.
(2) Volume. (3) Tone. (J) Wave-range and on-off switch. Price.-18 guineas.
Mahers.-Pye R.adio Ltd., Cambridge.

THOUGH the o\·erall height of
this ~et is only 30~in., the vertical lmes of the front panel create
'
the impression of a much more
imposing cabinet. It is true t~at the loud
speaker, which is mounted honzontally, L3
rather near the floor level, but the effects
of this are not noticeable at a distance of
more than 5 or 6ft. from the receiver. The
compact dimensions of the cabinet, however, carry very real advantages from the
point of view of bass reproduction, since it
is much easier to obtain the rigidity necessary to pre\·ent wood resonances. In the
finish there is a departure from recent
practice in Pye receivers and the dark walnut wood has been given a very high
polish.
The receinr chassis is designed to operate from AC mains and the four-valve
superheterodyne circuit comprises an HF
amplifier, frequcncy-changer, IF amplifier, and combined second detector ancl
output valve. Two tuned circuits, employing iron-cored coils, arc associated
with the signal-freqnrncy HF stage, one
being used in the :u:rial input circuit and

A:

Complete circuit diagram.

the other in the coupling between
the HF amplifier and the fre:juency-changer.
Series inductanu:·s are included both on
medium and long waves in series with the
aerial feed to the tuned input circuit.
These serve the dual purpose of levelling
the sensitivity over the wave-range and
also preventing break-through of mediumwave stations on the long waveband.
A
feed-back coil connected in series with the
cathode circuit of the HF valve is coupled
to the aerial inductances with the object of
reducing second-channel interference.
The HF valve is of the variable-mu
type and is coupled to the triode-pentode
frequency-changer through a choke-fed
tuned grid circuit.

Gramophone Amplifier
For the reproduction of gramophone
records it has been arranged that the triode portion of the frequency-changcr shall
be used as a first LF amplifier, and the
necessary switching has been incorporated
to short-circuit tbe oscillatory circuits,

apply the nece~sarr bias and connect
the nntpul through resi~tance-capacity
coupling to the pentode ~ection of the output valve.
Thr IF amplifier, \\·hich, like the input
HF amplifier, is a ,·ariable-mu pentode,
operates at a frequency of 127 kc_,'s. _Four
tuned circuits are associated with the mput
and output coupling,; in this stage.
The remaining va!Ye in the circuit combines the functions of second detector and
output valve and also provides automatic
volume control. The signal rectifying
diode is fed from the secondary of the output IF transformer and the manual volume control is associated \\"ith the resi,;tance capacity coupling to the pentode section of the valve. The AVC diode clerins
its input from the IF transformer primary,
and a potential divider is arranged to gin
full control on the HF ancl frcqnency·

The triode portion of the frequency-changer is used as a first LF amplifier for gramophone reproduction.
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Pye SE/ AC Console-

changer Yalves and reduce control on the_
IF amplifier, where the input is, of course,
much greater.
The output pentode is capable of delivering z.S watts with 7 per cent. total harmonic distortion. The primary of the output transformer is shunted by a variable
resistance-capacity tone control, while the
secondary is provided with sockets for the
attachment of an external loud speaker.
A switch is included behind the sockets :;o
that when the plug is pushed full.\'
home the internal loud speaker is
disconnected.
The HT supply is derived from a Westinghousc rectifier and is smoothed by the
loud speaker field in conjunction with electrolytic condensers.

Station Indicator

graded, and has a really low minimum- table receivers. The energised field magan important point when the set is used net is really massive and the g-inch dianear to a powerful station.
phragm gives ample radiation of low freBoth wavebands are remarkably free . quencies without resorting to artificial
from self-generated whistles. and only one resonance. The front panel of the cabinet
at 480 metres could be detected and then is reinforced by a thick board of soundonlv with the volume control at maximum.
absorbing material. The lcmer half of the
There are no unpleasant sidcbaud ellects, set is open and there is no audible evidence
as the set is tuned through a station arHl of any resonance associated with the
the AVC has a very wide range of control.
cabinet.
The really excellent bass response is balIn Central London the North, \Vestern and
Midland stations give exactly the same anced by a strong upper middle register.
vulnme level as far as can be judged by the For general reception we found that the
ear, while the volume from thE· local trans- Lest results were obtained with the tone
mitters is 0nly a few decibels higher. In control turned down about one-third from
the particular set tested there was a fairly the position of maximum brilliance, thus
considerable time lag in the action of th~ leaving a reserve of high note response in
A VC after the set had been tuned to th•; the region of 4,000 to s,ooo cycles ro
local station. On moving the tuning con- brighten such transmissions as appeared to
trol away from the local station approxi- need it. Transient sounds such as handmately 4 seconds elapsed before the st"t clapping were exceptionally good and the
reached its maximum sensiti\·ity. As this reproduction of pianoforte music could not
ellect only occurred on the local stations it very well be improved upon.
did not i)roduce any serious delay when
This is a set which inspires confidence

The controls are neatly grouped rountl
ihe illuminated station indicator at the
right-hand side of the top
panel.
The wave- rang~
VOLUME CONTROL
WAVE-RANGE SWITCH
switch automatically illuminates the appropriate scale
CONTROL
TUNING
which is calibrated both in
waYelengths and with an
up-to-date list of the principal European stations.
The pointer moves in a
straight line and is unusually
free from parallex errors.
The scale itself appears to he
a photographic plate, and <n
the en:nt of further alterations in station wavelengths
replacemu1ts will be avail-able at the moderate cost nf
zs. 6d. The tuning indicator
'' compass ·' is of the meter
type and is separately illumIncidentally, the
inated.
movement is much better
than is usual with this type.
The performance of the
set in the matter of distant
station reception is notable
for the clarity with which
stations of real programme
'""Wireless World
value are receiYed rather
COPYRIGHT
than for extreme sensitivity,
with its inevitable accompaniment of background
General view of the Pye SE(AC chassis. The vertical control spindles are grouped round the internoise. The selectivity on
changeable station indicator, which is photographed on a glass plate.
mt·dium \Vaves gives clear
reception in Central London outside two carrying out a systematic search of the by Yirtue of its sound design and construction, its fullness of tone, ami the apparchannels on either side of the two Brook- medium waveband.
Thl' loud speaker used in this set is a ently effortless manner in which the large
mans Park transmitters. On long waves
the programme value of the Deutschland- wry different affair from the mass-pro- number of worthwhile home and Continensendcr is much better than usual, and duced moYing coil fitted to the majority •)f tal stations are received.
although tht're is inevitably some siclebantl
interference from Radio-Paris and Daventry, this can be reduced to the vanishing
point by careful adjustment of the tone
Marconi and Osram Duo-Diode Output Pentode
control. Incidentally, the latter control
watt,. The bias resistance should be go
NE\V output valve has just bl·en rewas \TrY evenly distributed and did not
ohms
and the recommended load impedance
lcast'd
bv
Marconi
and
Osram.
It
is
show tl-ic sudden drop in top response
is 6,ooo ohms, the power output then being
which is frequently noticed at a certain a pen todl' wit~h characteristics simibr to the) 3· 7 11·atts for 7 ·5 per cent. total second and
N4r, but it includes two diode.' in the
point in the tone controls fitted to many assembly for detection and AVC purposcs. third harmonic cli~tortion.
sets. The combination of a fixed and vari- The valve is known as the DN41, and its
The valve is fitted with a 7-pin base and
able resistance in parallel in the tone con- heater consumes 2.3 auqwres at 4 Yolts; it the grid is brought out to a top cap, with the
trol no doubt contributes to this good is rated for anode and screen potentials of re:-;ult that the grid-anocle capacity is as low
result. The volume control, too, is well 250 volts and an anode dissipatiun of 8 as u.JS/'-/'-F. The price is zrs.
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Listeners' Guide for
THE BREADWINNER EXPLAINS. Ronald
Squire as Charles
Battle surrounded
by his family and
n~ighbours in the
original Vaudeville
Theatre
production of Somerset
Maugham 's play.
l' Ronnie '' takes
the same part in
the broadcast versions on Monday
and Tuesday.

SLACKING OFF ?

IT

may be bee a use the
B. B. C. is ·at the crouch before
leaping into the: maelstrom of
the Jubilec celebrations, but
thue seems to he, from a
gla<1ce at the coming \\Tck's
programmes,
a
perceptibl::
slackening of tempo. Perhap:;
this is as it should be. Let the
brilliant::; of Jubilee Wtck
coruscate the more from a subclued setting
but not too
subdued.
"THE BREAD-WINNER"

THE paramount microphone
c\'ent of the next few days
should be the production of
" The Bread-Winner," the first
full-length play by Somerset
Maugham to be brought to th2
microphone.
'' The Bread-Winner '' should
ha Ye considerable domestic
appeal, particularly to fathers
of families, and a good many
of those who arc a little weary
of hearing the young '' debunking '' their elders and
betters, who may find some
amusement in hearing the
same )'otmg being equivalentlv, and even more devastatingly, debunked themseln·s.
The action takes place in the
drawing room
of Charlt<s
Battle's home in Golclers
Green, Ronald Squire taking

his original part as Battle.
Other members of the cast include :\Iary O'Farrell as l\Iargery, his ,:vife; Peggy Ashcroft
as J u'dy, his daughter; and
John Cheatle as Patrick, his
son. Val Gielgucl is the producer.
"The Bread-Willner '' will
bt> broadcast at 8.30 p.m. on
l\I on clay
(R('gioiJ.al),
and
8 p.m. on Tuesday (National).
HOLY WEEK

WITH the approach of Holy
\Veck there are numerous
sacred programmes on the Continent.
On Thursday next,
April r8th, Brussels No. 2 will,
at 8 p. m., relay a Holy Thursday s~rvice from Malines
Cathedral. The St. Rombaut
Choir will be conducted by
Canon van Nuffel in Palestrina's "Stabat Mater" and
Gregorian Chants. At 8.30 on
the same evening Warsaw will
relay Bach's St. Matthew Pas:::ion from the Philharmonic.
OPERA

THEEE is no dl'arth of opera
in the coming broadcasts from
abroad. To-night (Friday) at
q.l.') Budapest \\ill relay Act
Ill of ·· Tannhauser" fro:n
th~· I<oyal OpcTa House, ;md
to-morrow at 6.25 Vienna
relays the whole of Smetana's

'' The Barten·d
Bride" fro m
the
State
Opera. On the
same
night
Rome
relays
\Vagnt·r's
" The :\I astcrsmgPrs
lro:11
8 o'clock nnwards.
Strasbo nrg
offers
SaintSaens'
opera
comique,
"La
P r in c t· ~; s
Jaune" at 9.30 on Monday
next. Vercli's ''La Traviata"
comes from Radio-Paris at
8
p .m.
on
\Vcchwsclay,
April 17th, and on Thur"llay
Donizetti's "Elixir of Love"
comes from Monte Cencri at 8.
NATIONAL MUSIC

NATIONAL music figures in a
number of transmissions in the
coming wc~·k. A concert of
French music will be given hy
Strasbourg at 7.30 this evening
(Friday). At 8 o'clock Cologne
broadcasts a concert of Spanish
music by Turina, Falla, and
others.
Scandinavian mus:c
will be played by the l\Iontc
Ceneri station orchestra at g. 15
on Tuesday·, the r6th, the programme including music by
Gade, Jarnefelt, Grieg, Sincling, and Olsen.

SUMMERTIME IN APRIL

THE Fol-de-Rols concert
party continues the good \York
of helping us to forget the
rigours of spring. This ·'Seaside Summer Show" comt.~
on the air again at ~-30
(National) on .:\Ionday under
the direction of George Royle
and Greatrex Newman.
Unpack the deck chairs, shut your
E')TS, and listen to :\farriott
Edgar, \Vill Kings, Cnnni.·
Cliw, Peggy Desmond, and
Jrenc North, backed up hy
thf B. B.C. Variety OrchEs!rd
under Knealc Kelley.
FLAUTIST

\VHE!\EYEF the ikm "Flute
by :~Iiss Edith PmvJlle
appeab in thc programme,;, my mind tra n·ls
back to the earlv da \'S of H)ZJ.
Edith Pcm·ille i\as -one (If the
first broadcast ~oluists, the art
of the flautist bf'illg in ~pccial
demand in those clays \\hen
~tring tone wa~ almost impossible to reproduce on the loud
~peak cr.
Rcci:~d

1
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SATURDAY. APRIL 13th

4.30-5.15

p.m.

John Rorke (songs): ]oan Carr
(songs); Olivette and Barrichat
(dances); Dud!ey Rolph (songs
and dances) ; Georgie Harris
(stage and screen comedian);
Sydney ]erome's Quintet.

I
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17th
11-11.45 p.m.
Tessa Deane (songs); John Hendrik (son,.s); Lauric and Torn
Devine (dances); Max Kirby
(songs and dances) ; Sydney
]erome's Quintet.
I

L----------------------------------- I

Listeners should not mi~~ her
recital in the National programme on 'l\Ionday evening.

tl
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Week
NELSON KEYS IN " THE
APRIL REVIEW"
BL'R"S might haYc bet'n

thinking of the B.B.C. monthly
Ren1es
\\'hen
he
wrote:
'' Pleasures are like poppies
spread, You seize the flower,
its bloom is shed."
Why
are th<:'se really tip-top productions shelved for eternity after
one broadcast?
Hmwn:r, better once than
llt'\TL At ro p.m. on \Vednesday (National) \\·e haw Nelson
Keys in the April ReYue, with
music by Jack Strachey and
additional numbers by other
composers. A sparkling cast
includes SviYia Leslie, Patrick
\Vaddington, Hermion~ Gingold, J oan Carr, and the Radio
Thrcr, and the B.B.C. Varidy
Orchestra \Yill be concluded by
Hyam Grecnbaum.

Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

"Carnival." The book has
been prepared by J am~s
Dyrenforth and the mtNC
written by Kumeth Lcolic:Smith.
As thosl: whn heard the first
broadcast of "Carnival" will
know, the ~torv is a tragedv
of the eternal ·triangle. lh~e
play develop~ in operatic form,
the most notable number~
being the chorus of Jenny and

anni ,·ersarv cdcbrations <H ·"
continuing. in the Foundations
of l\Iusic series.
l 1 nfortunately, some of thl'
most ardent Bach "fans" (if
the term is not sacrilegious)
arc unable to get to their loud
speakers at the early t·vening
hour of 7·S·
The Sunda:v c\·ening orchestral concert offers a compensation, for I ~ee that it includes
Bach's Triple Concerto in A
the
soloists being
l\Iinor,

MELSA AND THE EMPIRE
ORCHESTRA

: Abroad.

SUNDAY, APRIL 14th.
,,
Nat., Violin Recital by Me!sa.

l

APRIL
Nelson Keys presides
over Wednesday's
late night Revue at
ID
p.m. (National)
with Hermione Gingold (inset), Sylvia
Leslie, Patrick Waddington, Joan Carr
and the Radio Three.

scene, the parting
of
Jenny
ami

on Columbine"
will be broadcast m the
Regional programme on April
r;th and in the National programme on April rSth.
It is an all-musical play
ba~ecl on Compton Mackenzie's

1

SATURDAY. APRIL 13th.
Nat., In Town To-night. ~Music
Hall.
~B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra.
Re,.., B.B.C. Orchestra (C) with
S. Rascher in Saxophone con~'Pianoforte
certo (Larsson).
Recital by Pouishnolf. '\'Henry
Hall's Guest Night.

I

leader of the Empire Orchestra

"I~QPEST.

Abroad.
Stult_gart, 9.45, Lyric Drama:
"Manfred" (Byrcn), with music
by Schumann.

: Rome, 8, Opera: "The Mastersinge1s" (Wagner).

the girls in the
drc::;sing
room
scene, Tn·hdkr's
song about Corn\Yall, Jenny and
Maurice's
fir~t
duet,
the
ball

CARNIVAL IN NEW GUISE

FRIDAY. APRIL 12th.
Nat., Chateau de Madrid. ,B.B.C.
Orcheslra (D).
~Concert of
Contemporary Music.
Reg., Opera: "The Travelling
Companion " (Stanford), Act J.
relayed from Sadler's Wells.
~··Three Moods of Fame," by
Lord Dunsany.

i

0;-.:cE agam the B.B.C.
Empir:· Orchestra comes · out
mto the open, under the din·ction of Eric Fogg, in a special
programme of light British
music on the Regional \\'aYelengths on Tuesday next. The

is Daniel lHelsa, the celebrated
Yiolin soloist.

I

:

,,

SCOTS SONGS FROM NORWAY

A
BidTISH
smger,
Mr.
Loudon Grcenlces, \\'ill be
heard in the Oslo programme
this eYening (Friday) at 7 p.m.
in 'a recital of old Scots and
English songs.

.--------------------------------i' ~GHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

Maurice, and the
trio which ends
the play.
The
music has been orchestrated by
J ulian Burger.
BACH CELEBRATIONS

BAcH lovers have ample opportunities to feast themselves
during the crJming week. The

Abroad.
T '?~louse,
T os:a

,,9.

Concert Version of
(PucCJm).

MONDAY. APRIL l Sth.
Nut., Flute Recital by Edith Penvillc. ~The Fol-de-Rols Concert
Party.
'I:B.B.C. Orchestra (E)
conducted by .loseph Lewis.
Reg., B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
",:Pianoforte Recital bv Stefan
Askenase. -;:"The Br~ad-Winner."

Abrnad.
Warsaw, 8, Cohcert by prize1
winners in the \'(t ieniawski Inter·
nntiond Violin Competition.
TUESDAY, APRIL 16th.
Nat.,
"The
Breed-Winner."
'11" Freedom," talk by ]. A.
Spender. ~I Serge Krish Septet.
Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (E) conductor : Frank Bridge. 'I!Variety
from the Coventry Hippodrome.

Abroad.

Robert l\Iurchie (flute), Jean
Pougnet (Yiolin), and Harold
Samuel (pianoforte). Section B
of the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra will be con'cluctecl by
Hermann Scherchen.
THE VOICE ALONE

THE WARSAW
PHILHARMONIC,
one of the bestknown orchestras in
Europe, will be heard
to-morrow evening
(Saturday) at 7. IS
in Beethoven's Leonora 3 Overture and
the
Eroica
Symphony.
The conductor will be Bruno
Waiter.

'I:Reginald King and His Orchestra. ~'Folkestone Municipal
Orchestra. ~Leslie Bridgewater's
Harp Quintet.
Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (C), conducted by ]ulian Clifford.
~B.B.C. Military Band, conducted
hy B. Walton O'Donnell. '\'Sunday Orchestral Concert. Cond;,clor : Hermann Scherchen.

" IT is too bad," \nites
a Copenhagen correspondent,
"that TVireless World readers
clo not understaml Danish, for
they would be charmed by a
talk on Sunday enning at 6.30
to be giwn bv :IIr. C. V.
Bramslaes, Di1:cctor of the
Danish ::.Jation~d Bank, win
will talk about tlw International
Labour .:\Iowment.
But do
take the cha11ce c;f hearing his
voice.''
THE At·DnuR,

Kalundborg, I 0, Italian Opera
Music by the Radio Orchestra.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17th.
Nat., 8.15, B.B.C. Symphony Concert. Conductor : Sir Hamilton
Harty. I 0, Nelson Keys in" The
April Revue."
Reg., The Vario Trio. ~Salt Sea
Ballads by the B.B.C. Male Voice
Chorus. ~ .. Inquest on Columhine."

Abroad.
Radio-Paris, 8, Opera "La Traviata " (Verdi) from the Opera.
THURSDAY, AFRIL 18th.
Nat.. 8, " Inquest on Columhine."
'I!Gershorn Parkinglon Quintet.
Sinclair Logan (tenor).
Rez .. " lndiscretions of Archic "2. ~"A Varietv of Music," with
the B.B.C. v;rietv Orchestra.
"iKutcher String Qu'artet.

Abroad.
Kalundborg, 10.I5, Folk Music of
Other Lands.
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Foundations of
Part XVIII.-Problems of High..
Wireless
Frequency Amplification
T

HIS instalmrnt deals with the basic problems of
HF amplification, and explains clearly why certain
methods, superficially attractive on account of their extreme
simplicity and cheapness, cannot gi~·e worth-while results
in practice.
the end of Part XVII we saw that
reaction, if delicately handled,
could be made to reduce the resistance of a tuned circuit almost
to vanishing point. Nevertheless, we camt:
to the conclusion that it was not a satisfactory means of enhancing the sensitivity
of a receiver to any very marked degree
on account of the undue accentuation of
selectivity that accompanied its use. It
remains invaluable for neutralising the
losses due to detector damping, and may,
without serious detriment to quality, be
pressed far enough to halve or en·n quarter
the natural resistance of a tunt:d circuit,
but mnch greater amplification than this
is needed for the successful rcct-ption of
distant transmitters.
Amplification by a valve is the only
alternative to reaction. A valve may be
used in either of two ways: it may be
applied to amplify the modulated highfrequency signal before detection (highfrequency amplification) or it may be
made to amplify the detected low-frequency signal (low-frequency amplification). The choice between these two altcrnatiw methods is dictated by the characteristics of the detector.
We know that a large signal can be detected with less distortion than a small
one; it is also true, though no stress has

Fig. 96. --The resistance-coupled HF amplifier is of little more than academic interest.

been laid on the point, tlMt any detector
is verv insensitive to rcallv weak signab.
Unamplifird signals from ,1 distant station
(a millivolt, or less) would swing the grid
of a detector over a portion of ib cutYt~
so small that it would be virtually a
straight line over that tiny range. \\'t; are
driwn, therefore, to amplify weak signal:>

before detection in order to provide sufficient input to operate the detector satisfactorily.
At first sight it might seem that, since a
resistance behaves alike to currents of all
frequencies, one would obtain very satisfactory results by coupling valves together
for high-frequency amplification in the
manner suggested in Fig. g6. Here is
shown a stage of resistance-coupled amplification preceding the detector vah·e Vz.
The valve Vr, receiving its signal from
the secondary ot the aei"ial transformer
LoLr, produces an amplified voltage across
the resistance Rr in its anode circuit. Thio;
voltage is conveyed to the grid of V 2
through the condenser C2, which, whil~
readily passing HF currents, protects the
grid of V2 from the steady po:;itivc voltage at the anode of Vr.
If one could build this receiver without
departing from the strict letter of the circuit diagram it would work very well.
Unfortunately, there appear in a practical
set the stray capacities already discusse::.l
in connection with the detector (Part XVI).
These are shown, in detail, in Fig. 97· It
should be noted that C5, since it runs from
grid to a point where there is an amplified
high-frequency voltage to some extent at
least out of phase with that at the grid,
takes a larger current than it would had
it only the grid-cathode potential across it.
It may therefore be regarded as equivalent
to a much larger condenser connected between grid and cathode.

Two Reasons for Failure
All these paths, since they run from
anode of V r or grid of V 2 to earth or
HT+, both of which are equally points of
zero signal potential, may be lumped together and regarded as being in parallel
with Rr. They make, in an average case,
a total of 401'-f'.F. or more, which providt>s
at r,ooo kc/s a path of reactance about
4,oooU. This sets an upper limit, irn·spective of the value adopted for Rr, eo
the anode-circuit load of Vr. With so low
a load V I will not provide very high amplification; one may expect a gain of about
five times with an average valve.
But e\·en this is not the worst fault of
the circuit of Fig. g6. The anode circuit
of VI being predominantly capacitative,
it damps the tuned circuit LICI rather
hcavily. In the case of the detector, we

By A. L. M. SOWERBY,

~I.Sc.

reduced this damping to reasonable limito
by inserting a condenser direct from anodf
to earth in an attempt to reduce the highfrequency voltage at the anode as nearly
as possible to zero; we were then wanting
only the rectified audio-frequency signab.
In the present case we obviously cannot
do this, and, in consequence of the development of an appreciable high-fre.
quency voltage, VI is equivalent to a
damping resi:;tance of the order of 6,ooo!l
across the tuned circuit. If the initial
dynamic resistance of this, undamped.
were I2o,ooou, the introduction of thi;
damping would reduce the voltage acros~
it to less than one-twentieth.
With V I amplifying this reduced signal
five times, the voltage finally delivered to
V 2 would be one-quarter of that developed
acro,;s LICr unloaded. On the whole, not
a very successful amplifier!

--~---+--~----~_.--~--~+
HT

Fig. 97.-Why Fig. 96 will not work. Cr,
anode-cathode capacity of VI, holder, and
wiring ; Cz, C3, capacity across RI and Rz,
with their wiring ; C4, grid-cathode capacity
of Vz, with holder, etc. ; C.s, anode-grid
capacity of Vz. All these are in parallel
with Rr.

The replacement of Rr by a high-frcqut·ncy choke, making a choke-coupled
amplifier, leaves the problem untouched;
the faults of the circuit lie in the stray
capacities across the anode load and in
the anode-grid capacity of the valve and
not in the type of coupling used.
But if we can find a coupling with which
to neutralise the effects of the stray capacities we shall be in a better position. ln
an earlier theoretical section we saw that
if an inductance and a condenser are
placed in parallel acro~s a source of HF
Yoltage, the currents they draw are out
of phase by I So dt·g.. making the total
current equal to the difference of the individual ones. Evidentlv, an inductance is
callc·d for in our ampl!ficr, and since we
desire to neutralise these stray capacities
exactly, we shall have to choose an in-

APRiL rzth, I935·
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Foundations of Wirelessductance which has a reactance zrrfL equal
to that of the stray capacities, which is

I/ zrrfC.
Since the reactance of a coil rises, and
that of a condenser falls, with rising frequency, it is clear that any one value of

sary to reduce C itself a little below the
value at which tuning would be attained
in the absence of the strays. The who!<;
forms a simple parallel tuned circuit. For
th~ frequency of resonance we have seen
that this behaves as a pure resistance R,
the dvnamic resistance L I Cr of the circuit.
\Ve have therefore work~d our way back,
so far as the electrical be ha vi our of the
svstcm is concerned, to the unrealisabl'..'
r;,,j~tance-coupled arrangement of Fig. g6.
The amplification given by a tuned anock
stage \Yill be that calculated from the
simple formula A= R

:~o

given in Part

XIII for a resistance-coupled stage, but

Fig. g8. ~ Tuned-anode HF coupling. Comp2.re with Figs. 96 and 97, and note that the
various stray capacities are now in parallel
with C and so form part of the tuning
capacity.

L can only be made to balance the stray
capacities at one individual frequency-which is, of course, the frequency to \Yhich
the combination is tuned. To maintain
the balance oYer the whole range of frequencieS--perhaps r,soo to 550 kc, s-covered by the tunable circuit LrCr, it will
be necessary to readjust the Yalue of L
every time the rcceiHT is tuned to a m:w
wavelength.

Tuned Anode Coupling
This method is a possible one, but since
we haYe in L and the stray capacities ;t
tuned circuit, there is really no reaso:1
why L, rather than the capacity, should
be made Yariable. We can therefore gin:
L a fixed inductance low enough to uetttralise, or tune with, the stray capacitiLs
at the highest frequency \Ye wish to n·ceiYe, and augment the capacity artificially by means of a yariable condenser "'-;
as to maintain the balance, or keep th<:
circuit tuned, at the lower frequencies.
This brings us to the circuit of Fig. gS,
which is called the tuned-anode circuit.
The diagram sho\YS that LC is connected, as a complete circuit, bctwern th·:
anode of ihe Yaln~ and its battery. Th··
stray capacity in parallel witlt this now
has no more effect than to make it neCl''i~

Jl
Fie>;. 99. ~ The grid-anode capacity of VI
introduces difficulties into the working of
the tuned-anode circuit.

present in L1Cr will grow by Yirtue of this
excess energy, and will go on growing as
long as the valve continues to feed back
more energy than is dissipated in r. Since
rising volts on the grid produc::: proportionately rising volts on the anode, th8
current in L1Cr will continue to increas::
until this proportionality breaks down,
which will only occur when the \'oltaS'cs
are so large that the excursions of l'ither
anode or grid voltage are such as to enter
upon the non-linear part of thi~ val\·e's
characteristics. Then the average slope of
the valve will be reduced until the energy
fed back is only just sufficient to replace
that lost in r, and a state of equilibrium
\Yill be attained.
The Yalve is now said to be oscillating.
It is producing and maintaining in LrCr
a constant current at the frequency to
which this circuit is tuned, this current
producing across LrCr a voltage equal to
the largest that the valve can handle without distortion.
If Cga is large enough, if r is small
enough, and if the amplification afforded
by the valve is great enough, this is what

\\·e must now interpret R as the dynami.:
resistance of the tuned circuit.
We han: found a remedy for the effec~;;
of stray capacity in limiting amplification,
for the circuit of Fig. g8 wilt giYc a gain
of some 25 or 6o times with battery 'Jr
mains valves resoectivelv, even if R is no
more than roo,ooo ohms. It remains w
be seen whether the anode-grid capacity
is equally harmless.
So long as the anode circuit is exactly
tuned to the frequency of the signal
being received, the
HT+
anode circuit of the
valve '"ill be purely
re:-:isti \'e, and yoJtage
fed back through
Cga (Fig. 99) \\ill
neither assist nor
damp down the voltage on the grid. If
the applied freq ucncy (or alternativcly the capacity of
C) is now increased,
slightly more current
will flow through C
than through L, so
(a)
that the anode circuit
b L' comes capacitaHT+
ti\·e. The ftd-back
voltage will then, as
\H' have seen, tend to
uamp out the signal.
If, on the other
hand, the applied frequency (or altnuatiwly the capacity of
C) is reduced, more
current \\' i 11 How
(b)
through L than
through~ C. giving us
an 11zducti·uc anode Fi?;. 100. ·-Typical n"!utralised circuits, in which the effect of C.::a
circuit.
Now the is balanced by deliberate anti-ph;:;se feedback through Cn. In 1,ai,
; i~1 'b), balan(:e in an8de circuit ; in
cuupling between th:c balan:e in grid-circuit
both cases by ce!1tre-earthed winding.
two tuned circuits
pro\idrcl by C~;a wiil feed Lack energy that happens in the circuit nf Fig. gS. With
coib c•f birl.v good design (lo\\· r) anc1 any
a~sists and builds up the voltage alrcadv
ordinary triocl;>, o~cillation appear:; e\·cry
prc~cut. In discu,csing reaction we saw that
time an attempt is madC' to bring LrCI and
t mr;.:\· fed back into a tuned circuit could
be· ~1i1de to reduce the cffcctiYe rc~i~tance LC iut:J rcoonancc \\ ith the same fre(1f that circuit almo.;t. to zao by supplying
quency.
Althongh theoretically there
<JUulcl be no tc·IHkncv to o::cillati(;ll whu1
tnl'!T\' almost a:; fast as it \\'as dissip<~ tt:J
in tlJt· natural circuit rl'sistance r. :.;up- exactly turF·d, it is foimc! th'"t the iuueasing ](;udm·ss of signals clt:e to the cornP''.;t· \n: feed back energy f<~s!cr than
h is being nct·d up, making the dive~ mulcemtnt c,f feedback a,; C is reclncc:l
ti\ c n·:'i~tance of the grid circuit bt:lmv. the val ne ncce,;sary for re~onance,
completely overwlwlms .the decrease of
J?f',f!,t!!ii.'C.
current loudness that one would txpcct to fine! oa
If thi~ happens, any
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Foundations of Wirelessdistuning. In tuning the set there is therefore no aural indication of the true resonance point, so that in trying to tune for
loudest signals one is led, every time,
straight into the trap of oscillation, which
occurs as soon as C is set a fraction low
in capacity.
In a receiver, oscillation results in the
production of a loud rushing noise, and in
the development of sundry whistles and
squeak~ as the set is tuned. These are not
merely supplementary to the musical programme required ; they replace it. For
all practical purposes, therefore, the circuit
of Fig. gS is unusable.
vVhcn the triocle was the only valve
available, oscillation due to feed-back
through Cga \vas avoided by providing a
'' faked '' circuit by means of which
another voltage, equal in magnitude but
opposite in phase to that causing oscillation, could be fed back to the grid of the
,·alve. These arrangements, of which two
typical examples are given in Fig. roo,
were known as neutralised circuits. Owing
to the fact that the AC resistance of a
tric)(lc valve is low compared with the
dynamic resistance of a good tuned circuit,
step-up transformer couplings, as at (b)
were the most effectin· and popular.
Circuits of this type have now died out
cntirelv, the modern solution to the
proble~ of preven~ing feed-back through

the grid-anode capacity of the valve lying
in the choice of a valve in which, by
internal screening, this capacity has been
reduced practically to zero.

nothing absurd about it. Many who are so
deaf that they can take little iJr no part in
ordinary conversation can hear the musical
parts, at any rate, of wireless programmes
quih· wdl by means of headphones. Speech,
though, presE'nts much greater difficulties,
for, as Mr. J. Poliakoff,
of
Multitone
faml',
has
shown,
many deaf people are
dE'ficient in high-frequency r esp on se.
Vvhen this is so any
increase in the intensity of sounds brought
about by amplification
leads to <1 masking of
the high tones by the
low. It is largely for
this reason that even
those of normal hearing often find it so
difficult to get hold of
numbers or proper
names over the landline telephone, particularly if the correspondent at the other
en cl is speaking rather
loudly.
In his deaf.
ad
amplifiers
Mr.
Poliakoff employs the
principle of unmasked
hearing, a principle
which
would
be
The German Loewe Cathode Ray television receiver for I8o line
equally applicable to
reception. The picture shows the receiver chassis and the tube
wireless receiving sets
withdrawn from the cabinet.
intended for the deaf.
One of the telephone receivers is designed
to handle a wide range of frequencies ; the
other will have nothing whatever to do
with any but high frequenciPs. The volume
from t'ach earpiece can be regulated
separately, and since the high frequencies
are delivered to one Par only ihey cannot
be masked by low-pitched sounds.

Random Radiations
rr

France and Wireless

is rather curious that broadcasting has
not become more popular in France than
it is. The latest rdurns for that country
show that the wireless receiving licences in
force number only a little more than
1,8oo,ooo. Yet the country has plenty of
stations; it may, in fact, be regarded as
the cradle of broadcasting, for the Eiffel
Tower was the first station in Europe, if
not, indeed, in the world, to send out
rt'gular programmes of entertainment. But
somehow, wireless does not seem to catch
on as a hobby with the masses of the French
population i~ the way that one would expect.
Frl'nch amateur transmittl'rs have always
been renowned for their keenness, but the
1isten('r in that country is much it-ss enthusiastic. Though valve pricl's are low, no
less than 3 per cent. of tlw receiving sets
in use in France are of the crystal detector
type, whilst sets containing but two or
three valves are much commoner in France
than in this country.

. .. ..

Carrier Waves and Carrier Pigeons
int_ere~:tcd

1s rcportl'd that an
I T ment
was made recently m

experithe south of
France to discover whc'ther carrier pigeons
wt>r,· affectt·d by radiations from a transmi,tting aerial.
Several groups of pigeons were released
from baskets placed near the foot of one
of the aerial masts of a broadcasting station
whilst the transmitter was in action. For

...

.. ·

By "DIALLIST"

the first group very small power was used,
but this was gradually increased until when
the last birds were set free the plant was
working at its full output rating. It appears
that so long as the power was low the birds
behaved normally, rising, as they usually
do, to a considerable height, circling once
or twice, and then making a bee-line for
home. But as the power was raised the
birds took longer and longer to make up
their minds about the right directiou.
Finally, when the transmitter was going all
out the last group of birds was completely
baffled. On being released they reached no
great height, and, after flying round aimlessly a few times, they returned to the
baskets.

What's the Explanation ?
Unfortunately, the wavelength on which
the emissions were made is not stated ; we
are not even told whether it was long,
medium or short. If it was short the behaviour of the pigeons becomes easier to
understand, for it is well known that at
very short range radiations on wavelengths
of 30 metres or less may have marked
physical effects on animals.

·.....

Wireless for the Deaf
THE suggestion madt' recently that a fund
should be startt·d for providing deaf
people with wireless receiving sets might at
first blush seem to be almost on a par with
the proposal to furnish the blind with telt-vision receivers.
But actually there is

New Use for the Eiffel Tower
" LE Roi est mort ; vi ve le Roi! '' If the
Eiffel Tower is to end its career as ,t
long-wave broadcasting station it is shortly
to embark on a brand new one as the site of
the :Paris high-definition television transmitter
Pari,; is lucky in having readymad(' the ideal location for a television
station. I forget the exact height of the
Eiffel Tower, but so far as I can remember
it is well over 900 feet, and this should ensure a very wide servic(' area. Th(• station
is coming into operation towards the end of
the summer, ancl it is anticipat<'d that the
new hobby will be eagerly taken up by
Parisians.
One big advantage conferred by the great
height of the Eiffel Tower is th<Jt it should
be easy to arrange rel<J y stations for direct
pick-up of its transmissions at considerable
distances from the capital.

A Point of Importance
This point will have to be borne in minrl
when the site of the London television
station is chosen. Relaving eau he clone l:Jy
means of the special high-frequency cables
that have been described in The Wireless
World, but these cablt's are V('fY expensive
and an enormous amount of monev will be
saved if the sitt' is so selected that- relaying
by nwans of the radio link can be used to
serve other important areas not covered by
the London station. Lik(' Paris, Berlin is
also fortunate in this wav, for the ultrashort wave signals of its. television trans-
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mittn are n>cci n>d with abnormal strcngt h
in the distant Brocken and can be reradiated thence over a very large area.

Radio
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Times and Details of the Principal Broadcasts
Really Worth Hearing
It wa" a
gramophone record bdonging to a
friend and made no less tlnn twenty-four
years ago. The disc was about the size
of those that you can buy at \Voolworth's,
but was not priced at 6<1. ; it cost actually
half a guinea, though it was not doubksicled. Eagerly desiring to hear what gramophone reproduction had been like in thJ
days that now seem almost prehistoric in
the ma-tter of the mechanical reproduction
of sound, I hunted round for a really ancient
gramophone and was eventually successful
in my quest. The instrument was not nearly
so old as the record, though the tale of its
years was considerable.
I wish you could have heard that record.
" Hands Across the Sea," as played by th·.'
London Orchestra and reproduced by th;l t
ancient machine. There was absolutdy JW
trace whatever of ;_tny bass and not vet\'
much of" top." Imagine the wheeziest an:!
crankiest of barrel-organs heard at a di.'i·
tance of a couple oE hundred yards on a
rather windy day, and you may have some
faint idea of the weird noises that isstv·d
from the elderly gramophone's gaily petint•.·d
horn.

T

Sunday, May 5th.
10.0 a.m.: Military Service in York Mins!er.
5.30 p.m.: "Henry V" (Shakespeare).
7.55 p.m. : Special Service in preparation !or
the King's jubilee, to be held in the Concert
Hall, Broadcasting House.
9.20 p.m. : Concert (under direction of Sir
Henry Wood) of Works by British Composers
as fir,t performed at Promenade Concerts
during the past 25 years.

HE other clay I made a find.

Monday, May 6th.

I
I
I
I
I
I

'
''
'

I

I

''
''I
I
I

''
''
'

:'

11.5 a.m.: Commentary on the Procession to
St. Paul's.
11.30 a.m.-12.30 p.m.: Service relayed from
St. Paul's.
6.30 p.rn. : Special Jubilee Programme.
8.0 p.rn. : The King's Speech.
8.10 p.m.-9.0 p.m.: All-Star Variety relayed
from the New Corn Exchange, Brighton.
10.15 p.m. : The Poet Laureate.
11.30 p.rn.-1 a.m. : Dence Music from Brighton.

Tuesday, May 7th.
8.0 p.m.: Play: "The Trial of William Pc·nn."
8.10 p.m.: "La Ccrcntola" (Rossini) relayed
in its entirety from Covent Garden.

I

I
I
I

Wednesday, May 8th.

I

I

2.55 p.m. : Running Commentary on the Chester
Cup.
7.30 p.m. : Musical Comedy : " The
Song " (RombHg).

I
I
I
I
I
I

Desert I:
I
I
I

''
'I'
11.20-11.50 a.m.: Lords and Commons pre- I
sent Loyal Address to the King : relayed '
I'

Thursday, May 9th.

from Westminster Hall.

7.45 p.m.: "From the London Theatre."
10 p.m. : " Siegfried" (Wagner) Act Ill relayed from Covent Garden.

Friday, May lllth.
8.30 p.m.: London Musical Fest;val Concert,
No. 1, directed hy Adrian Boult.
8.30 p.m;,' Son~s from the Shows : "Royal

Box.

Saturday, May 11th.
8 p.m. : Special " Music Hall" (1 k hours).
Sunday, May 12th.
10.4:) o.m.-11.45 a.m.: jubilee Thnnksg-ivi!11?
Service relayed from St. George's Chapel,
Windsor.

I

'1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RADIO PAGEANTRY OF JUBILEE WEEK. Som~thing of the brilliance of the Jubilee broadcasts is caught in this com;nsite illustration,
which shows how the world will participate in the thanksgiving celebrations on Accession Day, May 6th. The King's sp~ech will be heard at 8 p.m.

I

I
I

''
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Loud Speaker Response Curve
WITH reference to the loud speaker
response curves published in your issue
of March 29th, I think you are to be congratulatPd on your results, and you have
undoubtedly set a new standard of comparison in a product which has always been
rather difficult to assess.
I have heard at least six of the speakers
reported on, and I should have no hesitation in stating that your curves do actually
convey a picture of the performance of each
speaker.
There is, however, one direction in which
some of your readers may be misled. I refer
to ''knocking '' or ''rattling'' of the cone
which may be caused by a pure note of low
frequency at large volume, as you have not
made it clear that the speaker will handle
much bigger input of speech or music. A
speaker which "knocks" at 70 cycles with
4 watts input might easily handle 8 watts
from radio or gramophone without distres:o,
and the user is eventually interested in the
normal capacity of the speaker.
A pur<' note at 70 or So cycles is never
attained in ordinary use. The only near
approach is a sustained low note on tlle
organ, and evt'n this is rich in harmonic;,
and has not tht' same effect on the speaker.
I should like to suggest that speakers up
to about £3 might be tested at 2 watts from
the oscillator and 4 watts music, whilst
spt>akers over £3 in price might be tested
at double these rates. An expensive speaker
is obviously mort' generously designed and
should be expected to handle a larger input.
I notice that some people still object to
response curves of speakers because there
mav be certain faults which the curve does
not expose. I cannot see the force of this
objection, as the only claim made for the
curve is that it indicates the range and
general response of the speaker. One might
as well object to publishing an illustration
of a motor car because it does not prove
what the engine will do, or to the illustration
of a suit because it does not show the lining.
G. A. BRIGGS,
Wharfedale Wireless \Vorks.
Bradford.
youR efforts to provide the public and
the trade with sound information with
regard to present-day loud speakers will
meet with nothing but appreciation, but we,
as loud speaker manufacturt>rs with a large
fL<nd of experience to draw upon, have felt
hitherto that the publication of such curves
without a perft>ctly clear indication of their
limitations and tht' extent of their failure
to indicate tlw whole of the data necessary
to the full appreciation of the performance
of a loud speaker would tend to mislead
the prospective loud speaker user, and we
have, in consequence, set our faces
definitely against publication of such curves.
There is more than one method of making
a response curve of a loud speaker, and
we habitually submit our loud speaker
models to independPnt authorities in order
that they can make curves for our information and comparison with the curves made
in our own laboratory. These curves are
of the greatest value- to us in designing,
but the value can only be obtained by the

compari,on of one curve with another, or
more, by experts with a full knowledge of
the conditions under which they have been
made. The curves almost invariably ditier
very largely in appearance.
We have studied the method adopted by
you in making response curves for the purpose of your review and are glad to note
that you have made it clear that the curve
alone does not tdl the whole story, and, in
particular, that you have drawn attention
to the fact that the response curve gives
no indication of the capability of the loud
speaker to reproduce transients.
This
feature, we feel, should have been even
more strongly emphasised in the article
describing your methods and in the reviews
of individual loud speakers, as we know
by experience the large part that it plays
in achieving really faithful reproduction.
The limitation of the response curves
having been made quite clear, we have
decided to break our rule and to allow you
to publish the response curves of our loud
speakers if you desire to do so. \Ve sug-

per second, and the nature of the syn·
chronising signals.''
Surely, thtn, the solution of the problem
is for the Advisory Committee to publish
a specification, including " the essential
technical data," to which the transmitting
apparatus will lw required to conform. This
would provide the information required by
manufacturers of receiving apparatus, without disclosing the constructional details of individual systems which may legitimatdy be
n'gardecl as the property of the companies
concerned. Since tht> Advisory Committee
will doubtless have access to the unpublished
Apptndix IV of the Report, " Description
of Television Systems Examined in Great
Britain,'' tht>re- should be no difficulty in
preparing a specification which will be
acceptable to the transmitting compariles.
D. A. BELL.

Free Grid
JT is noticed that your contributor "Free
Grid " states that he is " sorry for
people who h<tve thrown their good wireless
sets away in favour of a wretched relay
service.·' \Ve take this opportullity of correcting '' Frt>e Grid ·' in this matter, and
it will bt' as well for him to be better informed on this SLtbject.

FREQUENCY

Axial response curve of the Blue Spot Dual loud speaker taken during the Wireless
W arld preliminary .tests.

gest, however, that at the beginning of each
series of reviews a short preface should be
inserted giving the limitations of the curves,
and that in the review of the actual loud
speaker the other characteristics should be
somewhat more fully discussed.
The British Blue Spot Co., Ltd.
London.

Television Research
THE Editorial on Television Research
(The Wireless World, March 29th) draws
attention to a serious situation if, as
implied, the E.M.I.-Marconi Company and
the Baird Company are unwilling to disclose
to interested persons the nature of the signals which will be employed for television
broadcasting.
Howt>ver, paragraph 4.2,
sections (a) and (d) of the Report of the
Television Committee states that, amongst
other things, the Advisory Committee
should advise on :
'· (a) The pt-rformance specification for
th<c> two sets of apparatus
. " (i.e., the
transmitting apparatus to be proviclt•cl by
the two companies).
" (d) The establishment of the essential
technical data governing all television trimsmissions, such as the number of lines per
picture, the number of pictures transmitted

A well-arranged relay network is capable
of handling a frequency range of 50 to
5,000 cycles, whch is considerably better
than the a vt·rage good wirelt>ss set (sic)! In
England, according to statistics at December 31st, 1934, some 200,00Q listeners have
availed themselves of '' this wretched service," and thousands are finding the advantages of rday every wet-k.
It is regrettable that such an authoritative
journal as The Wireless World (advertising
itself as '' Covering everv Wireless Interest") should print remar-ks calculated to
influence public opinion, which are in no
way justifit>cL
For and on behalf of
BRITISH RELAY WIRELESS, LTD.
L. F. 0DELL, Chief Engineer.
["Free Grid," in his comments, was discussing high-definition television, and the
sentence quoted above should, therefore, not
bt· dissociated from its cont<c>xt. The paragraph, it will bt> remembt>recl, went on to
say "Television programmes cannot well be
distributed from house to house bv wire
without an enormous expense for ~pecial
cables. Even then the unfortunate looker
would men·h· get rid of the short-wave receiver, and would still need some form of
cathode-ray tube or other scanning apparatus in his house. So he might just as well
have a complt'te television set."-Eo.]
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HINTS and TIPS
Practical Aids
to Better
Reception

method of short-circuiting comT HE
ponents in sequence and in accordance with a definite plan is often aclYocated as an aid to the rapid location of
faulty sections in a receiver; it can also
be used to locate a stage or section
c a us 1 n g crackling,
Shorthum, or other noises,
c!rcuiting with and is very successful
when applied in the
Safety
literal and obYious
way to a home-constructed set or to one
where access to components is easy and
whm a circuit diagram is available.
But it sometimes happens that the
receiver under test is unconventional,
both with regard to circuit and layout,
and, moreoYer, a circuit diagram is often
Jacking. In such cases the task is anything but easy, and, worse still, a shortcircuit applied in the wro11g place may
be disastrous. The purpose of this paragraph is to suggest a method of applying
what amounts to a short-circuit without
any risk of doing damage in the event of
a mistake. All that is needed is a fixed
condenser of about 4 mfds. of adequate
working voltage, say, 250 V or 300 V; if
these figures relate to AC working, no
fears need be entertained when dealing
with the a\·erage commercial receiver.
Two insulated test leads, each provided
with a crocodile clip, are connected to tht:
condenser terminals.
~------------------~+HT

will eveatually be reached at which co;luection of the clip stops the noise, but its
application to an earlier stage has no
efitct. The faulty stage has now been
found.
Having thus narrowed clown the field
of ~tarch. further and more detailed tests
of the components in the faulty section
can, in many cases, be made by the same
method still without risk of damage.
l\Iore conventional appliances can. if
ncce~sary, be used to complete the diagnosi~. but a lot of time ,,·ill have been
saved by the preliminary tt:st. If desin:d,
the condenser can be discharged between
tests by flicking the testing lead on to
the chassis.

appreciable inductance associated \Yith a
condenser (or stray cap<!city) implies a
risk of introducing an um\anted, and
possibly harmful, t\lned circuit which will
tend to modify the behaviour of the set.
A good example of the care which is
often necessary in selecting components
is to be found in the series resistance in
reaction circuits, frequently ad,·ocated as
a cure for erratic reaction control on long
waves. The position of this resistance,
which usually has a \'alue of 500 ohms
or so, is indicated in Fig. 2. In a recent

IRE-WOUND and composition reW sistances
tend to become more alike
Electrically
in external appearance.
speaking, the main difference between
these resistances is that the first are almost
certain to be more or less inductive, while
the latter are nonResistancesinductin.
From a
lnductive and
practical
point
of
view, this may be a
Non-inductive
matter of some nnportance when the resistor is built into a
receiver. It is fairly well known that,
although in most cases the presence of a
certain amount of inductance is harmless,
in others it is to be avoided at all costs.
In general, inductive resistances are particularly undesirable for "anti-parasitic"
purposes and for decoupling the screening
Any
grid feed circuits of HF nlves.

AMONGST THE

Fig. 2.~ The soo-ohm anti-parasitic resistance sometimes necessary for stabilising
reaction circuits should be non-inductive.

case where a wire-wound resistor was
inadvertently used for this purpose some
very puzzling and seemingly unaccountable effects were obser\'ed, the most
characteristic being that reaction became
uncontrollable at the lower wavelengths.

SHORT WAVES

By J. CODCHAUX ABRAILA'\IS
J\NY listener on short wan's to-day
must notice to what extent the number of transmissions heard now
emanate from Central and South American
cities. If, during the evening, you carry
out a search for transatlantic broadcasts.
barring a few announcements in the
English language which stamp the transmi~sion as of U .S.A. origin, most of the
~pecch now heard \Yould appear to be
eithu in the Portuguese or Spanish
Janguagt,;.
Conditions, generally, clnring the past
month or so ha\'e been fayourahle to the
capture of radio entertainments from long
distances, !~ut it has been a remarkable
fact that, on an a Hrage, the strongest
signals logged haw been those traus-

n

Fig. I. --A large condenser, connected as
shown in dotted lines, acts as a virtual shortcircuit so far as signal voltages are concerned,
but does not affect the DC circuits, even if
the test is wrongly made.

Tests may be made most easily and
rapidly by clipping one lead to the chassis
or earth terminal and joining the othcT in
turn to each anode, starting with the
Jutput Yalvc and working backwards
tow::nds the input end of .the set ; a point

mitted by comparatiwly small stations in
Venezuela, Colombia and other neighbouring South American countries.
In Yiew of the interest taken in new
'' loggings,'' the following table may
pron: of use to British short-\\'a,:e
listenns; it comprises mostly details collected either from personal experience or
gathered from reports received from
equally enthusiastic fans.
In a subsequent issue I hope to publish
uodul details of stations now working in
Central America ami the numerous islands
which abound in the West Indies, and
from \Yhieh, under fayourZJ.ble conditions,
broadcasts arc occasionally picked up in
Great Britain.
In Mexico, so far, we find only three
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short-waYe stations, of which two already
figure in many logs. XETE, operated
by the Ericcson Telephone Company
(P.O. Box 1,396) in Mexico City,
on 3 r. 25 metres (9, 6oo kc 1 s), is a regular
transmitter; XEBT, in the same city,
owned by a private company, El Buen
Tono S.A., works on 49.92 metres (6,oro
kci s), and usually relays programmes

from the medium-wave station XEB.
As a distinctive signal between .items it
uses a siren followed by three cuckoo
Dlls. Finally, a new station, XEC\-\',
\Yith the slogan El Caballero Santokun,
now transmits programmes on 50. I7
metres (5,9So kcjs). Reports should be
sent to Calle dd Bajio 120, Mexico City.
In view of the increased power of the
better-known stations such as those

already existing at Boundbrook, Wayne,
Schenectady, l\Iason, l\Iillis, and so on, in
the United" States, and the greater ease
\\'ith which their radio entertainments may
be tuned in during both clay and night
hours, there is less thrill attached to
listening to them. and for the more fastidious a search for thr more distant and
\\eaker stations in South America may be
recommended-good hunting!

ACTIVE SHORT-WAVE STATIONS IN SOUTH AMERICA
ARGENTINA.
Kcjs.
Call and Station.
Metres.
!0,3ii0
Monte Grande
28.\18
LSX
(Transradio ]•Jternacional San
l\In,rtin 32fl. Buenos Airei<).
6,355
LU1DA/LUSAB Buenos Aires
47.2
(Fdix GunthPr, Paseo Colon
4i0. Buenos Aires).
CP5
La Paz
CP5
La Paz
(:\f. Lopez Videla, Compania.
Hadio Boliviana, 63i, Castilla,
La Paz, BoliYia).

PSH

Marapicu ..

BOLIVIA.
l5.:Ho
19.6
G,080
49.3i

BRAZIL.
10,22()
19.35

PRF5
Rio de Janeiro
(Short Wa\'e Station PRF:i,
Caixa Postal 70!1, Rio dl'
Janeiro).

31.58

PRA8
Pernambuco
(Radio Club de l'ernambuco,
Avenicla Cruz Cnbuga 3!14,
Rccifc, Brazil).

49.5

Los Andes
CE32
(Ladi:;!ao Larrain. Callc HPrnlanos Clark, Lo~ A1ule~,
Aconcagua).
CE3AG
Santiago . .
(Lnis l\L Desmares, Casilla
761, Santiago).
HJ5ABE
HJ5ABH
HJ5ABF
HJ3ABD
().. !ford's
iiO!l).
HJ4ABB

Cali
Palmira
Popayan
Bogota
Hacliu ~<'n·ice, Box
Manizales ..

9,501.

G,060

Relays programmes from
Hadio Splendid (LRl).

Radio Illimani (da~· wave).
Hadio
Illimani
(night
wav<'). HP!ays CP.J., La
Paz (288.;') Ill. l,O.J-0
kcs.).

La Voz do Brasil, Time
Signal G.i\I.T. 00.00
(bells).
La \'oz do Hrasil (Tn
English: ~hort Wave
Sta.tion of the Govern·
ment. of Brazil.
Interval ~i•mal 3-note
gong.
6o:se~ \vith
Bra.zilian
Xational
Anthem.
A Voz do Xorte. ITntl'rval
Signal : Siren,' fade in
and out.

6,818

HJ 1 ABB
Barranquilla
(Elias ,f. l'elkt, Box 7l:i).
HJ1ABH
Cienaga
Pereira
HJ4ABC
HJ3ABF
BIJgota
(JI:moel .TosE' l'ribe y Cia,
Box :ni).
HJ2ABA
Tunja
HJ4ABN
Manizales ..

COLOMBIA.
21.42
14,000
3l.fil
!),400
36.!i!l
8,200
40.5Ci
7,400
42.0

7,140

42.2.3

7,100

42.67
42.86

7.030
7.000

Colombia Broadcasting.
La Voz de

Medellin ..
Manizales ..

6,(Hli

La\' oz cle lo' Lahoratorios
Fuentt"s.
Ondas d<· la Heroic·a.

6,080
(i,OiO
6.0GO

Itadiodifu ...;ora Xac;ional.

6,0i2

Emisora Atlantieo : 4
ehinH'c; PVl'rY 10 mins.

6,030
6.00;)

La \' oz cle la \'ictor.

5,976

La \' oz de Cuc·uta.

ii.!l.J.Il . ( [rregnlar).
;'\,H:!8 Cia f{adiodifltRom de
:\<TedPllin.
ii,lOO La \' oz de Colombia.

ECUADOR.
8.108.1 lnkrml Signal:
37.0
chime. ·~
6,810
44.o:;

~-tone

Box

l:l7.)

HC2RL
Guayaquil
(Station at Quinta PiP<lad).
Dr. ltoberto Levi. Box 7.)\l.
HC1FG
Riobamba
HC1MAR
HCJB

Ambato
Qui to

HC20C
HC2ET
HC2JSB
HCJB

Qui to
Guayaquil
Guayaquil
Qui to

1!i.4:i
46.15

G.600
G,500

46.50

G,4~0

47.(}2
48.0
48.58

G.300
G,250
7,175

48.78
4!).()2

6.lfi0

G,l20

4fl.l
4!l.l8

G,lOO

ZP10
Asuncion ..
(.Jnlio L. Roclriguez, Banco E'l
Hogar Argent.ino, Asuncion,
Paraguay.)

Calcla~.

YVQ
YV6RV

'1.>.00

6,GG7

4->.:Jl

6,6::!0

Opens nnfl dose' wit.h
.Et·ttadurian
National
Anthem.
Aqui ~:stacion el l'mdo,

46.!1\l
;'j(j

6.:lSfl
;,,:l.>i.l
(S•·p :li m.)

1].).0

+.fil:i.3

(i.>.~:2

HiOO
,L2H6

70
7:3

u

10

Maracay
Valencia

PARAGUAY.
36.0:.'
8,334

VENEZUELA.
4+.nn
G.fn:.!
46.10

6,;')(18

YV4RC
Caracas
(KoeiPdad Anonima de Hadio.)
YV3RC
Caracas
( Hennann Degwitz, Pa~a.je
Eanu·lla, Cara<'>tB.)

47.0.)

6,:Ji.>

48.78

6,150

YV2RC
Caracas
(Ci>t Anohirna v('!J()ZO!ana,
Box 2.00!!.)
YV14RC
Caracas
(Adolfo A.mite.-<aro\·e.)
Maracaibo
YV5RMO
(Santiago M. Vega,;, Box 214.)

49.08

6,112

4\l.:l

G,O!l4

Governtnent fitat.ion.
S. B. on fi7.) k('s. (clH.4 m.).
La \'oz dt• Carahobo.
Lnten·al Ni~Jt:tl: .l notes
(chinw~).

La Voz dE'! Yalle. Int<·rval ~ignal: 3 gong
notes.
Interval f;i[(nal: 4 bclk
La \~oz dP Ci('ll~lgn.
La Yoz dP l'<•rcim.
Interval Signal: Chin1cs
similar tc> X.I3.C.
(U.:'\.A.).
Eeos de Bo~·a('a.

(Box :"\0.)

HJ4ABG
HJ4ABL

HCJB
Quito
(:\1ision Evanjc!ica.)
HC1JW
Quito
(Victoriano Salvador,

58.82

tl,!OI)

6,100

(i':iec :l7 m.)

( HobPrto \'. Baena, Box 17:;).

HKE
Bogota
(Xational Ohsnvatory of San
Bartolom<' ).
HJ5ABB
Cali
HJ5ABG
Cali
(Antonio J. Hestrepo, Box
200).
HJ4ABF
Medellin
HJ5ABD
Cali
(l\liguel Hints).

HJ5ABC
Cali
(H. Angulo.)

Ke 1s.

Hioban1btt.

CHILE.
9,375
32.0

11.0

Call and Station.
Metres.
4H.J8
HJ1ABC
Quibo
HJ1ABE
4!1.!8
Cartagena ..
(Antunio L. Fuentes, P.ox 31 ).
4'l.~
HJ1ABD
Cartagena ..
(Fram·o CovE" y Cia, Box 252).
4B.:l4
HJN
Bogota
HJ1ABF
4HA:!
Barranquilla
4\l ..)
HJ4ABD
Medellin ..
(SeE' H.J3ABD).
4!).(i.)
HJ1ABG
Barranquilla
(P.O. Box H!i.)
40.7.>
HJ4ABI
Medellin
49.~Hi
HJ3ABH
Bogota
(Box 565.)
GO.:!
HJ2ABC
Cucuta
(P. C. Ranchez, Cucuta.)
;)(),.))
HJ1ABJ
Santa Marta
!iO ..'i!l
HJ4ABE
Medellin

6,110

Eros d<·l OccidPHk. fn.
terval Sig:ual : Blasts
on a ·motor horn.

Ha.diodifusora Vt·nez;olana.
In terya.l Ni_!..(lla I : 4- notes
on gong~. c )pen:-: with
fanfarP of trumpets and
pPal of IJ<'lk
S.B. on :112.:1 m. (!lfi()
k<·s.).
Y\'IIW.
Internt! ~ignal : + belk

5,850 Ladv

di·

An!lOlliKPr.

Eeos

CaribP.
Interval
Signal : l strok(' on
gong followed by ,;hort
run of notes.
Prof!l'anunc
opPns
and
elo,;e>; with Blue Danube
Waltz.
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Ultra-Short Waves
Facilities for Experiment Needed
EVER,:.lL correspondents ha\·e
written to us suggesting that
the B.B.C. might perform a
useful service to those who
are experimenting with the development of ultra-short wave receivers for
television requirements if they \voulcl
activate a transmitter for some regular
telephony on these wavelengths.
The B.B.C. has, it is unucrstoocl, a
short-wave transmitter on the roof of
Broadcasting House already available,
and a most useful temporary service
could be inaugurated with, it may be
presumed, very little expense.
Such a service would not, of course,
remove the obligation we feel exists,
which was the subject of a Leader in
our issue of March 29th, that all those
working on television should have
equal facilities for their research \VOrk.
The longer the B.B.C. service of high
definition is delayed the more unfair
is this situation where only t\vo concerns operate transmitters and arc
aware of the natnre of the transmissions
and the working times.
It might, of course, be argued
that anyone interested in ultra-short
wave receivers for commercial sound
and television reception should be
prepared to put up a transmitter for
which they could obtain an experimcntallicence from the Post Office, but
this seems to be a needless expense,
for the value of the station would be
of comparatively short duration, as
reception of the B.B.C. transmissions
would, at a later elate, remove 1.hc
necessity for snch private stations.
Again, in the case of the two companies
to which we haw already referred,
their expenditure on transmitters is
productive seeing that the Television
Committee has recommended that they,
or their associated companies, should

S
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COMMEN1~
supply to the B.B.C. the transmitters
for the permanent service.
There is no doubt that if experiment:::}
transmissions of ultra-short \\'a\ e
broadcasting, even if confmed to som cl
at first, could be made available at
once, it \\'Ould assist grcJ.tly in the
development of suitable apparatus
wherewith to receive the B.B.C. service
when it is inaugurated and would be
valued by the industry as a whole and
by a vast number of experimenters.

Wireless and
Electricity Supply
YEAR or two ago it was a
comparatively common thing
to meet with cases where local
electricity supply authorities raised
objections to wireless sets being connected to the power meter and tried to
insist on all sets being run from a
lighting circuit and paying in consequence a higher rate for the current
consumed, although a lighting rate is
intended only for illumination.
The idea that wireless sets ought to
be connected to the lighting supply
probably arose at a time when valves
gave an appreciable light \Vhen working. We should have thought that by
now the position was sufficiently well
understood for supply companies to
have long since desisted from trying to
exact the lighting rate for wireless.
Dnt we arc mistaken, for only recently
we hear that the Bexlev Urban District
Council in Kent has is-sued a notice to
consumns " that it is illegal for. you
to obtain electricity for wireless purposes at the heating rate of charge."
Surely local supply authorities could
consult some competent body, such as
the Electricity Commissioners, before
taking such action. Let us hope they
v,·ill do so in this case and withdraw
this ill-advised notice to consumers.

A
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Short-wave Converter
By
H. B.

DE~T

Concluded from
page 361 of last
week's issue.

Construction and Operation of a T wo .. range
Superheterodyne Unit

T

HIS article completes the description of a unit zvhich should
make a strong appeal to anyone interested in short-wave
reception because of its simplicity and a remarkably good performance, due to the inclusion of new and important features.
In the following pages the construction and operation of the
short-wave converter is described with full details of the coils and
other special parts.

T

HE converter and its power
supply unit arc assembled Jn
separate metal chassis which
from the dimensional drawings
will be seen arc identical in size. They
arc made from No. 18 SWG sheet aluminium, and all the components are fixed
in position with 4BA or 6BA screws as
the occasion demands. The construction
of the power pack is quite straightforwari
and will not be dealt with in detail as th,~
drawings and illustrations are selfexplanatory.
For the converter unit,
however, a few special items are needed ;
these include the coils, two brackets, one
for the main tuning condenser and one for
the aerial trimming condenser C2, also a
two-part screen made from the same gaug.c
aluminium as the chassis.
The aerial coils are wound on two
separate formers, each consisting of a 2in.
length of Becol No. 3 six-wing coil
former, rin. in diameter overall. These
arc mounted on a block of wood 3in. x
r 1:\)n. x tin., and the complete unit fixed
to the vertical aluminium screen by a !in.
No. 6BA screw and nut.
The top former of the assembly carries
the range one, that is to say, the shorter
waveband, coil which actually consists of
two separate windings L2 arid L3 joined
in series for this range by the single-pole
switches Sr and S2. Each has exactlv
4~ turns of No. r8 SWG tinned coppe'r
wire, the turns being spaced ~in. apart.

Both coils are wound in the same direction, and the start and finish of each is
passed through a hole in one of the win!,;s
and a short length, about tin. extension,
left as a connecting lug. Incidentally,
the terminal points of these coils are all
on different wings, for in order to avoid
a gap between adjacent turns the beginning of the second 4l turns starts from
the adjacent wing to that at which the l1rst
section terminates. This adYances the
end of the coil L3 one ,,·ing beyond the
beginning of coil L2. This can be followed from the drawings.
For the aerial coupling 3§ turns of No.
34 DSC, or any fine gauge wire available,
are wound in the spaces between the turns
on coils L2 and L3, this winding being
equally disposed about the centre and
giving equal coupling to both coils.
Coil L4, which is brought into circuit
on range two, consists of eighteen turns of
No. 20 DCC wound in two equal parts so

Covers a Waveband
of 13.5 to 50 metres

that the centre tapping can be maclc by
looping the finish of one half and the start
of the other through a hole in a \\'ing.
Each half of nine turns is wound to occupy
-r~rin., and the space betwecu the hYo \Yind·
ings is ~in.
The finish of coil L2, nearest the \YonJ
block, is joined to the beginning, also the
wood block end, of L4, whilst the termination of this coil is in turn joined to
the start of L3. Therefore, the adjacent
centre ends of L2 and L3 join respectiYcly
to the two ends of L4. The interconnection of these coils should be made so that
they agree with the theoretical conccptioa
as shown in the circuit diagram in Fig. r.

Oscillator Coil
The oscillator coil is comparatin~ly
straightforward, as both range r and
range 2 coils are wound on a 3in. length
of No. 3 Becol former. L6 has nine turns,
spaced iin., of No. 20 SWG tinned copper
wire, and L5, seventeen turns of No. 20
DCC. One half-inch separates the two,
and L5 is wound to occupy a shade over
iin. This means that the turns are very
slightly spaced. The inductance '"ill he
the same if DSC \Yire with greater spacing
between turns is used. Each of these
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If the copper foil used to screen the primary winding on the HF output transformer is glued to
a long strip of paper as shown, the overlapping ends will be adequately insulated.
A
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AC Short-wave Converterwindings is separately terminated as the
padding condenser CS is joined between
them.
•
The output HF transformer is wound
on a 2in. length of Iin. diameter Paxolin
tube. The primary is put on first and has
IIO turns of No. 34 DSC with a tappin~;
made by passing the ssth turn through :t
hole in the former and soldering it to one:
of the top lugs, these being fashioned by
looping a turn of No. 20 SWG wire
through a hole and twisting the ends together. Over this is wound three layers
of medium thickness drawing paper, the
width of the strip being slightly greater
than the winding length. Now follow~
the electrostatic screen consisting of a
strip of thin copper, or aluminium, foil
just long enough to encircle the coil and
owrlap by about ~in., but the onrlappinc:
ends must not touch or contact with each
other, thus forming a complete metallic
sheath.
The best way to guard against this is
to cut another strip of paper the same
width as the first, but long ~nough to make
fonr lappings of the former. Now cut the
foil slightly narrower and glue one end to
the paper ~in. from the edge. Allow io
dry before proceeding further.
Incidentally, the screen must be earthed,
and this is accomplished by leaying a
short lug protruding at the side that falls
nearest the base of the coil and at the end
of the foil strip stuck to the paper. Now
smear a little gum on the paper strip, on
the ~in. overlap, and wind round the coil
with the foil on the inside, first positioning the lug on the foil so that it coincides
with the hole in the Paxolin former that
takes the small 6BA screw holding the

AERIAL COIL

OF
9

6

7
17 TURNS OF
N(! 20DCC WIRE

OSC. COIL

Constructional details of the coils ; these comprise a dual-range aerial coil, an oscillator coil and
a screened primary HF output transformer.

bent fixing bracket. When the coil is
assembled on the chassis the electrostatic
screen will be automatically earthed !Jy
the coil mounting.
\'l'hen placing on the foil and its paper
backing it will be found that the paper
strip is interposed between the owrlap of

the foil, so effectively insulating it.
Finally fix by a little glue.
When dry the secondary winding, consisting of IIO turns of No. 34 DSC, as for
the primary, is put on; the start and
finish can pass through holes in the former
and then join to the top lags, but the
winding had bes': be
fixed in position \l'ii!J
a 1i t t 1e a cl h e s i ,. '·
smeared on tbc b;t
turn at each end sv
that it is glued to the
paper below.
The remaincle~· "t
t h c
construction1l
work is largely
straightforward for it
comprises making t1':o
aluminium chassis t;)
the specification in the
drawings and the t\yo
s m a 11

The position of the oscillator coil, padding condenser. CB and aerial trimming condenser C2 can be seen on this underside
view of the converter chassis.
A
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bracl:cL.

The chassis can !1r~
', obtained with all
holes drilled, ;~n' 1
no doubt by tlw
time this appears :n
print the coils also \Yill
be a \'ailable, but the
full construction<1l details arc given for the
benefit of re a cl er s
desiring to make their
own.
No particular sequence need be followed in assembling
the parts on the
chassis as practically
all the fixing holes at:e

AC Short-wave Converter-

accessible. In a few cases a fixing screw
serves for two purposes, for example, the
right-hand 4BA screw in the rearmost of
the two valve holders on the conn~rtcr
chassis passes through the bracket on the
oscillator coil below the chassis, but the
back bracket of this coil is held in position
by a 6BA screw ancl nut.
The front screw holding down the preset condenser CS for padding on range
two is obscured by the oscillator trimming condenser C4, so that the former
should be assembled first.
It would be advisable to attach the cable
to the five-way connector before fixing the
block to the chassis, as this operation may

ebonite extension rod is interposed, one ,;f
the Eddystone 3in. rods being cut to the
length req uircd, the brass collar removed
from the waste piece and refitted on the
end of the r1in. piece. This is attached to
the spindle \vhen assembling the condenser
on its bracket.
Another insulated bracket is required for
the two-gang condenser on the top of the
chassis, as in this case both moving and
fixed vanes of each section are at high HF
potential. The oscillator tuning condenser, which is the rear section, cannot have
either its stator or rotor earthed as a
Hartley circuit is employed, whilst the
same applies to the front section, since it
tunes the input circuit of a pair of push-

present case, a piece of brass is cut and
shaped as shown in the drawings of the
bracket.
The dial is not joined direct to the condenser shaf{ but insulated therdrom by ,1
Cyldon flexible coupler, one side of which
has a fin. hole to take a short length <Jf
brass rod to link up the dial, whilst the
other side has a 1tin. hole to match the
condenser spindle.
Before commencing the wiring a little
time should be devoted to studying carefully the illustrations, wiring plan, and
theoretical diagram. It is sometimes very
helpful to gum a slip of paper on each component with its key lettering coinciding
with the circuit diagram as the latter can

0
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The practical wiring plan and layout of the components on the converter chassis.

be found a little awkward if left until the
last.
The 15 mmfd. trimming condenser,
Cz, is insulated from the chassis by
mounting it on a piece of thin ebonite,
though Paxolin would serve as well, fitted
with a bent metal bracket for fixing to the
chassis. As the bracket is mounted with
the fixing holes underneath the condenser
it should be screwed in position before the
condenser is assembled. It could not be
mounted on the front side of the chassis
for both moving and fixed vanes are Zit
high HF potential, for although an insulated bush could be used hard capacity
would affect the tuning.
So a din.

pull valves. The special Cyldon model
used has a small metal partition insulated
from either section, and this is attached by
6BA nuts and bolts to the two half-sections
of the vertical screen. A front support is
provided by an insulated bracket, details
of which are given in the drawings.
~
The wooden block to which this small
ebonite panel is screwed has a shallow
recess cut out of the front to take the foot
of the positioning lug on the Polar dial.
There is no means of rigidly fixing this
dial other than by its bent metal extension
lug, which in a more orthodox assemblage
would be bolted to the chassis of" a gang
condenser. To secure it therefore in the

then be used as a reference when actually
wi1ing the converter and mistakes thereby
avoided. The practical plan and the illustrations show the run of the wiring, and
this should be followed as far as possible.
When connecting up the unit to a broadcast set the converter output positin· terminal is joined to the aerial socket, or
terminal, on the set and that marked negative to the earth terminal. The earth lead
can be left attached to the set or transferred to the converter. It mav be found
that the "live" lead, that joi1;ing to the
aerial terminal, requires screening- to prevent the shmi-wave oscillator ,·oltages
being conveyed to the broadcast set by
A
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coupling between this lead and the oscillator condenser. Should it be necessary :t
length of the same screened slccving as
used for some of the wiring in thc unit can
be employed; the metal sheathing forming the earthed connection.
With the broadcast set adjusted to 500
metres and the converter connected to its
power pack, \Ye are ready for the preliminary tests.
While range one, the
shorter, which is brought into use by rotating the wa \"e-change switch anti-clockwise,
should be dealt with first, if the tests are
made during the evening when signals on
this band are not at their best, range two
should be used.
The series padding for range one is obtained by a fixed condenser Cg, so that
the adjustments for range two arc not
dependent on any adjustments for the
lower band other than that of the parallel
trimmer C4. However, any corrections
can always be made later if found necessary.
Thc pre-set condenser Cn, tuning the
output transformer primary, is now set to
its maximum capacity and backed off
about half a turn ; the oscillator trimming
condenser, C4, is adjusted with its plates
just engaging and Cz set to about half its
capacity.
The oscillator and aerial circnits are now
lined up at the bottom of the range, the
main tuning condenser being set at about
IO degrees on the scale.
C4 only should
be used for this adjustment, but very little
capacity is needed or the oscillator will be
set to the wrong beat. It must be adjusted
to a higher frequency than the aerial, that
is to say, a slightly lower wavelength. At
first thi~ may be a little difficult to judge,
particularly in a quiet situation, but the

___.- 220-0- 220V
30mA

E

Position of the components on the power pack chassis and the wiring details.

range two has a coverage of from z6.5 to
53 metres. Zeesen, vvorking on 31.45
metres, should tune in at about 6o on a

r8o-degree scale on range two, while
GSD, the Empire station on 25.53metres,
is receiwd at about r66 on range one.

FOR READING THE ABACS

,------------------------------------------------,

I A full-size blue print of the wiring diagrams, I

\ incladin,~ tlze constructional detail' of the coil>, \
1 is available from the Publishers, Dorset Hous~,
1
I Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.
Price Is. fid. 1
~dfrn

I
! ________ -

-
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---------------------------------I

scnsitivit\· of the unit can usually be
gauged 1)_~,, the background noise. As the
oscilbtor and aerial circuits can lw lined
up at t\Yo settlings of C4, that giving th':
smallbt capacity is the correct one.
Now rotate the tuning di;cd to about 160
degrees on the scale and adjust C8 fur best
sensiti,·itv. There will be several stations
working 'about this wa vdength so that the
adjustment can be made on a signaL It
mu~t be remembered that adjustments of
CK alter the o~cillator frequency, and the
main conden,.;er must be corrected accordingly.
Tlwre arc no reliable key stations that
can lll' takt•n as a guide when setting up :1
slwrt-wa w converter, bnt the ganging is
far less difficult in practice than its written
dbcription implies. The aerial circuit is
not ~o critical that it precludes receiving
something even though it be badly out of
adjustment, and this is all to the good.
Further, the aerial trimmer Cz gives a clue
to any misganging and corrections are
easily made.
When correctly set up the unit will tune
on range one from 13 to zg metres, while
A
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DRUDGERY OF CALCULATIONS AVOIDED.-Many constant use_ of our Radio Data Charts
(including the technical staff of "The Wireless World" themselves) use a fiat celluloid ruler
scored with a fine line. This is an improvement over the plain non-transparent ruler, but a
reader (Mr. Stanley Pulsford) has devised an even more rapid and convenient way of taking
readings. As shown in this photograph, a carrier for the book of charts is fitted with guides for
two adjustable slides ; each of these carry a needle through the eyes of which is passed a thread
kept taut by weights. The tensioned thread acts as an indicating line.
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The B.B.C.'s Flying Squad
First Description of the New
Mobile Recording Unit
OLLOF/ISG t!tc lead of the German Reichsrundfunk
the B.B.C. now records outdoor C'Vents for subsequent
broadcasting, using a mobile unit for the purpose. Here
zs the first illustrated account of the Corporation's latest
" mystery ·van."

F

L

'S than six \\ceks old, the Mobile

The van is even more

self-effacing in appearRecording I3ranc h is the B. B. C.'s
ance than a police
youngest "baby "-a healthy, incar.
dependent infant admitting no
filial ties \Yith the Outside Broadcasting
Department, and answerable for ib com- testing and placing
ings and goings only to the chid ot ihc of microphones ; he
Presentation Branch.
also supplies the comOne day its vehicles may run to a fleet, mentary and himself
but at present the branch owns a s'm;L,; does the sub-editing
Yan, referred to officially as the :\Iobile Re- · and "mixing" at Broadcasting House,
cording Unit, and manned by a crew of handing oYer the completed sound picture
to Mr.· Coatman's department for incorfive, with l\Ir. H. L. Fletcher in charge.
As an example of the independence of the
poration in the News Bulletins, or to the
section it may be mentionC'd that Mr.
Dramatic Department for the garnishing
Fletcher not only superYises the installaof a feature programme.
tion of the gear when the unit arrives at
The "Flying Squad"- to use its
familiar nickname- enjoys a freelance
its predetermined pitch, and helps in the

existence. Whereas the '' 0. H.'' department is concerned primarily \Yith the business of direct broadcasting and is largely
governed by· the time factor, the Flvin!-'.
Squad can go anywhere at any time,
capture the wanted sounds. and amble
hom<· again to Broadcasting Hous<c with a
tolerable disregard for the passing hour~.
Sometimes, o'! course, a rush job is involved, and on such occasions the ea bl<~
can be run out and tlw microphom s
erected, fire brigade fashion. inside the
~pace of five minutes. The retllrn jonrmy
to Broadca~ting House is then up to the
best tire brig;1de traditions.
The van is a Morris Commercial, and
the whole of the interior is occupied by
the recording equipment in cluplie<1 te, each
section consisting of turntable. A and B
amplifiers, and batteries. Thev are linktJ
by <1 mixing pand with provis.ion for four
microphone circuits.

Recording in Duplicate

The recording gear in action. Twelve-inch metal discs are used with a facing of cellulose
compound, In practice recording is usually carried out in duplicate.

The 12-inch recm'ds, which play fnr
four minutes each, are composed of met:ll
covered \\'ith a cellulose complllmd in
which the sound groove is cut. lmmecliatdy a record is completed it is harclcm·d
by dipping in acl'tic acid and can the11 be
played hack at lnst a dozen times without
]Wi'Cl'jltibJe \\Ti!L
HLTording is usually· carried out in
duplicate to guard against accidents, but
\vhcn a continuous sound picture, lasting
more than four minutes, is required, recm·ding is done in the manner of cigarette
chain smoking. i.e., first one turntable and
then the other is employed, with a small
overlap to preserve continuitv.
The Yan is even more self-effdcing in
appearance than a police car, but even !"o
it i~ sometimes impossible to bring it
nearer than a hundred yards to the scene
of activity.
Actually several hundred
yards of cable can be used when necessary,
A
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The B.B.C.'s Flying Squadin conjunction with the small We3tern
Electric moYing coil microphones. These
are wry sensitiYe and highly directional,
and great care has to be observed in positioning them to obtain the best rr~ults.
Thr van is a sdf-containrcl unit, power
being derin·d from accumulators which an.:
charged by dynamos driven by the car
motor.
\Vht·n the unit is in operation each nL·mber of tlw " crew" is at his appointed
station.
Sometimes the commentator
makv~ his observations on the' spot, speaking into a microphone which is already
picking up the wanted sounds. Sometimt·s he must discreetly retire from the
crowd to gin· his comm~ntary on the scat
m·xt to the driver, whose compartment is
enclosed and practically sound-proof. thus
providing a miniature studio.

Record Editing
\Vhen thl' section fold up their tents
like th~· Arabs. the next piece of \mrk is
in the "play-back" room at Broadcasting
House, where the various records taken arc
played through a mixing panel, the best
sections t·xtracted and re-recorded, and the
whole sub-edited much in the same manner as a news film.
Tlw Flying Squad maintains its own
library of n·cords at Broadcasting Houst·
and these are already in demand by tht.·
Efftocts Department as they form an in·
Yaluablc supplement to the existing Blattnerphone records.
The Unit's first task was the recording
in comwction with the feature programme,
"Gale \\'arning." which was such a snccc~s a month ago.
This involved Yisits
to Battersea and Lots Road Power Station~,
and other noisy places.
But the most exciting piece of work for
all concerned has been the recent recording for "Railway Rh.ythm," tht• special
fea tnre to be presented in the l{cgional
programme on 1\Iay rst. To get sound
effects in the railway shunting yards at

Mr. Fletcher in the Courtyard of the Guildhall,
London, last week when he gave his commentary on the arrival of the officers and
men of H.M.A.S. "Australia."
A
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The engineer-in-charge adjusting one of
tht> microphones intended for picking up
band music and sounds of marching.

1\Iarch (Cambs), the Yan \Yas run on to a
truck, tra\·clling to and fro O\'tT the mdab
for nearly t\YO milt·s, while Claudt· H nlbert
supplied .. a running commentary of gags
which are 110\\" in cold storage awaiting
releasl'.
E. C. T.

Short-wave
Broadcasting
SPELL of marvellous conditions
coincicled with the beginning of
April, and shows no sign of falling
ofT, '" is nsualh· tht' case. Tht' Amf·rican
stations on the ·l<J· and r()-mf•tre Jnnrb arl'
coming in with grt"ater strength and
rdiabilily than tht'y have donf" for mon·
than a vear, and tlwre are distinct ~igns
that the favourable b•ndency of the stm-spol
<\Tie is making itself felt.
Together with this g<>Iwral improvenwnt
we h:1 n~ also the beneficial efft;ct of the
longt'r hm1rs of daylight, with tht· result
that Uw 19-metre band is still "alive,. as
latt• as 10 p.m. or even after. The 20-metre
amateur band is usually full of American
sign ab up till I r. 30 p. m., and some of the
U.S.A. " 'phones " on that band are quite
comparable in strength with the broadcast
stations.
Forty-nine metres is beginning to be
troubled a little by atmospherics, and, as
always happens, the popularity cf that
band will probably fall off during the
summer in favour of the shorter waves.
The Empire programme for Jubilee Week
is one of the most ambitious yet attempted
by the B.B.C., and includes direct transmissions or electrical recordings of all the
principal programmes of the w;,ek.
The

A

new experimental transmissions to Western
Canada, from 3 a.m. till 4 a.m., on Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, will con·
tinue until further notice. They are being
well received.
The comparatively new station, VK3LR,
at Lvudhurst, Australia, in the 31-metre
baud: is achit·ving a world-wide reputa.
tion. Hardly a letter reaches me in which
it is not m~ntioned.
VK3LR frequently
relays the Empire programme to Australian
listeners, and several British listeners have
heard the Daventry programmes over a
distance of 22,000 miles or so!
VKzl\IE (Sydney) also claims a fair share
of attentilin from listeners in this country
on Sundav afternoons.
This station, for
some listeners, is actually described as
'' providing an alternativ~' Sunday programme to the B.B.C." The strength of
signals appt·ars to vary vt•ry little from one
week-end to another, and consistently clear
reception is possible with the most modest
of short-wave receivers.
A letter from an Australian reader gives
an insight int.o the extraordinary diversity
of short-wavl' reception .in diffenmt parts
of the world. Most of the Americans who
an· so consistent in this country are absolutely unreliable to this particular reader,
whost· chief stations are those that we do
not often lwar in England.
ZHJ (Penang), ZHI (Singapore), KA Y
(l\'Ianila), VPu\ (Fiji) and some of the
stations in lndo-China are, of course,
" locals " for Australian listeners.
How
many British listeners can claim to have
ht·ar~l the· f1rst four?
Several Australian commercial telephony
stations transmit music, or relay othPr
stations, for experimental purposes.~ Among
these. an· ~~ydney (VLK), on 30.7 metres,
and 1\I,·lbournt' (VIY), on 24.98 mc·tres.
Several of the R.C.A. stations at Rocky
Point, N .J., also relay broadcast programmes, and are often so strongly received
in this country that they eclipse the actual
broadcast stations. There is one at the lowfrequt>ncy end of the 20-metre amateur
band-probably WQP-that is heard nearly
every day.
Tl;e Italian relays of programmes from
Tokio (]OAK) continue to mystify and disappoint short-wave listeners. Many are the
disillusions that follow these transmissions
when the Italian announcer clearly gives the
call-sign of tlw station IRM!
MEGACYCLE.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
of
"Rejectostat"
T
at·rial systr·n1 for
suppZ"ession
of ekcirical intnlnencr· has rccr·nt!y been r·xl!E

sCOfW

scn·t·w~d

illf'

K.B.

tlH·

tvnd~..·d to <"nablP up tn T,oO~) n·cf'ivers to he
npt·n.1 ~f-'d siJnl,ll tatH~ousl y frcn1 a single aeriaL

A ],ooklr·l rlPscril>inJS this commanity af,rial
system :cs applied to },locks of llats, hotels,
de .. has !wen prepa:·ecl, and copies arC" av:J.ilahh- from KolstPr-Bra;,,k:;, Ltd., Cray \Vo,·ks.
Sidcup, T\•·nt.
The largre Class " B" :::.;nplifier illustratc·cl
on page 28 r of our issuf' for March z:znd, 1935,
is a product of Sifam Amplifiers, York Works,
Browning Street, Londou, S.E.17. This firm
specialise in the production of amplifiers with
outpuis !Jdween 20 and 250 watts.
The prict·s
spt·akers are
tweeter \dth
atbchecl to a
sm:tll . horn;
o,ooo c/s. £3
PPM/TKJ,
former).

of the latest models of Celestion
as follows :-TKj, a high-not<'
an excc·ndingly light moving coil
small aluminium diaphragm, with
freque-ncy band from I ,500 to
qs. (complf:ie with transformer);
£~
8s. (complt'lc with trans·
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Heart Testing by
Cathode Ray
A Description of the Cossor..
Robertson Cardiograph

A

MONG the many new applirations of the cathode
ray tube is that of prm:>iding physicians u·ith a
reliable and instantaneous "picture" of the functioning of a patient's heart. Tin's artzde e:xp!ains how
the readings are made and lzow earlier electrical
methods of heart testing are being superseded

The testing equipment in action.

T

o

be able to obtain an electrical
" picture " of the human heart
at work enormously simplifies
the task of the physician in the
treatment of cardiac complaints.
It is
now possible to gain considerable insight
into the disease proccsst·s affecting the
heart, and to make invaluable deductions,
by studying the time relation and the
shape of electrocardiograms taken in
three "leads," i.e., between the right
and left hands of the subject, between
the right hand and left foot, and betwt'en
the left hand and left foot.
To provide these electrocardiograms,
an interesting application of the Cathode]-{ay Oscillograph is now being employed.
That there is an dcctrical change
accompanying the heart beat in the
human subject was first demonstrated by
A. D. Wailer in this country in 1887. He
used the Capillary Electrometer, which
\\'as being used at that time by many
physiologists to study the minute potcntials produced by the activity of li,·ing
tissues. It was not until I903, however,
when the Strint~ Galvanometer was invented by Einthovl·n, of Lcydt>n, that
the detailed study of the human electrocardiogram was begun and that the electrical changes accompanying disease of
the heart were im-cstigated. One of the
lir:;t physicians in this country to realise
the importance of dcctrocanliography as
an aid to medical diagnosis was Sir
Thomas Lewis, and it is to him that wc
owe a great deal of our (•xact knowledge
of the human electrocardiogram, both in
normal subjects and in diseased conditions. The String Galvanometer has so
far been the standard instrument used in

clcctrocardiography, and
most of the electrocardiograms illustrating medical
articles and text-books are
taken with its aid. It has,
however, a number of disadvantages as a practical
instrument for use in medical practice.
These are detailed below. The designers
of the Cossor-Robcrtson Cardiograph have
been able to eliminate all these disadvantages in their new instrument.

The Human Electrocardiogram
Fig. I illustrates typical curves obtained from a normal subject by means
of the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph. In
the ordinates, I cm. represents I millivolt, and in the abscissa 2 ems. represent
I second.
These three curves are taken in Einthoven's three standard "leads," to
which reference has already been made.
They are as follow : Lead 1.- The instrument is connected between the right hand and the
left hand of the subject by means of
sheets of metal, surrounded by pads
soaked in saline solution ; the curve
(Lead I of Fig. I) represents potential
differences appearing across the base of
the heart, as indicated in Fig. z.
Lead 11.-- The connection is between
the right hand and the left foot, ami the
curve (Lead Il of Fig. I) n·pre:.;ents the
p d along the long axis of the hl'art.
Lead Ill.- Th{; connection is between
left hand and left foot, and the curve
(Lead lll of Fig. I) shows the p d appearing along the left border of the heart.
Contrary to usual electrical convention,
potcntials appearing abm·e the base line
an? negative (in Fig. I), since it is found
that acti,,ity in li,·ing tissues is accompanied by the relati\'e clectronegativity
of the active part compared with an inactive part of the same tissue, so that

a current will tend to flow in an outside
circuit in a direction \Yhich is from the
inactive part towards the active part.
That is, considering Lead li as an
example, at the point R (vide Fig. I,
Curve Il), that part of the heart nearer
the right hand, namely, its base, JS in
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Fig. I.-Normal electrocardiograms recorded in the three '' leads '' by means of
the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph.
Each
complete wave form represents the electrical
events accompanying one heart beat. In
the ordinates, I cm. represents r millivolt,
and in the abscissa, 2 ems. represent I second.
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Heart Testing by Cathode Rayactive contraction at this instant of time,
as compared with the apex of the heart,
which is nearer the left foot.
Einthoven designated the peaks of the
normal electrocardiogram P, Q, R, S, and

must be some distortion due to this cause.
Further, as the fibre is connected directly
in Circuit with the patient, two important
electrical defects become apparent. The
first of these is that the fibre (or
"string"), having usually a resistance
of about 3,000 ohms, draws an appreciable current from the patient, and this
will distort the curve of potential difference, giving a false idea of electrical
events happening within the heart. Since
this current flows, it is also necessary to
use non-polarisable electrodes for the connection of the instrument to the patient,
and it has been shown by Lewis and
others that if this is not clone appreciable
distortion may occur, due to polarisation
of the electrodes. Such electrodes add to
the difficulties of transport.
The second defect is clue to the fact
that there exists a DC component of the
voltage from any individual clue to what
are loosely called "skin currents," which
are constant potential differences caused
partly by contact potentials between the
electrodes used and the skin, and partly
by the activity of the skin ibelf.
Using the Cathode Ray Oscillograph

Fig. 2. -Illustrating the three classical
electrocardiographic leads. The dotted lines,
indicating the lines of potential difference
through the heart in each case, are purely
diagrammatic and must not be thought to
exist as shown.
The arrows show the
direction of the current for each lead.

T, as shown in Fig. r. The exact bioelectrical nature of the curve is still not
known, but it is known that the component wave P corresponds to events
happening in the auricles, the small collecting chambers of the heart into which
the veins empty their blood, while Q, R,
S, and T are associated with events occurring in the ventricles, which are the large
pumping chambers of the heart.
The String Galvanometer, by its nature,
has a number of disadvantages as a practical medical instrument.
It is, first, J.
delicate instrument, and it is not difficult
to break the fine fibre either by
mechanical shock or by an overload voltage. Partly for this reason, and partly
owing to its weight and bulk, it is not a
portable instrument, although ingenious
portable string galvanometers are available. For this reason it is not possible to
convey it to the bedside of a patient
suffering with acute heart trouble, and
very often an electrocardiogram in such
a case may be of the utmost value to the
attending physician. It is necessary, also,
to wait for the development of photographic material before the electrocardiogram is available for inspection; there is
no possibility of an immediate visible
record of the curve. Secondly, the String
Galvanometer shares with all other electromechanical instruments the disadvantage of a moving part which has mass,
and, therefore, introduces inevitable distortion by reason of inertia.
In the case of the String Galvanometer
the mass of the string is small, but it is,
newrtheless, appreciable, so that there
A9

In the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph
all these disadvantages inherent in the
String Galvanometer have been overcome
by the use of the Cathode Ray Oscillograph, combined with an amplifier of
special design and with certain other circuit
arrangements. In addition, it has been
possible to add some new features, which
make the instrument of greater practical
use to the physician. It is not proposed
here to do more than outline some of the
electrical arrangements of the instrument.

ing to the electricity supply available. In
the case of AC mains it takes the form
of the usual transformer and rectifying
valve arrangement.
In this particular unit there is also a.
circuit whereby interference from the AC
mains, which is for the most part picked
up capacitatively by the patient himself,
is exactly neutralised, so that it cannot
interfere with the electrocardiogram. This
is done by opposing to the interfering 50
cycle sine wave a sine wave exactly equal
in amplitude and opposite in phase, obtained from the interfering AC mains
source itself, and so, obviously, of exactly
the correct frequency. Previously it was
nearly always necessary, where the main
electric supply is by AC, for the doctor to
have to switch off the current at the main
before it was possible to get any sort of
readable electrocardiogram. The other
type of HT supply unit is a small rotary
convertor, specially made by Rotax,
Ltd., for the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph. The input voltage for this is 12
volts, so that it is possible to run it either
from a rz-volt accumulator, which may
be the motor-car accumulator, where the
instrument is used in country places
where there is no electricity supply, or,
by means of a specially made resistance
adaptor, from DC electric mains.
The Cathode Ray Oscillograph possesses many obvious advantages for this
type of work. With it there is no distortion whatever by reason of inertia of
the moving part ; no harm is done by
overload voltages; it is a great deal more
robust than any galvanometer with a
delicate mechanical moving part; and,
for practical electrocardiography, perhaps
the most important advantage in the

Fig. 3.-The complete apparatus, minus the camera, which can be seen in the title illustration.
The compactness and portability of the apparatus is clearly apparent.

For portability the Cardiograph is made
in units. The Recorder Unit, comprising
the Cathode Ray Oscillograph and its immediate supplies and controls, etc. ; the
Amplifier Unit; the Camera Unit, for the
photographic recording of the electrocardiogram; and the High-tension Supply
Unit. This last unit gives a high potential supply for the oscillograph gun and
for certain parts of the Amplifier Unit,
and it may take one of two forms, accord-

Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph IS that it
has been possible to arrange for immediate visual observation of the electrocardiogram by the patient's bedside.
This has been done by making the fluorescent screen of a new substance which
possesses an afterglow of several seconds'
duration, so that several cycles of the
cardiogram are visible simultaneously.
The practical advantage of this to the
physician is very great, for it is no
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longer necessary for him to have to
wait for the development of photographic material before he can inspect the electrocardiogram ; he can
now examine the electrocardiogram immediately at the bedside of the patient as it
is being registered. For this purpose it
is also necessary to have a method for
moving the cathode ray "spot" uniformly, at a speed of about 2 ems. a
second, from left to right across the fluorescent screen. This is done by applying
a '' time base '' motion to the '' spot ''
by the simplest method of applying a
sawtooth voltage to the horizontal deflecting plates of the oscillograph, namely, the
charging of a condenser through a resistance, with a neon discharge tube connected in parallel with the condenser (see
"The Bulb of Many Uses," The Wireless World, January nth, I93S).
Although, by this method, the movement of the spot is not strictly linear, it
i,; quite sufficiently so for visual electrocardiography. When the electrocardiogram is being recorded photographically,
where accuracy is essential, the time base
motion is stopped by suppressing the neon
discharge and short-circuiting the working horizontal deflecting plate to gun.
Movement of the spot can then only occur
in the vertical plane, and the time base
motion is now provided by the movement
of the photographic film, which is accurately driven at exactly 2.0 ems. per
second, as in Fig. I.
Readers of The Wireless World will
probably find in the Amplifier design that
part of the instrument which is of most
interest to them. It will be readily ap-

preciated from Fig. I that a suitable amplifier must give undistorted amplification
of electrical transients which, compared
with even speech frequencies, occur exceedingly slowly. Moreover, the amplification required is considerable (up to
8o,ooo times), and it is essential that the
amplifier shall be absolutely steady and
stable.

The Amplifier

Desi~n

It would appear, from the nature of
the electrical changes to be examined,
that a DC amplifier would be necessary,
but this has many disadvantages, especially in an instrument which must be
essentially practical in character.
An
RCC amplifier, if possible, will possess
many advantages.
·
First, the DC component (skin potential) of the patient voltage will need no
compensation, since the amplifier will
automatically take up its mean level after
a short settling period, after switching on,
or a change of lead.
Secondly, the amount of HT battery
material to be carried about is very much
less than with a DC amplifier, whatever
the design-a very important .feature in
a portable instrument. The designers have
been able to arrange an RCC amplifier
giving a fiat frequency characteristic from
0.2 to 30 cycles per second, by using
coupling condensers and grid leaks of such
values as to give a Time Constant between
stages of four seconds. The amplifier is
kept stable, with these very high coupling
time constants, by a low-pass resistancecondenser filter for each valve, the values
of which are chosen so that the upper

end of the frequency char::acteristic is high
enough to include all frequencies necessary for the undistorted amplification of
the higher frequency components of the
electrocardiogram. This filter also obviates any special screening of either the
amplifier or patient, and is effective for
all except interference from so cycle AC
mains. The special neutralising device
incorporated in the AC '' mains eliminator," described above, is, however, a
very neat neutralising device in this case.
The remaining two disadvantages of the
String Galvanometer are got over by the
use of the valve amplifier. For, as the
grid-filament impedance of the first valve
of the amplifier is practically infinite, at
the frequencies comprising the electrocardiogram, compared with the resistance
of the patient, there is no practical current
drain by the amplifier from the patient.
It therefore follows, first, that no polarisation can occur in the connecting electrodes, so that non-polarisable electrodes
are unnecessary, and, secondly, that there
is no tendency to distortion of the electrocardiogram, due to current being taken
by the apparatus from the patient.
Fig. 3 illustrates the apparatus set up
for use, and shows its eminently portable
and practical character.
Any reader who wishes to know more about
the im;trument is referred to the following publications:I. '• The
Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph."
Booklet published by A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.j.
2. ROBERTSON, Douglas.
"A new elcctrocanliograph employing the cathode-ray oscillograph as the recording device.'' Proceedings
cf the Royal Society of Medicine.
1934.
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Radio Data Charts.- II.
Resistances in Parallel
and Capacities in Series
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc,

(2) Resistances of 2, 4, S ohms arc connected m parallel.
What is the equivalent resistance?
Ohms.
2
4
5

Reciprocal.

Equivalent Ohms.

0.50
0.25
0.20

0.9:>

H

ERE is a further contribution to the new
series of Radio Data Charts. The Decibel
has already appeared in the i"ssue of ~March 15th.
The present Data Chart deals with resistances in
parallel and with condensers in series.

1.05

Answer, LOS ohms.
Capacities in series obey the same reciprocal law. The equiva. .
l
l
l
]ent capacity C (F ig. 2) IS g1ven by C =Cl+ c
2

N Fig. 1 the two parallel resistances R" R 2 , can be replaced
by a single resistance R without altering the value of the
potential difference E or of the current I. In the first case
I is the sum of the two currents E I R 1 and E I R 2 ·, in the
second case I=-= E I R. Hence \VC have l I R = 1 I R, + 1 I R 2 •
So we must find the reciprocals of R, and R 2 , add them, and
take the reciprocal of the sum. The abac gives the required
rcciprocals and we have only to perform a simple addition.

I

Examples
(1) What resistance is equivalent to s ohms and 10 ohms in
p~rallel?

From the abac the reciprocals are 0.2 and 0.1. The sum of
these is 0.3. which is the reciprocal of 3·33 ohms, according to
the abac. Answer, 3·33 ohms.

Fig. I.-Diagram to illustrate relationship between two resistances R 1
R 2 in parallel and one
resistance R.

Fig. 2.-The value of two
series capacities is ascertained in exactly the same
way as that of two parallel
resistances.

.uo
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Since the second capacity is outside the range of the abac,
multiply each capacity by 10.

Examples
(1) Two capacities of 5 and 10 mmfd. are placed in series.
What is the equivalent single capacity?
Reciprocal.

Capacity in mmfd.

O.Ol

Equivalent Capacity.
in mmfd.

0.001

0.2
0.1

10

0.3

Capacity in mfd. ( x 10).

Equivalent Capacity
in mfd. ( x 10).

Reciprocal.

lOO
1,000
0.000909

1,100

3.33

Answer, 3·33 mmfd.
(2) Two capacities of o.oor mfd. and 0.0001 mfd. are conm·cted in series. What is the equivalent capacity?

Then divide the result by 10.
Answer, o.oooo909 mfd.
Non·:.-We cannot use this abac for a resistance and a reactance in parallel, for the currents in the two members are not m
phase, and so the reciprocal law does not hold.

VALUES OF RESISTANCE OR CAPACITY AND RECIPROCALS
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UNBIASED
By
FREE GRID

Caveat Emptor
T is a great pity that there arc signs
that certain unscrupulous people are
taking advantage of the general ignorance of television to indulge in what I
can only regard as intentional if passive
deception. I thought that the bad old
days when the enterprising vendor of socalled super-quality console receivers
made good the deficiencies of reproduction by getting into the cabinet and
warbling a ditty himself, had gone for
ever, but evidently this is not the case,
judging by what I saw in a large West
End emporium the other day.
A large placard urged me to hasten
along to the wireless department and see
what wonderful entertainment could be
obtained from the television screen of the
Blank combined sight and sound receiver. Arrived there, I was astounded
to find myself on the edge of a large
crowd, and in spite of some vigorous work
with my umbrella and elbows it took me
some time to force my way through to the
front.
When I finally managed to do so I was
considerably astonished to find a picture
on the television screen having a degree
of definition which was well-nigh perfect.
I admit that I gaped foolishly, and for
the moment imagined that I was actually
gazing at television. It suddenly occurred

I

After the uproar had subsided and I
was enabled to have a few minutes
private conversation with the manager of
the shop I was astonished to learn that
in his opinion no deception whatever had
been practised on anybody, and I must
admit that according to the strict letter
of the law he was right, but it is the spirit
of the thing about which I am complaining.
The machine was a complete home
entertainer, and apart from being
arranged to provide musical entertainment
via radio or records in the usual mannf.r
of the ordinary radiogramophone, it was
adapted for providing pictorial entertainment, also via radio or records or, in
other words, via television or cinema projector, the same screen being in use in
each case just as the same loud speaker
is used in a radiogramophone irrespective
of the source of sound.
The manager \vas very careful to point
out to me that the notices in the shop
merely im·ited the populace to come in
and see what wonderful entertainment
could be obtained from the television
screen of the wretched thing, and did not
for a moment imply that it was actually
television which was being seen. There
are, I understand, several different types
of these excellent machines on the market.

Confidential Television
News
NE hears all sorts of rumours as to
the site of the London Television
station, and it is said that people who are
financially interested in possible venues
are straining every nerve to influence the
advisory committee, but needless to say,
without the slightest effect.
I have, however, received information
from an unimpeachable source that the
B.B.C. have a very great surprise up
their sleeves for the general public wh0
believe that the Alexandra Palace or some
other elevated locality is to be used for
the transmitting stat{on. The transmitting station as well as the studios are likely
to be in Broadcasting House, this locality
being quite central, and therefore unlikely
to cause ill-feeling among dwellers in the
Northern or Southern suburbs which
would certainly happen if either the
Crystal or the Alexandra Palaces were
chosen.
My readers will naturally ask how it is
possible to use Broadcasting House since
the first consideration in the design of
an ultra-short wave transmitter, if any

0

Vigorous work with
umbrella and elbows.

to me, however, that so far as I knew
there were no experimental high definition transmissions being radiated that
afternoon, for, of course, the quality of
the picture was completely beyond that
of any thirty-line stuff.
Struck by a sudden inspiration, I
darted forward and flung up the lid of
the contraption a split second before the
detaining arm of a salesman reached me.
It was as I suspected. Inside was a substandard home cinema projector merrily
spinning round. Even this exposure did
not bring the crowd on to my side ; on the
contrary it had the reverse effect, for the
assembled mob, most of whom were
women, were too ignorant to recognise a
home cinema projector when they saw one
and imagined that I was robbing them of
a free entertainment.

reasonable range is to be attained, is that
of a lofty and unscreened aerial.
The
problem is being very simply solved by
the use of a captive balloon firmly
anchored to the roof of Broadcasting
House. My informant tells me that it was
first proposed to have the transmitter on
the top floor of Broadcasting House and
use the anchor cable of the balloon as
the aerial.
This has, however, been abandoned in
favour of housing the low-powered transmitter in the gondola of the balloon and
using a proper dipole aerial.
The connections for the microphone will, )f
course, go up with the anchor cable.

Pigeons, Army, for the
Use of
people have written to me reM ANY
garding the mysterious behaviour of
certain carrier pigeons when in the
vicinity of high-powered transmitters.
According to reports, special experiments
have been carried out by permission of
the French military authorities.
,I

Under the at-gis of the military authorities.

F allowing these tests, it was reported
that the pigeons were unable to leave the
vicinity of the aerials when transmissions
were taking place. No matter how hard
they struggled they never got far before
they vvere compelled to turn and '' plane
back towards the aerials."
1\Iy correspondents seem to think that
I am a fit and proper person to explain the
reason for this sort of thing to them, one
of them suggesting that this system might
be adapted to the capturing of hostile aircraft.
I have, however, received an
opinion from a very well-known technical
expert, and it would appear that the explanation is very simple.
As you will h~ve observed, the experiments were earned out under the <egis of
the military authorities, and it cannot be
d?ubted therefore that they were army
pigeons, and consequently fed on a diet
of iron rations. It is surely quite natural,
therefore, for them to be attracted by
the magnetic component of the wave.
An alternative suggestion that the
phenomenon had something to do with
the liquid diet of "a Foreign Correspondent'' who reported the incident is quite
inadmissible.
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ALL-METAL VALVES
A Surprise Announcement in America
EWS of the production of an entirely new type
N
of all-metal receiving valve has just been released
in America and has caused a very considerable stir.
Our representative in New York gives us a description
of the new valves in this article.
terminal is at the
top for the grid.
Each lead-in wire is
strung through a
bead of glass, which is fused around the
w1re. This bead of glass with the wire
through it is placed in an eyelet of a new
alloy, known as Fernico (iron, nickel and
cobalt), which has been placed around the
hole in the bottom of the valve through
which the lead goes. This assembly is then
passed through a gas flame which fuses the
ghtss so that it completely fills the hole in
the eyelet. The coefficients of expansion of
the Fernico eyelet and the glass bead are the
same, so that there are no stresses set up
in this fusing process which might later
cause trouble. We now have a metal base
plate or" header," as it is called, through
which pass the necessary lead wires led in
through glass seals. This is all the glass
there is in the tube, a small bead for each
lead.
On this header are assembled the necessary elements as a very sturdy structure.
The leads are direct and short,
making the valves more useful at
lower wavelengths than existing
\·alves. The new design permits a
logical arrangement of connectisms
and supports between base pins and
electrode structure.
The use of
short, stiff supports produces an
assembly unaffected by vibration.
After the elements have been assembled,
attached to the leads, and after a metal
tube has been welded to the centre of the
header, where there is a hole, the metal
outer shell is placed over the structure and
securely welded to the metal header.
Now the valve is pumped through the
metal tube and at the proper time the jaws
of a welding machine clamp upon the
tube, weld the sides together in an airtight
seal, and the end of the tube is cut off.

The new range of valves.
From left to right, high power output
valve, power valve, H.F. amplifier, triode, and duo-diode.
All
tubes have 6.3 volt heaters.

REAKING away entirely from the
methods of the past, the General
Electric Company of America has
·
announced a new line of all-metal
receiving vah·es. These valves have been
under development for a year or more,
and do not resemble the Catkins which
caught the fancy of American radio people
because of their unique construction and
their homely name.
The new valves are literally made oi
metal, the only glass being small beads
through which the leads enter the valve
proper from the outer base prongs. They
will be smaller than glass valves, will undoubtedly be much sturdier, and there is
a good chance that they will have long
lives with a vacuum that actually gets
better with age. In time they will probablv be less expensive than glass valves
bec-ause of manufacturing economies made
possible by the new construction. Because of its better characteristics as heat
radiator and because of its better shielding
properties, the metal shell which takes th,~
place of the present-day glass envelope is
bound to exert a profound influence on the
future of the radio valve art. This move
represents a distinct step towards greater
mechanisation in the manufacture of
valves.
The new valves have the outer metal
shell, which is cylindrical in form, made of
steel or iron, some with a reduction in diameter at the top. In the HF valves a

B

METAL
SHELL

~

Outline drawing of detector-amplifier.
A 13

Higher Amplification : Better
Screening
Because so much of the air-space has
been eliminated the valves are really much
smaller than existing valves, and since the
outer shell may be placed very close to
the internal elements (steel shells can be
made to much closer tolerances than glass
envelopes) the internal grid-plate capacity
is greatly reduced-it is about one-thirrl
that of existing valves. The valves may
therefore be of higher amplification factors
without danger of instability because vf
the general strength of construction and
freedom from mechanical variations (Jf
electrode spacings which can be smaller.
The shell itself is at earth potential, for

it does not serve as the anode except in
the rectifiers. It will eliminate completely
the necessity for shielding the valve after
it is placed in its socket in the receiver.
Because of the earthed shell the valves
have one more base pin than similar glass
valves. The bases of all valves of this type
are alike except in the number of pins,
and up to eight of these are symmetrically
arranged in a circle about an insulated
keyed pin. If the valve does not require
eight terminals, some of the holes in the
socket will not have a corresponding pin.
Because the central insulated pin is keyed,
the user merely puts the valve in the socket
and turns it around until the keyed pin
finds the proper slot in which to go.
At present there are ten types of allmetal valve, but only six have been put
into production at the Radiotron factorv
of RCA Manufacturing Company, which
will make the valves for the General Electric Company. Among these are a duodiode with a separate cathode for each

Comparison of new valve reqlllnng no
shield with an existing valve of similar
characteristics and its shield.

diode, each of which is shielded from the
other, and an improved frequency changer,
a hexode. The diode is only !in. high.
Two developments have made possible
the new valve construction : the production of Fernico, the new alloy, and the
development of thyratron welding control.
By these developments it is now possible
to do away with the troublesome feathere~ge type of glass-to-metal seal. It l? pos- .
s1ble to have a vacuum-tight means of sealing off a metal exhaust tubing.
The new valves will first be seen in the
General Electric receivers to be made at
Bridgeport, Connecticut, the new receiver
plant of this company. The sets will
appear in the autumn of this year and will
be designed around the metal valve.
At first the valves will be more expensive
than glass valves, but it is believed that
ultimately they will be cheaper.
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HINTS
an aerial
I Ntransferred

transformer the energy is
partly through inductive
coupling between the windings and partly
through the capacity between them. Both
these effects increase with frequency; the
voltage induced in the secondary is proportional to the £reMore
quency and to the
Constant
mutual inductance,
Coupling
while the current flowing through the capacity is also proportional to the frequency.
Thus, with an assembly of fixed coils,
coupling is progressively reduced as wavelength is increased (and vice versa) in
normal circumstances. But if the magnetic
coupling is greater
than the capacity
coupling, then the
two can be arS
ranged to act in
0
opposition, thus
Fig. I.-Inductive and
capacity couplings in
opposition : both coils
in same direction ; S
and F denote start and
finish of windings.

C
TH

F

RETURN

preventing the rapid and almost always
undesirable change in sensitivity otherwise obtained. For this opposition to
be obtained the windings must be
arranged as shovvn in Fig. r.
It should be emphasised, however, that
if the aerial winding is situated at the earth
end of the secondary, the capacity
coupling is relatively small, and the
capacity effect will not be marked. If,
therefore, it is desired to make full use of
the effect under discussion, the winding
must be transferred to the top end of the
coil. Since this point is at a high voltage,
the energy transferred through the capacity
naturally increases. It is not that the
capacity itself has become appreciably
larger, but that the capacity current has

interest in short-wave
I NCREASING
work is giving rise to the use of coil
assemblies intended to cover a range of
short-wave as well as medium-wave
bands. Owing to the need for more
careful handling on short waves, many
experimenters are inclined to be deterred
All-wave
from undertaking their
Coils
construction, but actually it is not difficult
to wind successful coil assemblies if proper
precautions are taken.
The several coil sections must, of course.
be reasonably separated from each other;
a minimum spacing of half an inch is
recommended. Opinion is divided as to
whether to short out the unused sections
or to use a change-over switch, but actually
neither method is entirely satisfactory by
itself. The main difficulty arises from
absorption on any particular waveband
from the coil serving the band immediately
above it.
Thus in Fig. 2 (a) consider the
circuit switched for reception on coils C
and D in series, while coils A and B are
shorted out. Absorption will be found,
however, at the wavelength corresponding
to coil B tuning with its own self capacity,
since this is not actually short-circuited.
As a rule this wavelength happens to fall
within the band covered by coil C, and a
dead spot will result.
In (b) is shown an arrangement with a
change-over switch, and it will be clear
that the trouble is still present-in fact, in
an aggravated form. The remedies are to
arrange the sections of the coil so that they
do not couple to one another, which is not
always convenient, or else to arrange to
short out the section immediately next to

of achieving this result. A somewhat
special form of switch is, of course, necessary, but the complication is not serious
and completely avoids the unpleasant dead
spots.
,A"~

undue amount of background hiss in
a superheterodyne is quite likely to
be due to the fact that the amplitude of
the locally generated oscillations is insufficiently great. It is therefore worth
while, in cases where background noises
of
this
particular
kind are troublesome,
Insufficient
to try the effect of
Amplitude
increasing the strength
of oscillations ; this
may be done either by increasing the HT
voltage applied to the oscillator anode or
by increasing the coupling between grid
and anode sections of the oscillator coil
assembly.

INbeanfinally
ideal receiver, HF currents would
disposed of in the detector
stage and would not be present in the
LF amplifier. Such perfection is difficult
to achieve in practice, and, indeed, traces
of HF energy in the wrong place will
often do no harm.
In excess, however,
Straying
they are likely to
IIF Currents
give rise to several
kinds of trouble, and
hence it is always worth while to take
pains to provide the best possible filtering.
A certain indication that filtering is inadequate is given when operation of a postdetection or LF volume control affects
the stability of the HF or detector stages.
Effects of this nature are particularly

(d)·

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2.-IIlustrating problems of wave-changing with multiple-band coil assemblies.

been accentuated. The same rule regarding the direction of the windings holds
good.

the coil in use, in conjunction with a
non:r.'ll shorting or change-over scheme.
Figs. (c) and (d) illustrate the methods

likely to impress themselves on one'~
notice when critical reaction is being
employed.
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Current
Listeners' Strike ?

N

ORWEGIAN listeners are
threatening to dismantle
their receivers unless the broadcast announcers speak in th·~
common language of the people.

Tepics

Events of the Week
rn Brief

An Old Excuse
IRELESS pirates are runninrr short of excuses.
Last wee'L a St. Helens' culprit
pleaded that he did not think
he required a wireless licence as
he had only an indoor aerial.
He was fin~d ros.

W

TEN BUSY YEARS. This
month the International Broadcasting Union at Geneva
celebrates the tenth anniversary of its formation. The
stenographers on the left are all
fluent in several languages.
Inset : Mr. A. R. Burrows,
the Secretary-General.

Short Waves from
Schenectady
SPECIAL short-wave transmission under the auspices
of the International DX'ers
Alliance will be made from
\'VzXAF, Schenectady, on 31.4.S
metres from I I p.m. to midnight (G.M.T.) on April 3oth.
Reports will be welcomed by
the Station Manager, WzXAF,
Schenectady, N.Y., U.S.A.

A

Bouquets for Eiffel Tower
the
M • MANDEL,
Postmaster -

French
General,
attending the '' baptism '' rA
the new medium wavelength
transmitter at the Eiffel Tower,
complimented the authorities on
the speed with which the change
had been carried out. Before
the Mandel regime it had been
calculated that it would take a
whole year to transfer from the
long waveband; the actual
change-over has been accomplished in nine weeks.
Homage to 1\1. Mandel, as the
best "Radio P.M.G." that
France has ever had, has
reached such a pitch that one
writer cannot forbear to men·
tion l\I. .l\Iandel's extraordinary
powers
of
1nemory.
So
thorotwh is the P.M.G. (says the
writerl"' that he has committed
to memory the entire telephone
directory.

Spain Says " No "
HE
Spanish
Government
T
has banned sponsored programmes and has also placed
severe restrictions on the broadcasting of news.

Not Fair

A WIRELESS dealer in one of

the poorer parts of Birmingham recent! y sold a man a moving-coil speaker. Next day the
customer was back at the shop
with: "Hi! Mister; this ain't
no use. I can't get any more
stations than I used to; the man
next door has got a moving-coil
and he gets twice as many as I
can." -Birmingham Evenin,'J
Despatch.

High - definition Television
in July
has not abandoned
B RITAIN
the television race with Ger-

U

many, in which, it must be conceded, Germany at present holds
the lead. Mr. L. W. Hayes, of
the B.B.C., addressing the International Television Conference at Nice, said that by the
end of 1936 there would be
nearly twenty television stations
operating in Great Britain.
England, he said, will make a
strong bid for world leadership
in television. At the end of
July the first high-definition
television station will actually
be in operation.

HE fifty-six _lifeboats which
T
will be earned by the new
French liner, "N:ormandie,"
will each be equipped with
wireless transmitting and receiving gear.

TRONG arms and flat feet
are no longer the primary
qualifications of the American
policeman. In the near future
(writes a correspondent) he will
have to know. his radio.
A
police radio school has been
launched in Chicopee Falls,
Mass., where the \'Vestinghouse
Company maintains its radio
equipment headquarters. Here
an iilten~iye U1+·ee weeks' radio
training school has been established for police officers, who are
passed out to give instruction to

Musicians' Rights
NEMPLOYED musicians in
Finland have won an important concession from the
Government.
Henceforth
restaurant owners who dismiss
an ore hestra and install a radiogram will be required to pay a
fixed month! v sum to the
Musicians' Cirganisation, the
money being collected in tlw
form -of a higher licence fee.

Radio on Lifeboats

A 15

The Radio " Cops "

S

members of local police departments.
More than
two
hundred
American communities have installed police radio systems,
usually comprising radio-controlled cars working on short
waves.
Provision has been
made by the Federal Communications Commission for a sufficient number of wavelengths in
the short waveband to permit
police radio in every town with
a population of Io,ooo or more.

Birds and Radio
THE reaction of birds, and
especial! y pige~ms, to wireless waves has come up for discussion following recent tests :.tt
the Basse-Lancle transmitting
station, which inclicated that
the birds lost their sense of
direction when in the neighbourhood of the aerial. It is interesting to note that this is not
a new observation. The late
General Ferrie conducted similar
experiments on the Champs de
Mars, near the base of the Eiffel
Tower,
and
advanced
the
opuuon that, in a sense, birds
are animated wireless receivers.

Radio and War

B

ROADCASTING may yet
stand between the nations
and war. The League of Nations
has been considering the preliminary draft of an international convention for the use
of broadcasting in the cause of
peace. The contracting parties
would undertake : ( r) to prohibit the broadcasting within
their territories of incitements to
break the peace in other countries; (z) not to incite war; and
(3) not to prejudice international
understanding by irresponsible
statements.
Even in time of war broadcasting might serve to lessen
tension and restore a peaceable
a,_tmosp.l;!.ere. in the opinion of
the Interuational Institute for
Intellectual Co-operation, which
is sponsoring the convention.

More 'Australian Stations
for the supply _of at
T ENDERS
least five new Regwnal
broadcasting
stations,
each
costing between £rso.ooo and
£zoo,ooo, are to be called for
by the Australian Government.
They will be supplementary to
seven other Regional stations
now in course of construction.
The Australian National broadcasting system at present comprises two stations at Sydney.
two at Melbourne, and one each
at Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth
and
Hobart,
Rockhampton,
Newcastle (N.S.W.), Corowa
(N.S.W.), and Crystal Brook
(S.A.).
In addition to these there are
fifty-five B class, or privately
owned, broadcasting stations.

" Radio Amateurs "
THE
radio
amateurs
of
America are up in arms.
Supported by the American
Radio Relay League, they are
contesting the right of certain
newcomers in the broadcasting
field to use the title "radio amateur.··
These
novices
are
unpaid artists and comedians
who gain publicity and experience at the microphone by offering their services free to the
small
broadcasting
stations
dotted all over the United
States. Recently there has been
a glut of "amateur nights."
But what should the real
radio amateurs do? "The only
solution," says the Radio Relay
League, "is to wait until the
amateur night fad dies out-if
ever. Certainly amateur radio.
having lived for thirty years and
now far stronger than ever, isn't
likely to give way. Meanwhile,
the puzzled broadcast listener.
can only do his best to keep his·
definitions straight and try not
to confuse the warbling crooner
with the amateur 'phone expert
next door."
The original radio amateurs
might try calling themselves
wireless amateurs.
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Wave Distortion tn
Receivers
PART II.

Precautions for Avoiding
Harmonic Distortion

(Concluded from page 364,
April 12th issue)

By S. 0. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
HJ S instalment deals with the difference between frequency distortion,
T
which merely lends artificial coloration to reproduction, and harmonic
distortion, which introduces spurious frequencies not present in the original
sounds. Harmonic distortion is thus characterised by discordant foreign
notes or rasping noises and it is shown that it can largely be prevented
by avoiding overloading at ecery stage

W

E have seen how non-uniform
frequency response in a receiver can change the character
of a note containing harmonic
frequencies. No new harmonics are introduced by the apparatus, but those
originally present in the complex wave
have iheir amplitudes changed relative to
that of the fundamental wave, the quality
of the note being altered in consequence.
Now let us see \vhat effect uneven frequency response has on two distinct notes
occurring simultaneously, and for simplicity it will be assumed that these notes
are pure tones represented by sine waves.
It should be observed that when the frequencies of two sound waves do not bear
a simple ratio to each other one is not a
harmonic of the other, and they represent
two notes which are appreciated separately by the human ear. Whether they
form a discord or not depends on the
musical interval between them.
The
notes comprising a chord combine to give
a harmonious whole, but the individual
notes are easily distinguishable, except
the two forming an octave, where the
higher one is equivalent to a harmonic of
the lower.

Disproportionate Amplification
From what has be.en previously stated
it will be realised that even though a receiver may give non-uniform frequency
response, a pure tone or sine vvave is not
in any way distorted, but the degree of
amplification it undergoes depends on the
frequency.
So when two distinct pure
tones are passed through the apparatus in
the form of sine waves of electrical variation, each will be amplified to a different
extent according to the response of the
apparatus at the corresponding frequencies. The effect is to reproduce the
notes undistorted but at their incorrect
relative strengths.
In the case of an orchestral performance, where many frequencies are present
throughout the acoustic range, the general
effect of unequal frequency response will

depend on the shape of the overall response curve, according to which parts of
the musical scale are over-accentuated
and which are attenuated. It is a fairly
easy matter to gauge the type of reproduction to be expected from a receiver merely
from an examination of the overall response curve, dra·.:m to a scale of decibels
as explained in Part I. It is, however,
not so easy to reverse the process and
draw the response curve from an audition
of the actual output of the receiver.
The overall response curve for a perfect receiver would be a horizontal straight
line between the limits of the lowest and
highest audible frequencies, and in Fig. 5
the horizontal dotted line represents this
ideal "curve." If the response curve
slopes upwards towards the higher frequency end of the scale as at A, the receiver will tend to have a high-pitched
tone, the treble being brilliant and clear

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 5.--lmaginary straight line response
"curves.''

and the bass comparatively weak, to an
extent proportional to the slope of the
" curve." On the other hand, if the response curve slopes downwards as at B
the treble will be weak compared with the
bass, the receiver acquiring a lowpitched tone without any brilliance. The
main point that it is required to stress
here is that, providing the response curve
is moderately straight and not too steep,
the reproduction does not forcibly impress
one as being distorted; there is no jarring
or blasting and no particular note rings ant
above the rest.
But actual overall response curves are
never straight lines. In the first place

there is a tendency for them to fall away
at the highest and lowest frequencies," not
only as a result of the receiver circuit
characteristics, but al~o because the
efficiency of most loud speakers falls off
at both ends of the acoustic frequency
scale. Secondly, irregularities are introduced into the curve because all loud
speakers have themselves very irregular
frequency-response curves. They are all
prone to mechanical resonances at Yar;ous
frequencies ; in fact, the diaphragm rrsonances are relied upon to maintain the
efficiency at the higher r.ote frequencies
in face of rising electrical impedance ; and
very often a low-frequency diaphragm
resonance is utilised to boost the bass.

Unpleasant Resonances
Thus a practical overall response curve
is bound to possess irregularities and to
fall off at either end. The aim in designing a high-quality receiver is to maintain
the general level of the response cur\'e over
the widest possible frequency range and
to prevent as far as possible any pronounced humps or dips in the curw. The
latter problem devolves mostly upon the
designer of the loud speaker.
The worst kind of frequency distortion
is that arising through conditions of pronounced resonance occurring at one or
more frequencies. Fig. 6 is an example
of a response curve for a receiver in which
a sharp resonance occurs at about 2,000
c j s. But for the sudden rise in the neighbourhood of this frequency the response
curve would be a very good one, the whole
range of acoustic frequencies being reproduced at approximately their correct relative levels. But the presence of the hump
in the curve shows that all notes with frequencies near 2,ooo c / s will be grossly
over-accentuated, the reproduction acquiring a peculiar twang which is quite unmistakable. If, when an orchestral performance is being reproduced, the listener
walks farther and farther away from the
loud speaker, all s::mnds will become
progressively weaker until a point is
reached where nothing is heard except the
over-accentuated notes in the neighbourhood of 2,000 cfs. It is probably safe to
assume that most readers have experienced
this effect, to their distress, when a loud
speaker has been operating in a distant
room, perhaps in t-he next-door neighbour's house!
Assuming that the sounds reaching the
microphone of the transmitter leave nothA
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Wave Distortion in Receiversing to be desired, any frequency distortion anywhere in the chain between the
microphone and the listener will lower the
quality of the reproduction. But ~here are
circumstances where tone correction may
be applied with advantage, even in a firstc,lass receiver, to compensate for some
defect in the transmission, or to rectify
some peculiar acoustic property of the
room in which the loud speaker is
situated.
We now come to the second important
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fig. 6.~Response curve indicating pronounced resonance at 2,000 cfs.

kind of distortion that a sustained note
can undergo, namely, harmonic distor_tion,
so called tor reasons that will be ev1dent
as we proceed. It is for the type of distortion which arises when any part of the
apparatus is overloaded, so that the RMS
air-pressure developed by the loud spea~er
is not proportional to the RMS a~dw
frequency voltage input to the. rece1ver.
For a receiver to be free from th1s type of
distortion the operating characteristic of
eyery component . w?i..ch handles_ the
audio-frequency vanatwns must be lmeat;.
It is known to every reader that an amplifying valve must be op_erated over _the
straight portion ?f . 1ts . ap~ropnate
characteristic curve If d1storhon 1s to be
ayoided, that distortion occurs if the
detector is overloaded, and so on.

Effect of Overloading.
As in the case of frequency distortion,
we an: not concerned here so much with
the methods of preventing distortion as
with its nature when it does occur. As a
concrete example we shall take the case
of an overloaded detector of the power
oriel tvpe.
When the· mean rectified
~urrmt is plotted against the RMS value

Fig. 7 .--Composite diagram showing how a
curved characteristic causes wave distortion.

of the high-frequency signal voltage, the
type of curve obtained is somewhat as
shown at OAB in Fig. 7· It is practically
straight over a portion of its length, but
bends over at the top as the detector becomes saturated. Now suppose that a
high-frequency voltage whose mean amplitude is OC is applied to the detector and
that it is modulated at a low frequency
according to a sine law, as indicated in
the lnwer portion of Fig. 7• the LF wave
thus representing a pure tone. The mean
value of the HF wave is purposely chosen
so that the point A falls at the top of the
straight portion of the curve, where overloading commences.
The modulations cause the mean rectitied current to fluctuate between the
values represented by B and B 1 on the
curve, and the constructional lines show
clearly how the curve giving the variation
of mean rectified current with time is obtained. The latter curve, on the right of
Fig. 7, is seen to have the tops of the
positive half-waves flattened, so the variation is no longer sine-shaped. In fact, we
have a new wave with the same fundamental frequency, but containing harmonics, which were not present in the
original wave.

and results not only in the introduction of
foreign notes but also in the production of
discordant sounds.
With the aid of the above illustrations
it will require very little imagination to

~
~
(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.~Diagram (a) shows a wave containing its seventh harmonic, while (b)
indicates distortion due to an overloaded
detector. The seventh harmonic is almost
obliterated over positive half-waves of the
fundamental.

realise why overloading of any kind results
in such shocking distortion in actual
practice, where the waves representing
music or speech arc extremely complex,
and vary between wide limits of amplitude.

Worst Form of Distortion.

Fig. 8.~The distorted wave of Fig. 7 analysed,
showing fundamental and second harmonic
sine waves.

This is the essence of harmonic distortion-the introduction of alien frequencies,
·which often become audible as discordant
sounds. Their source lies in the operation over non-linear characteristics, and it
should be noted that the effect applies to
any frequency in the audible range to the
same extent, for a given amplitude.
An analysis of the distorted wave of
Fig. 7 shows that the predo~ina':t al_ien
frequency is a second harmomc, thts bemg
the nature of the distortion which also
occurs due to an overloaded output valve.
The distorted wave is resolved into its
fundamental and second harmonic sine
waves in Fig. 8.
When the LF modulation of the HF
wave is itself complex, as is always the
case, matters are very much more complicated. As an illustration we can take
a wave like that of Fig. 9 (a) which contains a seventh harmonic. If the highfrequency oscillations are modulated
according to this wave-shape and applied
to the detector to which Fig. 7 refers, the
LF output wave would be as at (b) in
Fig. 9· Not only is the fundamental wave
flattened at the top as the pure sine wave
was, but the seventh harmonic frequency
is almost entirely obliterated periodically
at the frequency of the fundamental.
This effect is shown clearly in the diagram

1t now remains to draw a comparison of
the two kinds of wave distortion dealt
with. As far as their origin is concerned,
the essential difference between frequency
distortion and harmonic distortion is that
the former is a function of the frequency
only, whereas the latter is a function of
the amplitude, quite independently of the
frequency. For this reason harmonic distortion is frequently referred to as amplitude distortion.
In the case of frequency distortion (refen·ed to as attenuation distortion in telephone engineering) no alien tones or
noises are introduced into the reproduction, which merely acquires an unnatural
tone coloration.
It is well known that,
providing the degree of distortion is not
really ex.cessive, it is possible for an individual to become so inured to it that the
ear ceases to notice it-the ear seems able
to provide automatic tone compensation
in some mysterious way. A set which
the owner generally thinks really good
often sounds very bad to others.
Harmonic distortion, on the other hand,
is characterised by the presence of foreign
discordant notes, blasting, and general
rasping noises, according to the degree of
distortion and its exact nature. Unless
there is something radically wrong in the
receiver. overloading is the common cause.
It is hardly necessary to state that there
is no possible excuse for operating a set
at a volume beyond the capacity for
which it is designed. The common fault
of a receiver with a low-power output
valve is that it cannot cope with loud
passages when the general volume level is
too high. The lowest frequency notes
have the highest amplitude and the highest
notes therefore suffer severely, as illustrated by Fig. 9·
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Listeners'

c

Outstanding Broadcasts at
THE DUNMOW FLITCH

MARRIED LIFE
receives its best
annual ad\·ertisem e n t w i t h the
broadcasting of the
Trial for the Dunmow Flitch. This
year's Trial, presided over by Col.
T. Gibbons, D.S.O.,
will be heard on
the Regional wavelengths at 7 p.m.
on Monday next.

GOOD FRIDAY

THE Archbishop of Canterbury will be heard on the
National wavelengths on the
evening of Good Friday in a
at
St.
religious
address
Sepulchre, Holborn. In the
afternoon there is the B.B.C.
production
of
Masefield's
" Good Friday," directed by
Howard Rose.
The main musical event is
the broadcasting of Bach's
St. John Passion at t h c
Queen's Hall, with the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Sir Henry Wood.
The soloists include Elsie
Suddaby (soprano), Astra Desmond (contralto), Eric Greene
(tenor), and Roy Henderson
(bass). (National, 7. 30.)
EASTER DAY

THE bells of Christ Church,
Jerusalem, will precede a talk,

Citadel, and the massive
towers date from the l\Iiddlc
Ages.
The evening service in \Vinchester Cathedral will be relayed on the National wavelength.
The usual Sunday Orchestral
Concert (Regional) consists
of Part II of Handel's
"Messiah" with the B.C.C.
Orchestra (Section D) conducted by Adrian Boult.
GOOD FRIDAY IN EUROPE

GooD FRIDAY on the Continent will include a fine selection of sacred music. From
8 to 9· 15 p.m. Beromunster
will relay a Good Friday seryicc by the Lucerne Choir
from Berne Cathedral. Budapest, at 7.30, relays Bach's St.
Matthew Passion from the
Academy of Music, while
Hamburg relays a Good Friday
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30~UNE TELEVISION
Paird Process Transmission.
Vision, 261.1 m. :Sound, 296.6 m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 20th, 4.30-5.15 p.m.
Tessa Deane (songs); John Hendrik (songs); Laurie and Tom Devine
(dances) ; Max Kirby (songs and dances); Sydney ]erome's Quintet.
MONDAY, APRIL 22nd, 11.15-12 midnight.
Betty Astell (songs and dances); Victor Leopold (tap dancing); Robert
Algar (songs); Haig and Haig (in high spirits).
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24th, ll-11.45 p.m.
Robert Easton (bass): Sarah Fischer (mezzo-wprano); Daisy Kcnnedy
(violin).
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EASTER Knees is believed to
be a complaint which afflicts
those who take to the wheel in
the spring, not having cycled
all the winter. Some words c)f
advice on the subject will be
offered in a talk by '' Hodites,'' the \veil-known writer
on cycling, on Saturday night,
April zoth (National), who will
also tell of a cycling tour of the
Mendips, on the northern coast
of Somerset.
A REMARKABLE CHURCH

ONE of the most remarkable
ecclesiastical buildings in the
world
is
the
Grundtvig 1\Iemorial Church at
Bispertjerg, on
the outskirts of
Copenhagen. A
sp ec i a l
programme
from
the church is to
be broadcast on
Saturday evening at 8 o'clock,
and if the sounds
are as remarkable as the building from which
they come, the
broadcast should
on no account
be missed.

ONE
COMPOSER:
STYLES

concert from Hanover from
10.30 to midnight.
Other notable concerts are:
Prague, Dvorak's "Stabat
Mater" (8 p.m.); Leipzig,
Bach's St. Matthew Passion
(7 p.m.); Warsaw, Rossini's
"Stabat Mater" (8 p.m.).

THREE

BEETHOVEN's works fall into
three main styles, and these
arc to be represented in a
pianoforte recital from Brus:;cls
No. II from 9 to IO p.m. on
Wednesday next, April 24th,
the recitalist being Proftssor
Jean du Chastain.
He will
play Sonatas in C, F minor,
and A ftat.

'

L---- ---------------------- ------ ----------------------------------------- J

relayed from the Holy City,
by the Rev. 1\L L. l\Iaxwell :n
the National programme on
Sunday next, at s.Is. Christ
Church, of which Mr. Maxwell
is vicar, is a familiar landmark
'to many pilgrims. It is near
the J affa Gate and opposite the

SUFFERERS, PLEASE NOTE

LIKE the Budget, the Trial
for the Dunmow Flitch gains
in attractiveness from tlw fact
that it comes only once a year.
In other ways it is less like the
Budget, for few staged ittms
by the B.B.C. can equal it as
a begetter of spontaneous gags
and healthy laughter.
At
7 p.m. on Monday, April
22nd, Regional listeners will
once again hear the Trial to
determi-ne which happy couple
deserws the Flitch for not
having quarrelled for t\wlve
months. As a rule the judge
and jury are
well-known
humorists; the contestants are
supposed to be genuine cases,
despite
their
remarkable
claims.

THE WORLD'S
STRANGEST
CHURCH -the
Grundtvig memorial
building at Cope!'!hagen-is the scene
of a special broadcast from Kalundborg
to - morrow
evening (Saturday)
at 8.
A IS
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for the Week
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mGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK :
FRIDAY, APRIL 19th.
Nat., 5, "Good Friday," a play in
verse by John Maselield. '1)7.30,
Bach's Passi.pn Music (St. John),
Queen's Hall.
Reg., London Symphony Orchestra.
~[Pianoforte Recital by Leslie
England. ~B.B.C. Theatre OrchLstra.

lome and Abroad
A PHILLPOTTS' PLAY

Abroad.

A REAL West Country
flavour should come over the
ether on \Vednesday next
(National, 7.30), when "Yellow Sands," by Eden and Adelaide Phillpotts, is broadcast
from the Bristol studios. This
racy Devonshire comedy has
been adapted as a radio play
by Cyril Wood, and promises
to get very close to real life,
because the players have
actually be::n sought for in
various parts of Devonshire.
Each will probably be broadcasting for the first time.

Hamburg, 10.30, Good
Concert from Hanover.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20th.
Nat., Bing Crosby in " Five Hours
Back." ~Band of H.M. Welsh
Guards. 'I)" Music Hall."
Reg., Recital for Two Pianos by
John T obin and Tilly Connely.
'lf" Cavalleria Rusticana " from
'll" American
Sadler's Wells.
Half Hour."
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"YELLOW SANDS." The scene before Thoma~ Major's house on
the sea beach, with Jenifer Varwelr, in the bathchair, and sundry
relatives interested in the old lady's last Will and Testament. "Yellow
Sands" will be b;oadcast on Wednesday next (National, 7·30).

5 p.m. Ewnsong in Finnish.
In the evening, at 7-35, Bach's
St. l\latthew Passion will be
rela yecl from the J ohanneskyrken, Helsinki.
All these cvmts will be relayed by Lahti on 1,807
metres.

Fields, with lyrics by Leo
Robins and Clifford Grey, and
is so suitable that it will not
require a great deal of adaptation for broadcasting. Three
of the most popular tunes in
this show are "Hallelujah,"
"Join
the
Navy,"
and
"Sometimes I'm Happy."

A I{ATHER notable record
may be claimed by the Finnish
broadcasting organisation on
Good Friday, for there will be
no fewer than six "O.B.'s"
from various churches.
The day starts at 9 a.m.
(B.S.T.) with divine service in
Finnish, which will be followed
at 12 by a Swedish service
and at 2 bv a Greek Catholic
sen·ice. At 3.30 there will be
Evensong in Swedish and at
A

19

THURSDAY next, April 25th,
is Anzac Day. In the morning
there will be a special broadcast service from St. Clement
Danes, and in the evening a
dramatic production called
"Gallipoli" (National, 8.30).
This is to be a sound picture of
the epic struggle on the Gallipoli
peninsula, following the lines
of actuality broadcasts. Sensationalism will not be sought
after, and those listeners who
have poignant memories of the
Gallipoli campaign wili find
the broadcast a sympathetic
one.
" HIT THE DECK "

FoLLOWING presentation in
Scotland "Hit the Deck" \\"as
staged \\"ith great success at the
end of 1927 at the Londo:1
Hippodrome.
Listeners will
hear a broadcast version in the
Regional programme on April
25th, and in the National programme on April z6th. The
book was written by Herbert
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GALLIPOLI

AN "O.B." RECORD
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Abroad.

:

Vienna, 6.15, "Parsifal" (Wagner)
relayed from the State Opera.

:

I
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EASTER DAY IN JERUSALEM.
Pilgrims at prayer on the road to
·the Cross.

Friday

I
I

SUNDAY, APRIL 21st.
Nat., 5.15, "Easter Day in Jerusalem," _relayed from Palestine.
'liService from Winchester Cathedral. 'I)Aibert Sandler and the
Park Lane Hotd Orchestra.
Reg., B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra in
" Spring Comes to Europe."
'I)Handel' s " Messiah " Part ll.

Abroad.
Kalundborg, 8.2, Easter Music from
the Cathedral.
Radio-Paris, 8, Concert by the
National Orchestra.
MONDAY. APRIL 22nd.
Nat., Harry Roy and Band in
"Hurry, Hurry, Hurry! "-an
excursion in rhythm. ,]B.B.C.
String Orchestra.
Reg., 7, Trial for the Dunmow
Flitch. ~Henry Hall and the
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.

Abroad.
Warsaw, 9, Symphony Concert hy
the Station Orchestra.
Solo
Pianist : Sztompka.

I

"AIDA" FROM MILAN

THE B.B.C., in combination
with many other stations on
the Continent, are taking a relay of Verdi's "Alda," Acts I
and II, performed in the famous Milan Scala on Wednesday
evening next. Part I ·will be
heard at 9 p.m., and Part II
at 10.5 (National). In the interval Dr. C. B. Hootham will
give a talk on Italian opera.
SHAKESPEARE BURLESQUE

FRo:II the fact that L. du
Gat-cle Peach is responsible for
the Shakespeare programme,
" Merely Players " (National)
on Tuesday next, one assumes
that there will be an air of
burlesque in the proceedings~
and the subtitle, ''A Fantasy
of Dreams and Dollars,'' confirms the suspicion. The scene
is Stratford-on-Avon, and the
players include a seeker after
knowledge and a ditto after
dollars. A tempting item.
THE AUDITOR.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 23rd.
Nat., Recital by Albert Sammons :I
(violin) and William Murdoch I
I
(pianoforte). ~" Merely Players." II
I
'I)" Freedom" by .f. L. Garvin.
I
Reg., Italian Operatic Programme by :
B.B.C. Militarv Band. ,IFred :
Hartley and Hi~ Novelty Quintet. I
I

:

Abroad.

I

Kalundborg, I0.15. Czech and
Russian Music by the Radio
Orchestra.

I

J

I
I

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24th.
Nat.,

7 .30, " Yellow

Sands," a

Devonshire comedy.
from Milan.

'\]" Aida "

i

Reg .• Wingates Temperance Band.

l
l

Orchestra (C) conducted
by John Ansell. ~Organ Recital

~B.B.C.
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l by G. D. Cunningham.
l Abroad.

! Toulouse, 8.30, Concert version of
:
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" Faust " (Gounod).

THCRSDAY, APRIL 25th.
Nat.. Recital for Two Pianos by
Ethel Bartlett and Rae Robertson.
~8.30,
.. Gallipoli."
~:B.B.C.
Orchestra (B).
Reg., Henry Hall and the B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra. ~I" Hit the
Deck."

,, Abroad.
, Strasbourg.
I

I
I
I
I
I

8.4S, Opera-Comique,
" Joli Gi!les " (Poise) with 'tation choir and orchestra.

L---------------------------------J
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Murphy
MODEL

A26

A High ..grade Receiver of Simplified
Design and Moderate Price
FEATURES.-Type.-Table model superheterodyne for AC main~. Circuit.Triode-pentode frequency cl!anger.- var-mu pentod~ IF amplifier- double-diode
secon£1 detector- pentode output valve. Full-wave l•alve reclifier. Controls.-( l)
Tzmin.~.
(2) Volume aml on-off switch. (.3) Tone. (4) Waveran.ge. Price.-£11
Makers.--Murphy Radio Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

T

HIS set is 'teally a. devel?pment
of the Model A24 In which certain modifications have been
introduced to bring the cost
down to the £rr level. There has been
no compromise in the quality of materials
used or the standard of finish and workmanship, since reliability has always
been one of the foremost aims of Murphy
Radio. The manufacturing economies
have been made in two directions; first,
in the cabinet design, and, secondly, in
the acceptance of a lower overall gain
in the receiver.
The design of the cabinet is simple, but
its proportions are well-balanced and in
construction and finish it is in no way
inferior to the cabinets of previous
Murphy sets. Instead of the comparatively expensive walnut back panel, however, a pressed fibre back has now been
standardised, and another economy which

is both simple and ingenious is
the use of the wood which has
been removed for the loud
speaker fret as a raised subpanel for the controls.
The
finish is in Australian walnut veneer, the
grain of the control panel being vertical
and that of the remainder of the front
of the sEt horiwntal. A minor improvement in the cabinet design is the provision
of a slot in the right-hand side of the base
to accommodate fhe specially prepared list
of broadcasting stations which is provided with each set.

Circuit Modifications.
The circuit of the Az6 up to the IF
stage is the same as that of the A24. The
band-pass aerial tuner includes a coupling
for reducing second-channel interference
and the frequency-changer is a triode
pentode. The IF amplifier is a variablemu pentode and four tuned circuits are
used in the input and output couplings.
In the second detector stage the triode
amplifying portion has been omitted and

the valve used in a simple double diode.
The signal rectifying diode is in series
with the secondary of the IF transformer
and the volume control potentiometer
forms part of the diode load. By separating the diode load from the input circuit
to the output pentode valve a higher diode
load and a lower input impedance have
been made possible with a reduction in the
possibility of electrostatic hum pick-up.
The AVC diode is parallel-fed from
the primary of the output IF transformer
and its lo.ad resistance is arranged as a
potential divider in order to provide a
higher degree of control on the frequency
changer than on the IF amplifier.
The output connections of the pentode
valve are straightforward and a resistance-capacity tone control is connected
across the primary of the output transformer. The smoothing arrangements for
the HT supply have been simplified but
additional decoupling has been provided
both in the LF and A VC diode circuits.
It will be noticed that there is no provision in this circuit for the attachment of
a gramophone pick-up, but in the near

The circuit has been simplified and the number of components reduced by the omission of the triode amplifier from the second detector stage.

APRIL I9ih, I935·
Murphy Model A26

future instructions will be issued to dealers
indicating how this feature may be introduced where it is definitely required.
The favourable impressions created by
the obvious constructional soundness of
the chassis and the '' goodness'' of the
cabinet work are carried a step farther
when one handles the controls.
These
v.re quite silent elrctrically and arc remarkably smooth in action. To preserve
the simplicity of the cabinet design the
knobs are not provided with identification
marks, but after reference to the instruction book the manipulation of each control soon becomes a matter of habit.
There are only two positions on the waverange switch, as b.e on-off switch is now
incorporated with the manual volume
control.

situated and not merely from the relatively small area occupied by the loud
speaker fret.
The brilliant top register

cerning buyer not only on account of it~
good range and clear reproduction but
also because it is· a simply designed,

DETECTOR VALYE
V 914

VOLUME
CONTROL
AND
ON ;OFF

Performance
The reduction in overall amplification
does not appear to have affected the number of foreign stations available, and
there were at least seven good Continental
programmes to choose from on the
medium waveband during the hours of
daylight. The only apparent effect of the
omission of the post-detector LF stage ;s
that there is less reserve of volume on
some of the distant B.B.C. stations.
The selectivity is hardly sufficient to free
the Deutschlandsender from interference
from its neighbours in wavelength, even
when quality of reproduction is sacrificed
to that end by turning the tone control into
the extreme low position. On the medium
waveband, however, the interference from
the National transmitter when received in
Central London. did not extend for more
than two channels and from the Regional
transmitter for three channels on either
side of the normal settings. Secondchannel interference on the medium waveband was negligible and only one faint
whistle could be detected at 460 metres.
There was, however, a fair sprinkling of
oscillator harmonic whistles on the long
waveband but, fortunately, these were
considerate enough to avoid the settings
of the principal long-wave stations.
The range of AVC, which in the case
of this receiver is not amplified, will be
found to be quite adequate for most
people's requirements.
The manual
volume control must be turned up when
changing from local to distant station reception, but once this initial adjustment
has been made, the hand control calls for
no further attention.
If we except some overemphasis of tlw
upper middle register the quality of reproduction exhibits few of the shortcomings to which we have become accustomed in low-priced superheterodyne
receivers. The cross-braced cabinet introduces little, if any, coloration of the
bass, which, neverthele~s, goes down far
enough to include the full compass of the
'cello.
The general reproduction is
notable, not only for its clarity but also for
the "forward" quality of the tone. The
sound appears to be emanating from that
part of the room in which the set is

(
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In general layout the Az6 chassis closely resembles its predecessor the A24.

ca:1, of course, be easily modified by the

tone control to one's individual taste.
This set will commend itself to the dis-

soundly made product from which frills,
which may be regarded only as selling
points, have been omitted.

Random Radiations
By

H

DIALLIST,

Droitwich and Quality
SEVERAL people have remarked to me
that they are not impressed with the
quality of speech transmissions from Droitwich.
They find that if they switch over from
the long waves to one of the other Nationals
whilst spt'ech is in progress it sounds noticeably better when received from the smaller
fry than from the giant. On musical transmissions there is also a difference, but it is not
nearly so marked. The reason for these
plaints is, I personally think, to be found in
the receiver rather than in the transmitter. l\Iany of the older sets, and not a
few modern ones, have a considerable
amount of boominess in their reproduction,
due to cabinet or other resonance. Whe11
the tone-balance at the transmitting station
is adjusted so as to give perfect reproduction from a high-quality receiver it may
wdl be that speech sounds throaty and
hoomy when reproduced by a set which
relies to some extent on resonance for its
'' mellowness.''

.. .. ..

The Little Nationals

M ANY

people are wondering why the
B.B.C. found it necessary to reduce
the output power of the London, West and
North Nationals from so to 20 kilowatts.
The reason is that when all three stations
were synchronised upon 26r. r metres after
the openir.-3 of the new Midland Regional

it was found that with anything like full
power in use a good deal of interference
was liable to take place within a station's own
service area. The result was to reduce thes<;
service areas considerably, since anywh<·re
near the outer fringes of these reception of
the National programmes on this wavelength became impossible. Ey cutting clown
the power gradually it was found that with
20 kilowatts interference was much less
severe and the range of the three 'ta tions
considerably extended.

......

German Short-wave Service
GERMANY is making every effort to make
her world broadcasting service on the
short waves as good as anything of its kind.
Taking a leaf out of Daventry's book, the
Germans have now instituted zone broadcasting, no less than five different transmissions, each intended for a particular part
of thf' world, being given during the twentyfour homs, and each upon the wave-length
most suitable to the hour. \Vere the service
to be purely for entertainment purposes
everyone would welcome it with open arms.
Unfortunately, as is often the pse nowadays, it is being used for propaganda purposes, and the statement that it is intended
m_<l:_il!IY f9~ tpe thirty millio11 Gemnns livi1i~
abroad does not ring too true when it is
remembered that three out of the fiv<' ZOIW
programmes are conducted in English, an<l
that in the course of the others announce-
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ments are made in our language as well as
in German. Politics are the curse of broadcasting in m«ny countries at the present day,
and if only they could be ousted from the
programmes it would be a good thing for
humanity at large.

......

A Way They Have in Austria
WOULD not, tho~gh, go so far as the
Austrian pundits who have just enacted
a law making it an oiience punishable by
a large fine, or long imprisonment, to listen
to broaJcasts that are considered hostile to
the present Government. Some of these
transmissions come from abroad ; others are
sent out by illicit stations within Austria's
own borders. It seems to me rather silly to
make a law which it is almost impossible to
enforce. Surely the best way of tackling
unauthorised transmission emanating from
places in one's own country is to track them
down-no difficult business nowadays-and
punish those that run them.

I

......

Wireless or Radio ?
AT one time it seemed that English people
would always speak of wireless and
wireless sets and Americans of radio and
radio sets (or just radios). But now there
are distinct signs that the term " radio "
is becoming more popular in this country,
whilst " wireless " is making headway in
America. We have, of course, always used
" radio " to a considerable extent.
The
B.B.C. has from the first made use of
" radio " in the titles of its publications,
and we all speak of a radiogram, of
radio-frequencies, of the radio exhibition;

the two most important trade societies are
the National Association of Radio Manufacturers and the British Radio Valve
Makers' Association.
I have seen " wireless " in print in
American publications more than once of
late, and American speakers have used the
word in the Transatlantic Bulletin.

Foundations of Wireless
Part XI X, dealing with the internal screening
system of the m0der11 HF valve, will be included
in next 1c•eek' s is .sue.

A MIDGET "TRANSCEIVER"
For Two·way Telephony
LTI{A-SHORT waves (of the order
of 5 metres) have properties which
make them specially valuable for
working over short distances, and it is safe

U

They Will Do It
are still some pretty queer ideas
T HERE
current on the subject of television, and
not a few of them fmd their way into print
via the pens of writers who ought to know
better.
One provincial newspaper publi~hed recently a statement by its wireless
man that there was no truth in the rumour
that no existing receiving set woutd be of
any use for the receptio:1 of television when
the service came into bemg. Qu1te the contrary, he assured his readers: " Many J_IPto-date sets are qmte smtable for reu·ptwn
of television and will require no adjustment
or altcra tion."
This kind of thing does a great deal of
harm to wireless. It misleads people into
expectin" the impossible-until they are
brought down to earth with the traditional
sickening thud. Readers can d~ good work
by disabusing the minds of ihe1r non-technical friends of these and other erroneous
ideas about the future of television.

... ,.. '
.·-··
A 7ft. vertical copper rod serves as transmitting and receiving aerial for a car installation.
11
A multiple cable connects the " transceiver unit to the battery box.

to predict that low-power apparatus
operating on this waveband will ultimately
be widely used in spheres where radie>
has not yet properly established itself c.s
a means of communication.
A combined transmitter and receiver of
extreme compactness, operating on about
5 metres, has been developed by the Ideal
Radio and Gramophone Co., Ltd., of 444.
Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey, and was
recently demonstrated to The Wireless
World in one of the forms in which it JS
shortly to appear on the market.
The Hermes Transreceiver, as it is
called, measures only 6in. by 4in. by 7in.,
and weighs 5 lb. ; the supplementary battery box brings up the total weight to
under 15 lb. A microphone and "rod"
aerial completes the equipment.
During the demonstration satisfactory
two-way communication was maintained
without any hitch between two moving
cars and between an aeroplane flying over
Brooklands, Leatherhead, and the surrounding country, and the Brooklands
Control Tower. No interference suppressors were fitted to either car or aeroplane engines, but background noises were
never serious enough to prejudice intelligibility. Although the tests were limited
to distances of between 5 and ro miles,
this clearly did not represent the extreme
limit of range, and it is understood that
communication has been carried out up to
45 miles.
By means of switching, a single valve is
made to carry out the combined functions
of transmitting oscillator and receiving
detector. The anode power consumption
is rated as r watt, and, of course, reception
is by means of headphones.
An idea as to the nrsatility of the apparatus and of the yarious uses to which
it may be put will be gathered from the
fact that, after attaching a short di-pole
aerial directly to the set (for which purpose
wing-nuts are provided), two-way conversation was carried out bet\veen a demonstrator walking round the aerodrome and
another set· installed in the Flying Club
buildings.
Mr. E. H. Shaughne:;sy, late Assistant
Chief Engineer of the G.P.O., and a well~.).V-;~· fi~lf_r.e .. i_!l,. ~ptl1 a!,D<J.!et~E }E,d Pt2:.
· fesswnai wtre1ess ctrdes, IS associated w1th
the company producing the Hermes sets.
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Cnr radio relie·ves
tile tedium of driving
Jtrouyh

30 • n1.p.h.

limik

Car Radio
Performance
What to Expect: Some Fallacies
Dispelled

I

N this country car radio is still a new
thing, and even amongst wireless enthusiasts there are comparatively few
who have actual first-hand experience
of its working. But special car sets have
been in existence quite long enough for
many popular misconceptions to ha v0
arisen with regard to the standard of performance that can normally be expected,
to the effect on the electrical equipment of
the car, and to the supposed difficulties
of installation.
It seems, therefore, that a practical investigation of the subject from these points
of view would be of general interest. The
writer was fortunate enough to obtain
from The City Accumulator Company th;;
loan of a car fitted with the latest C.A:::.
" Austin " receiver ; he was given a fr.·c
hand and ample time not only to test the
set under normal conditions, but to look
for trouble in circumstances that would
seldom be encquntered in normal use.
As the "Austin" set has already been
described in detail, it is only necessary to
say here that it is a five-valve superhet.,
the heaters being fed directly from the
car battery, while anode current is
"stepped up" from the same source
through a rotary converter.
In the matter of range, the fairest

comparison
that
can be made is
with a standard
domestic four-valve
superhet. As can
reasonably be anticipated, the extra
valve of the car set, in the form of a
signal-frequency I-IF amplifier, almostbut not quite-compensates for the inevitable ineffectiveness of the runningboard aerial as compared with a normal
outside aerial. A dozen good programmes,
including the more popular
Continental ones, can be depended upon in daylight,
and, thanks to proper provision for long-wave reception, Droitwich should be
receivable in any part of the
country. This should apply
broadly to any compara_ble mperhet of good design4
As the car was an ordinary '' family '' model of
medium price, a particularly
useful opinion could be
formed as to the capabilities
of the average electrical
equipment to supply the
necessary energy (amounting to about 50 watts) for
the receiver. The battery
and dynamo were exactly
as f1tted by the makers, and there were
no signs that they were being overworked.
In some cases, however, alterations would

be desirable, and it is pleasant to record
that the makers of car electrical equipment
seem to adopt a really helpful attitude,
being prepared both to give advice and to
make modifications where necessary.
No exceptional precautions were taken
to prevent interference from the ignition
system, etc. ; the suppressors were of
standard type, with the sole addition of
electrical bonding between the engine
(mounted on rubber) and the chassis.
These simple precautions were effective,
as no sign of interference could be heard

Extreme compactness has
been realised in the construction of the car set. (C.A.C. "Austin.")

when listening to worth-while stations, except for a few seconds while passing under
bridges or through severe local scre~ning.
The bogy of interference from external
sources may be summarily dismissed as ot
no practical account. True, occasional
traces of it could be detected by listening
carefully when passing a labouring lorry,
along tram-lines, or past a neon sign, bnt
the only disturbance-and that not of a
serious character-that persisted for anv
le~.zt!'. ;:..~ [iuit'l em11nated
X fjL: oo<f~
\'olt line runningparallel with the r~ad.
Car radio as a source of entertainment
has taken on a new significance since the
30-mile limits were imposed. Our driver,
either exceptionally Belisha-conscious or
more probably soothed by a good afternoon programme, seemed positively to
enjoy the long run out into the country
through London suburbs at a speed well
within the legal limit.
. On reaching the open road speeds up
to 6o miles an hour seemed no barrier
to the appreciation of programmes; there
was ample volume in reserve. H. F. S.

:tfoiii

Installation of a single-unit set with remote control of the type illustrated above.
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New Apparatus
Reviewed

testing apparatus.
Whilst primarily intended for use with the A vometer, the A vominor, and other Avo instruments, the
accessories are applicable to any type of
meter or combined instrument which is

Recent Products of the Manufacturers
TONE COMPENSATING CHOKE

A control
SPECIMEN tone compensating volume
choke made to the specification
given in The Wn·cless World of February
15th last has been sent in for test by Wright
and \Vcaire, Ltd., 740, High Road, Tot1.enham, London, N.17. It is wound on :m
ebonite former I}in. square and small
soldering tags arc fitted on one cheek to
which the ends of the winding are anchored.

Selection of Savage
components for high
efficiency output stage,
comprising
1n a i n s
transformer, intervalve
and output transformers and chokes

4-mfd. smoothing condensers, but without
the customary reservoir condenser, the
measured DC output was 428 volts at 100
mA., ,po volts at 150 mA., 395 volts at zoo
mA., and 384 volts at 240 mA. The regulation is, therefore, entirely satisfactory and
Wearite
tone
well within the permissible limits of variacompensating
tion.
volume control
The AC output from the HT secondary
choke made
winding varied by 12 volts only throughout
to "Wireless
World " specithis range of current loads, giving a regulafications.
tion of 2.4 per cent. ; an exceedingly good
performance for a transformer of such
reasonable dimensions.
The transformer
costs sss. and the chokes 17S. and 20s. each
for the LL/L3 and LL/L4 respectively.
The grid bias mains transformer carries,
Its measured resistance is 77 ohms and . in addition to its HT and rectifier windings,
the imluct:lnce 0.049 henry, which is suftia 4-volt 2-3 amp. LT winding for the early
ciently clo:-:e to the theoretical value of o.o5
valves in the amplifier, and its price is 20s.,
henry for all practical purposes. The price
the type number being LL/GB. A CC/40
of this is ss. 6d.
smoothing choke for this unit costs r Is. 6d.
The intervalve transformer, LL/TI, has
SAVAGE COMPONENTS
two separate seconditry windings and costs
27s. 6d., while the special output transFor High Efficiency Push-pull Output
former which is wound on a generous size
Stage
iron core and has a tapped secondary windCOMPLETE set of transformers an:!
ing to suit 6-, 12-, and 24-ohm impedance
chokes for the high efficiency push-pull
loud speakers and giving the correct workoutput stage described in The Wireless
ing primary impedance, costs 45s. It can
World elated March 15th last, and which
b{· wound for special output impedances at
embodied the PX25A type valves, can now
an extra charge of ss. This transformer has
be obtained from W. Bryan Savage, Ltd.,
a very low DC resistance, each half of the
s6A, Clcrkenwell Road, London, E.C.I.
primary measuring 17.8 ohms only.
With the exception of the smoothing choke
in the gricl bias supply unit all the comAVO TESTING ACCESSORIES
ponents have been designed and built speciTHE Automatic Coil Winder and Ele~
ally for use in this unit.
trical Eqmpment Co., Ltd., Wmder
The mains transformer has the type
House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I, has
number LL 1MT, and gives soo-o-soo volt:-;
introduced a kit of useful accessories for
with a nominal rating of 120 mA., but the
windings
are
chosen
to
cope with the momentary
demand'> of 240 mA. or so
of the amplifier.
It has
three separate LT windings,
one 4 volts at 5 amps. for the
two rectifying valves, and
two 4-volt 2-amp. windings
for the PX25A valves.
~ · The DC resista,nce of the
HT secondary is 57 ohms for
each half. The two smoothina
chokes for. the main
b
power unit are hsted as type
LL/L3 and LL/L4 respectively, and they are used in
this order, the first mentioned immediately following the rectifiers.
Their
resistances are 42 ohms in
the one case and so ohms in
the other. Assembled as a
supply unit using two Osrarn
Spring clips, double-end~d connecting leads and msulated
MU14
rectifiers and two
prods comprising the Avo kit of testing accessories.

used in the servicing and testing ot receivers.
The kit comprises two flexible leads fitted
with spring clips at each end; one is IZin.
and the other 6in. long. There is a pair of
leads having a spring clip one end aud a
small spade terminal the other, a pa1r of
spring clips and two insulated holders fitted
with spring chucks to take the wire prods
supplied. These can be used when taking
measurements in a set where the points of
contact are not very accessible, and a long
thin but stiff insulated connector is needed.
There are thrPe sizes in the kit varying ir.
length from 7in. to 2}in., :1IHl each pair has
reel and black insulated sleeves.
This
handy kit costs 2s. 6u.

MAGNUM

SWITCHES

BURNE-JONES AND Co., Ltd., 296,
Borough High Street, London, S.E.I,
has introduced a new version of the Magnum
multi-contact switch.
This m< ·dPl is inMagnum new shortwave multi-contact
switch with doublespaced springs.

A

tended ior use in short-wave and all-wave
receivers, the contacts being widely spaced
to ?nsure a low capacity between adjacent
spnngs. In order to accommodate an adeq-uate number of contacts, this new model
is made longer than the earlier pattern, and
has a stiffening bracket in the centre.
It is available fitted with either nickelsilver or gold-silver contacts in any number
up to thirty-two pairs, and from two- to
six-way. A nine-pair nickel-silver contact
model costs 6s. 6d., and a similar pattern
with gold-silver contacts Ss.
The switch is well made, and should
stand up to hard wear without giving
trouble through faulty connections, as the
springs are quite robust; furthermore the
contact points have a slight self-cle~ning
action.

wE

FOX

AMPLIFIER

regret an error in the address of
Fox Industries, Ltd., to whose products we referred in our April sth issue. The
address should have been given as 29,
Dingley Place, City Road, London, E.C.r.
A 24
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BROADCAST
BRE VITIES
S, Our Special C=espondcnt

A Welsh Victory

THE atmosphere of caution in

which the B.B.C. engineers
live, move, and have their being,
permeates the latest announcement concerning the possibility
of a new station in the \Vest.
One may take it that such a
nebulous statement as: " It
now seems that it may be practicable for a wavelength to be
provided for a West Regional
transmitter in the neighbourhood of Plymouth," coming
from the engineers, is tantamount to a declared decision
from any other quarter.

Mr. Appleton's
Responsibility
The new arrangement places
more responsibility on the
shoulders of Mr. E. R. Appleton, who will be put in charge
of both the West of England
and the Welsh transmitters. Mr.
Appleton, however, is one of the
early stalwarts, very popular in
the \Vest, and the possessor of
a fund of tact and good humour
which has often been tested to
the uttermost.
Probably no one in the B. B. C.
has had more experience in
keeping the peace between
somewhat fiery neighbours.

A Knock-out?
Last week a Welsh deputation
visited Broadcasting House and
emerged from the umpteenth
sparring bout with Sir John
Heith with considerably more
success than on any previous
occasion.
It was significant
that the engineers' " announcement " was issued the same
evening.·

Scrapbook of 1905
ALREADY the "Scrapbook"
programmes have dealt with
A. D. 1913, 1909, 1914, 1910,
1918, and 1921, and Leslie

A Difficult Task
An enormous amount of research work is involved in a
programme of this type, and, in
going back thirty years, Leslie
Baily and Charles Brewer, the
B.B.C. producer, have set themselves a difficult task.

30-Line Television
DAYLIGHT hours arc too
precious in the eyes of the
B.B.C. to be wasted on 30-line
television,
hence
the
new
schedule which substitutes a late
night session on 1\lonclays in
place of the Saturday afternoon
transmission, which terminates
to-morrow.
The majority of television
amateurs may welcome the
change, but tilE' re must be a
good many daytime experimenters in high-defmition work

Marionettes for 30-Line
Television?
No tears will be shed over the
B.B.C's tendency to repeat the
Monday television programme.:;
on Wednesdays. \Vhilst admiring Mr. Robb's splendid work
as Britain's pioneer television
producer, one cannot resist the
feeling that many of the firstclass turns are wasting their
sweetness on the desert air.
Some of these artists are of
international repute, and their
serv.ices would help to raise the
wiltmg standard of the normal
broadcast programmes.
Mari.
onettes or old films should be
adequate for 30-line television.

Detectiv~ ~
Waves

the Short

1\IIY shor~-wave set being out
of actwn, I have been stirred
to envy in running through
the printed programmes for the
Empire stations.
There is a
" Meet the Detective " series of
talks by the leading writers ot
detective
stories,
including
Anthony
Wynn,
Ernes t
Bramah,
Anthony
Berkeley,
E. P. Punshon, and Leonard
Gribble.
During the present
week the five Empire transmissions have been relaying a talk
by Leslie Charteris, author of
the " Simon Templar " books.

Why We are Glad
Never has a country fought
more tenaciously than \Vales for
its broadcasting rights, and no
one will grudge the Principality
a station of its very own. Indeed, for quite ~;elfish reaoons,
many English-speakilig listeners
will he heartily glad not to have
to listen to Welsh talks on the
National wavelength.

Synchronisation the Secret
Actually, the Wc!,;h owe their
luck less to the good will of the
B.B.C. (though the good will is
there) than to the success of
the wavelength-synchronisation
system. It is bt:cause the engineers have collected data
within the last few months on
the results of synchronising the
three medium-wave Nationals
that they are emboldened to
launch out with a new station.

" I passed by Your

Window''

All-Welsh from Somerset
It is an anomaly that the
Welsh station will not be in
\Vales, but will actually be our
old friend, \Vashford Cross, devoted entirely to Welsh programmes.
The. erection of a
Regional transmitter 111 Devon
makes this possible.
To cater for the North of
Wales, a relay station is to be
established in the Bangor area.
It remains to be seen whether
the new South-Western station
can be synchronised with the
other Nationals, but, judging
from recent experience, this
should present no difficulty.

come by. Firms experimenting
in this direction neither observe
a regular schedule nor betray
the least anxiety to acquaint the
outside world when their transmitters are starting up.

NIAGARA was a distinguished guest in a recent American network
programme. Instead of relying on "effects," engineers actually went
to the spot, picking up the sounds as shown and relaying them by
short cable to the Niagara telegraph office.

Another Empire event was
" Piccadilly Circus at Midnight,'' an eye-witness account
of the centre of London's \Vest
End by the 1\larquess of Donegall, looking down from a
Regent Street window at midnight on Friday, April 12-q.
The talk went out in Transmission No. 5, but electrical recordings followed at appropriate
times for the other zones.
Were you at Piccadilly that
night?

New Form of Appeal ?
Baily, their sponsor, is in
danger of running short of
years. However, he has started
preliminary work on a Scrapbook dealing with 1905, the year
which saw the rapid decline
of the Balfour Government, and
was a memorable one for many
other reasons, as Mr. Baily will
show us in the near future.

who will sadly miss the Saturday opportunity.

Substitute for High
Definition
Many televiewers
ode-ray gear make
30-line tests in the
anything better,
definition signals are

with cathuse of the
absence of
for
highnot easy to

A· J. ALAN, the king of story-

tellers, comes to the microphone in the Regional programme on May 19th to make
an appeal on behalf of the St.
Marylebone Health Society, 14,
Salisbury Street, N.W.S. It is
possible ·that the brilliant raconteur will clothe his appeal in
the form of a short story.
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WRITING in connection with a proposed
remote-control
system
for
his
receiver, a reader asks whether it is permissible to leave the primary winding. of a
bell transformer (from the secondary of
which as-volt AC output is to be obtained)
permanently connected across the household supply mains.
There is nQ objection to this plan and,
!ndeed, it represents the usual practice. So
long as no current is drawn from the
secondary of the transformer, the amount
of energy dissipated in the primary will be
negligible.

Tuning Meter

THESE columns are reserved for the publication

N the QA Receiver there is no valve ~n the
anode circmt of whtch a ·suffictently
great change of current takes place for
operation of a tuning indicator. Indeed, it
Jnay be said that this receiver ·does not
stand in need of such an indicator, as
tuning is easy and not particularly. criticaL
However, it is possible to obtain visual
indication of the correct adjustment of the
high-frequency circuits, but we fear that a

of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers
R.eaders requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to " The
· Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
found a/ the foot fl{ this page.

I

signal whatsoever, and thus, so to speak,
has no material to work upon.
This correspondent lives at some considerable distance from the nearest broadcasting station, and as the various tuned
circuits of his receiver are as yet in an
" unganged " condition, it is quite under, standable that no signals of sufficient intensity to release the silencing action of the
" Q " valve should be received, or rather
should pass through the HF and IF circuits.
It is strongly advised that as a temporary
measure the '' quiet '' ·part of the A VC system should be eliminated from the circuit.
When this is clone, no trouble should be
experienced in finding a signal with which
to make preliminary tests and adjustments.

A

screened Downleads

CORRESPONDENT who is attracted
by the possibilities of reducing interference from a nearby tramway system by
fitting a screened aerial downlead seems
nevertheless to imagine that any benefits
he may gain by this addition must.inevitably be otlset, to some extent, by a fallingoff in receiver performance in several other
directions.
Actually, there is no valid reason for
anticipating that the performance of the
set will be noticeably affected in regard to
anything but its sensitivity. Selectivity and
quality
of
reproduction
should
be
unaffected.
Provided that a matched
transmission line is used-and this will
probably be necessary as the aerial is to be
moved to a considerable distance from the
receiver, the average loss of signal strength
is unlikely to be serious, especially as the
receiver in use has a good reserve of sensitivity.
-

A

Balancing a Frame

CORRESPONDENT who has been
carrying out some tentative experiments with frame aerial reception · has
found that there is no definitely perceptible
orientation of the frame corresponding to
minimum signal strength. This he rightly
assumes to be due to the fact that the
frame is picking up a certain amount of
energy through its action as an ordinary
aerial. \Ve are asked to give a diagram of
a centre-tapped frame aerial circuit which
will help towards overcoming this difficulty.
A simple method of connection is shown
in Fig. z. By setting the small balancing
condenser C experimentally to a value cor-

Ageing Oscillator
Fig. 1.-A visual tuning indicator showing
changes in rectified signal current.
reader who wishes to fit a tuning meter
must be prepared to face an appreciably
higher expenditure than usual.
The most
practical solution of his problem is to connect a microammeter in series with the
diode circuit in the manner indicated in
Fig. r.

Prolonged Overload
CORRESPONDENT who has been
A
using the HT supply of his AC receiver
for experimental purposes, requiring only
one or two milliamperes of current, enquires whether this procedure is likely to
result in damage to the apparatus.
The operation of rectifying equipment of
the usual type in this way is hardly to be
recommended except, perhaps, in emergencies or with the addition of an artificial
load. Unless the equipment was designed
on very liberal lines, it is quite possible that
a condenser breakdown will occur as a
result of the very considerable rise in voltage that must normally be taking place.
It should be remembered that the circuits
were originally designed for operation with
a load sufftciently large to prevent this rise
m voltage.

A

Confusing the Issue

QUERIST who has just completed a
receiver with true " quiet " AVC
(controlkd by a separate valve) is finding
difticultv in making initial adjustments.
His troi1ble is that he cannot receive any

AFTER working well for some time, the
superheterodyne receiver constructed
by a querist now fails entirely to operate
on the medium band at wavelengths
higher than about 400 metres. It is stated
that the valves in use are those originally
obtained for the set and it is asked whether
the trouble is likely to be due to .failing
emission.
It is reasonable to suppose that, in the
circumstances described, the defect is due
to incipient failure of the frequencychanger valve. Our correspondent's best
course would probably be to replace this
valve, but its life might be prolonged a
little by increasing the voltage applied to
the oscillator anode or by tightening
reaction coupling.

.....................................................

Fig. 2.-A balanced input circuit for directional reception.
responding to the grid-filament capacity of
the HF valve, the input circuit will be
made symmetrical and signal voltages
picked up by the frame in the manner of an
open aerial will be balanced out.

The Wireless World

Latest Single-span Filter

INFORMATION BUREAU

THE aerial filter of the Olympic S-S Six
is an improvement over the corresponding input circuits specifted for
earlier Single-Span receivers and, as previously stated in these columns, it may,
with advantage, be employed with any set
of the Single-Span type. For the benefit
of a reader who asks whether it would be
worth while to fit the latest ftlter to his new
Single-Span Battery Four and for information as to how the A VC leads should be conm·cted to the filter, it may be stated that
the proposed alteration is to be recommended ; the resistance R3 in the receiver
will be omitted and the GB terminal on the
filter will be connected directly to the A VC
line.

HE service is intended primarily for readers
T
meeting with difficulties in connection
with receivers described in The Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wireless JVorld. Every endeavour will be
made to deal with queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r, and
must be accompanied by a remittance of ss. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
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identification if the lists had some
relation to the station names as announced by the stations themselves.
There is, therefore, a good deal to be
Lack of Spelling Uniformity
said for the adoption in lists printed
in this country of the station name
'fiE identification of broa.dcastphonetically spelt as it is broadcast in
ing stations has always been
its own language.
something of a problem for the
It v.:ould seem possible, that in
listener. Unless a station is
process of time, and as a direct result
very \Vell known, or has a distinctive
of the constant advertising of station
call or iqterval signal, it is often very
names by broadcasting, that we shall
difticult to be sure of its identity and
adopt for our maps phonetic spelling
this difficulty increases \Vith the lesserof place names, corresponding with
known transmitters.
the broadcast pronunciation in the
But even when one has been successlanguage of each individual country.
ful in identifying a station, its geoThe spoken word through broadcasting
graphical location may still be a matter
is such an infh.-ence today that the
of doubt, for the reason that so many
generation now at school may be more
broadcasting stations are known by
ready to adopt Roma, Napoli, Milano,
names which have little relation to
than Rome, Naples, Milan, more
their locations, or the pronunciation
familiar to an older generation.
of the name in its native form differs
so much from the spelling by which we
Sound and Vision
should identify it in an atlas or a
gazetteer that it is often almost imNeed for a New Control
possible to associate the two.
" Diallist," writing in this issue,
TJ .7 ITH the addition of vision
draws attention to the lack of unito the broadcast
proformity in names of broadcasting
gramme, a new problem of
stations given in published lists, and control will present itself.
pleads for the adoption in such lists
With the very simple " sets " of
of the English place names rather than the present experimental television
the foreign ones, suggesting that broadcasts, it has been comparatively
Rome in English lists should always be easy for the control engineer to adjust
Rome and not Roma and, similarly, the sound intensity to suit the proxMunich instead of Mi.inchen, Gothen- imity of the televised subject, but even
burg instead of Goteberg, and so forth. so it has happened on occasions that as
a figure has moved away from the
Phonetic Spelling
camera so the intensity of the voice
Whilst we arc fully in agreement has increased !
Inventors might turn their attention
that uniformity in a matter of this
kind is very desirable, we are not quite to the development of an automatic
satisfied that the adoption of English control which will ensure that the
names throughout might not merely add intensity of sound will vary as the
to the confusion. The published lists distance of the source of sound from
of broadcasting stations are obviously the camera, so that we may never have
intended for the convenience of those the "spectacle" of a lamb bleating in
who listen in, and they would naturally the distance and " sound " like an ass
be helped in the matter of station braying in our ear.
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A B.B.C.

Dramatic · Control Unit
Problems of Combining Programmes from Different Sources
By C. H. COLBOR~, B.Sc., A.,I.I.E.E., and J. A.(;. MITCHELl.,
(De.~igns

Section, The British Broadcasting Corporation)

ha·ve no doubt often appreciated the skill with which the component parts of a multiple
L ISTENERS
broadcast such as "Empire Exchange" are blended smoothly together. The success of transmissions of
this character depends to a considerable extent on the centralisation of controls and the
systems of relays to prevent errors of cross-connection.

T

HE design of a dramatic control
unit, such as that recently installed
in Broadcasting House, provides
an interesting combination of ordinary electrical speech-input problems
with those arising from the peculiar
characteristics of broadcast play-producing
technique.
The object of a dramatic control unit
is to enable a programme to be produced
which, by its Yery nature, requires a
number of studios or other sources to be
combined together. Such programmes
are usually plays or musical productions,
but abo include programmes which are
produced for special occasions, such as
Christmas Day, New Year's E,·e, etc. The
first requirement of such a unit. therefore,
is that the operator shall be able to combine at will the outputs from a number of
separate studios (or other sources of programme). Experience has shown that the
most com·enient system for such combination is to arrange for each source to be
separately controlled and for the sources to
b~ grouped in such a manner that one
source is combined with the output from a
central mixer to which the other sources

'lre connected. These latter sources are
arranged in two groups, either group being
capable of being faded out on the central
mixer.
The mixing arrangements required can be represented diagrammatically as in Fig. L

Cue Signalling
To secure satisfactory operation it is
necessary to provide two-way cue signalling circuits between the operator and
each source: and, further, the operator
must be able to issue yerba! instructions
to the performers at the various sources.
Another requirement is that the performers shall be ablr to hear the programme when they are not themseJyes
performing.
In addition it is reqnired that artificially
produced echo mav be added to the output from any source and that the relative
amount of such echo shall be controlled by
the operator.
On the basis of the foregoing requirements the i wo dramatic control units installed in Broadcasting House in 1932
were designed. \Vhen it became necessary
to proYide a third unit towards the end of

pro~'ision

of

1934 it was decided to incorporate certain
additional features as described below.
\Vhen a programme which is made up
partly of items from England and partly
of items from owrseas is being broadcast there is a danger of a howl if any
Dominion whose programme is being
radiated from England should take the
English programme and combine it with
their own programme. The circuit whereby this howl may be produced is illustrated in Fig. 2. To a Yoicl the danger of
this happening it was decided to prO\·ide
automatic switching arrangements so that
in such circumstances each overseas
country is feel \rith the complete programme, excluding its own contrilJI!tion.
For the production of pla\·s it frequently happens that echo is required on
as many as four separate sources. \Vith
the echo facilities proYided \rith the two
dramatic control units of 1932 this \Yould
require the use of four echo rooms, and
as the number of such rooms at Broadcasting House is limited to fin~ this
serious]\· restricts the use of echo. For
exampl~', if a dramatic control rehearsal
or transmission requiring four echo rooms
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'l'he B.B.C. Dramatic Control Unitis used to avoid a change of level on one
is in progress this leaves only one echo channel when others are faded up or
room for ordinaty programme require- clown, it will of necessitv introduce a conments and for a second dramatic control stant loss in each ch~nnel (unless, of
production wliich may be in progress at course, each channel potentiometer were
the same time. It
was therefore decided
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Fig. 2.-Circuit arrangements which may produce a howl if the
The arrangement
overseas station attempts to take part of the home programme
while the latter includes part of the overseas transmission.
of the mixing circuits
is shown in Fig. 3·
The incoming channels arc all fed from feel directly to a valw, but this would be
amplifiers having output impedances of an expensive arrangement).
The particular system of Fig. 3 was
300 ohms. It will be seen that there is
a simple type of poteutiometer for each chosen because the potentiometers could
input channel. Each potentiometcr has be of the single-ann type. In any unit
a total resistance of 6oo ohms (which is of this kind the potentiometers are, of
the normal output load for the amplifiers) course, by far the weakest link in the
and is arranged in 25 steps. The ro,ooo chain, and it is desirable to reduce the
ohm series resistances included after each number of moving contacts to a minimum.
potentiomtetcr arc to prevent the level
obtained frorn any one channel from being
Central Mixer
appreciably affected by the fading up or
The operation of the central mixer is
clown of the other channels. Thus, if
Channel r only is faded up it \\'orks shown in Fig. 3 It will be seen that in
through ro,ooo ohms into a resistance the mid-position of trawl both groups are
made up of seven resistances of ro,ooo at full volume, and that as the mixer is
ohms in parallel (I .428 ohms), and if moved to an extreme position one group
Channels 2-7 are then faded up Channel I is faded out while the other remains at full
\n>rks through ro,ooo ohms into six resist- volume.
In order to combine the two outputs
ances of 10,200 and one of Io,ooo ohm:;,
all in parallel (I-450 ohms). The level ob- from the central mixer and the fifteenth
tained from Channei I thus remains prac- channel an amplifier having three separate
inputs in provided. In the t\YO units pretically unaffected.
A similar result could be obtained by viously constructed the amplifier was
the use of a constant impedance potentia- housed with the unit itself, but this is not
meter for each channel. 'vVhatever system a very convenient arrangement from a
maintenance point of view, and in the
case of the present unit the amplifier is
INDEPENDENT INCOMING
CHANNEL
located in the control room, \\•hile the
INCOMING
INCOMING
CHANNELS
CHANNELS
dramatic
control room, in which the unit
GROUP
2
GROUP 1
,..------J----,
is installed, is some distance away. The
circuit of the amplifier is shmm in Fig. 4·
It will be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that for
the circuits from the central mixer to Inputs I and 2, transformers are provided
at each end of the line as the sending impedance from the mixer is too high in
certain circumstances for direct connection
to a line. In the case of the fifteenth
channel a resistance of I-428 ohms is
shunted across the circuit after the ro,ooo
ohm series resistance in order to introduce
the same loss in this channel as is introduced into the other channels by virtue of
their combination. Thus the sending imFig. I.-Mixing arrangements required fer a
pedance from the fifteenth channel is only
dramatic control unit.
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1,250 ohms and transformers are not
necessaty between this channel and Input
3 of the amplifier.
The outputs from the three valves associated with Inputs I, 2 and 3 are combined through a fourth valve. This combination is effected via a 25,000 ohm resistance in each case, so that each valve (impedance IS,OOO ohms) may work into a
reasonable output impedance. The amplifying ,-aln's are chosen so that the
overall- gain of the ~mplifier from any input to the output is equal to tlk constant
loss introduced into the channels. Thus,
when any channel is turned t1p to full
yoJunw and the central mixer is at maximu{Il for the appropriate group, the level
at Output I of the amplifier is thr! same as
the level incoming to the channd. Thus
the amplifier just compensates [()r the }os~
inherent in the mixing systPm.

Auxiliary Switching
From Fig. 4 it will be observed that the
amplifier has a second output, which is
supplied from the common point preceding the last stage. The two separate outputs are necessary for the purpose of
auxiliary switching, the function of which
will now be described.
In order to meet the condition outlined
in the introductmy paragraphs for dealing with a programme made up of English
and Dominion items by supplying the complete programme to each Dominion excluding its own contribution, a system of
relay switching was included in the
dramatic control unit and an additional
amplifier provided.
The switching
arrangements are shown in Fig. 5 for the
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Fig. 3.-General arrangement of mixing circuits.
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case of one incoming channel only. It will
be seen that the connection from the
ro,ooo ohm series resistance to the central
mixer is now taken via a relay contact so
that when the relay operates the series

this channel will be automatically transferred to Input I of No. 2 amplifier whenever the volume is turned up, and at the
same time the outgoing amplifier for this
particular Dominion will be transferred to
controlling Amplifier No. r. Thus the
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Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram of dramatic control amplifier.

resistance is disconnected from the central
mixer and connected to Input I of ampliii.er No. 2. This amplifier has two inputs each feeding into a valve, and the _outputs from the two valve~ are combmed
into a third valve as m the case of
No. I amplifier already described. The
second output from No. I ampli_fier
is connected to Input 2 of No. 2 amplifier,
via an attenuating network such that the
levels applied to Inputs Nos. I and 2 are
normally about equal. Thus the programme aYailable at Output . I ~f No.
2 amplifier will be the combmatwn of
everything applied to the inputs of both
amplifiers, whereas the programn!e ava~l
able at Output I of No. I amplifier w1ll
be the full combination less any channels
that have been diverted to Input I of No.
2 amplifier.
Two separate controlling
amplifiers are used following the dramatic
control amplifiers, Nos. I and 2 controlling amplifiers being connected to the No.
r outputs of Nos. I and 2 dramatic control amplifiers respectinly. From Fig. 5
it will be observed that as the home transmitters are feel from controlling amplifier
No. 2 they will always receive the full
programme, whilst the outgoing line to the
overseas radio link to a Dominion, being
feel from either of the controlling amplifiers according to the operation of a relay,
may receiYe the full programme or the full
programme less one or more incoming
channels. The relay switching arrangements are such that if an incoming channel
is used for a programme from a Dominion

Dominion will receive the full programme
as supplied to home transmitters except
during the periods when the volume of its
own programme is turned up on the
dramatic control panel; during these
periods it will receive the full programme
less that supplied by itself.

Level Compensation
The relay switching provided enables
any four of the fifteen channels to be
treated in the above 111anner for any one

prvgramme. By means of a switching
operation in the control room is it possible
to associate the winding of any one of the
four output change-0\·er relays with that
of any one of the Ji.fteen channel changeover relays, so that the two relay8 operate
together when the \'olume in this particular
char,nel is turned up. If the four channels
so allocated were all on one side of the
c•~ntral mixer and were all turned up simultaneously this \Youlcl cause an increase in
level to be obtained from the remaining
three channrls of the group, since the
four channels no longer act as a shunt
across the others. The increase in level
would be 6 db. for each of the three
channels. This increase would be audible
and in order to avoid it a compensating
resistance of Io,ooo ohms is associated
with each channel so that when the
channel is diverted to Amplifier No. 2
the compensating resistance takes its
place.
Similarly when any channel
returns from Amplifier No. 2 to Amplifier
No. I it automatically puts its compensating resistance across the input of AP1plifier No. 2 .
The gain required between Input I and
the output of No. 2 amplifier is greater
than that required in the case of No. I
amplifier since there is no central mixer
:J.ssociated with No. 2 amplifier, and therefore any .channel diverted to this amplifier
is shunted by fourteen compensating
resistances or other channels, whereas
when it is connected to No. I amplifier it
is shunted by only six compensating
resistances or other channels.

Echo Arrangements
The system adopted in previous
dramatic control units for adding artificially-produced echo to any source is shown
in Fig. 6. It will be seen that the amplifier which is connected to the source
has two outputs, one of which is connected directly to one channel of the
dramatic control unit and the other is connected to the echo room. The output
from the echo room is connected to that
channel of the dramatic control unit on

Fig. 5.-Circuit arrangements for auxiliary switching.
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the mixture passed to the echo room. 1fie contains the direct source for which it is
strength of any constituent of the echo to provide the echo.
The echo arrangements described above
mixture may be related to that of its direct
are due to J. C. Taylor, of the B.B.C.
source by means of the associated fade
controls on the dramatic control unit. In engineering staff.
order to a void change
On the front panel of the dramatic conof level on any trol unit a cue key and lamp are prochannel due to other vided adjacent to each mixer control
AMPLIFIER
c h a n n e I s being handle. This key and lamp is automaticFROM
I
~--------~
I
diverted to the echo ally associated with the studio, which
11
1
OUT..o..:.- - - - - - - - . . ::-oliNCOMINO
amplifier compensat- forms the source for its particular channel
1
I
CHANNELS
I
ing resistanccs of by means of the plug and jack connecI
I
Io,ooo
ohms
are tions which are necessary to connect up
L _______ JI
associated with each the· unit before any programme can
DRAMATIC CONTROL
UNIT
of the change-over begin. In each studio a push button and
keys in the same cue lamp are provided, and thus the
manner as previously dramatic control operator may cue the
described for aux- studio and vice versa.
iliary switching.
Loud speakers are provided in each
It will be realised studio in use for the production, and when
that the number of any studio is faded out on the dramatic
echo rooms required control unit a switch on the fade potentiacould actually be re- meter causes the loud speaker in the
duced to one only, if correspondieg studio to be supplied with
Fig. 6.-Echo arrangements-old system.
the channels which the combined programme. A key is prowere switched to Yided on the unit whereby the operator
can connect the output of his microphone
potentiometers for these two channels. echo were controlled by a separate central
With such an arrangement if there arc mixer, mechanically coupled to the main in the dramatic control room to all loud
several sources each requiring a different central mixer. In this case the combined speakers so that he may give verbal indegree of echo then it is necessary to use output from such a second central mixer structions to the performers in all studios
as many echo rooms as there are sources would be passed via an echo amplifier to simultaneously during a rehearsal.
the echo room, and the mixture returning
The illustration shows the completed
requiring echo.
unit on its table. The front panel is seven
from the echo room would be added to the
main programme after the central mixer,
feet long, and the table on which the unit
Two Echo Rooms
exactly as the fifteenth channel is added.
stands is ten feet long by three feet six
As already explained, it was desirable,
In the case of the fifteenth channel the inches wide. A sliding seat is provided
when designing the new unit, to arrange change-over key following the Io,ooo ohm to enable the operator to move readily
the circuits so that the number of echo series resistance is replaced by a three- from one end of the panel to the other.
rooms required would be reduced to a
minimum. The arrangements were therer~--------------------------------,
fore changed to those shown in Fig. 7·
r------~
-o-:----;--o----,
This shows the arrangement for one half
I
C'UT. ,,
DRAMATIO CONTROL
of the dramatic control unit only (Channels
UNIT
o-'1'------.
I to 7) ; for the other half a precisely
I
J_
similar arrangement is provided. The feaOUT.21
ture of this system is that only two echo
L _____ j
rooms are necessary, one associated with
Channels I to 7 and the other with
Channels 8 to I4. The diagram shows
tw::> sources connected to Channels I and
J, while echo for these two sources is controlled via Channels 2 and 4 respectively.
It will be seen that the output side of the
Io,ooo ohm series resistance for each
channel is taken to a change-over key.
I
I
\Vhen this key is unoperated conditions
I
are normal, but when it is operated the
I
channel is connected via an echo amplifier
I
OUT. 21
IL _____~.,---~~-+--+---------~--~~--4
to the echo room and the output from the
.J
echo room is taken back to the input of
L ______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ________ J
the central mixer. This change-over key
is fitted for each channel in addition to
ECHO ROOM
the change-over relay fitted for auxiliary
r----------1
MICROPHONE
switching, as already described. Thus,
with the channels connected as shown the
amount of echo required for the proI
J
gramme from Amplifier A is controlled by
L - - - -~J
II
LOUD
II
L.--ECHO
SPEAKER
AMPLIFI-ER
Channel 2, and that required for Amplifier
AMPLIFIER NQ1
L _______
_J
B is controlled by Channel 4· The important point to -observe in this case is
that the controlling channels for echo
Fig. 7 .-Echo arrangements in the latest system of dramatic control.
function prior to the echo room instead of
The unit which has been described
after it as in the old system. Thus, where position key, so that when this channel
echo is required on two or more sources is used for echo it may be connected represents an interesting stage in the
evolution of dramatic control units. The
connected to Channels I to 7 the second either to Echo Amplifier No. I or Echo
outputs of these sources are mixed and Amplifier No. 2, according to which group first dramatic control unit to be used for
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which the echo for this particular source
is required. Thus the relative strengths of
the direct transmission from the source
and its echo are determined by the fade
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B.B.C. Dramatic Control Unitbroadcasting purposes was conceived and
designed by B. Honri, at that time a
member of the B.B.C. engineering staff,
and all succeeding units, including the
latest one, have followed the general lines
of his original scheme. Although there have
been many additions and elaborations,
such as mixing prior to the echo rooms,
auxiliary switching, etc., the fundamental
principles of one control potentiometer .
per incoming source, and a central mixer
have remained. There cannot be much
doubt, however, that the latest unit represents the final model of this type and
that any attempt to design on the same
principles another unit having more
channels or more elaborations would
result in the finished article being unwieldy and beyond the power of one man
to control. If future units are required
to deal with a programme constructed
from more than fifteen separate sources,
then some scheme will have to be adopted
whereby the number of controls is limited
and the controls automatically associate
themselves with the sources required at
any one time.
It is interesting to observe that, whereas
in the early stages of its evolution the
dramatic control unit required more and
more channels to meet play-producing requirements, of recent years play-producing technique tends to require a lesser
number of channels, and the latest expansion in the number (namely, from I I
to 15) was determined largely by programmes of the type of " Empire Exchange " produced on Christmas Day.
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OR this relief much thanks! The Eiffel
Tower really has been working on 206
metres for some little time now to the
great advantage and contentment of all con.
cerned. Even Parisians, fond though they
were of their oldest station, had found it a
great nuisance, for with sets of the not too
selective variety it was apt to interfere with
reception of Radio-Paris and several foreign
long-wave stations.
Radio-Normandie has gone to 269.5
metres and seems to be settling down fairly
happily there. This station is now well received by daylight, though interference is
often present from dusk onwards.
There is quite a crop of new stations
almost ready to come into action. France
alone has three which are already testing
and may be undertaking part of the programme service by the time that you read
these notes. These are the P.T.T. stations
at Toulouse, Lyons and LiiJe, the first of
which is rated at 200 kilowatts, the second
at go and the third at 6o. Just what wavelengths are going to be found for these giants
I don't know, but no doubt they will be
fitted in somewhere and somehow.
All should provide very good reception in
this country, for the existing Radio-Toulouse
with 6o kilowatts, Lyons-Doua with 15 and
Lille P.T.T. with 5 are well received.
A fourth newcomer is the 150 kilowatt
station at Bucharest which is to be known

a~ Radio-Roumanie.
Under the Lucerne
Plan the r,875-metre wavelength belongs to
Rumania and Huizen has no channel on the
long waves.
The Dutch station, evC'n if the 50 kilowatt
Koowijk plant is used at all times, will certainly be unable to make itself heard on
the same wa,·elength as Bucharest's new
station. It will have to find another wavelength, though what this will be is at
present wrapt in mystery.
One only hopes that it will not be a case
of open warfare once more on the long
waves again just when everything seems to
be settling c!own so well.

Synchronised Working.
Great strides have been made of late in
the working of synchronised transmissions
on the same wavelength. With their power
reduced to 20 kilowatts all round the London, West and North Nationals each
manage to serve areas of respectable size
without mutual interference.
Another good example to which I have
referred before is the German common
wave-channel of 251 metres which contains
four stations in addition to the 17-kilowatt
Frankfort.
The B.B.C. is thinking of extending
synchronised working in this country and I
should not be surprised to see it more
widely adopted in some others. It seems
to offer the best solution of the difficult
problem of fitting well over zoo stations into

ANOTHER

just over roo aYailable channels. One has
not to do very much thinking to bring to
mind many countries in which there are
several stations that regularly transmit the
same programmes. Since many of these
stations are well separated geographically it
wouLI seem that synchronised working is by
no means an impossibility.
Now that we have changed over to
Summer Time Continental stations on the
medium waves are at their best at a somewhat later hour during the evening. This,
however, is no great drawback since so
many of us make use of the longer hours of
daylight to spend more time out of doors.
On our return home after tennis or an evening walk there is plenty of entertainment
awaiting us.
D. EXER.

A NEW BOOK
Definitions and Formulre for Students (Radio
Engineering), by A. T. Starr, M.A.,
l'h.lJ., A.M.f.H..E.
Pp. 35·
Sir Isaac
Pitman and ::-;ons, Ltd., Parker Str~et,
Kingsway, London, \V.C.2. Price sixpence.
This is a handy little book divided into
hYo sections, the first of which is a glossary
of terms and expressions commonly used in
radio engineering. Section II comprises a
useful collection of formula= and information
relating to units, circuit constants and circuits (including valve circuits). The whole
of the information is in concise' form· and
'Should prove very useful to the student.
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200-KILOW ATT

STATION

Polish Broadcasting
Celebrates Its
Tenth
Birthday
By a Special
Correspondent

F

OR the past year
Europe has possessed
two stations of 200
or more kilowatts, viz.,
Luxembourg and Moscow.
It can now be revealed that Polskie Radio
is planning to celebrate its tenth anniversary by the installation of a zoo-kilowatt
station at \Varsaw. The plans provide for
several other high-power stations in different parts of the country and a new Warsaw
No. 2 working on 20 kilowatts.
There will be two simultaneous transmissions: one a National programme from
the 2'JO kilowatt station ?.t Haszvn and a
Regional programme on low po\ver from
Warsaw.
There will be as little delay as possible in
the construction of the new South Western
station, probably mid-way between Katowice and Cracow, a neighbourhood which
is not at present adequately covered. The
site for a Central EastC'rn station is expected
to be at Pinsk.
Poland has at present no short-wave station except a miniature 0.35 kilowatt outfit at Posnan, but it is now known that
Polskie Radio, which is 40 per cent. Stateowned, is considering the development of

Dr. Sig. Chamiec, the Director-General of
Broadcasting in Poland.

short-wave broadcasting for the benefit of
Polish Nationals in the United States,
South America and other countries.
If,
however, funds do not permit of the construction of a Polish short-wave station,
Germm1y may be asked to relay Polish programmes from Zeesen.
Recently Poland has seen a radio revival
which has resulted in the employment of
rz,ooo people in the radio factories as compared with 7 ,ooo a year ago. Hitherto, the
country folk have taken little interest in
broadcasting because of the expense involved. The licence fee for rural workers
has now been reduced from zs. 6d. a month
to rod. a month.
Poland's radio had its genesis in July,
1925, with an o.s-kilowatt station at Warsaw and 700 listeners. Licensed listeners
now number 42o,ooo.
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CURRENT TOPICS
Italy's Listeners

Fecamp's New Wavelength

REGISTERED listeners in
Italy now number 430,000.
At lmst 2,ooo schools regularly
ren·i\·e educational broadcasts.

order to avoid clashing with
I N the
Eiffel Tower's new wave

Paris Radio Show

of 206 metres, Radio Normandie
now works on 269.5 metres,
which it shan·s with MoravskaOstrava, Czechoslovakia.

autumn radio
T HEshowParis
is to be held in tht:

New Attitude to Static

Grand Palais de I' Avenue des
Clumps Elysees from September
sth to the rsth next.

Three-quarter Million
Increase
BRITISH
wireless
licences
passed tlw seven million
mark during ;\larch, the total
number in force at thf~ end of
tlw month being 7 ,on ,6r6, as
compared with r,,2y),653 at ·(he
end of March, 1934.

H

ALF-HEARTED measures
to combat radio static are
reported from Holland, where,
it st'ems, certain kinds of manmade
interference are
considt>rerl to be unavoidable. To
meet the situation, several Communes have published an order
forbidding tht' operation of
static-producing apparatus from
midnight to 8 a.m. and during
the early en'ning hours
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A Jubilee Competition
NO less than £555 in prizes
is being offered by the
Radio Manufacturers' Association to radio retailers for
] ubilee window displays. The
first prize in tht' Window Dressing Contest i,; {35.

Australia's Wave Plan
USTRALIA embarks on its
own '' Lucerne Pian '' in
September next.
The AusA

The B.B.C. Charter

IN the House of Commons last

week Sir Kingslt'y Wood,
the
Postmaster-GPIWral,
announced that he had sPr up a
CommittPe with the following
terms of reft>rence : -To consider the constitution, control, and finance of the
broadca~ting
service In
this
country, and advise generally
on the conditions under which
the service, including broad-

Radio and Decorum
THE critics of l\1. Lava!, the
French For('ign Minister,
who cont('nd that the instaJJa.
tion u[ a wireless set in his
oftin· is a lapse from diplomatic
decorum, must have excqltionallv short memories.
None other than M. Donnwrour· whC'n President of tlw
Fn·~ch,Re?ublic, had a real DX
sl't in constant tlse at the
El\s(t·.

Boys' Wireless League
LDERMAN F. G. FOSTER,
] .P., has accepted the
Prl'sidency of the Boys' \VirP·
less L<'agul: which has bt'en
formed in Portsmouth.
Already the League has had
a good send -off, boys having
flocked to join from all parts
of the district. All correspond(·nn· should be addressed to
th(· Hon. Secretarv, Mr. L.
Harrison, Boys' \Vir~less League
Office, 20, Salem Street, Portsmouth.
A

Lectures on Television
AT the Polytechnic, Regent
Street, London, W.I, a
course of four lectures on television will lw given by Mr.
H.]. Barton Chapple, \Vh.Sch.,
B.Sc., on Mondays, beginning
on May 2oth next, from 6.30
to 8 p.m. (There will be no lecture on June roth.)
The coursP will cover image
structure, methods of scanning,
tt'](·vision receivers, photo-electric cells, methods of modulation, the electron camera, am~
plifier characteristics, and the
la tt>st developments.
The IPctures will be illus-trah·d by experiments, lantern
slides, and demonstrations on
high- and low-definition television receivers.
Till' fee for the course is 6s.,
and full particulars can be obtain eel from the Electrical EngimTring Department.

TEN YEARS OF RADIO HISTORY are epitomised in this display of broadcast microphones at
Radio City, New York. Practically all types are included, from the early carbon granule mod~ls
to the sensitive moving coil instruments of to-day. The parabolic reflectors are used to obtam
directional effects from a distance.

The Jubilee Holiday
ALTERATIONS in our printing arrangements in consequence of the ] ubilee holiday
on May 6th require that MiscPllaneous Advertisements intPIHled for The Wireless World
of May wth should reach the
publishers not later than first
post on Friday next, May 3rd.

The Roumanian Way
BROADCASTING repertory company has been
formed
in
Roumania,
the
authoritit·s
considering
that
microphone work entails special
training and (>xperience.
For
the same reason, talks will be
read, not by those who compose
them, but hv announcers or -dw
specially trained actors.
This arrangement may please
Roumania, but it has not been
found popular in other countries. Frequently the attractive.
ness of a broadcast talk lies in
tht> fact that the ordinary
listener hears the actual voice
and can sense the personality of
tlw far-away ct'lebrity.

tralian Government announces
a comprehensive rearrangement
of wavl'!engths, with provision
for ni1wty stations, st'ventynine channels bPing allotted to
stations alreaclv in existPnce,
the remainder . Leing kept for
projected transmitters.
Tilt' new Plan involves the
wavelength alterations in th<'
case of about half thl' numblT
of stations.

Students of Static

A

RADIO parasite h u uti n g
c\asst's have been opened in
Paris under the auspices of tlw
Post Office. A complt>te course
of instruction in tracking unwanted noises lasts thn·e weeks.

Captain Eckersley on
Side bands

C

APTAIN P. P. ECKERSLEY, formPrlv Chief Engineer of the B.B.~C., will read
a paper on '' Asymnwtric Sideband Broadcast Transmission ''
at a meeting of the Wireles~
Section of the Institution of
Elt'ctrical Engineers at 6 p.m.
on \Vednesday nt>xt, May 1st.

casting to the Empire, television
broadcasting, and the system
of wireless exchanges, should be
conducted after December 3rst,
1936.
The Committee will lw constituted as follows: The Right
Hon.
Vi~count
Ullswater,
G.C.B.' (Chairman); Major tlw
Hon. J. J. Astor, M.P.; Mr. C.
R Attlee, 1\I.P.; l\1r. E. C.
Davies,
K.C.,
l\l.P.;
Lord
Elton; Sir William 1\IcLintock,
Bt., G.B.E., C.V.O.; The Marchioness of Reading; ThC' Right
Hon. Lord Selsdon, K.B.E.;
and 1\lr. H. Graham-vVhih',
1\I. P.
The st·cretary of the
Committee will be 1\Ir. H. G. G.
\\'dch, of the Gem·ral Po~t
Office.

New Radio Society

MR.Varkv
E. NORMAN, of 20,
Hoad, \Vest Ham,
E. 16, is organising a branch of
the Anglo-American Radio and
Television SociL·ty. Readers intl'restecl arL· in~·it<·d to communicate with l\Ir. Norman, enclosing a stampl'd addressed envelope for reply.
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The PERMANENT MAGNET
Industr y
Casting and Magnetising the Alloy

Fig. I.-One of
Shcfjidd' ~' Nwt;nctzc
:·cscarc-h laboratoncs.

I

N an earlier article dealing with the Permanent Magnet Industry the historical development of modern permanent
magnets for moving-coil loud speakers was briefly traced, and the variety of forms which have been made from
time to time were illustrated. Little or no mention was made of the special class of ferrous alloys which has
steadily increased in its scope and complexity, and possessing the property of efficiently maintaining a magnetic field
after adequate magnetisation. Before describing the alloys which one by one have been discovered and added to
the stock upon which the magnet designer can draw, it is proposed to discuss in outline some of the processes,
plant and equipment in Sheffield necessary to maintain the large annual output in moving-coil permanent
magnets which the radio industry now requires in its normal business.

T

HE most vital initial control in a
steel works is chemical. Large
laboratories are running day and
night engaged on the routine control of raw materials and the final composition of alloys. This control is of the
greatest importance because most base
materials as purchased commercially contain other elements as impurities which
may or may not be important in the manufacture of the particular alloy steel concerned. In any case, uniformity in the
supply of raw materials and ultimate uniformity in the desired magnetic properties
are largely dependent on chemical control.
Closely associated with the chemical
laboratories are other laboratories devoted
to specialised studies under the supervision
of experts. Fig. I shows a magnetic research laboratory of this kind, where precise and often tediously long investigations are carried out. It has been found
essential to have adequate facilities which
are not directly under the control of the
production departments for ~nvestigating
those problems which involve painstaking
laboratory processes, or which fall into
the category of long-distance research.·
Amongst the industrial processes in
steel-making, the first we have to deal with
is melting. It is not proposed to describrc
all the methods, but the two principal
ones which have been extensively employed for magnet steel production are
termed the "coke-crucible " and " highfrequency electric furnace" methods
respectively.

In the first method a correct and mixed pours the molten metal into refractory
charge of base metal is introduced into a moulds temporarily reinforced by metal
clay crucible and covered with a fireclay bars, and his art consists in handling
lid. This is heated to above the fusion crucibles weighing, with their contents,
point by immersing the whole pot with its about half a hundredweight, and in being
contents into a coke- or gas-fired furnace, able to stop quickly when the mould is
usually arranged several feet below floor nearly full. When the castings have
level. The crucible pot enters by, and is cooled sufficiently, the moulds are broken
removed from, a '' hole '' in the furnace up, and any adherent sand or roughness
room floor, and a large furnace may have on the castings removed, so that they can
in all three or four
dozen
" holes."
Temporary lids of refractory material are
placed over them
when in operation.
A good example of
this type of furnace
is illustrated by Fig.
2,
in which the
special tongs used
and
for
ra1smg
lowering the pots can
also be seen. The
highest grades of
carbon tool steels are
p-!ade by this
method,
which
possesses
certain
very
important
technical advantages.
Fig. 3 shows ihe
next operation, in
\Yhich a few experimental magnets are
being cast.
A Fig. 2.-Typical "coke-crucible" furnace, showing an open "hole"
"teem er" skilfully
and a " pot " of steel.
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be passed forward for heat-treatment.
The other method of melting the charge
of raw material differs considerably, in so
far that the heat is not applied to the outside of the refractorv container of the base
metal, but 1s actually generated in the
metal of the charge itself by
electric
currents.
These
currents can be likened to the
secondary current in a transformer, \Yhich fto\YS when the
secondarv
terminals
are
short-cir~uitecl
an cl
the
primary winding is excited.
To explain the analogy,
the
water-cooled
copper
turns of the furnace surrounding the refractory pot containing the conducting metal
correspond to the primary
winding, the core is air, and
the initiallv closed circuital
current paths in the solid
pieces of metal (which eventually fuse into one self-

A view of a typical electric furnace
being tilted to cast direct into moulds is
gin·n in Fig. 4· The box-like portion
contains the water-cooled inducing coil,
which carries a large current of a few
thousand amperes at a frequency of
soo / r, soo cycles per second. The circuit

4.~Typical

high-frequency electric
furnace in act of casting.

closing turn) are the secondary turns.
By the ordinary laws of electro-magnetic
induction a current will flow in the mt'tal
charge which will, in its turn, produce a
magnetic field opposing the inducing field,
but energy can be transferred to the
charge until any desired temperature is
attained, in the same way that the shortcircuitecl secondarv winding of a transformer can be fused if full excitation is
inadn·rtently applied to the pnmary
winding and maintained for an appreciable
time.

Treatment After Casting.
As already mentioned, when the casting
has been freed from sand and roughnesses,
it i!':. passed to the heat-treatment department. If it is a chrome or cobalt steel
casting, it has first to be annealed, but if
it is of nickel-aluminium alloy it is heated
to a precise high temperature, depending
on the composition of the alloy, and then
cooled at a rate again depending on the
composition and additionally on the form
and dimensions of the casting. This process has to be carried out correctlv for the
best and ~ost uniform magnetic properties
t? be achieved, but ~ometimes it is possiSlble to correct a slightly erroneous first
treatment by a second one at a lower
temperature. It is essential to haw good
''works testing'' facilities in order that
the product shall be· kept from deviating

Fig.

Fig.

floor. Fig. 6 shows such a foundry scene
where a few hundred castings are being
produced at once. Very often '' nests'' of
individual magnet castings are arranged in
one moulding box.

J.~A

"teemer " casting a few experimental magnets.

is tuned by power condensers to reduce
the impedance to a minimum and to work
at unity power factor. This circuit is
usually supplied from a special large
motor-alternator set running at high speed,
and control of the rate of beating can be
effected by detuning and by rheostatic
speed control on the set. A simplified
circuit diagram is giwn in Fig. 5·
This type of furnace is being largely used
for the production of nickel-a lnmini um
alloy in large quantities.
\Vhen \Trv many magnet castings ha n·
to be made· on mass-production lines the
fumact' is tapped into a large ladle
crucible and this is then employed for
succes"ivel~' tilling up the rm1s of moulds
laid nut in orderly arra~· on the foundr~·

Fig. S· ·· Simplified circuit for high-frequency
electric furnace.

widely from an optimum process.
A
battery of heat-treatment furnaces of
modern type is seen in Fig. 7, and much
skill ancl experience on the part of the
operators is essential where magnet alloys
arc concerned, e,;pecially in the case of the
cobalt-chrome steels, to which triple heattreatment processes are applied in order to
produce the correct structural state for the
best magnetic properties. Grinding operations are seen in Fig. 8, and drilling,
tapping and light machining in Fig. g. ·
When a moYing-coil loucl speaker permanent magnet is completely assembled

Advantages of High-frequency
Furnace.
This method is valuable as no contaminating flames come into contact with
the molter1 charge, and, furtlwr, there is
a vigorous natural circulatory convection
which is set up by the electromagnetic
reactions in the mass of the metal charge
itself. It is necessary to employ a slag
to seal the metal from outside air unless the
particular alloy under production forms
its own, because at high temperatures
reactions are vigorous, and undesired
oxidation might ensue.

Fig.

6.~Foundry

scene when making a large number of magnet castings.
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the various faults in the received image
which are liable to be produced by defective design, incorrect adjustment, and outside interference. In the present little book,
after some general discussion of the problem
and a description of the Berlin transmitting
equipment, he gives a detailed description
of the actual receiving apparatus which he
put togethPr in order to rccPive these transmissions, both picture and sound, and on
which these photographs were obtained.
Additional image photographs arc included,
together with a large number of illustrations
of the apparatus, diagrams of \=Onnections,
ancl curves.
Although most of these image photographs were taken in 1934, before the Witzleben transmitter had various improvements
made to it preparatory to the regular pie-

Fig. 7 .-Heat-treatment furnaces of a modern type.

from tested magnet and mspected mild
steel parts, there still remains the matter
of magnetisation and yerification that it
is up to OYerall magnetic specification.

Magnedsing
Most of Sheffield's magnet makers have
installed direct-current surge transformers
of the Burnand type, in which the secondary winding is, in effect, a single massive
turn of copper of large section brought out
to two bus-bars. A low-resistance loop of
copper of large section is bolted to them,
which completes the secondary circuit,
and this current-carrying turn is the seat
of the magnetising magneto-motive force.
The primary circuit is supplied with a
direct-current, which is broken by a handoperated switch. On the rapid collapse
of the flux in the core a transient current
of several thousand amperes flows in the
secondary circuit, and this can be utilised

to produce very
thorough magnetisation.
The gap
flux density is then
carefully tested,
using a suitable
search coil and flux
meter. Both differential and search
coils of known displacement are em. ployed for this purpose. Magnets failing to attain a
minimum magnetic
Fig. 8.-Machines for
performance
on testing immediately after magnetisation are rejected.
In magnet production there are many
tests which are applied at various stages
to ensure that initially the correct quality
of material is secured and later that any
of the manufacturing heat treatment and
other processes have not impaired the
quality subsequently. Some of the quantities observed will be defined in a further
article, in particular those which are a
measure of the effectiveness of the alloy, as
such, from a magnetic point of view.
This outline has covered briefly the
principal factors and manufacturing process in moving-coil permanent magnet production, and it is proposed that the different magnet alloys shall next be discussed,
followed by a more detailed treatment of
modern designs in nickel-aluminium
alloys.

TeleYision Progress in Germany

Fig. 9.-Drilling, tapping and light
machining.

Fernseh Empiang (Television Reception). By
Manfred von Ardenne.
\Vpidmannsche
Buchhandlung, Berlin, S.\\'.8. I 17 pp.,
with So illustrations.
In The Wireless World for March nth
there appeared an article by Baron J\Ianf~ed
von Ardenne, well known to our readers
for his pioneer work on cathode ray tubes
and cathode ray television.
In this article
he explained, by means of numerous instantaneous photographs of the images received
by his cathode ray receiver from the Berlin
('Vitzleben) ultra-short-wave transmissions,

grinding the very hard nickel-aluminium alloy.
hue-and-sound service now opened, the excellence of the results when the receiver was
properly adjusted indicates that the author
is on the right lines in his methods, although
he admits that the question whether his lines
:.ne the simplest possible cannot be answered
until the other laboratories working on the
development of television have published
their results. The main object in publishing the b~1ok is to prompt an increased
activity among amateur constructors during
the interval between the present momentwhich the author considers to be the turning
point in television development-and 1:hc
time when tr-le\·ision will be a really popular
amenity such as sound broadcasting now is.
Bt fore this tirr;e can come the author considt>rs that at least two problems must he
•olved: television receivers must be made
ea~ier to handle ami, above all, chcapt'L
Pnhap,; the gn·ai.est interest to British
amateurs lies in the fact that, apart frum
describing the equipment (which is, of
course, designed for the Witzlcbcn rSo-line,
25 pictures per second, transmissions), the
author discusses the various alternative
methods and his reasons for adopting one in.
preference to the others. Thus, he employs
a high-vacuum tube in preference to a gasfocust'd tu be, a combination of electrostatic
and magnetic deflection in preference to
lither system alone, and time-base circuits
with a frequency of their own, "pulled-in "
to "·YJ1chronisation by the transmitter signals, i11 preference to complete control by
th•• transmitter. On occasion he uses singlesideband reception, the advantages of which
he di,.,cusses on pp. 94-95 and If4. H. D.
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LF Amplification in
By W. T. COCKING

Television Receivers

Designing lntervalve Couplings for High Frequencies
WHEN the low-frequency currents in television extend from a lower
. limit than we are accustomed to cater for in sound reproduction
·u:ell into the radio-frequency spectrum, it is not surprising to find that
their amplification involves special technique. This article deals in
some detail with the design of suitable amplifiers, and it is shown that
it is by no means d~fficult to obtain an even response over the enormous
range of 25 c/s to r,ooo,ooo cjs.
T has been pointed out many times in
The Wireless World that high-definition television, of the 25 pictures 240
lines type, demands modulation frequencies up to about I,ooo,ooo cjs. The
range of frequencies theoretically required
for perfect results is infinite, but in practice
a \-cry close approach to perfection is
obtained if all frequencies between some
25 c/s and I,ooo,ooo c/s are properly reproduced. As a result, the low-frequency
amplifier must be of special design if it
is to handle this wide range of frequencies
faithfully. The term "low frequency" is
really a misnomer when the frequencies in
question extend well into the range which

I
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we are accustomed to call high or radio
frequencies. It is suggested, therefore,
that the term modulation frequency is
more suitable, since the circuits have to
deal with those frequencies by which the
carrier is modulated.
Before considering the type of couplings
which must be used in the modulation-frequency amplifier, it is well to review
briefly the requirements. The frequency
response, as already stated, must be fiat
within very few decibels over the whole
range of frcq uencies from 25 c / s to I
me 1 s. The detector output voltage which
operates the ampli"f1er is at present unknown, for we have not yet dealt with
this important piece of apparatus, which
presents specially difficult problems in television reception. The output is, however,
very unlikely to exceed I volt peak. The
cathode ray tube requires an input of
some 20 volts RMS or 28 volts peak It
is essentially a voltage operated device
like a valve, so that a power output stage
will not be needed in our amplifier. The
output valve, therefore, need not necessarily differ from those used in the earlier
stage, and the total gain of the amplifier
must be at least thirty times.

Valve Input Impedance

F Jg. I.-The basic connections of a resistance-

co'lipled stage are shown at (a), and the
effective circuit at (b), including the stray
capacities and the input impedance of Vz.

Turning now to a consideration of intervalve couplings, it is obvious that transformers will be unsuitable for the wide
frequency range required, and we must
turn to resistance coupling.
This was
dealt with very fully in recent issues
of The Wireless World,' and as far as pure
rt'sistance coupling is concerned the data
ginn there applies fully to television amplifiers. The choice of coupling condensers
and grid leaks for the maintenance of an
even response at the very low frequencies
must be made entirely on the lines dealt
with in that article, and will not be considered here.
It was shown that the response at high
modulation frequencies, however, is
largely dependent upon the stray circuit
capacities, but that with modern triode
valves of high mutual conductance and
low AC resistance no difficulty is experi1

The Wireless World, January
r8th, 1935.

uth

and

Fig. 2.-The input impedance of a screen-grid
valve is normally no more than its gridcathode capacity, so that the resistancecoupled amplifier can be exactly represented
by this diagram, where C includes the total
shunt capacity.

enced in obtaining an even response up
to Io,ooo cjs. This is very far from being
the case when the response must be good
up to a frequency one hundred times as
great!
The response obtained from the ordinary resistance-coupled amplifier always
falls off at high frequencies, and there are
two effects which are responsible for this
-one is caused by the inevitable stray
circuit capacities, and the other by feedback through the inter-electrode capacity
of the valve following the coupling. Although the first effect is by no means
unimportant, the second is responsible for
most of the loss at high modulation frequencies when triode valves are used.
Fig. I (a) shows the fundamental circuit
of two triodes with resistance-capacity
coupling, but the true circuit taking into
account the stray capacities is represented
4
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Fig. 3.-The response curves of a single
resistance-coupled stage in which the stray
capacity C totals 35 1-'-1-'F ; (A) is for a coupling resistance R of 25,ooo ohms, and (B)
for a resistance of 7,900 ohms.
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F.F Amplification in Television Receivtrslby Fig. r (b). Here Cr is the anodecathode capacity of Vr with the addition
of the stray wiring capacities, and C2 is
the grid-cathode capacity of V2; both
these capacities are constant and are
actually real condensers formed by the
proximity of the various electrodes in the
valves and their leads.
The condenser C3, howewT, is different
and has no physical existence as a condenser. It represents a portion of the input impedance of V2, which is due to
feed-back through the anode-grid capacity of this valve. Actually, due to this
feed-back, the valve imposes a load upon
the coupling and the easiest way of allowing for this is to consider the valve to be
perfect and include imaginary components C3 and R2 in the grid circuit
which exactly represent the effect of its
imperfections.
The values of these components depend
not only upon V2 but on the magnitude
and nature of its anode circuit load impedance. \Vhen this load is a pure resJstance at all frequencies, the input

it was about 60flflF. If this capacity gives the maximum linearity together
were the only effect, it would not neces- with a stage gain of about 50 times at low
When the
sarily prohibit the use of triodes, but the and medium frequencies.
input resistance exhibits even greater capacity C of Fig. 2 has a value of 35
changes.
At frequencies within the flflF, the response at frequencies over
audible range, R2 is ust;:llly so high that ro,ooo c Is is shown by curve A of Fig.
it can be ignored.
At
1,ooo,ooo
cjs,
16
hcwever, it may fall as
14
low as 3,000 ohms!
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using a suitably designed load for V2.
Fig. 5.- The design of corrected amplifiers is facilitated by tht-se
but this would almost
curves, which are the frequency response curves of a single stage
certainly involve a
for various values of LjCR". Frequency ratios are used to make them
tuned circuit for the
of universal application.
load, and as such an
arrangement would be necessary for the 3, and it will be seen that above 10o,ooo
preceding stage also, there would be grave c / s it fails off very badly indeed. Ry
danger of the input resistance becoming reducing the value of the coupling resistance,
the
negative and causing instability. In
response can be
addition,
s m a 1I
made much more
changes
m
the
even, as shown
\'alues
of
comby curve B, for a
ponents would have
resistance of 7 ,goo
a large effect upon
ohms, so that even
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Fig. 4.--By including a coil L in series
with the coupling resistance R, a flat
response can be secured when the correct
values are assigned to the components.

resistance R2 is infinite and so need not
be considered; the input capacity C3 has
a value which is (r +A) times the gridanode capacity of V 2, where A is the
amplification given by Vz.
In cases
where the anode load is capacitive the input resistance may become \Try small,
and if the load be inductive the resistance
may be negative, and so cause instability
if tuned couplings be used.
With uncorrected resistance-coupled amplification, the load on V 2 consists of a
resistance and capacity in parallel, and
the exact expressions for the input resistance and capacity become somewhat
complex. The amplification of V 2 falls
with increasing frequency, and in consequence of this C3 is not a constant
capacity but one which falls with frequency.
In an actual case, with an
MHL4 nlve, C3 had a value of roo flflF
at low and high audio-frequencies, but as
the frequency was raised above ro,ooo
cjs the capacity fell until at 1,ooo,ooocjs

An experimental amplifier designed in accordance
with the considerations discussed in this article.

the input impedance of the valve.
The screen-grid valve or screened HF
pentode represents the solution to the difficulty, for with valves of this type the gridanode valve capacity is so small that it
may be ignored completely, at any rate
in a preliminary design. The effective
circuit diagram then becomes that of Fig.
I
(b) with both R2 and C3 removed,
and this is shown in Fig. 2, in
which the capacities of the two valves
C1 and C2 have been combined and
are represented by the single condenser
C, to which we can assign a value of some
35flf1F. without much error in most practical cases. With a valve such as the
MSP4, a value for R of some 25,000 ohms

1,ooo,ooo cjs the loss is only 6 db. This
improvemf'nt, however, has been obtained
at the expense of amplification, which has
6
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F tg. 6. ---The response given by one corrected stage with C = 35 f<f<F. Curve A is
for L = 2,530 I'H and R = 8,500 ohms,
whereas curve 8 is for L = 1,175 pH and
R = S,zoo ohms.
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fallen to about I5.8 times. In addition,
the reduction in the load on the valve
restricts the maximum undistorted voltage
output of which the valve is capable.
Now if we insert an inductance L (Fig.
4) in series with the coupling resistance
and the correct values be assigned to the
various components, it is easy to secure
nearly constant amplification. The important factors in design are the frequency
at which the circuit resonates and the
value of L I CR", for with screen-grid
valves the internal AC resistance is usually
so high that it can be neglected, and this
also applies to the grid leak of the following valve.
The necessary formuloe
will be given next week and with
the aid of these and the curves of Fig. 5
a stage of almost any frequency characteristics can be designed. As an example
of their use, let us consider the design of
a stage which shall be as flat as possible
with a drop of 3 db. at I,ooo,ooo cls.

From Fig. 5 we can see that the most even
response is given by LICR"=o.s, for the
curve is nearly flat for values of f I fr up to
o.8. For a loss of 3 db. flfr=I.2J, so
that we find that the resonance frequency
is equal to I,ooo,ooolr.27=787,ooo cjs;
C is fixed by the stray circuit capacities
at some 35 ,upF, so that we are in a position to calculate L arid we find it to be
I,I75 ,uH. The value of resistance follows
from the chosen value of L / CR", and in
this case is 8,200 ohms. The stage gain
at low frequencies is the product of
mutual conductance and R, and if the
mutual conductance of the valve be
2 mAjV, it is I6-4 times.
If desired,
the complete response curve can be plotted
by substituting the appropriate frequencies
for the frequency ratios of Fig. 5, and the
response for this case is given by curve A
of Fig. 6. Had a value of I been chosen
for L / CR", the characteristics would have
been those of curve B and the stage gain
(To be concluded)
some I7 times.

dealing with any self-contained set, either
home-made or factory-built. Every terminal, whether in use or not, should, of
course, be tight, and all components
should be rigidly fixed to the chassis, with
the notable exception of the ganged condenser; this component, and possibly the
chassis itself, may, with advantage, be
flexibly mounted on soft rubber buffers.
Seldom suspected, but none the less susceptible to vibration, is the actual wiring.
Long, semi-rigid wires flapping against a
hard surface or one another can set up a
surprisingly loud rattle; whilst a short
length of insulated sleeving of too large
diameter for the wire inside it is capable of
producing a similar effect.

HT+

HINTS AND TIPS
Practical Aids
to Better Reception
IGH-TENSION batteries feeding reH
ceivers with quiescent output stages
are often subjected to heavy temporary
overloads without their owners being
aware of the fact.
This is probably because it is not generally appreciated that
the condition of maxiQPP
mum output may be
Extravagance
reached during the reproduction of a continuous high-pitched note before the
actual loudness is noticeably increased,
particularly if the speaker is insensitive to
high frequencies.
An excellent illustration of the point at
issue is provided by the tuning note.
Many people still make use of this signal
in order not to miss the opening of a programme, but, as it is quite common for
a milliammeter connected in a Class '' B ''
anode circuit to register 40 milliamps
during this transmission without the
volume appearing excessive, there is a
strong argument for keeping the volume
control at zero.
Agaiu, excessive use of reaction has
effects which are not so obvious. But a
few moments' experimenting with a meter
will show that each time the set is allowed
to squeal, a current flows which may
easily reach 50 milliamps.
As a possible remedy for this unfortunate wastage, it would seem advisable
to pay great attention to smoothness of
reaction control, so that with a little skill
distant stations may be picked up without accidentally " spilling " the set into
oscillation.
·

of the overwhelming popularity
I Nofspite
the self-contained style of receiver,
an inherent disadvantage must be admitted-the receiver chassis is directly subjected to the inevitable cabinet vibrations
set up by the loud speaker. As a result,
reception is sometimes
accompanied by unCabinet
welcome '' buzzes '' or
Vibrations
rattles which, though
small, are sufficiently
irritating to spoil one's complete enjoyment of a programme.
It is beyond the scope of a paragraph
to deal with all the sources and cures of
vibration, but bearing in mind that all
such parasitic noises have their origin in
some definite mechanical looseness or
weakness and that they are often extremely
tiresome to locate, the amateur will be wise
to pay great attention to details when

The car radio set is suitable for motor boats,
provided they are fitted with electrical
equipment of adequate capacity and standard
voltage

(a)

Fig. I.-Positions in which paper-dielectric
condensers (marked C) have been found
unsuitable.

SMALL tubular paper condensers are
obtainable in values around o.oooi to
o.ooo5 mfd. and the experimenter may b~
tempted to use these in certain appa~;ently
unimportant functions for which they are
really unsuitable. One such case arose
recently where a conLosses in
denser of this type
Paper
having a capacity of
0.0002 mfd. was used
Condensers
as a grid condenser
with a pentagrid oscillator (Fig. I (a)).
The circuit operated satisfactorily on
one waveband, but was unreliable on the
other, sometimes oscillating and sometimes
refusing to do so. An increase in the reaction turns did not have any appreciable
effect and it was not until the paper grid
condenser was replaced with a mica one
that the circuit behaved satisfactorily.
In this particular instance the losses in

APRIL z6th, 1935.
Hints and Tipsthe condenser were introducing an effective resistance in series which was partly
serving to damp the tuned circuit and
partly to reduce the voltage actually
applied to the grid, due to the grid stopper
actiOn.
Paper condensers, therefore,
should be used with caution in any position where they have to carry an appreciable high-frequency current.
Another instance of this was in a top-

and some of this \'oltage is transferred
through the top-end coupling on to the
secondary, thereby maintaining a fairly
uniform response.
The condenser required here is of the
order of 15-40 micromicrofarads only, and
once more a mica condenser is essential.
If a paper condenser is used here additional losses \Yi!l be introduced into the
tuned circuit, causing the overall gain to
be scriously reduced.

end capacity coupling (as shown in Fig.
r (b)). The primary (aerial) winding was
designed to resonate at 6oo to 6so metres
and was loosely coupled to the secondary.
At the lower wavelengths the coupling acts
like an ordinary primary, energy being
transferred through the inductive coupling.
At the higher wa wlengths where the inductive voltage falls off very rapidly, the
voltage across the primary as a whole
begins to build up, due to the resonance,
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Radio Data Charts.-111.

the left and the terminating
resistance on the right.
If
used t'oe other way both
equivaient
resistance
and
attenuation per section vary
with the number d sections. The T and
rr types, being symmetrical, can be used
either way.
For certain measurements complete
symmetry is desirable, and this is given by
the balanced T, rr and L types, and by the
iattice type.

Design of Attenuation Circuits of Constant
Resistance
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

Examples.
F we take the circuit shown in Fig. radio receiver. As shown in Fig. 2, we
r (a) we see that it contains two pure couple attenuating circuits to a local HF
(r) Design an L unit to give an attenuarcsistances of 0.5 and r ohm. Now oscillator and obtain the signal voltage tion of 20 decibels, the terminating readd a terminating resistance of r across the terminating resistance. If a sistance being ro ohms.
ohm, as in Fig. r (b) and apply an EMF voltmeter shows r volt across the coupling
Fig. 3 (e) shows that we require R5 and
of I volt (either DC or AC)
R6. The abac gives R5 = r. rr ohms, R6
on the left or input side.
=g ohms.
TERMINATII~G
What is the resistance d
(2) If in the previous example the terRESISTAN()E
0'5 OHM
the whole circuit looked at
minating resistance is roo ohms, what do
1 AMP.
from the left-hand terR5 and R6 become?
minals?
The two resistMultiply the previous values by ro.
10HM
ances in parallel of one ohm
R5 = r r. r ohms, R6 =go ohms.
1 VOLT
0'5AMP.
each are equivalent to a
(3) Design a rr unit to give an attenuasingle resistance of 0.5 ohm
tion of 40 decibels, the terminating resistwhich, together with the o. 5
ance being ro ohms. Fig. 3 (c) shows
(b)
ohm on the top, gives r
that we require R2 and R3. The abac
ohm for the equivalent regives R2 = ro. 2 ohms, R3 = 500 ohms.
sistance of the whole circuit,
(4) Would the previous unit be suitas seen from the left. This
able at 30 metres? No; stray capacities
is equal to the value of the
at this high frequency might alter the imterminating resistance.
pedance of R3 considerably. Better use
Further, the input current
two rr units in series, each attenuating 20
0'25AMP.
of r amp. divides equally
decibels. For each unit the abac gives
between the two parallel
R2=I2.2 ohms, R3=49·5 ohms.
1 VrOT----+--o
resistances, so that the output current is 0.5 amp.
(c)
Now, as in Fig. r (c), add
a second "L" (inverted) cirRl
Rl
Rl
cuit to the left of the circuit
2
Fig. 1.-(s) Circuit containing two pure reR4
R4
sistances. (b) The same with a terminating
of Fig. 1 (b), i.e., to the left
Rl
resistance added. (c) with inverted L circuit
Rl
of the dotted line. The cir2
2
added (left).
cuit on the right of this line
has been shown to be
T-TYPE
BALANCED T-TYPE
coil we must attenuate to
equivalent to r ohm, and so may be re(a)
(b)
garded as a ;r-ohm terminating resistance one-millionth of this value,
and, since each L unit
added to the circuit on the left of the line.
AAA
yiby
Hence, the circuit of Fig. r (c), looked at halves the signal, 20 units
R3
would be necessary! Evifrom the left, is equivalent to r ohm.
2
R2
•
R2.
dently,
the
attenuation
per
R2
R2
It follows that the input current is I

I

I
t

t

~

R3
2

COUPLING
COIL

COIL OF
LOCAL
H.F.
OSCILLATOR

~

I

TERMINATING
RES7NCE

1·----------------i
I

~Attenuating:

i circuit
ATTENUATING
CIRCUITS

I

l Fig. 2.--(Left) l
between :
: local oscillator
: and
receiver :
:
input.
l
I
I

1T-TYPE

BALANCED lr-TYPE

(c)

(d)

l
I
I

~----------------··

R6

R6
2
R5

R5
R6
2

amp., and it is easily seen that the
currents in the remainder of the circuit
are as shown, the output current being
0.25 amp. If we add more L circuits on
the left the equivalent resistance is always
r ohm, while the output current is halved
::ts each L circuit is added.
Attenuation circuits are required when
,·oltage or current is desired of a value so
small that it cannot be accurately
measured. Suppose, for example, that a
signal of r microvolt is required to test a

unit must be made far
greater, say r I roo instead
of I I 2. In fact, attenuation
units must be designed
according to the work which
is to be clone, and the abac
facilitates such design.
Various types of attenuation circuits are shown in
Figs. 3 (a)-(g). The L type
is the simplest, but it must
be used with the input on

,_TYPE

BALANCED ,-TYPE

(e)

(f)

LATTICE -TYPE

Fig. 3.-A variety of
types of attenuation
circuits.
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Listeners' Guide for
OPERATIC NOVELTIES

tr

"FA~!Ol'S Composers Portrayed in Operetta" is the
title of a concert which the
Vienna Station Symphony Orchestra will broadcast on
1\Ionday, April 29th, at 9·5·
The programme includes tone
portraits of Haydn, Paganini,
Liszt and others.
';·his
evemng
(Friday)
Frankfurt offers a somewhat
similar programme at 9 o'clock
concerning famous historical
characters who have been
turned into operatic heroes.
There will be some amu~ing
.comparisons between real pe-rsons and their operatic equivalents in the case of Boccaccio,
Prince
Eugen::,
Paganini,
Goethe, and Schubert.

MODERN MUSIC AND POETRY
~Piw:os:

lJ.J.i)., L .. ,~ .E.R., JJ.JJ.O.

"RAILWAY RHYTHM ... _a hot actuality programme--comes to
Regional listeners on Wednesday next. Claude Dampier (left) will
run a signal box and Claude Hulbert will do a spot of shunting. The
feature has been prepared with the aid of the B.B.C. 's Mobile Recording
Unit in collaboration with the railway companies.
COVENT GARDEN OPERA

A WEEK that sees the broadcasting of the opening night of
Grand- Opera at Covent Garden
to seven million homes should
be a memorable one . . .
though many people will pn:fer the Air-do-Wells or trimming the herbaceous border.
\Vhatever our choice, Sic·
Thomas Beecham will be behind the microphones and footlights at 8. zo on Monday e\·ening, when the Second Act of
'' Lohengrin '· is broadcast i:1
the National programme, with
Lotte Lehmann as Eisa and
Elisabeth Ohm as 'Ortrucl.
Act II of ,. Tristan and
Isolde '' will be broadcast from
Covent Garden in the Regional
programme at 8.r5 on Thursday, Sir Thomas Beecham
conducting. The part of Tristan \yill be taken by Laurilz
Melchior and holde by Frida
iLeider.

Opera
House.
Wagner's
" Tannhauser" will b:c relayed by Kalundborg from the
Royal
Opera Theatre at
Copenhagen on Wednesday
next, l\Iay Ist, at 8 p.m.
LIFE ON THE RAILWAY

HoT actuality with a sprinkling of farce will be the keynote of "Railway Rhythm,·
which will be broadcast in cooperation with the railways Jf

...-.

. ;>

COUNTRY LIFE

OPERA ABROAD

THE opening of the Covcnt
Garden season in this country
suggests that it is "bringing
coals to Newcastle '' to discuss
operatic transmissions abroad.
There are, however, at least
two important events.
To-night (Friday) at 7.30
Budapest relays Verdi's ' La
J'raviata" from the National

Great Britain on May Ist
(Regional).
John Watt and l\Iax Kestcr,
who are directing "Railway
Rhythm," state that they arc
not allowing the technical
clement to overshadow the entertainment side.
Stainless
Stephen will be in charge of the
engine pits; Claude Hulbcrt
will do a spot of shunting, and
Gl.aude Dampier will run the
signal box. The programnw
begins with our comedians
leaving the great termini of
London; slowly the "rhythm
of the railway" will develop
from the hub of the wheel
through the multifarious enterprises and organisations \V.hich
go to form the railway system.
The train starts at 8.45, but
you can catch it any time up
to 9.30.

LTJ cto. 1\"nn:c.t/i Co!hiis.

STAINLESS STEPHEN who
helps in the "Railway Rhythm"
programme by taking charge
of the engine pits

'A1HAT Peter Cresswell, the
producer, describes as "a very
good play," "Oak Trees," by
John C. Moore, will be broadcast on Tuesday next, April
30th (Regional) and on the following day (National). The
play is set in the countrysid~
and revolves around the
seventy-third birthday of an
important personage, Ralph
Grant, J.P., the part bein~
taken by Jerrold Robertshaw.
Carleton Hobbs takes the part
of Mr. Tupp, in the unsympathetic role of Bailiff.

LoVERS of modern art
should come home early on
Thursday, May· znd. to tune
in the National programme at

MORRIS MOTORS BAND, a favourit•
on the National wavelengths, SydneJ
includes Beethoven's Egmont Over
IO. 15

for
two
decidedly
"modern" items.
Aclolph
Hallis gives a pianofort(' recital of works by Debussy,
Bartok and Stra vinskv, and
half an hour later there- will be
a
discussion
on
modtt·n
poetry, English and American,
between Cecil Day Lewis and
Paul Engle.
EN3LISH MUSIC AT MOTALA

SWEDEN will pay tribute to
Edward Elgar in a concert of
sacred music to be broadcast
from Motala this ewning
(Friday) at 7.50 from the
Gustav Vasa Kyrkan. Elgar's
'' Adagio Religioso '' will b::
heard, the programme also
including the works of Vivaldi
and Bach.
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e Week
THE CUP FINAL
To-~10RROW

(Saturday) 1s
George F. Allison's clay. The
famous commentator will gi\e
a kick-by-kick description of
the Ctip Final match at \Vemblcy to-morrow afternoon at
2.30 between West Bromwich
Albion and Sheffield Wednesday.
THURSDAY

" MUSIC HALL "

l WONDER whether ".Music
Hall" will lose some of its
carefree abandon by being
broadcast on a Thursday? In
many households Thursday is
an abstemious day both in the
matter of food and entertainment.
"Music Hall," on Thursday
m·xt, :\1ay znd, will feature
Hilclegarcle, a French-American diseuse, whose speciality
is the singing of French songs
in broken English.
Other
attractions are Rucli Gras!, the
'' Living Instrument,'' Arthur

Outstanding Broadcasts
at
Home
and
Abroad

I
I
I

FRIDAY, APRIL 26th.
Nat., " Hit the Deck." ~Violin
Recital by Zino F rancescatti.
~Conversations !n the Train.
Re g., ReCital hy Esther Coleman
(contralto) and Herbert FrYer
(pianoforte). ~( Yellow Sand.s."
a Devonshire comdy.

I
I

:
I

I
I

i
I
I
I
I
I

I

A~road.

I

I
I

Hambmg, ll p.m., Symphony Concert from Flensburg.

I

I
I
I

I
I

SATURDAY. APRIL 27th.
Nat., G. F. A!lison's Commentary
on the Cup Final. ~Conc~rt by
Railway Clearing House Male
Voice Choir. ~"Music Hall."
Reg., Microphone Tour of the
River Tyne.
~Scheherazade
(Rimsky-Korsalov) by B.B.C.
'!'Ice Hocl-ey
Orche•tra (D).
Commentarv: Endand o. Hamilton Tigers. ~
.

I

:
I
I
I
I

FRANZ LEHAR,

I
I

II

the famous composer of light
opera, whose 65th
birthday occurs on
Tuesday,
April
30th, whf'n a
number of European stations will
broadcast Lehar
programmes.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

SUNDAY, APRIL 28th.

FOLK MUSIC

To-.:·w;HT (April z6th) from
10.30 to midnight Konigsberg
gin·,; a concert of German folk
music bv the Kahrau l\Iandolin
and Guitar Society.
Top1orrow from 7 to 7.30 Hamburg relays a concert of the
Hamburg Folk ~Iusic Circle.
A correspondent informs me
that the instruments \Yill be
\'iolins, double basses, and
handonions, the last named
being an unusual treat.
CONTRIBUTE

Prince and Jim, and Scott and
\Vhaley, the Kolourecl Komecly
Kings.

THE Air-do-Well:-; will be
heard 011 Monday next April
zgth (Regional) and 30th
(National).
The cast will
again include Jean Colin, Effie
Atlwrton, Claude Gardner,
Ronalcl Hill, Wilfred Thomas,
and Brian Lawrence.

MICROPHONE
VISITS
TO
BROADCASTING STATIONS

r---------------------------------,
:
30-UNE TELEVISION
:

I

Nearly all the material for
this concert party will be new
and will include three sketches
contributed to the Light Entertainment department by listeners. The comedy this time
will be reinforced by Marion
Dawson, well known in th(o
North
as
a
pantomime
''Dame.''

n'l. ;

TALK ON D. H. LAWRENCE

A TALK in English on the
works of D. H. Lawrence will
be giwn by ::\Ir. Reginald
Spink in the Kalunclborg programme at 1.30 p.m. on
Sunday next, April z8th.
.._,

<?

rY10NDAY, APRIL 29th.

l
11.15-12.0 p.m.
: Margery Wyn (song,); Freddie,

~
:
:
1
1

THE South African Test
Team are being entertained to
luncheon at the Hotel Victoria
by the Empire Society on Monday next, April zgth. National
listeners will be able to hear
the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Athlone, K.G., propose the toast
of '' The Guests.'' 'Captain
H. F. Wade, Captain of the
South African cricket team,
will respond.
NATIONAL MUSIC

Sound~ 296.6 m.

~~)';l~i~s)

H~~s!e~aki~

:nd H;;;c
Cartoons for Winnic ; Accompaniments by Sydney Jeromt>.

:

WEDNESDAY, l\1A Y 1st.

l

11.15-12.0p.m.

: Divertissements :-Maria
Sandra•
sopreroo) ; Gavin Cordon (bassboritone);
Lydia
Sokolova
:
:
(Prima ballerina of the Russian
1
Diaghilefl Ballet); Harold Turner
(dances).

! (

1

I
I

:

l

l
:
:
:

!

!L_________________________________ J:

Joseph ·Lewis.

Reg.,
1

IF willingness to broadcast
the music of another country
reflected
the
international
situation, all \Yould be well in
Europe to-day. To-night at
8.15 Warsaw broadcasts a concert of Italian music, and on
May znd Radio-Paris relays a
programme of Swedish music
o.t 8-45. Paris P.T.T., at 8.30
on Tuesday, April 30th, gives
Hungarian music ' by the
National Orchestra.
THE AUDITOR.

Re~inald

I

I
I

I
I

!
!
:

King's Orche>tra. I
,;B.B.C. Military Band. ~[Recital
by Elisabe1h Schumann (soprano) :
and Ernest Lush (pianoforte).
:

I
: •· Abroad.

!
:

! Toulou><,

!

I

i
:
!

:

!
:

J
1

I
1

:I Baird Procc3s Transmissions. Vision,

261.1

i

Nat., Morris Motors Band. ~After- 1
noon Service for Bov Scouts.
~Reginald Paul Quartet: ~B.B.C. :
Orchestra (E), conducted by 1

guration of broadcasting in
Norway. The travelling microphone will visit all the stations
in the National network.

i
i

Abroad.
Strasbourg, 8.30, ()pe.ra Comique :
"The Nuremberg Doll" (Adam).

SOUTH AFRICAN CRICKETERS

THE B.B.C., so far as I remember, has never given us
a running c~lmmentary on
broadcasting itself.
This is
what the Norwegian broadcasting organisation proposes
to do on Monday evening at
6 o'clock, when the travelling
microphone will visit the Oslo
long-wave transmitter during
a broa'dcast to describe the
work of the engineers. The
remainder of the evening will
be devottd to a Festival programme commemorating the
tenth anniversary of the inau-

: HIGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK

I
I
I
I
I

LISTENERS
SKETCHES
~ brass combination, will be heard at 2 p.m.
• V. Wood conducting. Their programme
ture and Schubert's Marche Militaire.

r---------------------------------:

I
I

!
:

I

!

9, Concert Version of
" Mignon " (Ambroise Thoma•).

: Abroad.

II

1

:
:
J

l
I
J

1
T ow~r. 8.30, Music of the
French Colonies by the Radio 1
Symphony Orche;tra.
:

! Eiffel
1

1
:

MONDAY, APRIL 29th.
Nat., 7.30, Keyboard Talk hv Sir
Walford Davies, C.V.O. ~8.20,
"Lohengrin," Act 11, fmm the
Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden.
Reg., Henty Hall and the B.B.C.
Dance Band. ~The "Air-doWells."
~"Foreign Aflairs,''
by F. A. Voigt.

!
I

I

I

TUESDAY, APRIL 30th.
I
J Nat.,
The
"Air-do-Wells."
J
~ .. Freed on:."
by W yndham :
1
Lewis.
~Gershom Parkington :
I

i
I
I

!
:

!

Qu~~t.
Re~ .•

I

"Oak Trees," redio play by :
John C. Moorc. ,.B.B.C. Or- I
chestra (C), conducted by julian
C!iflord.
1

!

: Abroad.
I
l Paris {P.T.T.), 8.30, Hunga(ian :
J

1

CMusdic by the Nahtiolbnal Ohrchestra. J
<>n uctor : 1ng e rec t.
1

I

I

l

WEDNESDAY. MAY 1st.
I1
Nat., Russian Symphony Concert
J
by B.B.C. Orchestra (B), coni ducted by Albert Coates.
I ~ .. Oak Trees."

!

l Reg., 8.45, .. Railway Rhvthm."

!

"~Medvedeff's Balalaika Orchestra.

: Abroad.

J

I

Beromunster, 9.1 0, Beethoven Concert by the Radio Orchestra.

I

!

THURSDAY, l\1AY 2nd.
l\~ilitary Band.
~"Music Hall."
"lModem

l Nat., B.B.C.

:

!

Music and Poetry Discussion.
: Re~ .• B.B.C. Orchestra (E). "lR.15,
:
" T ristan and Isolde," Act I I,
:
relayed from Royal Opera House,
:
Covent Garden. "lViolin Recital
J
by lsolde Menges.

: Abroad.
: Wars3w, 9. Polish Music by the
1
St.tion Orchestra.

l

~

L---------------------------------~,
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UNBIASED
By

Automatic Baby Control
can always be trusted to
AMERICA
think of bright ideas for amelimating
the lot of unhappy humanity. The latest
effort is Automatic Baby Control, or
A.B.C. The idea is certainly worthy of
high commendation, but I must say that
it savours of being an adaptation of a suggestion published in this journal many
years ago.
It is, in fact, an elaboration of the old
" baby alarm," in which a microphone is
suspended over the child's cot and connected to the gramophone pick-up terminals of the family receiver downstairs,
any noises from the wretched infant upstairs being conveyed to the fond parents.
The American idea, however, is a distinct
improvement on this and has evidently
been brought about by the prevailing
habit i:1 that country of living in large
barracks of flats, or apartment houses, as
they call them.
Apparently babies and their revolting
noises are apt to prove very disturbing to
tenants of adjacent flats, so all the rooms
in a new block of flats to be erected in
New York are to be made soundproof.
The microphone is to be suspended over
the child's cot immediately above what an
American journal calls ''the anticipated
source of noise." Probably parents will
understand the true esoteric meaning of
this mysterious phrase, for I frankly confess that it beats me.

0 0
X

'l'

C>

FREE CRID
I should have thought that it would
have been more in keeping with modern
progress if apparatus could have been
fitted to enable the nurse to administer an
electric shock of the requisite strength.
At any rate, I know what I should do if I
were given the job, and that is merely to
disconnect my loud speaker. The infants
would eventually silence themselves automatically owing to sheer exhaustion, and,
in any case, the rooms are to be soundproof.

Death-ray for the Gongsters
SEE that our old friend the death-ray
has been invented once more, this
being about the umpteenth time during
the past ten years.
Of course, it is a
radio wave, but the length appears to be
somewhat vague.
I wonder why it is, however, that,
whenever a demonstration is given,
nothing is ever killed. It is solely due, I
suppose, to the inventor's consideration
of the humanitarian feelings of the people
to whom he demonstrates, though I
should have thought that the latter could
have raked up an old aunt or two whom
they would be prepared to sacrifice in the
interests of science.
In every case also a demonstration is
given of stopping a petrol engine at considerable range by means of the ray. If
there is anything in the latter experiment
it is l1igh time tha,t police cars were fitted
with the apparatus in order that they
might stop speeders peaceably and quietly
instead of kicking up the present infernal
din with their gongs.

I

l

Manufacturers Forward
WONDER if any reader can help me
find a gadget, a specimen of which I
have been hunting for high and low during
the past few weeks. My search has extended from the lofty salons of Bond
Street to the humblest stall in the Caledonian and Flat-Iron Markets, but has
been completely fruitless.
What I want is merely a gadget to run
two or more wireless sets or other electrical
apparatus from the same three-point wall
socket. There are, of course, bags of
these devices for use with two-point
sockets; they can, in fact, be obtained at
sixpenny stores, but three-point ones are
very elusive.
I have suffered so much in the past

I

Administer an electric shock.

The microphones in the various bedrooms of the flats, are, however, not to be
connected to the family wireless receiver.
The parents are not to be disturbed at all.
All connections are made to a special
room in which sits a nursemaid provided
by the owners of the block of flats. By
means of a special indicator she will be
enabled to see exactly which child is doing
the sobstuff, and can therefore go immediately to the appropriate room and clout
the child into silence.

from severe shocks from the metal parts
of reading lamps, vacuum cleaners and
other domestic impedimenta, normally
intended for use with two-point sockets,
that I have chucked the whole lot outthe sockets, I mean-and substituted
three-point plugs. I do not regret doing
so, for I find that I can now hump an allmains portable about from room to room
and pro\·ide it with an earth connection
lead, which vastly improves its performance.
My trouble is, however, that whereas
previously I was able to operate electric
sha \"ing mugs, wireless sets and reading
larnps from one plug by means of a threeway adaptor, I can now only run one
thing at a time. Surely, some of our
manufacturers are enterprising enough to
produce such an article.
There are
gadgets of this type, I find, for use in connection with three-point heater plugs of the
fifteen-amp. type, but do electrical manufacturers intend to force me into the dishonest practice of running my reading
lamps from a heater point?

Teletalkies
LOT of bilge seems to be written
about the menace of television to the
cinema industry.
According to some
people, who ought to know better, when

A

Who could eat whelks under such conditions ?

television starts the local hothouse will be
completely deserted, since people will stay
at home to sec the teletalkies, as "all films
will be televised."
Now, even if the film magnates do soften
their hearts to such an extent that they
allow "all films to be televised " it won't
make a ha' porth of difference to the size
of cinema audiences. The reason is, of
course, simply that human nature is what
it is. The average man simply loves
being thoroughly uncomfortable in a
crowd. To realise this it is only necessary to take an excursion to Southend-onSea on any Bank Holiday. Not only are
the trains packed, but the beach (?) is
simply a mass of perspiring humanity. All
this in spite of the fact that there are miles
and miles of lonely stretches of coast in
this island where the sea breezes are every
bit as refreshing; but, as the Editor says,
who could eat winkles and whelks under
such conditions?
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Ferranti
Universal

AC/DC

A Sensitive Superheterodyne Suitable for
Use on AC or DC Mains
FEA TURES.-Type.~Tab!e-mode1 superheterodyne receiver for AC or DC

m2ins. Circuit.~Hcplode frequency-chmz~er-var.-mu pentode IF amplifierdonble-diode-triode second detector- pentode oulp:zt valve. Half-wave valve
rectifier. Controls.~( 1) Tuning. (Z) Volume conlro: and on-off switclz.
(8) Wave-range switch. (+) Tone contra!. Price.-13 guineas. Makers.Ferranli Ltd., Hol!inwood, Lancs.

I

N its latest form the Fen·ant.i Universal
set employs four receiving valves in
addition to the rectifier and bancttcr
tube bv which the fibment current
is maintairi:'ecl within the proper limits.
The circuit of the f1rst models followed
closdy the lines of the '' Lancastria '' AC
receiver, but in the production sets now on
sal~ s~paratc valves are used in the second
detector and output stages.
The first stage in the circuit is the freq uency-cha nger, which is of the heptode
type. It is preceded by an inductively
coupled band-pass tuner, which a iso incorporates a feed-back circuit for the
suppression of :oecond-channel whistles.

This circuit is remarkably succf'ssful, and there is no- trace
of any self-generated heteroclynl~
interference on the
medium-\Yave range, neither
arc there any oscillator harmomcs on the long-vva ve
range.
A v~uiablc-mu pentode is used in the IF
stage, in \Yhich there is the usual compleme~1t of four tuned circuits. Both this
staoe and the frequency-changer are controUccl hy the A VC bias, ancl the anode
current is a measure of the signal strength
impre:;sd on the aerial. By making th•.:
tuning indicator common to both these circuits an cxtenclcd and more uniform range
of indication is obtained.
The scconcl detector val\'e is a doublediocle-trioclc, and it is interesting to nok
that both diodes arc fed from th~ secondary of the output IF transformn, the
signal diode directly and the AVC diocie
through a small fixed condenser. Tlh~

I

manual volume control takes the usual
form of a high-resistance potentiometer in
the resistance-capacity coupling to thr~
triode amplifier, and AVC delay is provided by the cathode bias.
The output pentode is also resistancecapacity coupled to the second detector,
and the tone control is shunted across
the output to the loud speaker transformer
primary. The switch for muting the iutcrnal speaker is mounted in the unit itself, and is operated by an extensiou
spindle at the back of the set.
The valve heaters are, of course, connected in series, and the current is regulated by a barretter lamp which automatically adjusts its resistance to changes of
current. The robust tubular dial lamp is
also run in series with the heaters. Should
this fail the set will cease to function, but
a temporary repair can be ctfected b~'
shorting the centre contact to the side of
the screw cap-the barretter will take care
of tbe change in resistance of the circuit.
~
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Complete circuit diagram.

The special dial lamp is in series with the heaters and the filament current is controlled by a barretter.

..
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Ferranti AC/DC UniversalAs in all Ferranti sets, the composite
tuning scale gives a simultaneous indication of the setting of all the controls, as
well as a quick identification of all the
principal European broadcasting stations.
The best adjustments of tone and volume
can, therefore, be quickly repeated for all
one's favourite transmissions.
Immediately the set is switched on
there is an unmistakable feeling of reserve

hard and brilliant. Bearing in mind that
in any universal set the· HT voltage on the
last valve cannot exceed the mains voltage, some blurring of tone is inevitable if
any attempt is made to force the volume
up too high. More volume can be used
as the high-note response is progressively
reduced, and quite pleasing results can be
obtained by carefal adjustment of the tone
and volume controls.
Both in the finish and performance this
I.F AMPLIFIER VALVE V P T S
BARRETTER
2nd DETECTOR VALVE

FREQUENCY CHANCER
VALVE X 3 0

HSD

WAVE.RANCE
SWITCH
VAlVE
U30

TUNING

n.w1re1ess World
COPYRIGHT

brated, and selected by a single switch.
The wavelengths covered are as follows:{I) 12-30 metres; (2) 23-60 metres; (3) 43II5 metres; (4) 85-220 metres; (5) 220-550
metres.
A sensitive permanent magnet movingcoil loud speaker is built into the cabinet,
and there is provision for connecting an
extension speaker as well as for a gramophone pick-up.
The price of the receiver, including valves
but excluding batteries, is {23 2s. It may
also be obtained without cabinet for {21.

Belling-Lee Rejectostat

A

FORM of the " Rejectostat " screened
transmission line system for aerial
clownleads is now being sold by Belling and
Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
Special attention is
drawn to the connection between the lower
matching transformer and the receiver; the
lead supplied is completely shielded right up
to the aerial terminal. It is also stated that
in many cases disappointing results are obtained from screened aerial systems through
the use of unsuitable connecting cable, and
accordingly a special shielded wire has been
introduced for use in conjunction with
"Rejectostats."
Belling and Lee have also prepared a bookjet setting out very clearly and accurately
the conditions under whic!J a screened aerial
is likely to be of real use in minimising interference; readers who think that there is
even a remote chance of achieving the desirable end o£ improving the signal-to-noise
ratio of their reception by aerial screening
would be well advised to apply for a copy.
The instructions on installation are illustrated, and in many cases they will suggest ways and means of improving the
aerial system even under seemingly hopeless
conditions.

In this view of the chassis the cord couplings between the various control spindles and the
indicating dial can be clearly seen.

power and range. Off tune the back- receiver exhibits all the good qualities of
ground noise is lively-particularly on the Ferranti products, and offers a complete
long-wave range, but as .soon as a worth- solution to the problem of choosing a set
while station is tuned m the automatic for DC supplies which may be changed to
volume control reduces the sensitivity and AC in the near future. Further, it is suitwith it the background noise to a satis- able for AC supplies of periodicity below
40 cycles, on which other Ferranti sets
factory level.
On fairly weak stations the time con- will not work.
stant of the A VC circuit makes itself felt
by a temporary cessation of the programme, when strong atmospherics or intermittent local interference noises ar,~
present ; but this effect does not interfen~
Battery Version of a Well-known
with the reception of the local or the more
powerful of the foreign programmes. Of
Short-wave Receiver
these there is a choice of five or six on '
o meet the demands of those living in
medium waves in davlight,
while the longd.IS t ne
. t s ren1o t e I rom sources of power,
J
wave range is no less sensitive.
the G.E.C. have now introduc<'d a
The selectivity is definitely good, and
battery-operated short- and medium-wave
with careful tuning and some attention :0
receiver with a performance comparable;
the tone control only one channel is lost
with the AC mains " 0Hrseas 7."
on either side of the local stations when
The general design follows closely the
working the set in Central London. The
lines of the latter set, and the moulded
programme from the Deutschlanclsencler
bakelite cabinet and the insulation generally
can also be received clear of interference
havl' be~n designed to stand up to tropical
if the tone control is turned to the "Low"
conditions. The seven··valve superheterodyne circuit comprises a signal-frequency
position.
amplifier, separate oscillator, first detector,
The reproduction is well balanced if th.e
IF amplifier, clouble-diode-triode second detone control is turned clown from the maxitector with AVC, driver valve and Class
mum "High" position-otherwise the
"B " output valve.
tone shows a tendency to be exceSJlively
There are five wave-ranges-all cali-

A New H.M.V. Receiver
For A.C. or D.C. Mains

G.E.C. ''Overseas B7"

T

The Model 340 universal receiver, just
released by the Gramophone Co., Ltd., has
a three-valve superheterodyne circuit employing multiple valves. It will work on
DC or AC mains from 195 to 255 volts
and 25 to 6o cycles. Automatic volume control is included and the or ice is I I t guineas.
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
Summer Programme Cuts
THE usual modifications in
the balance of programmes
are contemplated for
t h e
summer holiday period, viz.,
July to September.
They are
expected to include the dropping of morning talks during
July and August, the transmission of a single programme
without
alternative
between
6.30 and 8 p.m. from the beginning of July to micl-September, and the omission of midweek services during August.

and from time to tinw i1~
-vites suggestions for the rmproveiEent uf the conditions of
work and the avoidance, as far
as possible, d
unduly long
spdls of work.

Still a Problem
To some extt·nt the labours of
tht> creati\·e staff must necessarily be spasmodic.
For instance, play pruducers and their
assistants must put in long
l.ours at rehearsal during the

All Concerts to be
Broadcast
Dr. Adrian Boult will conduct the first concert, which consists of Bach's Mass in B Minor,
on Friday, May roth, while
Serge Koussevitzky, conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, will direct the concerts
on Friday, May 17, Wednesday,
May 22nd, and Monday, May
27th.
All the concerts will, of
course, be broadcast.

The Staff on Holiday
Although there will be no
alternative for an hour-and-ahalf each evening all Regions
will be granted the "privilege "
of introducing suitable local
"O.B.'s" during that period.
In August and September
there will he an unusually large
number of simultaneous broadcasts and prolnbly some repetition of first-class programme3.
By these means it is hoped to
release as many membcrs as
possible of the B.B.C. staff
during the holiday period.

Why Not Recorded
Programmes ?
To my mind it is a pity that
more use is not madc of recorded programnws during the
summer months. \Vhy should
sc\·en million listeners forgo a
choice of British programnw,;
in high summer to suit the convenience of a handful of p~ople
ir~ Portland Place?
By dint of extra work in
advance, such as must be pt>rformcd in most other organisations before the luxury of a
holiday can be indulged in, a
fine crop of summer entertainment could b:c Blattnerphonecl
in advance for administering in
graduated doses throughout the
holiday pcriod.

Sir John Reith and his
Staff

'l..... HE

proposal that a fitting
memorial to the late Chairman of the B.B.C. Board of
Govemors, :\Jr. J. H. Whitlt>v,
would he the formation of a
Whitley Council for the benefit of the staff, recalls a similar
suggestion alluded to in thcs'-~
columns ovn a year ago.

Improving Conditions
It is highly debabbl(' whether
a union is necessary.
Sir John
Rcith rs showing increasin&
vigilance
in
staf-f
matters,

Electrical contractors to bear in
mind the amount of broadcast
listening which will be carried
on during the Jubilee cdebration period, and to take what
precautions are practicable to
ensure that their apparatus does
not cause disturbance.

How to Say it
THE naive suggestion in the
B.B.C. 's latest list of pronunciations that it is not unlikely that the man-in-the-street
will hit upon a better word thaa
the
officially
recommenclecl
"televiewer," is a reminder that
it is an Advisorv Committt'''
and not the Corporation itseli
that propounds these recommendations.
The Corporation has nenT
relied on the judgment of the
man-in-the-street.
For the present " televiewer ·'
must serve, the hope being expressed that it will rapidly learn
to disguise its mongrel ori"i 1
by shedding the prefix a~1d
showing itself to the world as
'' vie\ver. ''

What Does Mr. Brown Say?
CHILDREN'S HOUR IN POLAND. Whether this pretty custom
should be encouraged at Portland Place is open to question. The
above photograph was taken when a ·violin class recently visited the
Warsaw studio.

clay and att<·ncl the broadcast
pei-formancc at night.
\Vhen
the fc·aturc h;ts htTll broadcast
thc·y nct·d a ~hort breathing
space- bt furc> lw!-:inning tlw next
production. But work of this
kind plavs havoc ,,·ith any fixed
time ta hlc-s for staff atte-ndance
and fortunateh-, after some
y<'ars

of bureaucratic

the authoritic·s
this fact.

now

1niopia,

recognise

Toscanini in Four Broadcast Concerts
JT may be presump~ion on the
part oi the B.B.C. to create
a " London " :\1 usical Festival,
but the fare provicll>d this year,
from Friday, May roth, to
Friday, June 14th, is of such an
enticingly high standard that
the leading city of the Empire
m·t·d not disdain to lt>ncl its
name to the eYent.
The Festival comprises eight
concerts, four of which will he
conducted by Arturo Toscanini,
conductor of the New York
Symphony Orchestra, tht> dates
being Monday, June 3nl, \Vcdnesday, June 5th, \Vednt>sday,
June IZth, and Friday, June
14th.

Studio for Nottingham
THE campaign for a broadcast
studio in Nottingham promises to be successful in the
rwar future. I unclerstancl that
the B.B.C. is in favour of a
policy of installing studios in all
the larger cities and towns.
Alrt>acly there are a number of
transn1is~ion

Ct-'11 tres

lac king

broadcasting stations of their
own but enjoying studio facilities.
Thev include Bristol,
Leeds, Liv~rpool, Glasgow an cl
Swansea.

Floodlighting Broadcasting
House

A

GRANDIOSE scheme for
picking out tl:e aerial ami
roof of Broadcasting House in
neon lights during the Jubilee
celebrations has died at birth,
but arrang,·ments are going forward for floodlighting the upper
part of the building. There will,
howeYcr, be no flashing.

Avoiding Jubilee Crackles
The Corporation has issued 3.
tinwlv reminder to listener;;
that -tloodlighting disphys and
other el~"ctrical illumination can,
if unsi!t,nu-cl, caust' svrious interft>rence to broadcasting.
An appeal is being miuJe to

\Vhat a fine crop of tongm'tease!'s have found thc·ir wa v
into the
latest list!
Th;,
only surprising thing is that
'Ome of these words have IH•t
bt:Pn discussed before. Perhap;
tlw Committee had not pn·viously been able to fix ::~n
appointment with Mr. Tedchi
1~rown to decide the pronunci<;.
tion of xylophone (zilophone i ;
snmlarly,
they
may
ha\'''
s~:nchecl far ai1d wid-e before:
2\'lr. Hosier H6zier)-this 1s :t
surname-was located.
I3y the
way,
these
ar•:
only

recommenc!ation3

to

an.

nouncers; the B. B.C. does no;:
presume to dictate to the public.

Nightingale Again
DESPITE the tempting offers
of the Mobrle Rt>corclinrr
Unit to ea pture for all time th~
notes of the nightingale, the
"O.B." department intends to
broadcast the actual song of this
temperamental artist during the
week beginning May 13th.
Philomel's song will be heard
in appropriate settings of the
latest dance music.

Talking Background
At one time, I believe, it was
suggested that the nightingale's
song should punctuate the talks
on "Freedom," a blue light
informing the speaker when to
stop talking.
Then someone
rudely suggested that there
would be no need to stop talking" . . •
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Foundations of
Wireless
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, lVI.Sc.

Part XIX.-The Simple Screened Tetrode
FULL explanation of the internal screening system of the
A
modern HF valve is followed by a description of its
electrical properties, and the natural limitations imposed upon
the amount of amplification per stage are discussed.

screened valve is shown in the sketch of
Fig. roz.
If earthed in the strictly literal sense the
potential of the screen would be approximately that of the cathode. Since the
attraction of the positive anode cannot
extend through the screen to any appreciable extent, electrons in the neighbourhood of the grid of the valve would then

T

HE consideration of the problems large, amounts to the capacity equivalent
of high-frequency amplification to that of AS and SB in series. IfS is thin
led us, at the end of Part XVIII, this is practically equal to the original
to two conclusions. First, that direct capacity between the two plates.
the anode load for a valve used as highNow imagine Zz to be short-circuited.
frequency amplifier must almost inevitably Current will still flow round the first circuit,
be a tuned circuit; and second, that the but since there is now no impedance
grid-anode capacity would infallibly common to both there will be no driving
result in uncontrolled oscillation unless voltage to produce a current in the latter.
means were taken to neutralise it by a No matter what alternating voltages are
special circuit. Alternatively, we may applied to A, none will appear on B, even
try to find a valve in which the capacity though large currents may flow via S to
between grid and anode has been reduced earth. The effective capacity between A
and B has therefore been reduced to zero,
to negligible proportions.
The capacity between any two objects and B is completely screened from A.
It is very important to note. that S is
can be reduced to zero by interposing
between them as a screen an earthed metal only effective as a screen if it entirely
sheet of sufficient size. The operation of cuts off A from B, thus replacing the direct
such a screen can be understood by con- capacity AB by AS and SB in series. Even
sidering Fig. ror, which shows at (a) two with this proviso, screening is not complete
plates A and B separated from one another unless S is definitelv connected to earth
by an air-space. There will be a capacity either by a direct "wire or through an
between them, so that the high-frequency impedance Zz, which is negligibly small.
generator V will drive a current round the
This is the principle used in reducing
circuit Earth- V -A-B -ZI -Earth. the grid-anode capacity of a valve. A
Across Zr, which is an impedance of some screen, so designed that it completely
kind between B and earth, the current will protects anode from grid, is interposed
develop a potential
between these two
difference, and this
electrodes
within
PD will be the
the bulb,
while
A B
voltage appearing
capacity
between
on B as a result of
the leads running
the passage of curto grid and anode is
rent through the
a voided by taking
capacity AB.
the lead for one or
At (b) a third
other of these electrodes out through
plate S, larger than
the larger of the
the top of the bulb.
Clearly,
a
solid
two original plates,
(a)
(b)
is inserted between
metal screen, while
them in such a way
providing i r r e Fig. roi.-I!Iustrating
the
theory
of
that no part of
proachable screenscreening.
either plate can
ing, would cut off
"see" any part of the other. We now the electron flow from cathode to anode;
have no direct capacity between A and B, it is therefore necessary to use as screen
but we have instead two capacities, AS and a close-mesh wire gauze through the openSB, in series. If an impedance Zz is con- ings of which electrons can pass. It is
nected between S and earth the current found that this necessary compromise with
round the circuit Earth-V-A-S-Zz- perfection still leaves a completeness of
Earth will develop a PD across Zz. Since screening that falls short of that obtainable
Zz is also included in the right-hand circuit with an unbroken sheet of metal by a surthe PD across it will drive a current prisingly small amount. In an unscreened
round the circuit Earth-Zz-S-B-Zr- valve, Cga is usually of the order of 6
Earth, and this will give rise to a potential to 8 fl!LF. ; with a gauze screen, properly
on B. So far, S has not screened A from earthed, this is commonly reduced to less
B, there remaining an effective capacity than 0.003 flfLF., and may even be less
between them which, if Zz is infinitely than o.oor flpF. The structure of a typical

Fig. 102.-Showing construction of a
typical screened valve. Note the " skirt "
screening the grid lead (below) from the ,
anode. This " skirt " is connected to the
screen.

not be drawn onwards, and the anode
current would fall practically to zero. But
since, as Fig. ror shows, the requirements
of screening can be met by making Zz
negligibly small, we can connect a condenser of large capacity from the screen
of the valve to earth, after which we can
supply the screen, from any convenient
source, with a positive potential.
The i,nner portion of the valve, comprising cathode, grid, and screen, is practically
unaffected by the voltage at the anode ;
in consequence the total current through
the valve is almost completely determined
by the potentials of grid and screen. But
if an electron arriving at the screen should
happen to find itself exactly opposite to
one of the openings in the latter, the attraction exerted upon it by the screen will come
equally from all sides and, it will go
straight through the opening. With the
anode at zero potential it would fall back
again to the screen, but if the anode is
much more positive than the screen it will
be drawn on.
Thus by making the anode more positive
than the screen some of the electrons,
initially set in motion by the positive
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current with grid voltage at Es =So and
Apart from these considerations, the
Ea= zoo at once makes clear that over screen grid valve behaves exactly like a
a wi'de range the slope g of the valve is triode from which the grid-anode capacity
nearly constant at about 2. I mA. per volt. has been removed ; all the principles and
At E= -I, g=2.45, while at E= -2, methods discussed in Parts XII and XIII
g= 1.45 mA. jV. Since the amplification can therefore be applied to the tetrode.
factor of the valve is given by fL = g Ro,
The introduction of the screening makes
we can find its value from the figures for it quite possible to build up and use sucg and Ro at these two bias points; at Eg =
cessfully a circuit such as that of Fig.
-2, I'=L45XJ,200=4,65o, while at 104 (a) without running into difficulties
due to oscillation. It can be shown' that
Eg= -I. /' = 2.45 x 350= 88o.
In the triode, the amplification factor the stage will be stable provided that the
is dctermined almost entirely by the numerical value of a quantity H is less
geometry of the valve,
and therefore does not
vary over these extra200V+
ordinary ranges;
BOV+
further, it is much
lower. seldom exceeding 100. Nevertheless,
the screen-grid vain:,
used as a high-freRo
R
quency amplifier, does
not give such enormously t-nhanced gain
as t h e s e startlingly
c
high figures might
suggest, for their effect
High AC Resistance
is very largely offset
The reasons for the peculiar shape of the by the valve's very
curves for values of Ea lower than Es will high AC resistance.
(a)
(b)
be discussed in connection with pentodes ; Fig. 104 (a) shows a
for the present it is enough to note that a simple tuned - anode
screen-grid valve is always used with an s t a g e of high - freFig. 104. -A simple HF stage employing a screened valve with
tuned-anode coupling, and (dia. b) equivalent anode circuit of the
anode voltage considerably in excess of quency amplification,
valve. If R is small compared with Ro, gain of stage is approxip receding a gridthat on the screen.
mately gR.
The extreme flatness of the curves over detecting triode V 2 ;
This quantity is given by the
the working region to the right of the with the exception of the addition of the than 2.
diagram indicates that the AC resistance screen circuit, with its large by-pass con- relation H = gw Cag lbRz, where ,,, = z::- x
of the valve is very high. For the curve denser to earth, the arrangement exactly frequency of the signal being amplified,
At (b) is and RI and R.z are the effective dynamic
Eg= -2, the change of la by 0.025 mA. duplicates that for a triode.
for a change in Eg of 8oV. indicates a shown the equivalent anode circuit of the resistances of the tuned circuits connected
resistance of So i o.oooo25 = 3-2 megohms. valw, the signal-voltage Vg at the grid to grid and anode. High values of RI
But this value depends far more than in being represented, as before, by/'- V g volts and Rz, which imply circuits of low inthe case of the triode upon operating volt- in series with the AC resistance of the herent losses, tend, as might be expected,
ages. Reducing the bias reduces also the valve. If R, the dynamic resistance of to produce oscillation. So also do high
AC resistance ; reading off values from the the tuned circuit, is Ioo,ooo n, the ampli- values of Yalve-slope or grid-anode capacurve for Eg = - I gives an AC resistance fication given by the valve works out as city, while the likelihood of instability is
of 350,000 ohms only, which is about one- 196 times for Eg = -I and 141 times for greater, oth<or things being equal, the
tenth of the value found for Eg = - 2.
Eg = - 2. The rising amplification factor higher the frequency of the signal it is
This rapid variation of AC resistance has been accompanied by so large a ri5e desired to amplify.
is not accompanied by corresponding in AC resistance that the gain actually
For a Yalve for which g=2.5 mA/V,
changes in mutual conductance or slope. drops in passing from Eg = - r to Eg = .Cag=o.oo_') !'!'F., used at r,soo kcjs
-2.
Reference to the small curve inset on Fig.
(zoo metres), we can find now the maxi103, which shows the variation of anode
In most practical cases the impedanc .~ mum dynamic resistance that the tuned
of the valve is so very circuits- can have without causing oscilmuch higher than that lation. For critical oscillation H = 2, s::>
7
'7
of the tuned circuit
80
that we can write RIRz= ~C =~~X
connected to its anode
gw ag II0
that R is almost neg- ro' ~. If the two tuned circuits are alike
ligible compared with each may have a maximum dynamic re1
Ro. A good approxi- sistance equal to the square root of this;
r- Es =BOV
E =_!1 r- r5 -4 -3 -2 -1 °
mation
to the correct i.e., of 130,ooo ohms. Since this repre3
Eg
v .......
value for the stage- sents a tuned circuit only a little better
E! =11 . \- r-I
gain can then he had than the avera,ge, it is clear that the inter2
r-"
E =l2 r- . .
A =fLR
b y wntmg
or electrode capacity assumed for the valve
1f- r-~
Ro'
is just on the maximum permissible limit
=-3
J"'
'"'·
A=gR
The condi- for a single stage of amplification. Even
~~~
ll
0
Eg- 4·
tions for high gain slight coupling between grid and anode
......
with a scree n grid leads external to the valve itself would
j l
1
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valve are therefore add capacity enough to provoke oscillaANODE VOLTS Ea
simply that we choose tion; for example, the tuning condensers,
a valve of high slope and their leads will need screening.
Fig. IOJ.- Characteristic curves of typical screened tetrode. Only
and follow it with a
1
"The Stability of the Tuned-Grid Tunedthe flat part of the curves to the right of the line Es are used for
tuned
circuit of high Plate H.F. Amplifier," Beatty, Wireless Engin~er,
amplification. Inset : Ia-Eg curve to show approximate condynamic
resistance.
stancy of slope,
January, 1928, JJ· 3.

Foundations o~ Wirelesspotential on the screen, will pass through
the latter and travel on to the anode. The
more the potential of the anode exceeds
that of the screen the more electrons will
be drawn on ; with rising anode voltage,
therefore, the anode current rises and the
screen current falls, the total remaining
practically constant.
Curves of a typical screened tetrode are
reproduced in Fig. I03, which shows anode
current plotted against anode voltage.
Each curve refers to the fixed grid-voltage
Eg mentioned against it, and all were
taken at a fixed screen-voltage of Es =
8oV. So long as Ea is considerably in
excess of Es. the anode takes practically all
the current ; over the range Ea= 120 to
Ea~ zooV on the curve for Eg= -2, the
anode current changes by only 0.025 mA.
As Ea falls below IZoV, the proportion of
electrons pulled through the screen to the
anode begins to drop, as the rapid fall in
la shows. The screen current Is, if plotted,
would show a corresponding rise, keeping
the total space-current constant.

[I'
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspoadents

Kilowatts at the Transmitter
THE note,
"What Price Kilowatts
Now?" ("Broadcast Brevities," in
April sth issue) serves as a reminder that If
receiver gain, depth of modulation, and
atmospheric conditions all remain constant,
the power output from the loud speaker (in
milliwatts) varies directly as the power (in
kilowatts) in the aerial of the transmitter.
For this aerial power is proportional to the
square of the aerial current (and radiation
resistance), while the field-strength (mV per
metre) is proportional to the first power of
the aerial current; consequently fieldstrength varies as the square root of transmitted kilowatts for a given transmitting
aerial. Now it is the field-strength (with
the aerial system) which determines the input voltage to the receiver; and for constant
receiver gain the loud speaker power is proportional to the square of the input voltage,
and hence simply proportional to the transmitted kilowatts. Having established this
fact, it follows that a reduction of power
from 50 to 20 kW represents a loss of only
4 db.-a loss which in any case would not
need a drastic readjustment of the volume
control, and would be taken up by AVC if
fitted.
On the other hand, a decrease of 4 db. in
the signal/noise ratio when this ratio is
already poor could be very noticeable.
Practically speaking, therefore, a change of
power will affect only distant listeners, and
since there is the Droitwich transmitter on
the same programme, one would not expect to find many listeners relying on the
Little Nationals outside their immediate service areas.
No doubt that explains the
success of the B.B.C.'s latest economy, and
it would seem that both in theory and practice the change is justified. D. A. BELL.
Magclalen College,
Oxford.

Empire Reception
INDIA'S wireless listeners are at present
few. They are neither numerous enough
nor influential enough to make their voice
felt. But there are abundant signs that that
will not be so for much longer. In the interests, therefore, of the thousands of listeners who will one clay be sufferers if something is not clone, I wish to register a protest against a source of much trouble and
annoyance that should be ''asily remediable.
I refer to l\Iorse interference. Indian listeners for the major part of the year have to
depend almost entirely on what is called the
" short waveband," covering a range of
wavelengths from about 13 to 8o metres.
Shortwave broadcast transmissions are principally confined to five very small regions
in this band, namely, 16 metres, rg metres,
25 mc·tres, 31 metres and 49 metres. They
are crowdecl together in these small spac,,s.
For example, there are no fewer than llJ
short-wave stations operating between 49
and 50 metres. It does not therefore seem
unreasonable to ask that 1\Iorse transmitters
should leave these small regions alone and
confine themselves to the rest of an enormous band which is largely vacant and contains ample room for all.
But do they do it? Not a bit of it. H
would be possible almost every evening now

to get perfect reception of, for example,
Daventry (GSB) on 31.55 metres and of
Zeesen on 31.38 metres, but evening after
evening both stations are completely ruined
by 1\Iorse sitting right on top of them. It is
only when by some chance the l\Iorse stops
for a while that one gets a chance of realising what is easily possible in the way of reception of European stations.
It is the same story on the 49 metre band.
'Yho are these Morse fiends? Are they entirely unregulated by anyone? Let them
come out. into the open and justify their
existence m these particular places. To the
listener it looks like mere selfishness and
thoughtlessness when there are so many
empty places near by which would serve
them equally well. For the reason stated
at the beginnin15 of this letter I hard expect
to rouse the vmce of authority, but is it too
much to ask that should this letter happen
to catch the eye of those who transmit Morse
signals .night after night on 31 and 49 metres
they wrll come forward and explain just why
they have to choose those particular wavel~ngths and thereby ruin the chances of gettmg gooc: shortwave reception in this country?
H. R. MEREDITH.
Patna, B. & 0., India.

Pilot Lamps

J WAS

interest~cl in the query regarding
prlot lamps m DC and umversal circuits.
Like your querist, I, too, was
annoyed .by the ?ehaviour of my dial light.
I have .smce entirely cured the dimness by
connecting the bulb and its shunt in the
common negative wire to the set.
A~ this wire in.cludes both heater and high
tenswn current It will be seen that as the
valves begin to settle down after beina
switched on, the high tension current, com~
mencing to flow, brings back the brilliancy
of the bulb to the strength it had when the
first surge flowed through from the heaters.
I have had my present bulb in use for over
a year.

TO -HT
AND EARTH

TO
NEGATIVE
MAINS

TO HEATERS

Incidentally, I find that when connected
in this manner the pilot light forms a
tuning indicator, responding to fluctuations
in HT current from the HF stages.
(I
have a drop of 20 mA on average signals,
the total HT current being 70 mA.)
It is possible to experiment in the proportiOn of heater to high tension current
passing through the light by a potentiameter (a "Humdinger" does well) as in
the accompanying diagram.
It may be
necessary to transpose '' heater '' and
"earth line" connections, depending ~m
the currents of the set to which this idea
is applied.
W. C. RITSON.
Stromness.

Do Transmitters Tire?
REFERENCE was made in Wireless TVor/d
dated i\Iarch J sth, I<J35· under th'c
heading "Distant Reception Notes," to tlw
falling off in signal strength in Great Britain
from the two Brussels stations, providing yet
another instance of the apparent deterioration of transmitting plants with the passage
of time. As the output of both transmitters
is still as usual, one is forced to the conclusion
that the waves, after leaving the aerial at
normal strength, are now more rapidly attenuated than they used to be.
The two aerials are supported by three
steel lattice masts of the self-supporti1w
type. They are roo m. high (328ft.), and
are earthed.
They were built about six
years ago. Under one of them runs a footpath, and it has been noticed that after "
few days of dry weather the path under the
tower and in the immediate vicinitv of it
dried more quickly than the rest. This was
not noticed a couple of years ago. It has,
however,
been accentuated
in recent
months, and a striking and extremely sudden
change from dry to damp soil is now visible.
Owing to vegetation it is hardly possible to
state defmitely that the ~ame phenomenon
is present round the other. two towers. The
increase in dryness of the soil round the
tower increases the resistance to earth of the
tower. This tower, being roo m. high, approaches the quarter wavelength .of the
Brussels No. I transmitter (483.9 m.), and
may well absorb considerable energy, the
amount of which may depend on the earthi?g resistance. Moreover, the falling off in
s~gnal strength has been especially noticed
smce the wavelength has been changed
(January rsth, 1934) from so8.s m. to
483.9 m.
Another phenomenon which may have
something to do with the first one has been
noticed.
\Vhen listening on a receiver
coupled directly to the last tuned circuit of
one of the transmitters, no trace of the programme radiated by the other transmitter
is heard. The same thing happens when the
receiver is installed a couple of yards froin
the aerial. But once the receiver is situated
at such a place that the waves have to pass
one of the towers, interference betwl·en the
two programmes is noticeable. While listening to one of the stations, the oth<T one can
he heard in the bacl;ground. As soon as the
carril·r of tlw station tuned in is switched
off, the other programme disappears as well ;
exactly as if clue to the Luxembourg Effect.
Cross-modulation in the rect>iver ancl interference lwtwt"en the two programmes in th(~
broadcasting system can be ruled out. The
interfcrcnc,, faclt-s away very quickly with
inneas(· in distance from the transmitters,
and has not been noticed at a distance of
over two miles. At about one mile the intt·rkrence is usually very slight and only apparent as a background oi the Brnssl'!s No.
2 (323.9 m.) programme, while listening ·to
Brussels No. r. But even at 200 yard, th:)
interference is sometimes not noticeable at
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all, while on other days it is very strong.
As the two oscillations can only exert a
mutual influence upon one another, unless
both act upon a non-linear device, a possible
explanation may be that the interference at
short range is caused by re-radiation from
the metal towers, this re-radiation depending again on the earthing resistance of the
towers.
Maybe some of the rcaders of Wireless
Worl;l will be able to advance another explanation?
A. L. J. BERNAERT.
Vclthem, Belgium.

Sound Reinforcement in Theatres

J READ with interest the remarks of your

correspondent, Mr. Sidgreaves, in The
Wireless World of March rsth, on Sound
Reinforcement in Theatres.
From his description it is evident that
I have visited the same theatre as himself.
I also sat in the stalls, and agree with Mr.
Sidgreaves in every detail.
Apart, however, from " blasting " and other bacl
effects mentioned by Mr. Sidgreaves, it
seemed to me that the apparatus used is
capable of excellent reproduction.
It is a pity that after going to the expense of installing what is evidently quite
an elaborate P.A. System the management

should overlook the importance of making
proper use of the control panel. Also, why
only two loud speakers?
From where I
sat, row P, the crooner in a dance band
sounded like an '' acoustic close-up " of
an enraged lion !
By installing several speakers throughout
the house, all working well within their
maximum output, a more even and natural
reproduction would result. After all, the
object of sound reinforcement is to enable
the audience to hear the words of the performers without effort; not to hear a voice
that is so powerful that it detracts from
the performance. I admit that at this particular theatre several of the " turns " call
for microphone aid, as against plain '' sound
reinforcement," but, even so, their acts are
spoiled by mishandling of the apparatus.
I quite agree with Mr. Sidgreayes regarding the harm caused by badly fitted and
handled sound systems, and I hope that
other theatres, when installing their own
apparatus, will benef1t by the mistakes
mentioned above, and have properly controlled " mikes " and more than two
speakers-even if only out of consideratio!l
for the ear-drums of "the stalls," who,
since thPy pay most for their seats, are entitled to a little consideration.
C. HADFIELD GALLOWAY.
London, N.\V.3.

Random Radiations
By "DIALLIST "
Stations Re-named

Q

UITE a few European stations have
re-named themselves during the last
month or two and some readers may have
been rather puzzled by the new call signs.
Radio-Vitus now goes under the name of
Poste de l'lle de France. It is at present
working on a wavelength of 223.4 metres.
Rennes has become Radio-Bretagne and
Lille has altered its title to RadioP.T.T. du Nord. In addition to these,
Radio-Paris now gives its call sign as the
Poste-National.
I wish that the U .I.R. would make a
stand against the adoption by stations of
names which do not show the towns in or
near which they are situated. Ile-de-FrancP
is not so bad, ctt any rate for those who
know Paris; hut you don't get very much
information about the geographical position
of a station from call signs such as " P.T.T.
du Nord " or "Radio-Bretagne ": the
north of Fr~nce is a wide and rather vaguely
dcfmcd district aud Brittany is pretty big.

Can't We Be Consistent?
Talking of station names, I have long
been puzzled over the hopeless inconsistency
of most of our published !ists of Broadcasters. Lots of foreign places have sound
English names which are part of our
language and are to be found in our literature as far back as the time of Chaucer.
Amongst German broadcasting stations, for
instance, both Munich and Nuremberg are
good English words. The German names
these places are Miinchen and Niirnberg.
Why in the official lists does Munich duly
appear as Munich though Nuremberg becomes Niirnberg?
Curiouser and curiouser, all of the Italian
stations are given their English names

of

(Rome, Naples, Milan, Turin and so onnot Roma, Napoli, Milano, Torino); but
when we come to Sweden, Gothenburg, an
old English name which appears in all
atlas.:s and geography books published up
to a few years ago, gives place to Goteborg,
which I am willing to wager not one Englisl1man in ten thousand can even attempt to
pronounce correctly!
Most of those who
have a shot at it produce some hideous
sound such as " Gottyborg," though the
name in Swedish is quite a pretty one
since '· g" before " o " is pronounced like
a " y " and it has the same sound when
following '' r.''
What's the sense of printing a name such
as Lwow? I am sure I don't know what an
accent over an "o " indicates in Polish;
do you?
I have heard its own announcer pronounce
it something like Lvoo, but what's wrong
with the old name Lemberg, which is easy
enough?

They All Have Their Ow.1
Actually, nearly all languages have their
own names for important places in foreign
countries. A Frenchman who, in speaking
French, used words such as London, Dover,
Edinburgh or Canterbury would be thought
just as much of an intellectual snob as the
Englishman who insists on speaking of
Pan·e, Leeyong and Marsay. I had an
argument the other day on the subject with
another keen wireless man who maintained
that I was entirely wrong. "A place," he
said, "can have only one name: its own.
Its inhabitants use that name and we
ought to use it too." My rejoinder took
the form of a question : " What about places
in bi-lingual countries such as Belgium,
where one part of the population knows its

capital as Bruxelles and the other as
Briissel, or tri-lingual countries such as
Switzerland where Geneva has no less thau
three eC).~ally good and quite different
names?
I do think that if we have real English
words for foreign places, names which we
can pronounce, we should stick to them.
If we must insist on going all foreign, then
en:ry name in the list of broadcasting stations should appear in its native form-or
forms.
It's just too silly to ha vc lists that are
full of inconsistencies.

.. .. ..

Jubilee Wireless
did a wise thing
T HEwhenPostmaster-General
he decided that licences would
110t be neccssarv for receiving sets temporarily inste~lled" in the schools and so on
for n·production of the Jubilee broadcast~.
The rising generation have the strongest
possible claiiR; to hear the broadcasts Oil
i\lav 6th, an<! ar;y readers who possess more
tha-;1 one set caJ{ do good work by lending
tlwir spares to schools, Scout or Guide head·
quarters and other institutions where the'·"
are not already provided with receiving av
paratus. \Vhen a second set is not available for loan purposes it may be that. the
odds-and-ends cupboard contains a variety
of valves and components which can be put
together without much difficulty into a set
that can be handed over for Jubilee duty.

'Ware Interference
Don't let your patriotism outrun yonr discretion iu the matter of Jubilee illuminations. The B.B.C. has wisely issued a reminder that certain kinds of lighting
scht·mes can be responsible for serious interfercnu· with wireless reception. It would
be a sad thing to gladden the eyes of b'-·holders with a wondrous display of lights
but at the same time to distress the ears ot
listeners with volleys of dicks and crackles!
" Silencing " devices, which prevent radiation of the kind that causes interference, are
readily available at small cost, and only a
little cart' is required to sec that illumin.Jtions are innocuous to the listener.

......

An Optimist
an old pruverb about the advisT HERE'S
ability •)f the cobblt;r ;;ticking to his lasl;
and one can't help thinking sometimes how
sound is the advice it contains when laymen,
eminent in other directions, burst into speech
or into print on :oubjects such as wireless or
television. The other night a speaker said
that a large and imposing playhouse was
required right in the heart of the Empire
" because the time is not far distant when
performances will be televised to every part
of the world. This may sound ridiculous,
hut it is nearer accomplishment than you
imagine."
\Vel!, we've got no farther at present iu
high-definition television than transmissicn
over a quasi-visual range of twenty-five miles
or so, and even here few technicians would
claim that every problem has been solved.
No one can say what discoveries may be
made within the next few years, but so br
as we can see at present the transmission
of high-definition television-and nothing
else would be worth the trouble-to all parts
of the Empire is not likely to come into
being for a very long time, if, indeed, it
ever does,
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Recent Products

AC SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER
CHASSIS

HE Citv Accumulator Co., Ltd., 18-zo,
Norm;;n's Buildings, Central Street,
London, E.C. r, has submitted for examination two c h~tssis and the vertical screen for
Tlze vVireless World AC Short-wave Converter. They are strictly in accordance with
the specification as regards dimensions,
positions, and sizes of the holes, and will
be supplied complete with the full complement of nuts, screws, and washers needed
in the assembly of the two units.

The suppressor being of the condenserfilter type is joined across the mains point
from which the supply is taken for the set,
or mounted in the cabinet so that the receiver's fusf:'s protect also the suppressor.
Three terminals are provided; two have
reel insulated heads and one a black. The
last-mentioned is joined to a good earth
point, whilst the former are connected each
to one mains lead.
The price is 2s. 6cl.

SUNBEAM

C.A.C. chassis and screen for The Wireless
World AC Short-wave Converter.

The converter chassis and the aluminium
screen costs 7s. 6d., and that for the power
supply unit 6s. 6d.
The two chassis and other special fittings
are obtainable also from the Peto Scott
Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, London, E.C.r.
Specimens have been examined and found
to comply in every detail with the drawings.
They are well finished and cost 7s. 6d. each
for the chassis, whilst the two-part screen,
two brackets and small metal fixing clip for
the dial togdhn cost 3s.

BULGIN

HT BATTERY

TESTS have just been concluded on
a 120-volt sample of the recently introduced Sunbeam model dry-cell HT battery made by the Fuller Accumulator Co.
(rg:z6), Ltd., Woodland Works, Chadwell
Heath, Essex. As the discharge curve shows,
the distinguishing featnre of the battery is
its particularly long life, no fewer than 550
working l10urs being provided before the
end-point was reached.
The discharge was commenced at 7.6 mA.
through a fixed resistance of 17,000 ohms,
the working periods of four hours alternating with like intervals for recuperation. On
the graph the actual working time only is
_ shown, and the curve represents the average battery voltage throughotlt this period.
The end-point is an arbitrary termination
bast'd on the voltage falling to the equivalent o£ 0.75 volt per cell, or 6o for the battery, there being 8o cells in all. If continued, the discharge curve would show a
mor.e rapid fall, but even after 850 hours'
work there were 22 volts in the battery.

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR

HE new model A49 Suppressor Adaptor
introduced bv A. F. Bulgin and Co.,
Ltd.·, Abbey Roacl, Barking, Essex, consists
of a neat lJakelite moulding 2tin. in diameter in which is contained two o.r mfd.
concknsers rated for 250 volts continuous
worl<ing on either AC or DC.
This unit is intended as a suppre-ssor for
mains-bonlP intPdPrence, and, whilst not a
panacea for all types of electrical disturbances, it does assist mait'rially in obtaining

T

better reception in that those troublesome
crackles and other low-frequency pulsations
that account for a bad background are reduced considerably in intensity.

I
1

MAINS TRANSFORMER FOR QUALITY
AMPLIFIER

A1\IAINS
transformer built to the speciftcation required for operating TTze Wire-

less World Quality Amplifier has been s<.:nt
in for test Lv the London Transformer Products, Ltd., ·368, Cobbold Road, \Villesclen,
London, N. \V .10. It is wound on an iron
core of ...-ery generous size secured by cast
aluminium ~-nd-plates having fixing lugs on
two sides. The transformer can he mounted,
therefore, with its terminals on the top or
at one side according to which best suits the
wiring scheme.

Mains transformer for Quality Amplifier
made by London Transformer Products.

Tested under full-load conditions, and
with the type of rectifier specified for the
amplifier, the unsmoothecl DC output was
436 volts at r 20 mA., the full-load output
from the HT secondary winding being 422
volts RMS.
One LT winding was loaded to give 7
amps., allcl the voltage measured at the
transformer terminal was 4· r 7. The rectifier
was supplit>cl with 2.5 amps. at 4.rk volts,
while the o1w-amp. LT winding gave 4.15
volts on load. The LT voltag(·s are nicely
8

Fuller Izo-volt Sunbeam H T battery
and its discharge
curve.

Bulgin type A49
interference suppressor unit.
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which
1s
exceed-ingly good for th(;
judged, as they allow for t h.- n>ltagc drop
size of cells employed in this battery.
in the leads to the various valv(' holders.
The new Sunbeam model is undoubtedly
We found the transformer· to run pera long-life battery, and at 6s. 6d. for a rzofectly cool on full load, and there was no
volt is quite reasonable in price. It is availtrace of mechanical hum.
able in two styles, square, as illustrated, or
All iron parts are black-enamelled to prelong and narrow. A roo-volt model costs
vent rust, and the price is 35s.
ss. 6d., and one of 6o volts 3s. 6d.

